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Abstract
Gravitational waves are ripples in space-time and a prediction of Ein-
steins theory of relativity. The growing reality of gravitational wave
astronomy is giving age-old problems a new lease of life; one such prob-
lem is that of the self-force. A charged or massive particle moving in a
curved background space-time gives rise to a field that affects its motion,
pushing it off its expected geodesic. This self-field gives rise to a so-called
self-force acting on the particle. In modelling this motion, the self-force
approach uses a perturbative expansion in the mass ratio. One of the
most interesting sources of gravitational waves are extreme mass ratio
inspirals. These systems have an extremely small mass ratio, making
them perfectly suited to perturbative, gravitational self-force modelling.
One of the key problems that immediately arises, within the self-force
model, is the divergence of the field at the particle. To resolve this, the
field is split into a singular component and a smooth regular field. This
regular-singular split, introduced by Detweiler and Whiting, is used in
most modern self-force calculations.
In this thesis, we derive high order expansions of the Detweiler-Whiting
singular field, and use these to push the boundaries on current precision
limits of self-force calculations. Within the mode sum scheme, we give
over 14 previously unknown regularisation parameters, almost doubling
the current regularisation parameter database. We also produce smooth
effective sources to high order, and propose an application of the higher
terms to improve accuracy in the m-mode scheme.
Finally, we investigate the status of the cosmic censorship conjecture and
the role that the self-force plays. To this end, we give regularisation pa-
rameters for non-geodesic motion. Additionally, we show the necessity
of our results in the exciting area of second order self-force calculations.
Recently, second order self-force derivations have been developed, which
benefit significantly from high-order coordinate expansions of the singu-
lar field, making them an immediate application of our current work.
We calculate several parameters that these schemes require, and high-
light the further advancements possible from the results of this thesis.
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Introduction
Every once in a while, science makes a ground-breaking discovery. This year we
were lucky enough to witness such an event - it will be remembered as the year
in which the Higgs Boson was finally detected. After decades of searching and
non-stop research by both theorists and experimentalists of high energy particle
physics, a detection was accomplished at CERN earlier this year. As is the nature
with many scientific breakthroughs, the excitement of the Higgs Boson came in two
waves. First is the theoretical wave, in this case, the production of the theory of
electroweak unification (1, 2, 3) and with it, the prediction of the Higgs Boson (4).
As with most revolutionary theories, it took several years for people to warm to
the initial idea, but after much investigation, the theory spoke for itself and became
recognised as part of the standard model, to be taught to physics students globally.
As with all exciting theories, there then comes the search for physical evidence -
a search which, in this case, would last almost half a decade, and result in the
second wave of excitation - physical clarification that the theory is correct in the
form of a direct detection of the Higgs Boson. It was a momentous occasion for
every researcher who has given their time and patience to the area.
And while this was all happening, those of us sitting in the gravitational research
area, also thrilled by the result, couldn’t help but think - it’s our turn next.
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1.1 Einstein’s Theory of General Relativity
1.1.1 Testing the Theory
Einstein’s theory of general relativity (GR) was a revolutionary step in fundamental
physics (5). Like many of his era, Einstein was unsatisfied by the then accepted
model of Newtonian physics, due to its inability to explain several observed effects
in the world or universe around us and its unsatisfactory concept of absolute time
and space. GR successfully united Newtonian Mechanics and Special Relativity and
had an immediate success as it naturally explained the precession of the perihelion of
Mercury - an observation for which Newtonian theory could not completely account.
Depsite this initial success, there were many sceptics to the notion of curving space
and time. However, since there were other predictions by GR that would differ from
Newtonian mechanics, it would remain only a matter of time before the theory was
fully accepted.
A massive step in this direction was taken in 1919 by Sir Arthur Eddington.
Having been one of the first to receive news of the theory of GR, he organised two
expeditions to observe a solar eclipse. The reason was to measure the deflection
of light by the sun, as Einstein’s theory would predict a different value for this
observation than that of Newtonian mechanics. The experiment was a success (6)
and Einstein become world famous almost over night, while his theory started to
overthrow its Newtonian counterpart. Since 1919, there have been many more ex-
periments testing the various available observables that can be used to support GR.
These have included verifying the gravitational redshift of light (7), gravitational
lensing (8) and time delay (9), to name a few.
One of the most exciting results to further fortify GR is the indirect detection of
gravitational waves. Gravitational waves are ripples in space-time as predicted by
GR; they can arise from various events - compact object binaries, black hole mergers
and supernovae are just a few examples. In 1974, Hulse and Taylor discovered a
new type of pulsar or radiating neutron star - one with another pulsar in its orbit
(10). By observing the binary system, it was possible to calculate the orbit decay
and show that the amount of energy being lost was consistent with the amount of
energy that should be emitted as gravitational radiation as predicted by GR (11).
2
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Figure 1.1: If a gravitational wave were to pass through this page at a 90 degree
angle, with a plus polarisation, it would effect a circle of test masses as shown in the
diagram. There also exists the cross polarization which would have the same effect but
rotated 45 degrees. Regardless of polarisation, the magnitude of strain to be measured
is 1 in 1021 parts.
The Nobel prize winning work of Hulse and Taylor has encouraged relativists
to work on the possibility of a direct detection of gravitational waves. When a
gravitational wave passes through space and time, it can be seen to ‘stretch and
squash’ the space it passes through, this is illustrated in Fig. 1.1, which shows a
circle of test particles at rest being affected as a gravitational wave passes through
this page. In order to detect the waves, it is therefore necessary to be able to measure
this ‘strain’ that is placed on the test particles. Due to the weakness of gravitational
waves, however, this requires measuring a strain of 1 in 1021 parts. Until the 1990’s,
this accuracy in measurement was believed to be impossible; however, advances in
technology and research, have now made it a possibility.
A direct detection of gravitational waves would mark a test of GR that would
be the first of its kind - all previous tests of GR have measured the impact of GR
on other observables in the weak regime while this would be a direct measurement
of gravitational radiation predicted by GR in the strong field regime, i.e., when
space and time are being strongly distorted. Such a detection would be analogous
to the recent detection of the Higgs boson, and with it would come the same thrill of
accomplishment that is currently being enjoyed by our particle physics counterparts,
3
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albeit almost a century after Einstein revealed his theory.
1.1.2 Gravitational Wave Astronomy
Amazing strides have been made in Astrophysics in the last 7 decades. We no
longer rely solely on optical telescopes to inform us of the nature of our universe,
instead there exists a network of satellites, antennas and telescopes that use optics,
radio waves, infrared, X-ray and gamma rays to investigate the cosmos. With each
new window, came surprises that dramatically changed our understanding of the
universe, some were expected but the more exciting were the unexpected, like pulsars
(12) or gamma ray bursts (13). We are now, once again, on the verge of opening a
new window onto our universe - that of gravitational wave astronomy.
The thrill of detecting gravitational waves is not solely in the success of the de-
tection but also in the wealth of knowledge that we can extract from the waveforms.
Gravitational waves can travel, relatively unaffected by any intervening matter, from
their source to us, meaning they would carry first hand information about the vio-
lent processes that created them - processes that will often be invisible to all other
types of detection available to us. This invisibility is often due to the amount of
intervening matter that would affect all other types of radiation, but also, in some
cases, such as those processes solely involving black holes, gravitational waves are
the only type of classical radiation that will be emitted.
Detection of gravitational waves is expected to occur in the next 5 years. A
network of ground-based detectors (LIGO (14), VIRGO (15), GEO600 (16), TAMA
(17)) have been operational for almost a decade - the first came online in 2002.
Although no detection has yet been made, hopes are high that the new advanced
detectors will be successful. This optimism is not baseless - event rates for the gravi-
tational wave detectors carry large error bars. It was known that the initial detectors
may not be successful, whereas the advanced detectors are expecting greater event
rates than their predecessors, by a factor of approximately 1000. These, even with
the more conservative estimates, predict that the advanced detectors should make
positive detections (18). The aim was to get an array of detectors up and running
and work on reducing the noise to obtain the highest signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
possible. Considering these detectors are required to measure strain of one part in
4
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1021, obtaining the optimal SNR was a learning curve - some noises, although un-
expected were easily removed (gunshots from hunters being such a source initially
at the Louisiana LIGO site), others proved more difficult (laser shot noise). In fact,
during its final run, LIGO (Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory)
was able to obtain a strain sensitivity curve better than was anticipated (19).
Gravitational wave detectors differ from their electromagnetic cousins in the
sense that they have no ability to detect the direction from which the gravitational
waves come. The detector will ‘know’ when a gravitational wave passes through it,
however it has no way of telling where it came from. For this reason, it has been
crucial that there be a world network of detectors - by comparing what times each
detector senses the incoming wave, we can figure out from what direction it came.
The main detectors, LIGO and VIRGO are currently offline, as they undergo major
upgrades which are expected to improve the sensitivity of the detectors in strain
and hence distance, by more than a factor of 10 (18). These advanced detectors are
due to come online in 2015, and are fully expected to make the first gravitational
wave detection.
One of the unavoidable noise sources for ground-based detectors is seismic activ-
ity. Together with other noise, this limits the range of the detectors, i.e., they can
only see gravitational waves within a certain frequency range. For this reason, there
has been a wealth of research into the area of space-based detectors. Such detectors,
although free from seismic noise, are still susceptible to noise sources such as detector
and acceleration noise (shot noise in particular is responsible for the upward slope of
all the sensitivity curves as they go towards higher frequencies as is seen in Fig. 1.2).
Their freedom from seismic noise opens these detectors to gravitational waves in a
lower frequency range than their ground-based counterparts. NGO/eLISA (New
Gravitational-Wave Observatory/evolved Laser Interferometer Space Antenna)(20)
is such a space-based detector. In Fig. 1.2, we can see the different noise curves at-
tached to the detectors and what types of black hole binaries that they will be able
to see. It should be noted that the figure attached is for LISA and not eLISA/NGO
which has a slightly higher noise curve. We can see from the curve that EMRIs are
expected to be seen by LISA.
NGO/eLISA is a modified version of the originally planned LISA which, due
to cut backs in NASA, had to be redesigned on a smaller budget. It will be up
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Figure 1.2: The space (LISA) and ground based (LIGO, VIRGO, GEO600) detectors
have different ranges of sensitivity and will therefore see gravitational waves from
different sources. Advanced LIGO is also shown as is ET - Einstein’s Telescope - the
third generation of gravitational wave detectors that will be underground. This figure
was taken from (21)
for selection as a L2 mission by the European Space Agency in 2015. At the 2012
L1 selection process, eLISA did not get selected although it was ranked top by the
scientific review committee. As the L2 decision will come after the launch of the
LISA pathfinder (22) as well as after the activation of advanced LIGO and VIRGO,
the gravitational wave community are optimistic that the mission will be selected.
1.2 The Two-Body Problem
The two-body problem in Newtonian theory is readily solvable. An isolated system
of two point masses is governed by conserved integrals describing the energy and
6
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Figure 1.3: The orbits of six stars that were tracked with the Very Large Telescope
of the European Southern Observatory, Chile. It is clearly seen that all 6 stars are
orbiting a central mass that is invisible to the telescope. From the motion of S2, the
object’s mass is estimated as 4.1x106ll solar masses, recent observations have indicated
that the radius of the object is no more than 6.25 light years - placing the object in
the category of supermassive black hole. This figure was taken from (23)
momentum resulting in periodic motion. The two-body problem in general relativ-
ity is somewhat different - it is a longstanding open problem going back to work by
Einstein himself. With recent advances in gravitational wave detector technology,
this age-old problem has been given a new lease of life. Some of the key sources
expected to be seen by both space and ground based gravitational wave detectors
are black hole binaries (BHBs). These can be divided into 3 categories extreme
mass ratio inspirals (EMRIs), intermediate mass ratio inspirals (IMRIs) and com-
parable mass BHBs. This development is today motivating numerical, analytical
and experimental relativists to work together with the prospect of bringing about
the reality of gravitational wave astronomy.
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1.2.1 Black Hole Binary Sources
Supermassive black holes (SMBHs - black holes with mass approximately 106 times
that of the sun) are believed to be located at the centre of galaxies; in fact it is
known by indirect detection that one resides in the centre of our own galaxy (24).
This is very clear in Fig. 1.3 where the orbits of several stars were tracked at the
centre of our galaxy. It can be seen that they are all orbiting an ‘invisible’ body
that has dimensions that match that of a SMBH. Near central SMBHs, there are
also a disproportionately large number of stellar-mass black holes, which have sunk
there through random gravitational encounters. Every now and then, one of these
stellar-mass black holes, through interactions with other bodies, will be bumped
into the grasp of the SMBH, which will initiate the start of a slow inspiral into the
SMBH. These inspirals are known as EMRIs. EMRIs are proving to be one of the
most exciting prospects for space-based detectors. The smaller black hole can be
expected to complete over 105 orbits in the relativistic regime of the Kerr (rotating)
black hole (25). The resulting emitted radiation will therefore carry information
about both the inspiral parameters as well as the space-time geometry that in turn
can be used to test General Relativity in the strong field regime.
The existence of intermediate-mass black holes (IMBHs) with masses ranging
from 100 and 10 000 solar masses has not yet been confirmed but there is evidence
that favours their existence (26, 27). These objects are of high astrophysical interest
as their existence would impact current understandings of the formation and evo-
lution of both SMBHs and galaxies. IMBHs are believed to reside in the centre of
globular clusters (GSs), which are difficult to resolve, making detection very diffi-
cult. Therefore, a key method of detecting an IMBH could be to detect an IMRI or
comparable mass BHBs by use of gravitational wave detectors. IMRIs can be seen
as falling into two categories - an IMBH falling into a SMBH that could be detected
by space-based gravitational wave detectors or advanced ground-based detectors
(28, 29), or a stellar-mass black hole falling into an IMBH, which is expected to be
detectable by advanced ground-based detectors (30). IMRIs will also be interesting
sources for gravitational wave detectors for similar reasons as EMRIs, they too will
experience long inspirals and hence have the potential to reveal information about
the space-time geometry of Kerr black holes (28, 29).
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Comparable mass BHBs as well as comparable mass compact body binaries are
also expected to be key gravitational wave sources for both ground and space based
detectors. Stellar mass BHBs are thought to form in GCs through 3 body inter-
actions. Their attractiveness as a source for gravitational wave detection (GWD)
lies in the fact that they are not strongly bound to the cluster. This implies the
possibility of the binary being expelled from the cluster due to interactions with
other bodies, resulting in the system evolving in isolation away from the noise of the
cluster, which in turn makes them an accessible source of gravitational waves for
ground based detectors. SMBH binaries (comparable mass BHBs where both black
holes are supermassive), on the other hand, are expected to be seen by space-based
detectors. SMBH binaries are of great interest to the gravitational wave detection
community due to their expectantly large SNR, which should make them detectable
with minimal use of data analysis. Accurate models of the inspiral and merger will
still be required for using these signals to determine source parameters.
1.2.2 Modelling Techniques
Many data analysis techniques currently being used in the search of gravitational
waves are based on matched filtering; this allows the extraction of signals buried
deep in instrumental noise with significant SNR. For successful detection, matched
filtering requires accurate waveform templates. In the case of BHBs, several methods
are used to calculate the expected waveforms. Numerical relativity (NR) has become
an invaluable tool in these calculations; however, it does not come without its con-
straints. It is extremely computationally expensive and is not suited to BHBs with
either a large separation or large mass ratios. In these instances, post-Newtonian
(PN) and gravitational self-force (GSF) techniques are required respectively - this
‘sharing’ of the possible parameter space between the different techniques can be
visualised in Fig. 1.4.
GSF theory is closely related to black hole perturbation theory and uses a per-
turbation of Einstein’s field equations in the mass ratio to describe the motion of
a point particle in a given background space-time. At zeroth order in the small
mass ratio, the point mass follows a geodesic of the background. At first order, it
deviates from this geodesic due to its interaction with its own field. This deviation
9
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Figure 1.4: Application of BHB modelling methods for the parameter space of mass
ratio m1/m2 and separation r12. This schematic figure is taken from (31).
is interpreted as a force acting on the mass, the so-called GSF. What makes these
calculations difficult is that a point mass in curved space-time gives rise to a field
that diverges at the particle. It is possible to isolate that part of the physical field
that is responsible for its singular behaviour. By subtracting the singular compo-
nent, the so-called Detweiler-Whiting singular field, from the retarded field, we are
left with the regular part, which is (by construction) wholly responsible for the self-
force. There are three main approaches to calculating the self-force in practice, and
all involve this regular-singular split of the field.
PN theory also uses a perturbation of Einsteins field equations by using two
parameters - the typical velocity of the system (divided by the speed of light) and
a measure of the deviation of the curved space-time from a flat space-time (i.e. the
deviation from the flat metric). At lowest order, PN analysis gives a Newtonian de-
scription and general relativistic effects are described as higher order perturbations.
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As PN theory is a perturbation in the curvature of space-time and velocity of the
system, it is effectively assuming that both are very small parameters, i.e. the the-
ory is only applicable to slow systems in the weak field regime. PN approximations
have proven their ability to model comparable mass BHBs as well as IMRIs and
EMRIs in the inspiral stage, however PN breaks down at the merger stage where
NR is required for solving the final orbits of the binaries.
One can clearly see that PN and GSF by their nature are constrained to the
modelling of certain systems. GSF requires an extreme mass ratio, while PN is only
applicable to slow systems with weak fields, meaning it should not be expected to be
very effective in the later stages of BHB inspirals. The word ‘should’ is intentionally
used in this description as PN theory has been applied to strong-field, fastmotion
systems like BHBs with remarkable success. By going to higher orders, the PN
community has shown impressive results that agree with computationally expensive
NR simulations, proving the application of PN in strong fields with fast motions
(32, 33, 34). PN theory does eventually become ineffective as the inspiral evolves
in BHBs but at a much later point than previously expected. The reason for PNs
ability to work outside its expected regime is largely unknown but welcomed by the
PN community.
GSF is also currently experiencing a similar inexplicable success outside its effec-
tive parameter space. Recent advances (35, 36) have shown how GSF can be applied
to IMRIs and comparable mass binaries with encouraging results with comparisons
to PN and NR. A great consequence of this work is extending the viability of the
work from the GSF community to ground-based detector sources, which is also most
welcomed by the community.
Regardless of the method used, the endgame of BHB modelling is to have a
complete waveform template ‘bank’ available for use by both ground and space-
based detectors. To this end, researchers from each of the areas are beginning to
come together to compare the different methods and use them to complement each
other, making it a truly global effort to assist in the detection of gravitational waves.
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1.3 The Self Force Problem - Thesis Outline
1.3.1 History of Theory
This thesis will concentrate on the GSF technique, also known as the self-force prob-
lem. As described above, the main problem in this approach lies in the singularity of
the field at the particle. Fortunately, producing expressions for such fields is nothing
very new – the self-acceleration of a charged point particle in flat space-time is given
by the well known Abraham-Lorentz-Dirac formula (37). In this scenario, the charge
produces a field that acts as radiation, which in turn, diverts the particle from its
geodesic – for this reason, it became known as the radiation reaction.
It was almost three decades later when DeWitt and Brehme derived the formula
for the self-force of a charged particle in curved space-time (38), generalizing the
results of Dirac et al.. Their calculation did require a minor correction, which was
provided by Hobbs several years later (39). It was not until the late 1990s, however,
that Mino, Sasaki and Tanaka produced the most physically relevant and interesting
version of the result – that of a point mass in curved space-time (40). This result,
also obtained by Quinn and Wald (41) using a different approach, led to the famous
MiSaTaQuWa equations, which identified the correct regularisation procedure to
remove the problematic singularity. The method they formulated, however, was not
practical for calculations, and so, was ‘redesigned’ by Barack and Ori in 2000 (42).
Quinn was also the first to produce results in the case of a point scalar charge (43)
– a simpler model, but one that has been used throughout the community as a
test bed for new ideas and methods (it is worth noting that Barack and Ori also
considered this case initially for their mode-sum scheme (42)). There are several
reviews that summarise very well all the work that has been done on this problem
– in particular those by Poisson (44), Detweiler (45) and Barack (25).
1.3.2 Main Approaches
The three main methods of calculating the self-force are known as matched expan-
sions, mode sum and effective source. Like most complicated calculations, these GSF
approaches are first attempted in toy-models. In the GSF context, the complexity
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of the calculation increases with the spin of the field i.e., scalar is considered the
simplest, followed by the electromagnetic and gravitational cases. The space-time
can also increase in complexity, with the key increase arising from going from non-
rotating black holes (Schwarzschild, Reissner-Nordstro¨m) to rotating black holes
(Kerr, Kerr-Newman).
The matched expansions concept was first suggested by Poisson and Wiseman
(46). They suggested matching together two independent expansions for the Green’s
function – one in the ‘quasilocal’ regime and one in the ‘distant’ past regime. The
quasilocal approach was introduced by Anderson et al. (47, 48), this method uses
the MiSaTaQuWa equations to compute the relevent Green’s function via an ana-
lytic Hadamard expansion. This was built on by Ottewill and Wardell (49, 50), by
obtaining a very high order of accuracy from the Hadamard expansion. Joining with
Casals and Dolan, they successfully used their results to calculate the self-force on
a charged particle, initially in Narai space-time (a simple toy black hole space-time)
(51), and more recently in Schwarzschild space-time (52).
The effective source method was independently proposed by Barack and Gold-
burn (53, 54) and Detweiler and Vega (55). The methods they used were slightly
different, but the concept was very much the same. That was to solve for the fully
regularised field from the homogeneous wave equation in the near neighbourhood
as well as that of the retarded field outside the near neighbourhood, and uniting
the results at the boundary to give that part of the field responsible for the self
force. In doing so, they were able to obtain an approximate regularised field that
is fully derived from the singular field. The difference of their methods emerged in
how they separated the two regions – Detweiler and Vega developed the window
function which effectively ’smeared’ the impact of the singular part of the field from
full strength at the particle to zero outside the near neighbourhood; while Barack
and Goldbourn introduced a world tube to separate the two regions and imposed
boundary conditions to unite them. The most exciting result from the effective
source method is the production of an outline to calculate the self-force to second
order - a feat that has never before been accomplished, and so, is currently receiving
much attention. This has led to another surge in excitement amongst the self force
community, as second-order would no doubt lead to more accurate calculations of
the self-force and resulting wave-forms (56, 57, 58, 59, 60).
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To date, the mode sum method has been the most successful regularisation pro-
cedure for calculating the self-force, although the effective source is very clearly
catching up. In the mode-sum method, one applies a spherical harmonic decompo-
sition of the singular field; each of the multipole modes is then finite even at the
particle, allowing to conveniently subtract the singular field mode by mode. One
then numerically calculates the physical field multipoles for input into a mode-sum
regularization formula – one involving certain analytically given regularization pa-
rameters that characterizes the singular behaviour at large multipole numbers. The
more regularization parameters one can derive, the faster the convergence of the
mode sum becomes. Knowledge of high-order regularization parameters is crucial
for assuring the efficiency and accuracy of the GSF calculation.
The mode-sum was first introduced by Barack and Ori (42), and further devel-
oped by Barack, Ori, Nakamo and Sasaki (61, 62, 63, 64). The development of the
Detweiler-Whiting singular field (65) furthered the approach even more, and was
followed by a very clear decomposition of the scalar field into mode sums by De-
tweiler, Whiting and Messaritaki (66). Since its introduction, the mode-sum method
has been successfully applied to the more complicated models - including a point
electric charge and point mass in Schwarzschild space-time (67, 68), as well as a
point scalar charge in Kerr space-time (69). The ultimate goal is to extend this to
the astrophysically interesting case of a point mass in Kerr space-time.
1.3.3 Thesis Outline
As self-force plays its part in BHB modelling, and BHB modelling plays its part
in the search for gravitational waves, this thesis is also aimed to assist greater
goals. We have mostly concerned ourselves with computing the singular field in
the different scenarios, and using both the effective source and mode sum methods
to obtain results that will assist our fellow researchers. By specialising solely on
the singular field, we were able to bring it to an accuracy not conceived possible by
even the founders of some of the methods used. To summarise, the results of this
thesis enable more accurate and more efficient calculations of the self-force for all
researchers in the field, thus making their lives a little bit easier.
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Section 2 contains the necessary background for calculating the singular field.
This backgroud has been reviewed far more extensively in (44), however the scope
of this section is on a ‘need to know basis’ with respect to the rest of the thesis.
Section 3 describes the methods used in calculating the singular field - this was
done both covariantly and in coordinates, with both methods having advantages and
disadvantages. In the different methods, we also expanded around different points
to introduce as much independence as possible for the two methods. I played the
the main role for the coordinate results, while my colleague, Barry Wardell, took
the lead for the covariant results, which are also in this thesis for completeness.
By working in this manner, we could independently check our results and, hence,
have great confidence in the results produced. We found both methods produced
the same singular field up to an order of 6, where  is the order of distance in the
calculations. A singular field to this accuracy has never before been calculated – it
assisted us in pushing the boundaries on both the matched expansion and mode-sum
methods.
Section 4 describes the mode sum method in detail and shows the regularisation
parameters that we were able to produce in both Schwarzschild and Kerr space-
times. These parameters have already been used by several groups and have resulted
in self-force calculations to unprecedented accuracy. This work has resulted in over
ten parameters, previously unknown, and greatly appreciated by our peers.
Section 5 investigates the effective source method. As in the mode sum, we used
our high-order singular field to push the boundaries on previous results – producing
a very smooth field in both Schwarzschild and Kerr space-times. We also extend on
the m-mode method, which has evolved from the effective source model, and offer
up parameters in both space-times for high-order calculations. The m-mode scheme
is an alternative to the mode-sum scheme, introduced for Kerr black holes. It was
found that mixing of the modes occurs when calculating the retarded field using
the mode-sum method for the gravitational Kerr case, therefore, an alternative that
avoids this ‘mixing’ was introduced in the form of the m-mode method. Previously,
researchers only used expansions of the singular field up to 2 in the m-mode scheme,
as the higher orders tend to slow the numerical calculations down. We introduce
a method, whereby these higher orders can be used to further regularise the field,
without slowing down the numerical calculations.
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Section 6 describes further extensions of the high order expansions of the singular
field. One of these is the investigation of the cosmic censorship conjecture, which
involves the concept of overcharging or overspinning black holes. To assist in these
investigations, we produce regularisation parameters for generic motion and radial
infall in a spherically symmetric space-time, as well as the motion of a charged
particle in Reissner-Nordstro¨m space-time. Another extension of this research is in
the ongoing work towards calculating the second-order self-force. Such calculations
require regularisation parameters of the second derivative of the singular field, which
we provide.
The final section summarises the results and accomplishments covered in this
thesis. We discuss the impact and importance of our results and offer several avenues,
down which, this work can be continued.
Some parts of this thesis have been in collaboration with both Barry Wardell
and my thesis supervisor, Adrian Ottewill. For clarity and completeness, that work
has been included here in full. Sections that I was not the primary contributor are
indicated by an asterisk (*).
While the primary focus of this thesis is on computing the singular field for
specific space-times, many of the expressions we give are valid in more general
spacetimes. In particular, where space allows, we do not make any assumptions
about the spacetime being Ricci-flat. To make this distinction explicit, we use the
Weyl tensor, Cabcd, in expressions which are valid only in vacuum and the Riemann
tensor, Rabcd in expressions which are also valid for non-vacuum spacetimes. Note
that this is done only for space reasons1; our raw calculations include all non-vacuum
terms in addition to those given in this thesis and we have made the full expressions
available in electronic form (70).
Throughout this thesis, we use units in which G = c = 1 and adopt the sign con-
ventions of (71). We denote symmetrization of indices using parenthesis (e.g. (ab)),
anti-symmetrization using square brackets (e.g. [ab]), and exclude indices from (anti-
)symmetrization by surrounding them by vertical bars (e.g. (a|b|c), [a|b|c]). We de-
note pairwise (anti-)symmetrization using an overbar, e.g. R(ab cd) =
1
2
(Rabcd+Rcdab),
1The notable exception is the case of the gravitational singular field, as in that case the equa-
tions of motion have not yet been derived for non-Ricci-flat spacetimes.
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when multiple symmetries are required. Capital letters are used to denote the spino-
rial/tensorial indices appropriate to the field being considered. For convenience, we
frequently make use of the shorthand notation of (72) by introducing definitions
such as Ruσuσ|uσ = Rabcd|efuaσbucσdueσf . As is standard practice, commas denote
partial differentiation whereas semi-colans represent covariant differentiation, how-
ever, these may sometimes be omitted when they are interchangeable , i.e., covariant
derivative of a scalar σ;a = σ,a ≡ σa.
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Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Bitensors and Basics
In this section, we will review the specific biscalars, bivectors and bitensors that are
required to fully comprehend this thesis as well as concepts such as geodesics and
Penrose diagrams. Throughout, we are primarily dealing with two points - x′ which
is considered to be the source or base point and x, which is a field point, assumed
to be in the normal convex neighbourhood of x′ - this concept will be explained in
the next sections.
2.1.1 Geodesics
Before we look into the different categories of space-times, it is beneficial to under-
stand how they are represented. Space-times are described by their metric, gab or
line-element ds2 which are related by
ds2 = gab(x)dx
adxb, (2.1)
where ds can be described as the infinitesimal space-time distance between two
neighbouring points xa and xa + dxa. The line element can, therefore, be seen to
specify a geometry, although it should be noted that many different line elements can
describe the same geometry. The line element can be derived from the Lagrangian
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(73), given by
L = −1
2
gab
dxa
dλ
dxb
dλ
, (2.2)
where λ is some affine parameter along the geodesic - for time-like geodesics, λ may
be proper time, τ .
As the line element carries information about the infinitesimal space-time dis-
tance between two points, it can be used to determine whether the two points are
time-like separated, null separated or space-like separated. If two point particles
are time-like separated, it is possible for one particle (that in the past of the other),
to arrive at the same point in space and time as its partner. If they are null or
light-like separated, one can only reach the position of the other in space and time
if it can travel at the speed of light. While space-like separated means that unless
one particle can travel faster than the speed of light, it can never occupy the same
point in space and time as its partner. The line-element, by its nature, can tell us
how two points are separated by,
ds2

> 0 space-like separated
= 0 null seperated
< 0 time-like seprated
. (2.3)
This concept of separation in space and time can also be illustrated with the use
of a light cone. Light cones are merely lines that represent the path of a particle
travelling at the speed of light leaving and arriving at a point in space-time. As we
take the speed of light c = 1, on a 2 dimensional space-time diagram this represents
lines of slope ±1, i.e., those that make a 45 degree angle with the axis. A example
of their use to avoid confusion in the observation of events is illustrated in Fig. 2.1.
With light cones, when a particle is in the future or past light cone of another, they
are said to be time-like separated, if they reside on each others light cones, they are
null separated and if they are outside each others light cones, they are space-like
separated.
In space-time diagrams, the path a particle takes through space and time is
known as a world line as it represents the points in space-time that the particle has
occupied. Geodesics are world lines that extremise proper time, that is the curve
for which an infinitesimal variation in space δxa, produces a vanishing variation in
proper time. The flat space-time equivalent of this, is a straight line connecting two
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Figure 2.1: A, C and D are particles at rest and so travel along straight world lines
represented in blue by γA, γC and γD. B starts at C and travels at a finite velocity to
D and is represented by the green world line, γB. When B passes the half way point,
where A resides, at t = tO, light is emitted from C to D and from D to C. From
above, we can see that A will observe the two light rays to be emitted at the same
time tAC , while B will observe light being emitted from D first, then C. On our time
line we can clearly see that B will first observe D occurring, then A will witness C and
D occurring simultaneously, and then B will observe C happening. In this manner
the concept of the light cone can be used to illustrate the relationship of events.
points, however in four dimensional space-time, this concept, like many others, is
slightly more complicated.
If two points are time-like separated, the line element in Eq. (2.1) can be used
to describe the proper time between the two points in space-time from dτ 2 = −ds2,
that is
τ =
∫ x(λ1)
x(λ0)
(−gabdxadxb)1/2
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=
∫ λ1
λ0
(
−gabdx
a
dλ
dxb
dλ
)1/2
dλ. (2.4)
World lines that extremise the proper time between two points must satisfy La-
grange’s equations,
d
dλ
dL
dx˙a
− dL
dxa
= 0, (2.5)
where the Lagrangian is given by Eq. (2.2) and (˙) refers to differentiation with
respect to λ. Some straight forward algebra results in the geodesic equation,
d2xa
dλ2
+ Γabc
dxa
dλ
dxb
dλ
= 0, (2.6)
where the Γabc’s are called the Christoffel symbols and are given by,
Γabc =
1
2
gad (gdb,c + gdc,b − gbc,d) , (2.7)
where A,b implies
∂A
∂xb
.
The line element can also be used to normalise the four-velocity, which is defined
to be
ua =
dxa
dτ
. (2.8)
From the line element and dτ 2 = −ds2, it is straight forward to show,
gabu
aub = gab
dxa
dτ
dxb
dτ
= −1. (2.9)
It is now possible to define the meaning of a normal convex neighbourhood: the
normal convex neighbourhood of a point is the set of points that are connected to it
by a unique geodesic. If we consider the geodesic which connects x and x′, we can
use z(λ) to represent any point on this geodesic.
2.1.2 Penrose Diagrams
A Penrose diagram can be seen as a coordinate transformation that allows us to view
our space-time geometry in a different light, giving us insights into the physical
implications of the space-time. In emphasising the light cone structure of space-
time, it successfully maps all of space-time onto a finite space. This is a conformal
mapping that compactifies the space-time whilst preserving the light-cone structure.
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Figure 2.2: The Minkowski (flat) space-time in null coordinates u = t − r and
v = t + r. We note that outgoing radial light rays can be described by u = c1 for
any constant, c1, while ingoing radial light rays are described by v = c1. Minkowski
space-time is limited to t ∈ (−∞,∞) and r ∈ (0,∞), this is equivalent to v > u in
the above coordinate system.
In Sec. 2.2, we will describe the various types of space-times that are essential
for the understanding of this thesis. However for now we will consider a flat space-
time to introduce the concept of a Penrose diagrams. Flat space-time, known as the
Minkowski space-time, is described in Cartesian coordinates, by the line element
ds2 = −dt2 + dx2 + dy2 + dz2, (2.10)
which can be rewritten in spherical polar coordinates as
ds2 = −dt2 + dr2 + r2 (dθ2 + sin2(θ)dφ2) , (2.11)
where we have used the transformation
x = r sin θ cos θ, y = r sin θ sinφ, z = r cos θ. (2.12)
Introducing null coordinates in the t-r section gives,
u ≡ t− r, v ≡ t+ r, =⇒ t = 1
2
(v + u), r = 1
2
(v − u). (2.13)
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Figure 2.3: The function y = tan−1 x maps (−∞,∞) on to (−pi/2, pi/2).
Substituting this transformation into Eq. (2.11) gives a new line element,
ds2 = −dudv + 1
4
(u− v)2 (dθ2 + sin2(θ)dφ2) . (2.14)
By considering the space time of constant θ and φ it is simple to illustrate the (u, v)
axes with respect to the (x, y) axes, as is done in Fig. 2.2.
Radial light rays can be described as outgoing or ingoing, recalling that we have
set c = 1 which implies that light rays are depicted by lines of 45 degrees to the x
or r axis, we note that such rays are described by
t = r + c1, or t = −r + c1, (2.15)
for any constant c1. The slope then tells us if we are dealing with outgoing radial
light rays (slope = 1) or ingoing light rays (slope = −1). Transforming these lines to
our (u, v) axes shows that outgoing light rays are described by u = c1, while ingoing
light rays are described by v = c1, as is also depicted in Fig. 2.2. Another way of
finding the angle of radial light rays is to solve ds2 = 0, which integrates to give us
u = c1 or v = c1.
Another aspect, to consider, of the new coordinate system is its viable range
and domain. In (t, r) coordinates, we have t ∈ (−∞,∞) and r ∈ (0,∞), depicted
as the shaded region in Fig. 2.2. The equivalent of this in (u, v) coordinates is the
condition v > u as is easily seen from Fig. 2.2.
To illustrate the Penrose diagram for Minkowski space-time, we introduce an-
other transformation,
u′ ≡ tan−1 u ≡ 1
2
(t′ − r′) , v′ ≡ tan−1 v ≡ 1
2
(t′ + r′) . (2.16)
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Figure 2.4: The Penrose diagram for Minkowski space-time is formed by u′ = tan−1 u
and v′ = tan−1 v, for Minkowski null coordinates u and v. Outgoing and ingoing radial
light rays are described by u′ = c1 and v′ = c′1 respectively, for some constant, c′1.
Minkowski space-time is limited to t ∈ (−∞,∞), r ∈ (0,∞), this is equivalent to
v′ > u′ and represented by the shaded region. The darker region represents the past
light cone for a particle at P, while γP is its world line. The future and past null
infinities are denoted J+ and J− respectively. I−, I+ and I0 are the past timelike
infinity, future timelike infinity and spacelike infinity respectively.
An immediate consequence of this transformation is that our coordinates now have
a finite range due to the finite range of the function tan−1 x (illustrated in Fig. 2.3)
- all values for u′ and v′ must lie in the range (−pi/2, pi/2). In fact, we can limit this
further by recalling v > u for Minkowski space-time, from Fig. 2.3, one can clearly
see that the immediate implication of this is v′ > u′, this is illustrated as the shaded
area in Fig. 2.4, which is also the Penrose diagram for flat space-time.
In our null Minkowski coordinates, outgoing light rays were described by u = c1
which transforms to u′ = c′1 in the Penrose diagram, where c
′
1 is also a constant,
similarly ingoing light rays are described by v = c1 ⇒ v′ = c′1. This implies that light
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rays are still described as lines parallel to the (v′, u′) axes or as lines of 45 degrees
to the (x′, y′) axes. This preservation of angles defines the Pemrose diagram as a
conformal transformation. The direction of the light rays also gives an immediate
meaning to the boundaries. All outgoing light waves u′ = c′1 will end up on the
boundary v′ = pi/2, which can now be described as the future null infinity and is
denoted by J+. Similarly all ingoing light waves, v
′ = c′1 will originate from the
boundary u′ = −pi/2, known as the past null infinity and denoted J−.
We can see from Fig. 2.3 that as x→∞, tan−1 x→ pi/2, similarly as x→ −∞,
tan−1 x → −pi/2. From this we can infer that as (v, u) → (∞,∞), (v′, u′) →
(pi/2, pi/2) and as (u, v)→ (−∞,−∞), (u′, v′)→ (−pi/2,−pi/2). If we consider the
world line of a particle, P , in Fig. 2.4, denoted by γP , and follow the particle’s world
line into its past light-cone, it will, therefore, tend to the point (−pi/2,−pi/2) on
(v′, u′). This means that all (time-like) world lines originate at this point, which is
known as the past time-like infinity, I−. Similarly if we follow the particles world line
into its future light cone, it will end up at (pi/2, pi/2). We can, therefore, conclude
that all (time-like) world lines will end up at this point, known as the future time-like
infinity, I+. If we consider space-like curves, we can see that their trajectory will be
forced to the point, (pi/2,−pi/2) in (v′, u′), which is known as spacelike infinity, I0.
As Penrose diagrams describe a infinite space-time in a finite space, yet main-
tain the quality that light cones are 45 degrees with the axes, they are very useful
in comprehending from which events an observer can receive information. This
becomes extremely useful, in particular, for black-hole space-times, although these
space-times are more complicated than the flat Minkowski space-time we considered
here. We will take a close look at black-hole space-times and their Penrose diagrams
in Sec. 2.2.
2.1.3 Synge’s World Function
Synge’s world function, σ(x, x′), is a biscalar defined as one half of the squared
geodesic distance between x and x′ (74). As a biscalar, it holds the ability of
a dual definition geometrically. If one was to calculate the derivative of σ(x, x′),
they could do so at either x or x′ with the resulting vector being very different
depending on where the derivative is taken. This is clearly illustrated in Fig. 2.5.
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Figure 2.5: The derivatives of sigma at x and x′, σa and σa′ respectively.
Once differentiated, σa is a vector with respect to x but still a scalar with respect to
x′. Similarly, σa′ is a vector with respect to x′ and a scalar with respect to x. This
property leads to the ability, on taking further derivatives, of switching the order
of primed and unprimed indices with respect to each other with no change to the
bitensor, i.e., Tab′cd′efg′h′ = Tacefb′d′g′h′ (note that the indices must stay in order with
respect to indices of the same variety - except in the case of the first two due to the
scalar nature before derivatives are taken).
Mathematically, Synge’s world function is represented by,
σ (x, x′) =
1
2
(λ1 − λ0)
∫ λ1
λ0
gab(z)z˙
az˙bdλ, (2.17)
where λ affinely parameterises the geodesic connecting x and x′, z(λ0) = x′ and
z(λ1) = x. The geodesic equation gives δ1 = gabz˙
az˙b, Eq. (2.9) where
δ1 =

−1 x and x′ are timelike related
0 x and x′ are null or lightlike related
1 x and x′ are spacelike related
. (2.18)
When x and x′ are timelike related, λ can be taken to be proper time τ , giving us
σ =
1
2
δ1∆λ
2 = −1
2
∆τ 2 (2.19)
To obtain an expression for σa, we define δσ = σ (x+ δx, x
′) − σ (x, x′). In
terms of z, the geodesic connecting x + δx to x′ is written as z(λ) + δz(λ), where
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z(λ0) + δz(λ0) = x
′ ⇒ δz(λ0) = δx′ = 0 and z(λ1) + δz(λ1) = x⇒ δz(λ1) = δx. δσ
is now given by
δσ =
1
2
∆λ
[∫ λ1
λ0
gab(z + δz) (z˙
a + δz˙a)
(
z˙b + δz˙b
)
dλ−
∫ λ1
λ0
gab(z)z˙
az˙bdλ
]
= ∆λ
∫ λ1
λ0
[
gab(z)z˙
aδz˙b +
1
2
gab,c(z)z˙
az˙bδzc +O
(
δz2
)]
dλ
= ∆λ
[
gabz˙
aδzb
]λ1
λ0
−∆λ
∫ λ1
λ0
(
gabz¨
b + Γabcz˙
bz˙c
)
δza +O
(
δz2
)
δλ
= ∆λgabz˙
aδxb, (2.20)
where the second equality makes use of the Taylor expansion gab(z + δz) = gab(z) +
gab,c(z)δz
c + O(δz2) and the third equality involves integration by parts on the
first term and a reshuffling of indices. The last equality makes use of the geodesic
equation, Eq. (2.6), to make the second term disappear and recalls δz(λ0) = 0 while
δz(λ1) = dx and terms of order δz
2 and higher have been neglected. This gives
∂σ
∂xa
≡ σa (x, x′) = ∆λgabz˙b and σa (x, x′) = ∆λz˙a, (2.21)
where the second identity follows by simply multiplying the first by the inverse met-
ric, gac. By considering δσ = σ (x, x′ + δx′) − σ (x, x′) and the geodesic connecting
x′ + δx′ to x in the above calculation, so that δz(λ0) = δx′ and δz(λ1) = δx = 0, it
can also be shown that δσ = −∆λga′b′ z˙a′δxb′ and hence,
∂σ
∂xa′
≡ σ′a (x, x′) = −∆λga′b′ z˙b
′
and σa
′
(x, x′) = −∆λz˙a′ . (2.22)
Multiplying Eqs. (2.21) together gives
gabσaσb = ∆λ
2z˙az˙a = ∆λ
2δ1 = 2σ, (2.23)
where we have used Eq. (2.19) in the final equality.
Taking the limit of a biscalar, bivector and bitensor as x → x′ is known as the
coincident limit. Taking the coincidence limit of σ is easy enough, as we can see
directly from Eq. (2.19) that it would be zero, similarly Eq. (2.21) in the coincident
limit also gives zero. This is written as,
[σ] = 0, [σa] = [σa′ ] = 0. (2.24)
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Taking a derivative of Eq. (2.23) and using Eq. (2.21) gives,
σc = σ
bσbc ⇒ (gcb − σbc) z˙b = 0. (2.25)
As taking the coincident limit is independent of the geodesic, taking the coincident
limit of σab will be independent of z˙
b, which leaves [σab] = ga′b′ to be a direct
consequence of Eq. (2.25). Similarly it can be found that,
[σab] = [σa′b′ ] = ga′b′ and [σab′ ] = [σa′b] = −ga′b′ (2.26)
Differentiating Eq. (2.25) twice more gives
σabc = σ
d
abcσd + σ
d
abσdc + σ
d
acσdb + σ
d
aσdbc. (2.27)
If we take the coincidence limit and use Eqs. (2.26) and (2.24), we obtain
[σabc] + [σacb] = 0 (2.28)
which can be rearranged to give
[σabc] =
1
2
[
Rdabcσd
]
= 0. (2.29)
Here, we have used Ricci’s identity Rdabcσd = σabc−σacb, where Rdabc is the Riemann
curvature tensor, a measure of the space-time curvature, defined by,
Rabcd =
∂Γabd
∂xc
− ∂Γ
r
bc
∂xd
+ ΓaceΓ
e
bd − ΓadeΓebc. (2.30)
Using Synge’s rule (74),
[σ...a′ ] = [σ...];a′ − [σ...a] , (2.31)
it is now straight forward to also calculate
[σabc] = [σabc′ ] = [σab′c′ ] = [σa′b′c′ ] = 0. (2.32)
Differentiating Eq. (2.27) again, gives,
σabcd = σ
e
abcdσe + σ
e
abcσed + σ
e
abdσec + σ
e
abσecd
+ σeacdσeb + σ
e
acσebd + σ
e
adσebc + σ
e
aσebcd. (2.33)
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If we take the coincidence limit and use Eqs. (2.26), (2.24) and (2.32), we arrive at
[σabcd] + [σacbd] + [σadbc] = 0. (2.34)
Differentiating and taking the coincidence limit of the Ricci identity already used,
Rdabcσd = σabc − σacb, we arrive at,
[σacbd] = [σabcd]−Rd′a′b′c′ , (2.35)
[σadbc] = [σabdc]−Rc′a′b′d′ , (2.36)
[σabdc] = [σabcd] . (2.37)
Substituting these into Eq. (2.34) gives
[σabcd] = −1
3
(Ra′c′b′d′ +Ra′d′b′c′) , (2.38)
which shows how the Riemann curvature tensor naturally comes about with taking
the coincidence limit of higher derivatives of σ. This will be useful when taking
covariant Taylor series of σ to obtain our high order covariant expansions in Sec. 3.
Using Synge’s rule, Eq. (2.31), it is straight forward to also obtain,
[σabcd′ ] =
1
3
(Ra′c′b′d′ +Ra′d′b′c′) ,
[σabc′d′ ] = −1
3
(Ra′c′b′d′ +Ra′d′b′c′) ,
[σab′c′d′ ] = −1
3
(Ra′b′c′d′ +Ra′c′b′d′) .
[σa′b′c′d′ ] = −1
3
(Ra′d′b′c′ +Ra′c′b′d′) . (2.39)
2.1.4 Bivector of Parallel Transport
The bivector of parallel transport, gab′ , by definition takes a tensor at x and parallel
transports it along the geodesic to x′, it can also do the opposite, parallel transport
from x′ to x. This is written as,
va = gab′v
b′ . (2.40)
Clearly as x→ x′, gab′ → δa′b′ , i.e.,
[gab′ ] = δ
a′
b′ . (2.41)
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As gab′ parallel transports along the geodesic, we immediately have,
gaa′;bσ
b = gaa′;b′σ
b′ = 0 (2.42)
If we differentiate this, we get
gab′;cdσ
c + gab′;cσ
c
d = 0, (2.43)
which at coincidence gives
[gab′;c] = [g
a
b′;c′ ] = 0, (2.44)
where we have once again made use of Synge’s rule, Eq. (2.31).
2.1.5 The Van Vleck Determinant
The Van Vleck determinant is biscalar defined by,
∆ (x, x′) = det [∆ab′ (x, x′)] = −det−σab′ (x, x
′)√−g√−g′ ,
∆a
′
b′ = −ga′a (x, x′)σab′ (x, x′) (2.45)
where the second identity, when contracted with the bivector of parallel transport,
gca′ , can be rearranged to give
σab′ = −gaa′∆a′b′ . (2.46)
Taking the coincidence limit of Eq. (2.45) and using Eqs. (2.41) and (2.26) immedi-
ately gives us
[
∆a
′
b′
]
= δa
′
b′ and [∆] = 1. Recalling Eq. (2.23), and differentiating
it twice, gives
σab′ = σ
c
aσcb′ + σcab′σ
c
= σcaσcb′ + σab′cσ
c, (2.47)
where the last equality follows as sigma is a biscalar. Combining Eqs. (2.47) and
(2.45) gives,
∆a
′
b′ = −ga′a (σcaσcb′ + σab′cσc)
= ga
′
ag
c
c′σ
a
c∆
c′
b′ + ∆
a′
b′;cσ
c, (2.48)
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where the second equality follows using Eq. (2.46). Defining the inverse Van Vleck
as ∆a
′
b′ (∆
−1)b
′
c′ = δ
a′
c′ and multiplying Eq. (2.48) by (∆
−1)b
′
d′ gives
δa
′
d′ = g
a′
ag
c
d′σ
a
c +
(
∆−1
)b′
d′∆
a′
b′;cσ
c. (2.49)
By taking the trace of Eq. (2.49), i.e., setting d′ → a′ gives,
4 = σaa +
(
∆−1
)b′
a′∆
a′
b′;cσ
c (2.50)
which can be written as
(ln ∆),a σ
a = 4− σaa. (2.51)
From Eq. (2.51), we can infer that ∆ increases or decreases along each geodesic from
x′ according to whether the rate of divergence of the neighbouring geodesics from
x′ (measured by σaa) is greater or lower than four. It therefore defines a transport
equation for ∆. If this divergence is largely negative, we can see that ∆ blows up.
2.2 Black Hole Space-Times
When Einstein first published the full field equations of general relativity, often
written as
Gab = 8piT ab (2.52)
where Gab and T ab are the Einstein and energy-momentum tensors respectively, they
were so complex that he fathomed that it would be a very long time before anybody
would be able to produce an exact solution, if at all. Therefore, you can imagine his
astonishment when within months, Schwarzschild produced such a solution to the
system of equations (75), which would become known as the Schwarzschild solution.
Einstein had not known that an exact solution was possible as he, himself, was only
able to produce an approximation in the weak field regime (that would later become
known as post-Newtonian theory) to extract values for potential observables. What
was more astonishing about this exact solution was that it contained a coordinate
singularity. This singularity can be interpreted as a region of space from which
nothing can escape, a region caused by an extremely compact object that would
later become known as a black hole.
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Since the success of Schwarzschild solution, thousands more solutions have been
found, however, very few are of actual physical relevance. The concept of a black
hole has grown and is now considered a reality by most in the astrophysical world.
When considering EMRIs, one can use the model of a test mass (representing the
stellar mass black hole), orbiting a supermassive black hole which is responsible for
the background space-time. From astrophysical considerations, it is believed that
this space-time will be either a static, spherically symmetric black hole space-time
or the more interesting and more likely candidate of an axially symmetric, spinning
black hole space-time. In this section we will look at several space-times that fall
into these categories.
2.2.1 Spherically Symmetric Space-times
It can be shown that spherically symmetric vacuum solutions to the Einstein’s equa-
tions are also static - this is known as Birkhoff’s theorem (76). When considering
space-times, stationary means that the geodesic is time independent, i.e.,
∂gab
∂x0
≡ gab,0 = 0 (2.53)
where we are taking x0 = t. In addition, static implies that the metric must remain
invariant under time reversal. It, therefore, cannot have any dxαdx0 terms in the
line element, where α ∈ {1, 2, 3}, which in turn implies g0α = 0.
2.2.1.1 Schwarzschild Space-Time
The Schwarzschild space-time represents the space-time outside a static, spherically
symmetric black hole of mass, M . Its line element is given by,
ds2 = −
(
1− 2M
r
)
dt2 +
(
1− 2M
r
)−1
dr2 + r2dΩ2 (2.54)
where
dΩ2 = dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2 (2.55)
and {t, r, θ, φ} are the standard Schwarzschild coordinates.
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The Lagrangian of a particle moving in Schwarzschild space-time is given by
Eq. (2.2), this can be written as
L =
1
2
[(
1− 2M
r
)
t˙2 −
(
1− 2M
r
)−1
r˙2 − r2θ˙2 − r2 sin2 θφ˙2
]
, (2.56)
where the (˙) represents differentiation with respect to τ . From Hamiltonian me-
chanics we have that the canonical momenta, pa =
∂L
∂q˙a
where qa = {t, r, θ, φ}, are
given by
pt =
∂L
∂t˙
=
(
1− 2M
r
)
t˙, pr =
∂L
∂r˙
= −
(
1− 2M
r
)−1
r˙,
pθ =
∂L
∂θ˙
= −r2θ˙, pφ = ∂L
∂φ˙
= −r2 sin2 θφ˙. (2.57)
The Hamiltonian itself is given by
H =
∑
a
paq˙a − L = L. (2.58)
As we are dealing with an isolated system, the Hamiltonian is constant, and therefore
from Eq. (2.58), so is the Lagrangian which we can set to be equal to 1
2
, by rescaling
the affine parameter, τ , for timelike geodesics.
Hamiltonian mechanics also dictates that,
∂L
∂qa
= p˙a ⇒ ∂L
∂t
=
∂pt
∂τ
, and
∂L
∂φ
= −∂pφ
∂τ
, (2.59)
both of which we can set to zero due to the constancy of the Lagrangian. These
imply
pt =
(
1− 2M
r
)
t˙ = constant ≡ E ⇒ t˙ = E(
1− 2M
r
) ,
pφ = −r2 sin2 θφ˙ = constant ≡ −L ⇒ φ˙ = L
r2
, (2.60)
where we have set θ = pi/2 in the last equality, and the constants E and L correspond
to the energy per unit mass and angular momentum per unit mass respectively.
Taking the velocity to be in the plane of θ = pi/2 can be done without loss of
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generality due to the symmetry of the metric, this ensures θ˙ = 0 so the motion stays
in that plane. Recalling that we’ve set L = 1/2, Eq. (2.56) now gives,
−E2(
1− 2M
r
) + (1− 2M
r
)−1
r˙2 +
L2
r2
= −1 (2.61)
which can be rearranged to give
r˙2 = E2 − 1
r3
(r − 2M) (L2 + r2) . (2.62)
We now have expressions for the four velocity of a test particle in Schwarzschild
space-time.
The Schwarzschild solution describes the space-time of a non-rotating black hole,
and as such, is very useful for describing the approach of particles or light rays
towards that black hole. However, due to its singular nature at r = 2M , it is not
ideal for understanding the nature of the event horizon or the singularity at r = 0.
The Schwarzschild solution can be rewritten in different coordinates that avoid the
r = 2M singularity and give us a clearer picture of the geometry associated with
the region r < 2M . The Kruskal coordinates are one such transformation - they
were introduced earlier in Sec. 2.1.2, where we used their flat space-time equivalent
to investigate the Minkowski space-time as well as to obtain a Penrose diagram for
the space-time.
As with Minkowski space-time, for the Schwarzschild solution, the Kruskal co-
ordinates only change the (r, t) components of the line element or metric. The
transformation for r > 2M is given by,
U =
( r
2M
− 1
)1/2
er/(4M) cosh
(
t
4M
)
, (2.63)
V =
( r
2M
− 1
)1/2
er/(4M) sinh
(
t
4M
)
, (2.64)
while the transformation for r < 2M is
U =
(
1− r
2M
)1/2
er/(4M) sinh
(
t
4M
)
, (2.65)
V =
(
1− r
2M
)1/2
er/(4M) cosh
(
t
4M
)
. (2.66)
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Figure 2.6: The Kruskal diagram for Schwarzschild space-time is formed by the
transformation in Eqs. (2.63) and (2.65). Lines of constant t and r are highlighted
in red and blue respectively. The r = 2M horizon (green) with positive slope also
represents t =∞ while the horizon with negative slope also represents t = −∞. t = 0
is the positive U axis for r > 2M and the positive V axis for r < 2M . The area that
represents only Schwarzschild coordinates is described by U > V and U > −V .
Regardless of the region, the line element transforms to,
ds2 =
32M3
r
e−r/(2M)
(−dV 2 + dU2)+ r2 (dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2) . (2.67)
To illustrate how r is represented on a (U, V ) diagram, we square our U and V
coordinates and subtract one from the other to obtain,
U2 − V 2 =
( r
2M
− 1
)
er/(2M)

> 0 r > 2M
= 0 r = 2M
< 0 r < 2M
. (2.68)
This clearly illustrates that lines of constant r are hyperbolas on the (U, V ) plane,
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in particular, r > 2M is represented by East-West opening hyperbola, while r < 2M
will be shown as North-South opening hyperbola as is illustrated in Fig. 2.6. We see
by increasing r in the r > 2M region that the hyperbolas move out while decreasing
r in the r < 2M regions has the same effect. It can also be seen from Eq. (2.68) that
r = 2M is not a singularity in Kruskal coordinates, which illustrates that r = 2M
is only a coordinate singularity associated with the Schwarzschild coordinates. In
fact, in Kruskal coordinates, it corresponds to the lines U = ±V . Eq. (2.68) also
tells us that r = 0 corresponds to the hyperbola V = +
√
U2 + 1, a hyperbola in the
r < 2M region. The (U, V ) plane can clearly be separated into quadrants, as shown
in Fig. 2.7, regions I and I ′ represent that area where r > 2M while areas II and
II ′ are where r < 2M .
To investigate the nature of t with respect to the (U, V ) plane, we note that the
above transformations give,
V
U
=
{
tanh
(
t
4M
)
r > 2M[
tanh
(
t
4M
)]−1
r < 2M
. (2.69)
t is, therefore, represented by a straight line in the (U, V ) plane, the slope of which
will have the same sign as t as is shown in Fig. 2.6. We can also see that t = 0
corresponds to V = 0 for r > 2M and U = 0 for r < 2M . By taking the limit
of tanh x as x → ∞ and getting 1, we note that t = ∞ corresponds to the line
U = V . Similarly taking the limit of tanhx as x → −∞ to get −1, gives t = −∞
corresponding to the line U = −V .
Schwarzschild coordinates cover the region t ∈ (−∞,∞) and r ∈ (2M,∞),
immediately we can see that this corresponds to the areas labelled I and I ′ in
Fig. 2.7. However, further investigation into the transformation given by Eq. (2.63)
for r > 2M shows that U > V , this leaves us with region I, in Fig. (2.7), representing
the Schwarzschild coordinates.
In Sec. 2.1.2, we saw that we can investigate how the radial light cone is repre-
sented by looking at ds2 = 0. In our (U, V ) line element Eq. (2.67), this corresponds
to,
dV 2 = dU2 =⇒ V = ±U + c1, (2.70)
where c1 is a constant. This means that radial light rays are depicted by straight
lines at a 45 degree angle to the (U, V ) axes. If we now look at timelike particles and
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Figure 2.7: The Kruskal diagram showing an infalling particle for Schwarzschild
space-time. emitting radial light signals at regular intervals of proper time. An
observer receives the signals at increasing intervals until the particle crosses the horizon
r = 2M whereupon the observer can no longer receive any light signals. The particle
cannot return to region I as this would require it travelling faster than light, i.e.,
travelling outside its light cone. It will inevitably reach the singularity.
their light cones in region I, we can see that their light cones allow them to cross
the horizon into region II, however once in region II their future light cones never
intersect with region I. This means that no information about the particle can ever
be received in region I once the particle crosses the horizon, r = 2M . In fact once
in region II, the particle’s light cone ensures that the particle will eventually end
up at the singularity, r = 0. This is clearly seen in Fig. 2.7, where we see a particle
releasing light signals to an observer, at a fixed r, at regular intervals of proper time.
The signals are received at increasing intervals of proper time by the observer until
the particle crosses the horizon whereupon no more information or light signals can
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Figure 2.8: The Penrose diagram for Schwarzschild space-time. The singularity at
r = 0 is represented by V ′ = ±pi/4 (yellow). I+ and I− are the future and past
timelike infinities respectively, where all timelike world lines end up. J+ and J− are
the future and past null infinities respectively as all light rays end and originate at
these boundaries. Spacelike infinity I0, is where all space-like world lines wind up.
Once a particle crosses the horizon, the particle cannot return to the region described
by Schwarzschild coordinates as this would require it travelling faster than light, i.e.,
travelling outside its light cone. It will inevitably reach the singularity.
be received by the observer.
To form the Penrose diagram of Schwarzschild space-time, we do two coordinate
transformations from the Kruskal coordinates. We introduce null coordinates by
rotating our axes by 45 degrees so light rays are parallel to our axes,
U =
1
2
(v − u) , V = 1
2
(v + u) , (2.71)
and then as with the Minkowski space-time, we define our new coordinate system
as
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u′ ≡ tan−1 u ≡ V ′ − U ′, v′ ≡ tan−1 v ≡ V ′ + U ′, (2.72)
⇒ U ′ = 1
2
(v′ − u′) , V ′ = 1
2
(v′ + u′) . (2.73)
As was the case for Minkowski space-time, this transformation successfully maps
the infinite ranges of u and v, (−∞,∞), to the finite range (−pi/2, pi/2) for u′ and
v′ and radial light rays are depicted by lines of constant u′ and v′.
Considering r = 0 in Eq. (2.68) and using Eq. (2.71), we can see that this
is equivalent to setting u = 1/v. Using Eq. (2.72) and basic trigonometry gives
V ′ = pi/4 for v > 0, while V ′ = −pi/4 for v < 0 and U ′ = 1
2
tan−1 (v/2− 1/2v) which,
given the restrictions on the range of tan−1, implies U ′ ∈ (−pi/2, pi/2). Similarly we
can see that r = 2M , while giving us U = ±V in the Kruskal diagram, or u = 0
and v = 0, we consequently have u′ = 0 and v′ = 0 in the Penrose diagram. This
gives us enough to draw our Penrose diagram on the space where v′ and u′ both
∈ (−pi/2, pi/2), which can be seen in Fig. 2.8.
As in flat space we also have different types of infinity, I+ and I− are the future
and past timelike infinities respectively, as they are where all world lines end up. J+
and J− are the future and past null infinities respectively as all light rays end and
originate at these boundaries. We also have spacelike infinity I0, where all space-like
world lines wind up. There are two sets of all the infinities - one for each asymptotic
region. One can clearly see from the Penrose diagram, Fig. 2.8 that once a particle
passes the horizon from the region covered by Schwarzschild coordinates into the
black hole interior, there is no returning unless it can travel faster than the speed of
light, i.e., travel outside its light cone. Similarly no light signals can leave the black
hole interior so no information can ever be received from the particle to any observer
remaining in the Schwarzschild region. The particle will eventually be forced into
the singularity at r = 0.
It should now be obvious that diagrams such as the Kruskal and Penrose dia-
grams give us further insight into the physical happenings of black holes, in partic-
ular, into the space-time geometry of the black hole interior.
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2.2.1.2 Reissner-Nordstro¨m Space-Time
Reissner-Nordstro¨m space-time is a static, asymptotically flat solution of the Einstein-
Maxwell equations in general relativity. It describes charged, non-rotating spherical
black holes or naked singularities. In general, the Reissner-Nordstro¨m space-time
represents a gravitating source which is both electrically and magnetically charged.
For the purpose of this thesis we need only concern ourselves with an electrically
charged source, therefore we will take the magnetic charge to be zero.
Both the Schwarzschild and Reissner-Nordstro¨m space-times have singularities
at their origins. As we have seen in Sec. 2.2.1.1, in the case of Schwarzschild space-
time, any particle that traverses the event horizon will inevitably be drawn into
that singularity. However, in Reissner-Nordstro¨m space-time, this is not to be the
case. Instead, due to the charge of the black hole, the (test) particle can and will
leave the vicinity of the singularity, passing through both the event and Cauchy
horizons of the Reissner-Nordstro¨m black hole to arrive in another universe. In fact,
the particle can continue to pass through further event and Cauchy horizons, and
so, in a manner, can pass from universe to universe. This feature of the Reissner-
Nordstro¨m solution is seen clearly in its Penrose diagram in Fig. 2.10, and will be
further explained later in this section.
The Reissner-Nordstro¨m solution is the unique static, spherically symmetric so-
lution of the Einstein-Maxwell equations. In units where the speed of light, Planck’s
constant, the Boltzmann constant and the Coulomb constant are set to unity, the
metric is given by
ds2 = −∆
r2
dt2 +
r2
∆
dr2 + r2dΩ22, (2.74)
where ∆ = r2 − 2Mr+Q2 ≡ (r− r−)(r− r+), dΩ22 is the metric on the two-sphere,
Q is the electric charge of the black hole and M is the mass of the solution. The
field strength, Fab = Ab,a −Aa,b, of the electomagnetic field is produced by the only
non-zero component of the vector potential, At =
Q
r
.
There is a curvature singularity ar r = 0 while for 0 < Q2 < M2, ∆(r) has two
real roots given by
r± = M ±
√
M2 −Q2. (2.75)
The Cauchy horizon and the event horizon are therefore defined to be at r− and r+
respectively. Between the horizons, the radial coordinate r becomes timelike and the
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time coordinate t spacelike. When Q2 = M2, the horizons degenerate and the black
hole is called extremal, while for Q2 > M2 the solution has a naked singularity.
A test particle with a net electric charge will not describe a geodesic in the
Reissner-Nordstro¨m due to the electromagnetic forces acting on it. The motion of
the particle will be determined by the Lagrangian,
2L =
∆
r2
(
dt
dτ
)2
− r
2
∆
(
dr
dτ
)2
− r2
(
dθ
dτ
)2
− r2 sin2 θ
(
dφ
dτ
)2
(2.76)
+ 2
qQ
r
dt
dτ
, (2.77)
where q denotes the electric charge per unit mass of the test particle. The equations
of motion which follow from this Lagrangian are
∆
r2
dt
dτ
+
qQ
r
= E = constant (2.78)
r2 sin2 θ
dφ
dτ
= L = constant (2.79)
and (
dr
dτ
)2
=
(
E − qQ
r
)2
− (r
2 + L2)∆
r4
, (2.80)
r4
(
dθ
dτ
)2
= L2 − 1
sin2 θ
L2. (2.81)
As the motion of such a particle is spherically symmetric, we can say without loss of
generality that the motion takes place in a plane which we may take to be θ = pi/2.
This simplifies down Eqs. (2.79) and (2.81) to
dφ
dτ
=
L
r2
and
dθ
dτ
= 0. (2.82)
If we know look at how these particles behave, i.e., a charged particle in Reissner-
Nordstro¨m space-time, we can see, with the use of mathematical software (77), that
particles with the same charge as the black hole are repelled from the horizon of
the black hole as illustrated in Fig. 2.9 where the particle is represented by the
purple line. In a sense, the charge of the particle protects the particle from being
swallowed by the black hole. If we look at the motion of an uncharged and charged
(with opposite charge to the black hole) particle in Fig. 2.9, represented by the blue
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Figure 2.9: The motion of charged and uncharged particles in Reissner-Nordstro¨m
space-time is represented by the purple, blue and green lines. The purple line repre-
sents a charged particle carrying the same charge as the black-hole which results in
it being repelled from the event horizon (red circle). The blue line and green lines
represent the geodesic motion of an uncharged particle and the motion of a charged
particle of opposite charge to the black hole respectively. These pass through both the
event horizon and Cauchy horizon (orange circle) and then escape out of the black hole
by traversing both horizons again. However, the universe into which they re-emerge is
not their original universe. As is also shown in Fig. 2.10, this illustrates how a particle
can move from universe to universe in Reissner-Nordstro¨m space-time.
and green lines respectively, we can observe something far more interesting. The
particles pass through the event horizon (red circle) and the Cauchy horizon (orange
circle) and then traverses back through both horizons and essentially escape being
absorbed by the black hole. Instead they emerge back into the universe, however
the universe to which they escape is not the universe from which they came. As
described before, this is an example of particles being able to move from universe
to universe in the Reissner-Nordstro¨m space-time.
This adventurous journey can be better explained with the use of a Penrose dia-
gram. We, therefore, once again transform our line element into Kruskal coordinates
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to enable us to produce a Penrose diagram. To do this, it is necessary to define the
coordinate,
r∗ =
∫
∆
r2
dr. (2.83)
For our different values of Q2, this gives us different definitions after integration,
r∗ =

r +
r2+
r+−r− log (r − r+)−
r2−
r+−r− log (r − r−) Q2 < M2
r +M log
[
(r −M)2]− 2
r−M Q
2 = M2
r +M log ∆ + 2
Q2−M2 tan
−1
(
r−M
Q2−M2
)
Q2 > M2
. (2.84)
For now we will concentrate on the more interesting case of Q2 < M2. We carry
out the cordinate transformation,
v = t+ r∗, u = t− r∗, (2.85)
From Eq. (2.84), it is straight forward to calculate dr∗ = drr2/∆, the above trans-
formation therefore gives the line element,
ds2 = −∆
r2
dudv + r2
(
dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2
)
, (2.86)
which the analogue of the Kruskal solution for Schwarzschild .
To obtain a Penrose diagram, it is now necessary to carry out another coordinate
transformation, namely,
v′ = tan−1
[
exp
(
r+ − r−
4r2+
v
)]
, u′ = tan−1
[
− exp
(−r+ + r−
4r2+
u
)]
. (2.87)
Taking the derivatives of either of these, i.e., A = {u, v}, gives,
dA = ±sec
2A′
tanA′
(
4r2+
r+ − r−
)
dA′
= ±2 csc (2A′)
(
4r2+
r+ − r−
)
dA′, (2.88)
where ± is + for A = v and − for A = u. The line element, from Eq. (2.86), can
now be given by
ds2 =
∆
r2
(
64r2+
r+ − r−
)
csc (2u′) csc (2v′) du′dv′ + r2
(
dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2
)
, (2.89)
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Figure 2.10: The Penrose diagram for Reissner-Nordstro¨m space-time when Q2 <
M2, has an infinite number of asymptotically flat regions where r > r+, labelled I,
connected by regions II and III where r− > r > r+ and 0 > r > r− respectively.
Region III contains a singularity, however it is timelike, which means it can be avoided
by a timelike curve, i.e., the world line of a particle. In fact, this singularity acts
repulsive in the sense that timelike curves cannot hit them. This Penrose diagram,
therefore, hints at a very unusual scenario - it should be possible for a particle, P
in Fig. 2.10 to start in region I, cross the horizon r = r+ into region II, continue
from this region cross another horizon r = r− into region III. Here, it will avoid the
singularity and can pass through another r = r− horizon in the ’next’ region II, and
again through another r = r+ horizon into a ’new’ region I. This physically translates
to a particle crossing from one universe through a ’wormhole’ of sorts and arriving in
a new universe. This diagram was taken from (78).
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where r is defined by
tan v′ tanu′ = − exp
(
r+ − r−
4r2+
2r∗
)
= − exp
(
r+ − r−
2r2+
r
)
(r − r+)1/2 (r − r−)r
2
−/2r
2
+ . (2.90)
The Penrose diagram for this line element has an infinite number of asymptoti-
cally flat regions where r > r+, labelled I, connected by regions II and III where
r− > r > r+ and 0 > r > r− respectively. Region III contains a singularity, how-
ever it is timelike, which means it can be avoided by a timelike curve, i.e., the world
line of a particle. In fact, this singularity acts repulsive in the sense that timelike
curves cannot hit them. This Penrose diagram, therefore, hints at a very unusual
scenario - it should be possible for a particle, P in Fig. 2.10 to start in region I, cross
the horizon r = r+ into region II, continue from this region cross another horizon
r = r− into region III. Here, it will avoid the singularity and can pass through
another r = r− horizon in the ’next’ region II, and again through another r = r+
horizon into a ‘new’ region I. This physically translates to a particle crossing from
one universe through a ‘wormhole’ of sorts and arriving in a new universe. However,
once the particle has left its original region I, like in the Schwarzschild space-time,
no information can be received from it by an observer in I, nor the possibility of
return.
The Q2 = M2 case of the Reissner-Nordstro¨m solution can be extended in the
same manner as the Q2 < M2 case to produce the Penrose diagram of Fig. 2.11.
Here we see the we only have one horizon of the type r = m and as in the Q2 < M2,
we have a timelike singularity. For the Q2 > M2, we have no horizons which
suggests the concept of a naked singularity - a singularity that is not hidden behind
an horizon. Such a singularity is thought not to exist in reality (79) - a belief known
as the Cosmic Censorship Conjecture, however we will go into this in more detail in
Sec. 6.1.1. If this conjecture is to be believed, this would give us an upper limit on
the possible charge of a black hole,
M2 ≥ Q2. (2.91)
This naked singularity can be seen clearly with the Penrose diagam, Fig. 2.12.
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Figure 2.11: The Penrose diagram for Reissner-Nordstro¨m space-time when Q2 =
M2, has an infinite number of asymptotically flat regions where allowing the possibility
of a particle crossing from one universe through a ’wormhole’ of sorts and arriving in
a new universe. This diagram was taken from (78).
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Figure 2.12: The Penrose diagram for Reissner-Nordstro¨m space-time when the
Q2 > M2, we have no horizons which suggests the concept of a naked singularity - a
singularity that is not hidden behind an horizon. Such a singularity is thought not to
exist in reality (Cosmic Censorship Conjecture). If this conjecture is to be believed,
this would give us an upper limit on the possible charge of a black hole. This diagram
was taken from (78).
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2.2.1.3 A General Static, Spherically Symmetric Space-Time
In Sec. 6.1, we investigate the singular field and the associated regularization pa-
rameters for non-geodesic motion. As our aim is to assist in calculations of the
self-force, we tried to keep a very general space-time. To this end we introduce the
f(r) space-time with the line element,
ds2 = −f(r)dt2 + f(r)−1dr2 + r2dΩ2. (2.92)
It is easily seen that this space-time is a more general version of both the Reissner-
Nordstro¨m and Schwarzschild space-times.
2.2.2 Axially Symmetric, Stationary Space-Time
2.2.2.1 Kerr Space-Time
The Kerr solution describes rotating black holes. In Boyer-Lindquist coordinates, it
has the line element,
ds2 = −
(
1− 2Mr
Σ
)
dt2 − 4aMr sin
2 θ
Σ
dtdφ+
Σ
∆
dr2 + Σdθ2
+
[
∆ +
2Mr(r2 + a2)
Σ
]
sin2 θdφ2, (2.93)
where
Σ = r2 + a2 cos2 θ, (2.94)
∆ = r2 − 2Mr + a2, (2.95)
M represents its mass, and a its angular momentum per unit mass. By setting
a = 0, it is easily seen that the Kerr solution reduces to the Schwarzschild solution.
As the metric coefficients are independent of t and φ, we know that it is an axially
symmetric, stationary solution. As the metric is not time invariant, it is not static,
however it is invariant under the simultaneous inversion of t and φ, that is it remains
the same under the transformation,
t→ −t, φ→ −φ. (2.96)
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The consequence of this is that if we move forward in time with a positive spin
direction, we will get the same field as if we moved backward in time with a negative
spin direction - this, along with other factors, has lead to the understanding that
the Kerr solution describes a rotating black hole.
As in the Schwarzschild case, we can calculate the Lagrangian for a massive
point particle moving in Kerr space-time using Eq. (2.2), looking at geodesics in the
equatorial plane, i.e., setting θ = 0,
L =
1
2
[(
1− 2M
r
)
t˙2 +
4aM
r
t˙φ˙− r
2
∆
r˙2 −
(
r2 + a2 +
2a2M
r
)
φ˙2
]
. (2.97)
As before, the canonical momenta, pa =
∂L
∂q˙a
, is given by
pt =
(
1− 2M
r
)
t˙+
2aM
r
φ˙ = E = constant, (2.98)
pr = −r
2
∆
r˙, (2.99)
pφ =
2aM
r
t˙−
(
r2 + a2 +
2a2M
r
)
φ˙ = L = constant, (2.100)
where the constancy of pt and pφ comes from the independence of the Lagrangian
from t and φ. Solving Eqs. (2.98) and (2.100) for φ˙ and t˙ gives,
t˙ =
1
∆
[(
r2 + a2 +
2a2M
r
)
E − 2aM
r
L
]
, φ˙ =
1
∆
[(
1− 2M
r
)
L+
2aM
r
E
]
.
(2.101)
Using the definition for the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.58) gives
H =
1
2
(
1− 2M
r
)
t˙2 +
2aM
r
t˙φ˙− r
2
2∆
r˙2 − 1
2
(
r2 + a2 +
2a2M
r
)
φ˙2
=
1
2
{[(
1− 2M
r
)
t˙+
2aM
r
φ˙
]
t˙−
[(
r2 + a2 +
2a2M
r
)
t˙− 2aM
r
φ˙
]
φ˙+
r2
∆
r˙2
}
=
1
2
(
Et˙− Lφ˙− r
2
∆
r˙2
)
. (2.102)
As H is independent of t we are allowed to set H = 1/2 and using Eq. (2.101), it is
possible to solve for r˙, to get,
r˙2 =
1
r2
[
r2E2 +
2M
r
(aE − L)2 + a2E2 − L2 −∆
]
. (2.103)
As in the case of Schwarzschild , by setting τ to be proper time, we have arrived at
the four-velocity for geodesic Kerr space-time.
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2.2.2.2 Kerr-Newman Space-Time
As the Schwarzschild solution had its ’charged’ counterpart in the form of the
Reissner-Nordstro¨m solution, the Kerr solution has a similar counterpart in the
Kerr-Newman solution, which describes the space-time of a charged black hole. In
Boyer-Lindquist coordinates, this has the line element,
ds2 = −∆− a
2 + z2
ρ2
dt2 +
2(∆− r2 − a2)(a2 − z2)
aρ2
dtdφ+
ρ2
∆
dr2
+ ρ2dθ2 +
a2 − z2
a2ρ2
(
(a2 + r2)2 −∆(a2 − z2)) dφ2, (2.104)
where ∆ = r2 − 2Mr + a2 +Q2, ρ2 = r2 + a2 cos2 θ, z = a cos θ and Q is the charge
per unit mass of the black hole. As in the Reissner-Nordstro¨m case, the Kerr-
Newman solution has a vanishing Ricci scalar and a non-vanishing Ricci tensor,
which becomes very useful when considering non-geodesic motion.
2.3 The Detweiler-Whiting Singular Field
When considering self-force and the potential fields involved, one is usually restricted
to one of three cases, a point particle carrying a scalar or electric charge or a point
mass. In each case, a field (scalar, electromagnetic or gravitational depending on
the case) is produced by the particle, which effects the motion of the particle. This
is due to the particle interacting with its own field, causing the particle or mass
to deviate from the geodesic of the background space-time. This deviation maybe
interpreted as a force acting on the particle or mass, and is the so-called self-force.
Calculating the self-force, therefore, requires knowledge of the field that produces
it.
The problem in producing an expression for such a field is that it is singular at
the particle or mass. The traditional way to overcome this is to split the field into
a ‘direct’ and a ‘tail’ part - such a decomposition originally proved very useful for
describing the self-force, but as neither parts were solutions of the field equation,
they did not give a meaningful explanation of the self-force. A novel solution to the
same problem, first introduced by Detweiler and Whiting (65), is to similarly split
the field into two parts - a regular part and a singular part. The singular field is
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designed so it will solve the same inhomogeneous wave equation as the actual field
while the regular field will solve the homogeneous wave equation - in this manner
the structure of the field is maintained. This singular-regular split, by design, then
gives us two fields - the singular field which has no impact on the motion of the
particle but completely contains the singular structure of the original field, and the
regular field which is a smooth field, that is completely responsible for the self-force.
Throughout this thesis, in the spirit of DeWitt (80), we shall use the notation
that ϕA refers to the field in all 3 cases with A specifying which case, that is
ϕA =

Φ (scalar field)
Aa (electromagnetic field)
hab (gravitational field)
. (2.105)
2.3.1 The wave equation
For each of the three cases, we have a slightly different version of the inhomogeneous
wave equation with a distributional source. We will go through each of the cases
here and then give a general expression which can incorporate all three scenarios.
This is to allow the reader to become familiar and confident with our more general
description of the similar structures associated with the three cases.
A massless scalar field in curved space-time will satisfy the inhomogeneous wave
equation
(− ξR) Φ(x) = −4piµ(x), (2.106)
with the distributional source,
µ(x) = q
∫
γ
δ4 (x, z) dτ, where δ4 (x, x
′) =
δ4 (x− x′)√−g =
δ4 (x− x′)√−g′ , (2.107)
 ≡ gab∇a∇b, gab is the (contravariant) metric tensor, g is its determinant at
x, g′ is its determinant at x′, ∇a is the covariant derivative defined by a con-
nection AABa: ∇aϕA = ∂aϕA + AABaϕB, R is the Ricci scalar, ξ is an arbi-
trary coupling constant, z(τ) describes the world line, q the scalar charge and
δ4 (x− x′) = δ
(
x0 − x0′) δ (x1 − x1′) δ (x2 − x2′) δ (x3 − x3′) is the ordinary (coor-
dinate) Dirac delta function. The solution of Eq. (2.106) can be written in terms of
a Green’s function, G (x, x′),
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Φ(x) =
∫
G (x, x′)µ(x′)
√
−g′d4x′
= q
∫
G (x, z) dτ. (2.108)
Substituting this back into Eq. (2.106), from this, it becomes clear that for Eq. (2.106)
to remain true, the following condition on the Green’s function must be satisfied,
(− ξR)G(x, x′) = −4piδ4 (x, x′) . (2.109)
An electromagnetic field in curved space-time will satisfy,
(δab −Rab)Ab(x) = −4pija(x), (2.110)
in the Lorentz gauge (∇aAa = 0), with the distributional source, the current density,
given by,
ja(x) = e
∫
γ
gac (x, z)u
cδ4 (x, z) dτ (2.111)
where δab is the Kronecker delta function, R
a
b is the Ricci tensor, u
b is the four
velocity and e is the charge of the particle. As with the scalar case, we use a trial
solution containing a Green’s function of the type,
Aa(x) =
∫
Gab′ (x, x
′) jb
′
(x′)
√
−g′d4x′
= e
∫
Gac (x, z)u
cdτ, (2.112)
in Eq. (2.110) to produce the required equation for the Green’s function,
(δab −Rab)Gbb′ (x, x′) = −4pigab′ (x, x′) δ4 (x, x′) . (2.113)
The propagation of gravitational perturbations in a vacuum space-time is de-
scribed by, (
δacδbd + 2Ccadb
)
hcd(x) = −16piT ab(x), (2.114)
in the Lorentz gauge (hab;b = 0), and with the energy-momentum tensor acting as
the distributional source,
T ab(x) = m
∫
γ
gac (x, z) g
b
d (x, z)u
cudδ4 (x, z) dτ, (2.115)
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where Cc
a
d
b is the Weyl tensor and m the mass of the particle. As before we design
a solution with the structure,
hab(x) = 4
∫
Gabc′d′ (x, x
′)T c
′d′(x′)
√
−g′d4x′
= 4m
∫
Gabcd (x, z)u
cuddτ. (2.116)
When used in Eq. (2.114), we find the following constraint on the Green’s function,(
δacδbd + 2Ccadb
)
Gcdc′d′ (x, x
′) = −4pig(ac′ (x, x′) gb)d′ (x, x′) δ4 (x, x′) , (2.117)
where the symmetry brackets in (a, b) are introduced to maintain the symmetry on
both sides of the equation.
As one can see, all three cases are dealt with in the same manner, an attribute
which applies to most calculations in this thesis. We therefore, come back to our
previous notation introduced in Eq. (2.105). That is, we now consider all of the field
equations to be described by,
DABϕ
B ≡ [δAB− PAB]ϕB = −4piMA, (2.118)
with the distributional source, M described by,
MA(x) = Q
∫
γ
uAδ4 (x, z) dτ, (2.119)
where the fields here are all for the scalar, electromagnetic and gravitational cases
respectively, we have
δAB =

1
δab
δ(acδ
b)
d
, PAB =

ξR
Rab
−2Cc(adb)
, (2.120)
Q =

q
e
4m
, uA =

1
gab (x, z)u
b
gac (x, z) g
b
d (x, z)u
cud
. (2.121)
The solution of these equations can be generally written in terms of a general Green’s
function, GAB (x, x
′), as
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ϕA =
∫
GAB′ (x, x
′)MB
′
(x′)
√
−g′d4x′
= Q
∫
GAB′ (x, x
′)uB
′
dτ, (2.122)
which gives us the general condition for our Green’s function,
DABG
B
C′ (x, x
′) = −4pigAC′ (x, x′) δ4 (x, x′) , (2.123)
where we have for the scalar, electromagnetic and gravitational waves respectively,
GAB′ (x, x
′) =

G (x, x′)
Ga′b (x, x
′)
Gabc′d′ (x, x
′)
, gAC′ (x, x
′) =

1
ga′b (x, x
′)
g(ac′ (x, x
′) gb)d′
. (2.124)
2.3.2 Singular Field in Flat Space-time
Before we start looking at the singular field and its associated Green’s functions
in curved space-time, it is beneficial to examine them in the simpler setting of flat
space-time. When we look at the physical solutions to Eq. (2.118), we find there are
two key solutions in the form of Eq. (2.122) - the retarded and advanced solutions
given by,
ϕA(ret)/(adv) =
∫
GAB′ (ret)/(adv) (x, x
′)MB
′
(x′)
√
−g′d4x′′. (2.125)
where GAB′ (ret) (x, x
′) and GAB′ (adv) (x, x′) are the retarded and advanced Green’s
functions respectively.
In this chapter, we will be taking x′ to be our source point on the world line, γ,
and x to be a field point in the near neighbourhood of x′. GAB′ (ret) (x, x′) is then
only non-zero on γ when x is on the future light cone of x′, we denote this point as
x(ret). Similarly G
A
B′ (adv) (x, x
′) is only non-zero on γ when x is on the past light
cone of x′, which we label as x(adv). From this nature of the Green’s functions, it is
quite clear that they have a reciprocity nature, that is
GAB′ (ret) (x, x
′) = GAB′ (adv) (x′, x) . (2.126)
We can see from Figs. 2.13 and 2.14, that x(ret) is in the past of x while x(adv) is in
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Figure 2.13: The point at which the retarded Green’s function is non-zero on γ is
when x is on the future light cone of x′, this point is highlighted in green and labelled
x(ret).
its future. When considering the physical implications of our solutions Eq. (2.125),
we, therefore, take the retarded solution to be the physically meangingful one. From
now on we refer to the field associated with the scalar or electric charge or point
mass, through the retarded Green’s function, as the retarded field.
As was discussed at the beginning of Sec. 2.3, the aim of this section is to obtain
the desired regular-singular split of the retarded field of the form,
ϕA(ret) = ϕ
A
(S) + ϕ
A
(R). (2.127)
In flat space-time, this proves to be quite simple - we define the singular field to be
half the sum of the retarded and advanced fields, while the regular field is half their
difference. This give us
ϕA(S) =
1
2
[
ϕA(ret) + ϕ
A
(adv)
]
, ϕA(R) =
1
2
[
ϕA(ret) − ϕA(adv)
]
. (2.128)
We can see by applying DAB, that these definitions satisfy the criteria laid out
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Figure 2.14: The point at which the advanced Green’s function is non-zero on γ is
when x is on the past light cone of x′, this point is highlighted in green and labelled
x(adv).
earlier, i.e,, the singular field satisfies the inhomogeneous equation of Eq. (2.118)
while the regular field satisfies the homogeneous version of the same equation.
When dealing with the singular and regular field, we often think of them in
terms of their own Green’s functions, therefore we make similar definitions to those
in Eq. (2.128) for the corresponding Green’s functions. These are
GAB′ (S) =
1
2
[
GAB′ (ret) +G
A
B′ (adv)
]
. GAB′ (R) =
1
2
[
GAB′ (ret) −GAB′ (adv)
]
.
(2.129)
2.3.3 Singular Green’s Function in Curved Space-time
When we consider the regular-singular split of the retarded field in curved space-
time, our lives are not as easy as they were in flat space-time. In curved space time,
energy waves, such as electromagnetic, don’t just travel on the light cone (Huygens’
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Figure 2.15: The points at which the retarded Green’s function is non-zero on γ
is when x is in or on the future light cone of x′, these points or that part of γ are
highlighted in green.
Principle) as they do in flat space-time. They scatter off the space-time curvature
and so reach points inside the future light-cone. The ramifications of this for our
Green’s functions is that they now are not only non-zero on the light cone of x′, but
also within the light cone of x′. For the retarded Green’s function, this translates
to it not being zero when x is on or within the future light cone of x′, in other
words, when x is in the chronological future of x′ or x ∈ I+(x′). Similarly with the
advanced Green’s function, it is non-zero on γ when x is on or within the past light
cone of x′, or x ∈ I−(x′), where I−(x′) is the chronological past of x′. These areas
of non-zero values are shown in Figs. 2.15 and 2.16.
Now that we have our Green’s functions defined we re-examine our flat space-
time definitions of our singular and regular fields. If we maintain these definitions,
Eq. (2.128), and hence the associated Green’s functions definitions of Eq. (2.129),
we will find that both our singular and regular definitions are now non-zero for
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Figure 2.16: The points at which the advanced Green’s function is non-zero on γ
is when x is in or on the past light cone of x′, these points or that part of γ are
highlighted in green.
x′ ∈ (−∞, x(ret)] ∪ [x(adv),∞). In fact as we move our observation point, x, closer
to the source represented by the world line, γ, we will notice that the distance
between x(ret) and x(adv) tends to zero. The implication of this on our regular and
singular functions are that they will now be dependent on the entire future and past
of the x′. Not only have our expressions for the singular and regular fields become
mathematically impossible to calculate, but physically the system no longer makes
sense causally. The conclusion is, therefore, that a different definition of the singular
field and the resulting regular field are needed.
The required revamp of the singular-regular field split of the retarded field was
introduced by Detweiler and Whiting (65) and has since been called the Detweiler-
Whiting singular field. The concept is to subtract a function, HAB′ (x, x
′), that is a
biscalar in the case of the scalar field and a bitensor in the cases of the electromag-
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netic and gravitational fields,
HAB′ (x, x
′) =

H (x, x′) (scalar cases)
Hab′ (x, x
′) (electromagnetic case)
Habc′d′ (x, x
′) (gravitational case)
. (2.130)
from our singular Green’s function, i.e.,
GAB′ (S) (x, x
′) =
1
2
[
GAB′ (ret) (x, x
′) +GAB′ (adv) (x, x′)−HAB′ (x, x′)
]
GAB′ (R) (x, x
′) =
1
2
[
GAB′ (ret) (x, x
′)−GAB′ (adv) (x, x′) +HAB′ (x, x′)
]
.(2.131)
To avoid the dependence of our Green’s functions on the entire past and future
of x′, but maintain our previous qualities of the singular field, we demand that
HAB′ (x, x
′) has the following characteristics,
1. HAB′ (x, x
′) must satisfy the homogeneous version of Eq. (2.118), the wave
equation. this allows the singular, retarded and regular Green’s functions to
still satisfy their required wave equations.
2. HAB′ (x, x
′) must still have a reciprocity relation in respect to x and x′ so
that the other Green’s functions also maintain their required reciprocity, i.e.,
gB
B′HAB′ (x, x
′) = gAA′HA
′
B (x
′, x)
3. HAB′ (x, x
′) = GAB′ (adv) (x, x′) when x ∈ I−(x′)
4. HAB′ (x, x
′) = GAB′ (ret) (x, x′) when x ∈ I+(x′)
The resulting structure can be seen in Figs. 2.17 and 2.18
It will be shown in Sec. 2.3.4 that within a normal neighbourhood, the retarded
and advanced fields can be written in the form
GAB′ (ret)/(adv) (x, x
′) = UAB′ (x, x′) δ+/−(σ)−V AB′ (x, x′) Θ+/− (−σ) (2.132)
where we remind the reader of the definitions and implications of the Dirac delta
function, δ (σ (x, x′)) and the Heaviside step function Θ (−σ (x, x′))
δ (σ (x, x′)) =
{
∞ σ (x, x′) = 0⇒ null geodesic connecting x and x′
0 σ 6= 0⇒ x and x′ are not connected by their light-cones ,
(2.133)
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Figure 2.17: The points at which the singular Green’s function is non-zero on γ is
when x and x′ are space and nulllike separated, that part of γ is highlighted in green.
Θ (−σ (x, x′)) =
{
0 σ (x, x′) > 0⇒ x and x′ are spacelike related
1 σ (x, x′) ≤ 0⇒ x and x′ are timelike related , (2.134)
where by ∞, we mean that δ’s support lies purely on the light-cone. We also
introduce the definitions of δ+/−(σ) and Θ+/− (−σ) as
δ+ (σ (x, x
′)) =
{
∞ x is on the future light-cone of x′
0 elsewhere
, (2.135)
δ− (σ (x, x′)) =
{
∞ x is on the past light-cone of x′
0 elsewhere
, (2.136)
Θ+ (−σ (x, x′)) =
{
1 σ (x, x′) ∈ I+(x′)
0 elsewhere
,Θ− (−σ (x, x′)) =
{
1 σ (x, x′) ∈ I−(x′)
0 elsewhere
,
(2.137)
where we can see δ+ (σ (x, x
′)) + δ− (σ (x, x′)) = δ (σ (x, x′)) and Θ+ (−σ (x, x′)) +
Θ− (−σ (x, x′)) = Θ (−σ (x, x′)).
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Figure 2.18: The points at which the regular Green’s function is non-zero on γ is
when x′ is not in the chronological past of x, that part of γ is highlighted in green.
Recalling the required attributes of HAB′ (x, x
′), we examine those listed third
and fourth earlier in this section, and using Eq. (2.132), we have
HAB′ (x, x
′) =
{
UAB′ (x, x
′) δ+(σ)−V AB′ (x, x′) Θ+ (−σ) x ∈ I+(x′)
UAB′ (x, x
′) δ−(σ)−V AB′ (x, x′) Θ− (−σ) x ∈ I−(x′)
=
{
V AB′ (x, x
′) x ∈ I+(x′)
V AB′ (x, x
′) x ∈ I−(x′) , (2.138)
where we note that HAB′ (x, x
′) is also defined when x and x′ are space-like related,
however, there are only the first two constraints to impose in that domain. We can
therefore, set HAB′ (x, x
′) = −V AB′ (x, x′) for all values of x′, provided V AB′ (x, x′)
has the required reciprocity relation and satisfies the homogeneous wave equation
of Eq. (2.118), which we will prove is the case in the following section.
Substituting this result for HAB′ (x, x
′) into our definitions for GAB′ (S) (x, x′)
and GAB′ (R) (x, x
′) of Eq. (2.131), we arrive at expressions for both the regular and
singlar Green’s functions that are valid for all three cases, that is
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GAB′ (S) (x, x
′) =
1
2
[
UAB′ (x, x
′) δ(σ)+V AB′ (x, x′) Θ (σ)
]
, (2.139)
GAB′ (R) (x, x
′) =
1
2
UAB′ (x, x
′) [δ+(σ)− δ−(σ)]
− V AB′ (x, x′)
[
Θ+ (−σ) + 1
2
Θ (σ)
]
, (2.140)
where we have used Θ (−σ)− 1 = −Θ (σ).
2.3.4 Restrictions on UAB′ (x, x
′) and V AB′ (x, x′)
In the previous section, we stated that the retarded and advanced Green’s function
can be written in the form,
GAB′ (ret)/(adv) (x, x
′) = UAB′ (x, x′) δ+/−(σ)−V AB′ (x, x′) Θ+/− (−σ) . (2.141)
By assuming this form, we can show how it is a suitable representation and deduce
expressions and constraints on UAB′ (x, x
′) and V AB′ (x, x′). This is done by ap-
plying the operator DAB to the Green’s function form and proving its viability in
Eq. (2.123).
An immediate problem arises as distributions δ+/−(σ) and Θ+/− (−σ) are not
defined at x = x′ and cannot be differentiated at this point. Their true meaning
becomes clear at the boundary value of a function in the complex plane which
we may encapsulate in the prescription where we shift σ → σ +  and take the
limit from the right as  → 0+. This ensures that we are dealing with a positive
, which in turn demands that x and x′ are time-like related, allowing us to take
Θ′+/− (−σ − ) = −δ+/− (σ + ), where ′ refers to differentiating with respect to
σ. We label our shifted Green’s functions as GBB′ (ret)/(adv) and notice that they
satisfy lim→0+ GBB′ (ret)/(adv) = GBB′ (ret)/(adv). We also note, by its definition, that
σδ (σ) = 0 and by differentiating this with respect to σ we also get the identities
σδ′+/− (σ) = −δ+/− (σ) and σδ′′+/− (σ) = −2δ′+/− (σ). Adapting these to the shift
that we have applied to σ gives
σδ+/− (σ + ) = −δ+/− (σ + ) ,
σδ′+/− (σ + ) = −δ+/− (σ + )− δ′+/− (σ + ) ,
σδ′′+/− (σ + ) = −2δ′+/− (σ + )− δ′′+/− (σ + ) . (2.142)
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Below for simplicity we drop the explicit (x, x′) dependence notation and under-
stand indices with ′ imply a dependence on x′ and those without imply a dependence
on x. Applying DAB, as defined in Eq. (2.118), to the proposed shifted Green’s func-
tion and recalling Eq. (2.23), gives
DABG
B
B′ (ret)/(adv) = GAB′ (ret)/(adv) − PABGBB′ (ret)/(adv)
= gab∇a
[ (∇bUAB′) δ+/− (σ + ) + UAB′δ′+/− (σ + )σb
−∇bV AB′Θ+/− (−σ − ) +V AB′δ+/− (σ + )σb
]
− PAB
[
UAB′δ+/− (σ + )−V AB′Θ+/− (−σ − )
]
= −2δ′′+/− (σ + )UAB′−2δ′+/− (σ + )V AB′
+ δ′+/− (σ + )
[
2
(
UAB′
)
;a
σa + (σaa − 4)UAB′
]
+ δ+/− (σ + )
[
+2
(
V AB′
)
;a
σa− (2− σaa)V AB′ +DABUBB′
]
−Θ+/− (−σ − )DABV BB′ . (2.143)
By taking the limit, we obtain DABG
B
B′ (ret)/(adv),
DABG
B
B′ (ret)/(adv) = lim
→0+
DABG
B
B′ (ret)/(adv)
= −4piδ4 (x, x′)UAB′ + δ′+/− (σ)
[
2
(
UAB′
)
;a
σa + (σaa − 4)UAB′
]
+ δ+/− (σ)
[
+2
(
V AB′
)
;a
σa− (2− σaa)V AB′ +DABUBB′
]
−Θ+/− (−σ)DABV BB′
= −4pigAB′ (x, x′) δ4 (x, x′) , (2.144)
where the final equality is from equating the right hand side to that of Eq. (2.123).
We have also made use of the identities derived in (44),
lim
→0+
δ+/− (σ + ) = 0,
lim
→0+
δ′+/− (σ + ) = 0,
lim
→0+
δ′′+/− (σ + ) = 2piδ4 (x, x
′) . (2.145)
Comparing the final two equalities of Eq. (2.144) and equating coefficients of the
distribution functions, we can immediately infer that
δ4 (x, x
′)UAB′ = gAB′ (x, x′) δ4 (x, x′) . (2.146)
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As this only gives us information about UAB′ when x = x
′, also known as the
coincidence limit and denoted by
[
UAB′
]
, we have[
UAB′
]
=
[
gAB′
]
= δAB′ . (2.147)
From Eqs. (2.21) and (2.51), we use the identities dxa = (σa/λ)dλ and
∆−1 (x, x′) (∆ (x, x′)σa);a = 4 to produce,
σaa + ∆
−1σa∆;a = 4⇒ σaa − 4 = −∆−1λd∆
dλ
= −λ d
dλ
ln ∆, (2.148)
where λ affinely parameterises the geodesic connecting x to x′. The coefficient of
δ′+/− (σ) in Eq. (2.144) is to zero to give us
2
(
UAB′
)−1 (
UAB′
)
;a
σa + (σaa − 4) = λ d
dλ
(
2 lnUAB′ − ln ∆
)
= 0. (2.149)
We, therefore, know that
(
UAB′
)2
/∆ is constant on the geodesic connecting x to x′.
As it is constant we can use our values in the coincidence limit, namely Eq. (2.147)
and [∆] = 1 from Sec. 2.1.5, to obtain an expression for UAB′ ,
UAB′ (x, x
′) = ∆
1
2 (x, x′) gAB′ (x, x′) . (2.150)
Due to the nature of the delta function, the coefficient of δ+/− (σ) in Eq. (2.144)
only has to be zero when σ = 0. We therefore have for σ = 0[
+2
(
V AB′
)
;a
σa− (2− σaa)V AB′ +DABUBB′
]
σ=0
= 0, (2.151)
which can be rearranged to give
2
(
V AB′
)
;a
σa − 2V AB′ −∆−1σa∆,aV AB′ +DABUBB′ = 0, (2.152)
where we have used Eq. (2.51) rearranged as 2−σaa = ∆−1σa∆,a. This will be later
used to obtain expressions for V AB′ as described in Sec. 3.1 and Appendices A and
B
Similarly, due to the nature of Θ+/− (−σ), we also have
DABV
B
B′ = 0, (2.153)
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when x ∈ I+(x′) ∪ I−(x′), i.e., when x and x′ are time-like related. We should
note that Eq. (2.153) is one of the requirements (that HAB′ satisfies the homoge-
neous wave equation), described in the previous section, that is necessary for setting
HAB′ = −V AB′ , which we have now shown. As we have established an expressions
for UAB′ which has reciprocity property, as does the retarded and singular Green’s
functions, it also follows from the definition of Eq. (2.132) that V AB′ will also have
the required reciprocity, i.e., V AB′ (x, x
′) = V A
′
B (x
′, x). We have therefore fulfilled
all requirements that were necessary for setting HAB′ = −V AB′ , which leaves us
with the singular Green’s function,
GAB′ (S) (x, x
′) =
1
2
[
UAB′ (x, x
′) δ(σ)+V AB′ (x, x′) Θ (σ)
]
, (2.154)
where UAB′ is defined by Eq. (2.150) and V
A
B′ satisfies Eqs. (2.151) and (2.153).
2.3.5 The Singular Field
The singular field, by design, solves the inhomogeneous wave equation of
Eq. (2.118), this means like the retarded field, it can also be written in the form of
Eq. (2.122),
ϕA(S) =
∫
γ
GAB′ (S) (x, x
′)MB
′
(x′)
√
−g′d4x′ (2.155)
Substituting MB
′
(x′) from Eq. (2.119) and integrating over x′ gives
ϕA(S) = Q
∫
γ
GAB′ (S) (x, x
′)uB
′
(x′)dτ ′. (2.156)
Recalling Fig. 2.17, we note that the singular Green’s function is only supported
in between the two points x(ret) and x(adv) on γ. Combining this with our definition
of the singular Green’s function, Eq. (2.154), allows us to rewrite Eq. (2.156) as
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ϕA(S) = Q
∫ x(adv)
x(ret)
GAB′ (S) (x, x
′)uB
′
(x′)dτ ′
=
Q
2
∫ x(adv)
x(ret)
UAB′ (x, x
′) δ (σ (x, x′))uB
′
(x′)dτ ′
+
Q
2
∫ x(adv)
x(ret)
V AB′ (x, x
′) Θ (σ (x, x′))uB
′
(x′)dτ ′
=
Q
2
[
UAB′ (x, x
′)uB
′
(x′)
σa′ (x, x′)ua
′(x′)
]x′=x(adv)
x′=x(ret)
+
Q
2
∫ x(adv)
x(ret)
V AB′ (x, x
′)uB
′
(x′)dτ ′ (2.157)
where the integration of the first term follows from dσ = σa′u
a′dτ with the delta
function forcing UAB′ (x, x
′)uB
′
(x′) onto the light cone, i.e., UAB′ (x, x′)uB
′
(x′) is
only non-zero for x′ = x(ret) and x′ = x(adv). The second term simply has the
Θ (σ (x, x′)) = 1 as its only integrating over that part of γ that is space-like.
2.3.6 The Self-Force and the Singular Field
We have seen that in an appropriate gauge, the retarded field, ϕA(x), of an arbi-
trary point particle satisfies the inhomogeneous wave equation with a distributional
source,
DABϕ
B = −4piQ
∫
uAδ4 (x, z(τ
′)) dτ ′, (2.158)
where
DAB = δ
A
B(−m2)− PAB. (2.159)
The retarded solutions to this equation gives rise to a field, known as the retarded
field which one might na¨ıvely expect to exert a self-force
F a = paAϕ
A
(ret), (2.160)
on the particle, where paA(x) is a tensor at x, which depends on the type of charge.
In the previous sections we illustrated how Detweiler and Whiting (65) showed
how such a singular field can be constructed through a Green function decom-
position. In four spacetime dimensions and within a normal neighbourhood, the
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Green function for the retarded/advanced solutions to Eq. (2.158) may be given in
Hadamard form,
G(ret)/(adv)
A
B′ (x, x
′) = θ−/+ (x, x′)
{
UAB′ (x, x
′) δ [σ (x, x′)]
−V AB′ (x, x′) θ [−σ (x, x′)]
}
, (2.161)
where UAB′ (x, x
′) and V AB′ (x, x′) are symmetric bi-spinors/tensors which are regu-
lar for x′ → x, defined by Eqs. (2.150) and (2.152) respectively. The first term here,
involving UAB′ (x, x
′), represents the direct part of the Green function while the
second term, involving V AB′ (x, x
′), is known as the tail part of the Green function.
Detweiler and Whiting proposed to define a singular Green function by taking
the symmetric Green function, G(sym)
A
B′ =
1
2
(G(ret)
A
B′ + G(adv)
A
B′) and adding
V AB′ (x, x
′) (a homogeneous solution to Eq. (2.158)). This leads to the previously
defined singular Green function,
G(S)
A
B′ (x, x
′) =
1
2
{
UAB′ (x, x
′) δ [σ (x, x′)] + V AB′ (x, x′) θ [σ (x, x′)]
}
. (2.162)
Note that this has support on and outside the past and future light-cone (i.e. for
points x and x′ spatially separated) and is only uniquely defined provided x and x′
are within a convex normal neighbourhood. Given this singular Green function, we
may define the Detweiler-Whiting singular field,
ϕA(S) =
∫ τ(ret)
τ(adv)
G(S)
A
B′ (x, z(τ
′))uB
′
dτ ′, (2.163)
which also satisfies Eq. (2.158). Subtracting this singular field from the retarded
field, we obtain the regularized field,
ϕA(R) = ϕ
A
(ret) − ϕA(S), (2.164)
which Detweiler and Whiting showed gives the correct finite physical self-force,
F a = paAϕ
A
(R). (2.165)
Moreover, this regularized field is a solution of the homogeneous wave equation,
DABϕ
B
(R) = 0. (2.166)
This holds independently of whether one is considering a scalar or electromagnet-
ically charged point particle or a point mass. To make this more explicit, in the
following subsections we give the form these expressions take in each of scalar, elec-
tromagnetic and gravitational cases.
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Scalar Case
In the scalar case the singular field, Φ(S), is a solution of the inhomogeneous scalar
wave equation,
(− ξR−m2)Φ(S) = −4piq
∫
δ4(x, z(τ))dτ, (2.167)
where q is the scalar charge and ξ is the coupling to the background scalar curva-
ture. An expression for Φ(S) may be found by considering the scalar Green function
(obtained by taking UAB′ = U(x, x
′) in Eq. (2.162)),
G(S) =
1
2
{U(x, x′)δ[σ(x, x′)] + V (x, x′)θ[σ(x, x′)]} , (2.168)
with U(x, x′) = ∆1/2(x, x′) from Eqs. (2.124) and (2.150), where ∆1/2(x, x′) is the
Van Vleck determinant as defined in Eq. (2.45). This Green function is a solution
of the equation
(− ξR−m2)G(S) = −4piδ4(x, x′). (2.169)
Given this expression for the Green function, the scalar singular field is
Φ(S)(x) = q
∫
γ
G(S)(x, z(τ))dτ
=
q
2
[
U(x, x′)
σc′uc
′
]x′=x(adv)
x′=x(ret)
+
q
2
∫ τ(adv)
τ(ret)
V (x, z(τ))dτ (2.170)
and one computes the scalar self-force from the regularized scalar field Φ(R) = Φ(ret)−
Φ(S) as
F a = q gabΦ
(R)
,b . (2.171)
Electromagnetic Case
In Lorenz gauge, the electromagnetic singular field satisfies the equation
A(S)a −RabA(S)b = −4pie
∫
gab (x, z(τ))u
bδ4(x, z(τ))dτ, (2.172)
where e is the electric charge. An expression for A
(S)
a may be found by consider-
ing the electromagnetic Green function (obtained by taking UAB′ = U(x, x
′)aa′ in
Eq. (2.162)),
G
(S)
aa′(x, x
′) =
1
2
{U(x, x′)aa′δ (σ(x, x′)) + V (x, x′)aa′θ (σ(x, x′))} , (2.173)
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with Uaa′ = ∆
1/2gaa′ from Eqs. (2.124) and (2.150), where g
a
a′ is the bi-vector of
parallel transport defined in Eq. (2.42). This Green function is a solution of the
equation
G(S)aa′ −RabG(S)ba′ = −4pigaa′(x, x′)δ4(x, x′). (2.174)
Given this expression for the Green function, the electromagnetic singular field is
A(S)a = e
∫
γ
G
(S)
ab (x, z(τ))u
b(z(τ))dτ
=
e
2
[
ua
′
Uaa′(x, x
′)
σc′uc
′
]x′=x(adv)
x′=x(ret)
+
e
2
∫ τ(adv)
τ(ret)
Vab(x, z(τ))u
b(z(τ))dτ. (2.175)
One computes the electromagnetic self-force from the electromagnetic regular field,
A
(R)
a = A
(ret)
a − A(S)a , as
F a = e gabucA
(R)
[c,b]. (2.176)
Gravitational Case
In Lorenz gauge, the trace-reversed singular first order metric perturbation satisfies
the equation
h¯(S)ab + 2Cacbdh¯
(S)
cd = −16pim
∫
ga′(au
a′gb)b′u
b′δ4(x, x
′)dτ, (2.177)
where µ is the mass of the particle and the trace-reversed singular field is related
to the non-trace-reversed version by h¯
(S)
ab = h
(S)
ab − 12h(S)gab with h(S) = gabh(S)ab . An
expression for h¯
(S)
ab may be found by considering the gravitational Green function
(obtained by taking UAB′ = U(x, x
′)aba′b′ in Eq. (2.162)),
G
(S)
aba′b′(x, x
′) =
1
2
{U(x, x′)aba′b′δ [σ(x, x′)] + V (x, x′)aba′b′θ [σ(x, x′)]} , (2.178)
with Uaba′b′ = ∆
1/2g(aa′g
b)
b′ from Eqs. (2.124) and (2.150). This Green function is a
solution of the equation
G(S)aba′b′ + 2CapbqG
(S)
pqa′b′ = −4piga′(agb)b′δ4(x, x′). (2.179)
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Given this expression for the Green function, the trace-reversed singular first order
metric perturbation is
h¯
(S)
ab = 4µ
∫
γ
G
(S)
aba′b′(x, z(τ
′))ua
′
ub
′
dτ ′
= 2µ
[
ua
′
ub
′
Uaba′b′(x, x
′)
σc′uc
′
]x′=x(adv)
x′=x(ret)
+ 2µ
∫ τ(adv)
τ(ret)
Vaba′b′(x, z(τ))u
a′ub
′
dτ. (2.180)
One computes the gravitational self-force from the regularized trace-reversed singu-
lar first order metric perturbation, h¯
(R)
ab = h¯
(ret)
ab − h¯(S)ab , as
F a = µ kabcdh¯
(R)
bc;d, (2.181)
where
kabcd ≡ 1
2
gadubuc − gabucud − 1
2
uaubucud +
1
4
uagbcud +
1
4
gadgbc. (2.182)
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Chapter 3
High-Order Expansions of the
Singular Field
3.1 Coordinate and Covariant Expansions of Fun-
damental Bitensors
In the previous chapter, we gave expressions for the singular field in terms of the
bitensors UAB′ (x, x
′) and V AB′ (x, x′). The first of these is given by
UAB
′
(x, x′) = ∆1/2 (x, x′) gAB
′
(x, x′) , (3.1)
where ∆ (x, x′) is the Van Vleck determinant from Eq. (2.45),
∆ (x, x′) = − [−g (x)]−1/2 det [−σ;αβ′ (x, x′)] [−g (x′)]−1/2
= det
[
−gα′α (x, x′)σ;αβ′ (x, x′)
]
, (3.2)
gAB
′
is the bi-tensor of parallel transport appropriate to the tensorial nature of the
field defined in Eq. (2.124), e.g.,
gAB
′
=

1 (scalar)
gab
′
(electromagnetic)
ga
′(agb)b
′
(gravitational)
, (3.3)
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and where the higher spin fields are taken in Lorentz gauge. Here, gα
′
α (x, x
′) is the
bivector of parallel transport defined by the transport equation
σαgab′;α = 0 = σ
α′gab′;α′ . (3.4)
The bitensor V AB
′
(x, x′) may be expressed in terms of a formal expansion in in-
creasing powers of σ (38, 81):
V AB
′
(x, x′) =
∞∑
n=0
Vn
AB′ (x, x′)σn (x, x′) , (3.5)
where the coefficients V AB
′
n (x, x
′) satisfy the recursion relations
σ;α
′
(∆−1/2V AB
′
n );α′ + (n+ 1) ∆
−1/2V AB
′
n +
1
2n
∆−1/2DB
′
C′V
AC′
n−1 = 0, (3.6a)
for n ∈ N, along with the ‘initial condition’
σ;α
′
(∆−1/2V AB
′
0 );α′ + ∆
−1/2V AB
′
0 +
1
2
∆−1/2DB
′
C′(∆
1/2gAC
′
) = 0, (3.6b)
derived from Eq. (2.152).
Looking at the above equations for UAB
′
(x, x′) and VnAB
′
(x, x′), we see that
a key component of the present work involves the computation of several funda-
mental bitensors, in particular, the world function σ(x, x′), Van Vleck determinant
∆1/2(x, x′), four-velocity ua(x), and bivector of parallel transport gab
′
(x, x′). This
may be achieved by expressing them as expansions about some arbitrary point x¯
which is close to x and x′ as shown in figure 3.1. We derive these here using both
covariant and coordinate methods, each of which has its own advantages and disad-
vantages.
The covariant expression is more elegant, allowing for compact formulae; how-
ever these formulae hide complex terms such as high order derivatives of the Weyl
tensor that quickly become extremely time consuming to compute, even using com-
puter tensor algebra packages such as GRTensorII (82) or xAct (83). The coordinate
approach is less elegant but more practical for explicit calculations and it avoids the
need to use tensor algebra. Independently of the approach taken, these expansions
may be used to compute expansions of UAB
′
(x, x′) and VnAB
′
(x, x′) (by substituting
into the above equations), and hence of the singular field. In the case of covariant
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x
x(adv)
x
γ
x'
x(ret)
Figure 3.1: We expand all bitensors (which are functions of x and x′) about the
arbitrary point x¯ on the world line.
expansions, for explicit calculations one must further expand the covariant expres-
sions in coordinates, yielding an expression which may be directly compared with
those obtained from the coordinate approach. The resulting expressions are long but
are explicit functions of the coordinates, enabling them to be transformed directly
into, for example, C functions, indeed we give them in such form online (70).
3.1.1 Coordinate Approach
In this section, we describe our method for obtaining coordinate expressions of the
biscalars in Eqs. (2.170), (2.175) and (2.180). We will start by considering two
arbitrary points x and x′ near x¯ as shown in Fig. 3.1. We will seek expansion where
the coefficients are evaluated at x¯, so we introduce the notation
∆xa = xa − xa¯, δxa′ = xa′ − xa = xa′ −∆xa − xa¯, (3.7)
where we use the convention that the index carries the information about the point:
x¯a = xa¯. In the calculations below ∆xa and δxa
′
are both assumed to be small, of
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order .
The first item we require for our calculations is a coordinate expansion of the
biscalar σ (x, x′), the Synge world function. We start with a standard coordinate
series expansion about x, see for example (50) (note the difference in convention for
∆xa in that paper), to get
σ(x, x′) = 1
2
gab(x)δx
a′δxb
′
+ Aabc(x)δx
a′δxb
′
δxc
′
+Babcd(x)δx
a′δxb
′
δxc
′
δxd
′
+ · · · .
(3.8)
The coefficients are readily determined in terms of derivatives of the metric at x
by use of the defining identity derived in Eq. (2.23), 2σ = σa′σ
a′ , see (50). To be
explicit, the first few are given by
Aabc(x) =
1
4
g(ab,c)(x),
Babcd(x) =
1
12
g(ab,cd)(x)− 1
24
gpq(x)
[
g(ab,|p|(x)gcd),q(x)− 12g(ab,|p|(x)g|q|c,d)(x)
+ 36gp(a,b(x)g|q|c,d)(x)
]
.
We now go one step further by expanding the coefficients about x¯ to give a
double expansion in ∆xa and δxa
′
with coefficients at x¯. The first few terms are
σ(x, x′) =1
2
ga¯b¯(x¯)δx
a′δxb
′
+
[
1
2
ga¯b¯,c¯(x¯)δx
a′δxb
′
∆xc + Aa¯b¯c¯(x¯)δx
a′δxb
′
δxc
′
]
+
[
1
4
ga¯b¯,c¯d¯(x¯)δx
a′δxb
′
∆xc∆xd + Aa¯b¯c¯,d¯(x¯)δx
a′δxb
′
δxc
′
∆xd
+Ba¯b¯c¯d¯(x¯)δx
a′δxb
′
δxc
′
δxd
′
]
+O(5), (3.9)
where now we interpret δxa
′
as xa
′ −∆xa−xa¯ and we use square brackets to distin-
guish terms of different order in . Rather than disturb the flow here and throughout
this section we just give the first few terms of each expansion for a general metric to
make the structure clear and give explicit expressions in Schwarzschild space-time
to much higher order in Appendix A.
Now that as the coefficients are at the fixed point x¯, it is straightforward to take
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derivatives of σ at x and x′, for example,
σa′ =ga¯b¯δx
b′ +
[
ga¯b¯,c¯δx
b′∆xc + 3Aa¯b¯c¯δx
b′δxc
′
]
+
[
1
2
ga¯b¯,c¯d¯δx
b′∆xc∆xd + 3Aa¯b¯c¯,d¯δx
b′δxc
′
∆xd + 4Ba¯b¯c¯d¯δx
b′δxc
′
δxd
′
]
+O(4),
(3.10)
σa =− σa′ + 12gb¯c¯,a¯δxb
′
δxc
′
+
[
1
2
gb¯c¯,d¯a¯δx
b′δxc
′
δxd
′
+ Ab¯c¯d¯a¯δx
b′δxc
′
δxd
′
]
+O(4),
(3.11)
σa′b =− ga¯b¯ − ga¯b¯,c¯∆xc +
[
(3Aa¯c¯d¯,b¯ − 12Ba¯b¯c¯d¯)δxc′δxd′ − 12ga¯b¯,c¯d¯∆xc∆xd
]
+O(3).
(3.12)
Likewise we can calculate the Van Vleck determinant directly from its definition
Eq. (2.45),
∆
1
2 (x, x′) =
(
− [−g(x)]− 12 |−σa′b(x, x′)| [−g(x′)]−
1
2
) 1
2
, (3.13)
giving
∆
1
2 (x, x′) =1 +
{
1
2
gc¯d¯(2ga¯c¯,b¯d¯ − ga¯b¯,c¯d¯ − gc¯d¯,a¯b¯)
+ 1
4
gc¯d¯ge¯f¯
[
gc¯e¯,a¯gd¯f¯ ,b¯ + 2gc¯a¯,b¯(ge¯f¯ ,d¯ − 2gd¯e¯,f¯ )
+ 2ga¯c¯,e¯(gb¯d¯,f¯ − gb¯f¯ ,d¯)− ga¯b¯,c¯(ge¯f¯ ,d¯ − 2gd¯e¯,f¯ )
]}
δxaδxb +O(3). (3.14)
To obtain an expressions at x(adv) and x(ret), we allow x
a′ to be on the world line
and again give it as an expansion around the point x¯, as shown in Fig. 3.1. Writing
xa
′
in terms of proper time τ gives 1
xa
′
(τ) = xa¯ + ua¯∆τ + 1
2!
u˙a¯∆τ 2 + 1
3!
u¨a¯∆τ 3 + · · · , (3.15)
where ua¯ is the four velocity at the point xa¯, ∆τ = τ − τ¯ , and an overdot denotes
differentiation with respect to τ .
1In principle this expression is valid for an arbitrary world line. However, later in this thesis,
in our explicit calculations, we consider both geodesic and non-geodesic motion. Often we will
make the assumption that is is geodesic and derive higher derivative terms from the equations of
motion.
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We are interested in determining the points on the world line that are connected
to x by a null geodesic, that is we want to solve
σ
(
xa, xa
′
(τ)
)
= 0
= 1
2
ga¯b¯(u
a¯∆τ −∆xa)(ub¯∆τ −∆xb)
+
[
1
2
ga¯b¯(u
a¯∆τ −∆xa)u˙b¯∆τ 2 + 1
2
ga¯b¯,c¯(u
a¯∆τ −∆xa)(ub¯∆τ −∆xb)∆xc
+ 1
4
ga¯b¯,c¯(x¯)(u
a¯∆τ −∆xa)(ub¯∆τ −∆xb)(uc¯∆τ −∆xc)]+O(4).
(3.16)
By writing ∆τ = τ1+ τ2
2 + τ3
3 + · · · and explicitly inserting an  in front of ∆xa,
we may equate coefficients of powers of  to obtain
τ1
2 + 2ga¯b¯u
a¯∆xbτ1 − ga¯b¯∆xa∆xb = 0, (3.17)
which gives,
ga¯b¯u
a¯(ua¯τ1 −∆xa)τ2 =−
[
1
2
ga¯b¯(u
a¯τ1 −∆xa)u˙b¯τ12
+ 1
2
ga¯b¯,c¯(u
a¯τ1 −∆xa)(ub¯τ1 −∆xb)∆xc
+ 1
4
ga¯b¯,c¯(x¯)(u
a¯τ1 −∆xa)(ub¯τ1 −∆xb)(uc¯τ1 −∆xc)
]
. (3.18)
Equation (3.17) is a quadratic with two real roots of opposite sign (for x spacelike
separated from x¯) corresponding to the first approximation to our points x(adv) and
x(ret),
τ1± = ga¯b¯u
a¯∆xb ±
√
(ga¯b¯u
a¯∆xb)2 + ga¯b¯∆x
a∆xb ≡ r¯(1) ± ρ, (3.19)
where r¯(1) is the leading order term in the coordinate expansion of the quantity r¯
that will be appearing in our covariant expansions in Section 3.1.2. Equation (3.18)
is typical of the higher order equations giving τn in terms of lower order terms.
3.1.2 Covariant Approach *
In this section, we briefly discuss our method for obtaining covariant expansions
for the biscalars appearing in Eqs. (2.170), (2.175) and (2.180). We eventually seek
expansions about a point x¯ on the worldline (which we may treat as fixed in the
majority of this thesis). In doing so, we follow the strategy of Haas and Poisson
(44, 72):
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• For the generic biscalar A(x, z(τ)), write it as A(τ) ≡ A(x, z(τ)).
• Compute the expansion about τ = τ¯ . This takes the form
A(τ) = A(τ¯) + A˙(τ¯)(τ − τ¯) + 1
2
A¨(τ¯)(τ − τ¯)2 + · · · , (3.20)
where A˙(τ¯) = A;a¯u
a¯, A¨(τ¯) = A;a¯b¯u
a¯ub¯, · · · .
• Compute the covariant expansions of the coefficients A˙(τ¯), A¨(τ¯), · · · about τ¯ .
• Evaluate the expansion at the desired point, eg. A(x′) = A(x, x′).
• The resulting expansion depends on τ through the powers of τ − τ¯ . Replace
these by their expansion in  (about x¯), the distance between x and the world-
line.
A key ingredient of this calculation is the expansion of ∆τ ≡ τ − τ¯ in . The
leading orders in this expansion were developed by Haas and Poisson (72) for the
particular choices ∆τ+ ≡ v− τ¯ and ∆τ− ≡ u− τ¯ , where u and v are the values of τ
at x(ret) and x(adv) respectively. They found
∆τ± = (r¯± s¯)∓ (r¯ ± s¯)
2
6 s¯
Ruσuσ∓ (r¯ ± s¯)
2
24 s¯
[
(r¯ ± s¯)Ruσuσ|u −Ruσuσ|σ
]
+O(5), (3.21)
where r¯ ≡ σa¯ua¯ and s¯2 ≡ (ga¯b¯+ua¯ub¯)σa¯σb¯. In Appendix B we extend their calculation
to the higher orders required in the present work. In the same Appendix, we also
apply the above method to compute covariant expansions of all quantities appearing
in the expression for the singular field.
In order to obtain explicit expressions, we substitute in the coordinate expansion
for σa¯ (as discussed in Sec. 3.1.1) along with the metric, Riemann tensor and 4-
velocity (all evaluated at x¯). In doing so, we only have to keep terms that contribute
up to the required order and truncate any higher order terms.
3.2 Expansions of the Singular Field*
In this section we list the covariant form of the singular field to order 4, where 
is the fundamental scale of separation, so, for example, r¯, s¯ and σ(x, x¯)a¯ are all of
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leading order . The coordinate forms of these expansions are too long to be useful
in print form so instead they are available to download (70) with leading orders
given in Appendix B. The structure of the singular field is found to be very similar
for all three cases and so the scalar singular field is illustrated in Figs. 3.2 and 3.3
so the reader can get a feel for this form.
3.2.1 Scalar singular field
To O(4), the scalar singular field is
Φ(S) = q
{1
s¯
+
r¯2 − s¯2
6s¯3
Cuσuσ +
1
24s¯3
[
(r¯2 − 3s¯2)r¯Cuσuσ;u − (r¯2 − s¯2)Cuσuσ;σ
]
+
1
360s¯5
[
Φ(S)
]
(3)
+
1
4320s¯5
[
Φ(S)
]
(4)
+ O(5)
}
, (3.22)
where
[
Φ(S)
]
(3)
= 15
[
r¯2 − s¯2
]2
CuσuσCuσuσ + s¯
2
[
(r¯2 − s¯2)(3Cuσuσ;σσ + 4Cuσσa¯Cuσσa¯) + (r¯4
− 6r¯2s¯2 − 3s¯4)(4Cuσua¯Cuσua¯ + 3Cuσuσ;uu) + r¯(r¯2 − 3s¯2)(16Cuσua¯Cuσσa¯
− 3Cuσuσ;uσ)
]
+ s¯4
{
2Cu
a¯
u
b¯[(r¯2 + s¯2)Cσa¯σb¯ + 2r¯(r¯
2 + 3s¯2)Cua¯σb¯]
+ 2Cu
a¯
σ
b¯[2r¯Cσa¯σb¯ + (r¯
2 + s¯2)Cub¯σa¯] + (r¯
4 + 6r¯2s¯2 + s¯4)Cua¯ub¯Cu
a¯
u
b¯ + 2(r¯2
+ s¯2)Cua¯σb¯Cu
a¯
σ
b¯ + Cσa¯σb¯Cσ
a¯
σ
b¯
}
(3.23)
and
[
Φ(S)
]
(4)
= 30Cuσuσ
[
r¯(3r¯4 − 10r¯2s¯2 + 15s¯4)Cuσuσ;u − 30(r¯2 − s¯2)2Cuσuσ;σ
]
+ 2s¯2
{
3Cuσuσ;uuur¯
(
r¯4 − 10r¯2s¯2 − 15s¯4)+ 3r¯ (r¯2 − 3s¯2)Cuσuσ;uσσ − 3(r¯2
− s¯2)Cuσuσ;σσσ − 3(r¯4 − 6r¯2s¯2 − 3s¯4)Cuσuσ;uuσ − 9r¯(r¯4 − 10r¯2s¯2
− 15s¯4)Cuσua¯;u − Cuσσa¯[18Cuσσa¯;σ(r¯2 − s¯2)− r¯(r¯2 − 3s¯2)(10Cuσσa¯;u
− 16Cuσua¯;σ − 5Cuσuσ;a¯)− 30Cuσua¯;u(r¯4 − 6r¯2s¯2 − 3s¯4)]− Cuσua¯[36r¯(r¯2
−3s¯2)Cuσσa¯;σ + (r¯4 − 6r¯2s¯2 − 3s¯4)(13Cuσua¯;σ + 5Cuσuσ;a¯ − 25Cuσσa¯;u)]
}
− 12s¯4
{
Cσ
a¯
σ
b¯[Cσa¯σb¯;σ − r¯(Cσa¯σb¯;u − 2Cua¯σb¯;σ)− (r¯2 + s¯2)(2Cua¯σb¯;u
− Cua¯ub¯;σ)− r¯(r¯2 + 3s¯2)Cua¯ub¯;u] + 2Cua¯σb¯[Cσa¯σb¯;σr¯ + (r¯2 + s¯2)(Cua¯σb¯;σ
+ Cub¯σa¯;σ − Cσa¯σb¯;u) + r¯(r¯2 + 3s¯2)(Cua¯ub¯;σ − Cua¯σb¯;u − Cub¯σa¯;u)
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− Cua¯ub¯u(r¯4 + 6r¯2s¯2 + s¯4)] + Cua¯ub¯[(r¯2 + s¯2)Cσa¯σb¯;σ
− r¯(r¯2 + 3s¯2)(Cσa¯σb¯;u − 2Cua¯σb¯;σ) + (r¯4 + 6r¯2s¯2 + s¯4)(Cua¯ub¯;σ − 2Cua¯σb¯;u)
− Cua¯ub¯;ur¯(r¯4 + 10r¯2s¯2 + 5s¯4)]
}
. (3.24)
3.2.2 Electromagnetic singular field
To O(4), the electromagnetic singular field is
A(S)a = ega
a¯
(ua¯
s¯
+
1
6s¯3
[
3r¯s¯2Ca¯uuσ + Cuσuσ(r¯
2 − s¯2)ua¯
]
+
1
24s¯3
{
4s¯2(Ca¯uuσ;u − r¯Ca¯uuσ;σ) +
[
r¯(r¯2 − 3s¯2)Cuσuσ;u − (r¯2 − s¯2)Cuσuσσ
]
ua¯
}
+
1
2880s¯5
[
A
(S)
a¯
]
(3)
+
1
25920s¯5
[
A
(S)
a¯
]
(4)
+ O(5)
)
, (3.25)
where
[A
(S)
a¯ ](3) = 120Cuσua¯;uσs¯
4(r¯2 + s¯2)− 120Cuσua¯;σσr¯s¯4 + 120Cuc¯ud¯Cσc¯a¯d¯r¯s¯6
− 240Cuσua¯Cuσuσr¯s¯2(r¯2 − 3s¯2)− 360Cuσa¯c¯Cuσuc¯s¯4(r¯2 + s¯2)
− 120Cuσua¯;uur¯s¯4(r¯2 + 3s¯2) + 120s¯6Cuc¯σd¯(Cud¯a¯c¯r¯ + Cσd¯a¯c¯)
+ 40Cuc¯a¯d¯Cu
c¯
u
d¯s¯6(3r¯2 + s¯2)− 120Cua¯σc¯[Cuσσc¯r¯s¯4 + 2Cuσuc¯s¯4(r¯2 + s¯2)]
− 120Cua¯uc¯[Cuσσc¯s¯4(r¯2 + s¯2) + Cuσuc¯r¯s¯4(r¯2 + 3s¯2)] + {8Cσc¯σd¯Cσc¯σd¯s¯4
− 5Cc¯d¯e¯f¯C c¯d¯e¯f¯ s¯8 − 24Cuσuσ ;uσr¯s¯2(r¯2 − 3s¯2) + 128Cuσuc¯Cuσσc¯r¯s¯2(r¯2 − 3s¯2)
+ 24Cuσuσ ;σσs¯
2(r¯2 − s¯2) + 32Cuσσc¯Cuσσc¯s¯2(r¯2 − s¯2) + 120CuσuσCuσuσ(r¯2
− s¯2)2 + 16Cuc¯ud¯Cσc¯σd¯s¯4(r¯2 + s¯2) + 24Cuσuσ ;uus¯2(r¯4 − 6r¯2s¯2 − 3s¯4)
+ 32Cuσuc¯Cuσu
c¯s¯2(r¯4 − 6r¯2s¯2 − 3s¯4) + 8Cuc¯ud¯Cuc¯ud¯s¯4(r¯4 + 6r¯2s¯2 + s¯4)
+ 16s¯4Cu
c¯
σ
d¯[2Cσc¯σd¯r¯ + Cud¯σc¯(r¯
2 + s¯2)] + 16s¯4Cuc¯σd¯[Cu
c¯
σ
d¯(r¯2 + s¯2)
+ 2Cu
c¯
u
d¯r¯(r¯2 + 3s¯2)]}ua¯ (3.26)
and
[A
(S)
a¯ ](4) = 216Cuσua¯;σσσr¯s¯
4 + 540Cuσuσ ;σCuσua¯r¯s¯
2(r¯2 − 3s¯2)
+ 720Cuσua¯;σCuσuσr¯s¯
2(r¯2 − 3s¯2)− 216Cuσua¯;uσσs¯4(r¯2 + s¯2)
+ 1512Cuσa¯
c¯
;σCuσuc¯s¯
4(r¯2 + s¯2) + 216Cuσua¯;uuσr¯s¯
4(r¯2 + 3s¯2)
− 864Cuσa¯c¯;uCuσuc¯r¯s¯4(r¯2 + 3s¯2)− 216Cuσua¯;uuus¯4(r¯4 + 6r¯2s¯2 + s¯4)
− 540Cuσuσ ;uCuσua¯s¯2(r¯4 − 6r¯2s¯2 − 3s¯4) + 720Cuσua¯;uCuσuσs¯2(−r¯4 + 6r¯2s¯2
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+ 3s¯4)− 432s¯6Cσc¯a¯d¯;σ(Cuc¯ud¯r¯ + Cud¯σc¯)− 648s¯6Cuc¯σd¯;σ(Cud¯a¯c¯r¯ + Cσd¯a¯c¯)
+ 16s¯8Cua¯
c¯d¯;e¯(Cuc¯d¯e¯r¯ − Cue¯c¯d¯r¯ + Cσc¯d¯e¯ − Cσe¯c¯d¯) + 432s¯4Cuσσc¯;σ[Cua¯σc¯r¯
+ Cua¯uc¯(r¯
2 + s¯2)] + 504s¯4Cua¯σ
c¯
;σ[Cuσσc¯r¯ + 2Cuσuc¯(r¯
2 + s¯2)]
− 324s¯4Cuσσc¯;u[Cua¯σc¯(r¯2 + s¯2) + Cua¯uc¯r¯(r¯2 + 3s¯2)]
+ 108s¯4Cuσu
c¯
;σ[5Cua¯σc¯(r¯
2 + s¯2) + 6Cuσa¯c¯(r¯
2 + s¯2) + 3Cua¯uc¯r¯(r¯
2 + 3s¯2)]
− 96s¯4Cua¯σc¯;u[3Cuσσc¯(r¯2 + s¯2) + 8Cuσuc¯r¯(r¯2 + 3s¯2)]
+ 96s¯4Cuσua¯
;c¯[3Cuσσc¯(r¯
2 + s¯2) + 4Cuσuc¯r¯(r¯
2 + 3s¯2)]
+ 24s¯4Cua¯u
c¯
;σ[9Cuσσc¯(r¯
2 + s¯2) + 17Cuσuc¯r¯(r¯
2 + 3s¯2)]
− 216s¯4Cuσuc¯;u[3Cua¯σc¯r¯(r¯2 + 3s¯2) + 6Cuσa¯c¯r¯(r¯2 + 3s¯2) + 2Cua¯uc¯s¯4(r¯4
+ 6r¯2s¯2 + s¯4)]− 72s¯4Cua¯uc¯;u[8Cuσσc¯r¯(r¯2 + 3s¯2) + 7Cuσuc¯(r¯4 + 6r¯2s¯2 + s¯4)]
− 216s¯6Cuc¯ud¯;σ[3Cσc¯a¯d¯r¯ + Cuc¯a¯d¯(3r¯2 + s¯2)]− 144s¯6Cuc¯a¯d¯;σ[3Cud¯σc¯r¯
+ Cuc¯ud¯(3r¯
2 + s¯2)] + 48s¯6Cua¯σ
c¯;d¯[3Cuc¯σd¯r¯ + 3Cud¯σc¯r¯ + 3Cσc¯σd¯ + Cuc¯ud¯(3r¯
2
+ s¯2)] + 216s¯6Cσ
c¯
a¯
d¯
;u[3Cud¯σc¯r¯ + Cuc¯ud¯(3r¯
2 + s¯2)] + 144s¯6Cu
c¯
σ
d¯
;u[3Cσd¯a¯c¯r¯
+ Cud¯a¯c¯(3r¯
2 + s¯2)] + 48s¯6Cua¯u
c¯;d¯[3r¯Cσc¯σd¯ + 3r¯Cuc¯ud¯(r¯
2 + s¯2) + Cuc¯σd¯(3r¯
2
+ s¯2) + Cud¯σc¯(3r¯
2 + s¯2)] + 216s¯6Cu
c¯
a¯
d¯
;u[3Cuc¯ud¯r¯(r¯
2 + s¯2) + Cud¯σc¯(3r¯
2
+ s¯2)] + 144s¯6Cu
c¯
u
d¯
;u[3Cuc¯a¯d¯r¯(r¯
2 + s¯2) + Cσc¯a¯d¯(3r¯
2 + s¯2)]
+ {45C c¯d¯e¯f¯ σCc¯d¯e¯f¯ s¯8 − 45C c¯d¯e¯f¯ uCc¯d¯e¯f¯ r¯s¯8 + 36Cuσuσ ;uσσr¯s¯2(r¯2 − 3s¯2)
− 540Cuσuσ ;σCuσuσ(r¯2 − s¯2)2 − 36Cuσuσ ;σσσs¯2(r¯2 − s¯2)
+ 36Cuσuσ ;uuur¯s¯
2(r¯4 − 10r¯2s¯2 − 15s¯4)− 36Cuσuσ ;uuσs¯2(r¯4 − 6r¯2s¯2 − 3s¯4)
+ 180Cuσuσ ;uCuσuσ(3r¯
5 − 10r¯3s¯2 + 15r¯s¯4)− 216s¯2Cuσσc¯;σ[2r¯Cuσuc¯(r¯2
− 3s¯2)− 2Cuσσc¯(−r¯2 + s¯2)]− 72s¯4Cσc¯σd¯;σ[2Cuc¯σd¯r¯ + Cσc¯σd¯ + Cuc¯ud¯(r¯2
+ s¯2)]− 144s¯4Cuc¯σd¯;σ[Cσc¯σd¯r¯ + Cuc¯σd¯(r¯2 + s¯2) + Cud¯σc¯(r¯2 + s¯2)
+ Cuc¯ud¯r¯(r¯
2 + 3s¯2)] + 72s¯4Cσ
c¯
σ
d¯
;u[Cσc¯σd¯r¯ + 2Cuc¯σd¯(r¯
2 + s¯2) + Cuc¯ud¯r¯(r¯
2
+ 3s¯2)] + 60s¯2Cuσσ
c¯
;u[2Cuσσc¯r¯(r¯
2 − 3s¯2) + 5Cuσuc¯(r¯4 − 6r¯2s¯2 − 3s¯4)]
+ 72s¯2Cuσu
c¯
;u[3Cuσuc¯r¯(r¯
4 − 10r¯2s¯2 − 15s¯4) + 5Cuσσc¯(r¯4 − 6r¯2s¯2 − 3s¯4)]
− 72s¯4Cuc¯ud¯;σ[Cσc¯σd¯(r¯2 + s¯2) + 2Cuc¯σd¯r¯(r¯2 + 3s¯2) + Cuc¯ud¯(r¯4 + 6r¯2s¯2
+ s¯4)] + 144s¯4Cu
c¯
σ
d¯
;u[Cσc¯σd¯(r¯
2 + s¯2) + Cuc¯σd¯r¯(r¯
2 + 3s¯2) + Cud¯σc¯r¯(r¯
2
+ 3s¯2) + Cuc¯ud¯(r¯
4 + 6r¯2s¯2 + s¯4)]− 60s¯2Cuσuσ ;c¯[Cuσσc¯r¯(r¯2 − 3s¯2)
+ Cuσuc¯(r¯
4 − 6r¯2s¯2 − 3s¯4)]− 12s¯2Cuσuc¯;σ[16Cuσσc¯r¯(r¯2 − 3s¯2)
+ 13Cuσuc¯(r¯
4 − 6r¯2s¯2 − 3s¯4)] + 72s¯4Cuc¯ud¯;u[Cσc¯σd¯r¯(r¯2 + 3s¯2) + 2Cuc¯σd¯(r¯4
+ 6r¯2s¯2 + s¯4) + Cuc¯ud¯r¯(r¯
4 + 10r¯2s¯2 + 5s¯4)]}ua¯. (3.27)
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Figure 3.2: Terms in the coordinate expansion of the singular field for O(−1) (top
left) to O(6) (bottom right). Shown is the scalar case of a circular geodesic of radius
r0 = 10M in Schwarzschild space-time.
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Figure 3.3: Terms in the coordinate expansion of the singular field, [Φ(S)](n), in the
region of the particle for O(−1) (top left) to O(6) (bottom right). Shown is the scalar
case of a circular geodesic of radius r0 = 10M in Schwarzschild space-time.
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3.2.3 Gravitational singular field
To O(4), the gravitational singular field is
h¯
(S)
ab = µga
a¯gb
b¯
(ua¯ub¯
s¯
+
1
6s¯3
[
(r¯2 − s¯2)Cuσuσua¯ub¯ − 6r¯s¯2Cuσu(a¯ub¯) − 6s¯4Ca¯ub¯u
]
+
1
24s¯3
{
12s¯4(Ca¯ub¯u;σ − r¯Ca¯ub¯u;u) + 4s¯2
[
u(a¯Cb¯)uuσ;u(r¯
2 + s¯2)− r¯u(a¯Cb¯)uuσ;σ
]
+ ua¯ub¯
[
r¯(r¯2 − 3s¯2)Cuσuσ;u − (r¯2 − s¯2)Cuσuσ;σ
]}
+
1
1440s¯5
[
h¯
(S)
a¯b¯
]
(3)
+
1
6480s¯5
[
h¯
(S)
a¯b¯
]
(4)
+ O(5)
)
, (3.28)
where[
h¯
(S)
a¯b¯
]
(3)
= −240Ca¯ub¯u;σσs¯6 + 240Ca¯ub¯u;uσr¯s¯6 + 480Ca¯c¯uσCb¯uuc¯r¯s¯6 − 120Ca¯uσc¯Cb¯uσc¯s¯6
+ 960Ca¯ub¯
c¯Cuσuc¯r¯s¯
6 + 40Ca¯ub¯u
;c¯
c¯s¯
8 + 20Ca¯u
c¯d¯Cb¯uc¯d¯s¯
8 + 240Ca¯
c¯
b¯
d¯Cuc¯ud¯s¯
8
+ 360Ca¯uuσCb¯uuσs¯
4(r¯2 + s¯2) + 240Ca¯ub¯uCuσuσs¯
4(r¯2 + s¯2)− 80Ca¯ub¯u;uus¯6(3r¯2
+ s¯2)− 40Ca¯uuc¯s¯6[6Cb¯uσc¯r¯ + Cb¯uuc¯(3r¯2 + s¯2)] + {120Cb¯uuσ ;σσr¯s¯4
+ 240Cb¯uuσCuσuσr¯s¯
2(r¯2 − 3s¯2)− 120Cb¯uuσ ;uσs¯4(r¯2 + s¯2)− 360Cb¯c¯uσCuσuc¯s¯4(r¯2
+ s¯2) + 120Cb¯uuσ ;uur¯s¯
4(r¯2 + 3s¯2) + 120Cb¯
c¯
σ
d¯(Cuc¯ud¯r¯ + Cuc¯σd¯)s¯
6
+ 120Cb¯uσ
c¯[Cuσσc¯r¯ + 2Cuσuc¯(r¯
2 + s¯2)]s¯4 + 40Cb¯
c¯
u
d¯[3Cuc¯σd¯r¯ + Cuc¯ud¯(3r¯
2 + s¯2)]s¯6
+ 120Cb¯uu
c¯[Cuσσc¯(r¯
2 + s¯2) + Cuσuc¯r¯(r¯
2 + 3s¯2)]s¯4}ua¯ + {4Cσc¯σd¯Cσc¯σd¯s¯4
− 5Cc¯d¯e¯f¯C c¯d¯e¯f¯ s¯8 + 12Cuσuσ ;σσs¯2(r¯2 − s¯2) + 16Cuσσc¯Cuσσc¯s¯2(r¯2 − s¯2)
− 12Cuσuσ ;uσr¯s¯2(r¯2 − 3s¯2) + 64Cuσuc¯Cuσσc¯r¯s¯2(r¯2 − 3s¯2) + 60C2uσuσ(r¯2 − s¯2)2
+ 8Cu
c¯
u
d¯Cσc¯σd¯s¯
4(r¯2 + s¯2) + 12Cuσuσ ;uus¯
2(r¯4 − 6r¯2s¯2 − 3s¯4)
+ 16Cuσuc¯Cuσu
c¯s¯2(r¯4 − 6r¯2s¯2 − 3s¯4) + 4Cuc¯ud¯Cuc¯ud¯s¯4(r¯4 + 6r¯2s¯2 + s¯4)
+ 8Cu
c¯
σ
d¯[2Cσc¯σd¯r¯ + Cud¯σc¯(r¯
2 + s¯2)]s¯4 + 8Cuc¯σd¯[Cu
c¯
σ
d¯(r¯2 + s¯2)
+ 2Cu
c¯
u
d¯r¯(r¯2 + 3s¯2)]s¯4}ua¯ub¯ (3.29)
and[
h¯
(S)
a¯b¯
]
(4)
= 270(Ca¯ub¯u;σσσ − Ca¯ub¯u;uσσr¯)s¯6 − 1080(Cuσuc¯;σCa¯ub¯c¯ + Ca¯c¯uσ ;σCb¯uuc¯)r¯s¯6
− 2700Ca¯ub¯c¯;σr¯Cuσuc¯s¯6 − 90Ca¯ub¯u;c¯c¯σs¯8 + 90Ca¯ub¯u;c¯c¯ur¯s¯8 − 360Cuc¯ud¯;σCa¯c¯b¯d¯s¯8
+ 720Cu
c¯
u
d¯
;ur¯Ca¯c¯b¯d¯s¯
8 + 180Cu
c¯
σ
d¯
;d¯Ca¯ub¯c¯s¯
8 + 180Cu
c¯
u
d¯
;c¯r¯Ca¯ub¯d¯s¯
8
− 120Ca¯uc¯d¯;σCb¯uc¯d¯s¯8 − 60Ca¯uσc¯;d¯Cb¯uc¯d¯s¯8 + 60Ca¯uc¯d¯;ur¯Cb¯uc¯d¯s¯8
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− 180Ca¯c¯σd¯;d¯Cb¯uuc¯s¯8 − 180Ca¯c¯ud¯;d¯r¯Cb¯uuc¯s¯8 − 720Ca¯c¯b¯d¯;σCuc¯ud¯s¯8
+ 360Ca¯
c¯
b¯
d¯
;ur¯Cuc¯ud¯s¯
8 − 270Cuσuσ ;σCa¯ub¯us¯4(r¯2 + s¯2)− 1080Ca¯uuσ ;σCb¯uuσs¯4(r¯2
+ s¯2)− 540Ca¯ub¯u;σCuσuσs¯4(r¯2 + s¯2)− 270Ca¯ub¯u;uuur¯s¯6(r¯2 + s¯2)
+ 270(Cuσuσ ;uCa¯ub¯u + 4Ca¯uuσ ;uCb¯uuσ + 2Ca¯ub¯u;uCuσuσ)r¯s¯
4(r¯2 + 3s¯2)
+ 540Ca¯uσ
c¯
;σ(Cb¯uuc¯r¯ + Cb¯uσc¯)s¯
6 + 90(Ca¯ub¯u;uuσ + 6Cuσu
c¯
;uCa¯ub¯c¯ + 2Ca¯
c¯
uσ ;uCb¯uuc¯
+ 6Ca¯ub¯
c¯
;uCuσuc¯)(3r¯
2 + s¯2)s¯6 + 60Ca¯uu
c¯;d¯(3Cb¯c¯ud¯r¯ + 3Cb¯c¯σd¯ − Cb¯uc¯d¯r¯)s¯8
+ 180Ca¯ub¯
c¯;d¯(Cuc¯ud¯r¯ + Cuc¯σd¯)s¯
8 − 180Ca¯uσc¯;u[3Cb¯uσc¯r¯ + Cb¯uuc¯(3r¯2 + s¯2)]s¯6
+ 180Ca¯uu
c¯
;σ[−3r¯Cb¯c¯uσ + 3r¯Cb¯uσc¯ + Cb¯uuc¯(3r¯2 + s¯2)]s¯6 + 90Ca¯ub¯u;c¯[3Cuσσc¯r¯
+ 2Cuσuc¯(3r¯
2 + s¯2)]s¯6 + 180Ca¯uu
c¯
;u[3Cb¯c¯uσ(3r¯
2 + s¯2)− 3Cb¯uuc¯r¯(r¯2 + s¯2)
− Cb¯uσc¯(3r¯2 + s¯2)]s¯6 +
{
36Cu
c¯
σ
d¯;e¯Cb¯c¯d¯e¯s¯
8 − 108Cb¯uuσ ;σσσr¯s¯4 + 36Cuc¯ud¯;e¯r¯Cb¯c¯d¯e¯s¯8
+ 12Cb¯
c¯d¯e¯
;σCuc¯d¯e¯s¯
8 + 24Cb¯
c¯
σ
d¯;e¯Cuc¯d¯e¯s¯
8 + 12Cb¯
c¯d¯e¯
;uCuc¯d¯e¯r¯s¯
8 + 24Cb¯
c¯
u
d¯;e¯Cuc¯d¯e¯r¯s¯
8
− 90(3Cuσuσ ;σCb¯uuσ + 4Cb¯uuσ ;σCuσuσ)r¯s¯2(r¯2 − 3s¯2) + 108(Cb¯uuσ ;uσσ
+ 7Cb¯
c¯
uσ ;σCuσuc¯)s¯
4(r¯2 + s¯2)− 108(Cb¯uuσ ;uuσ + 4Cb¯c¯uσ ;uCuσuc¯)r¯s¯4(r¯2 + 3s¯2)
+ 90s¯2(3Cuσuσ ;uCb¯uuσ + 4Cb¯uuσ ;uCuσuσ)(r¯
4 − 6r¯2s¯2 − 3s¯4) + 108Cb¯uuσ ;uuus¯4(r¯4
+ 6r¯2s¯2 + s¯4)− 216Cuc¯σd¯;σ(Cb¯c¯ud¯r¯ + Cb¯c¯σd¯)s¯6 − 324Cb¯c¯σd¯;σ(Cuc¯ud¯r¯ + Cuc¯σd¯)s¯6
+8Cb¯u
c¯d¯;e¯(Cuc¯d¯e¯r¯ − Cue¯c¯d¯r¯ + Cσc¯d¯e¯ − Cσe¯c¯d¯)s¯8 − 216Cuσσc¯;σ[Cb¯uσc¯r¯ + Cb¯uuc¯(r¯2
+ s¯2)]s¯4 − 252Cb¯uσc¯;σ[r¯Cuσσc¯ + 2Cuσuc¯(r¯2 + s¯2)]s¯4 + 54Cuσuc¯;σ[6Cb¯c¯uσ(r¯2 + s¯2)
− 5Cb¯uσc¯(r¯2 + s¯2)− 3r¯Cb¯uuc¯(r¯2 + 3s¯2)]s¯4 + 162Cuσσc¯;u[Cb¯uσc¯(r¯2 + s¯2)
+ Cb¯uuc¯r¯(r¯
2 + 3s¯2)]s¯4 + 12Cb¯uu
c¯
;σ[−9Cuσσc¯(r¯2 + s¯2)− 17r¯Cuσuc¯(r¯2 + 3s¯2)]s¯4
− 48Cb¯uuσ ;c¯[3Cuσσc¯(r¯2 + s¯2) + 4r¯Cuσuc¯(r¯2 + 3s¯2)]s¯4 + 48Cb¯uσc¯;u[3Cuσσc¯(r¯2 + s¯2)
+ 8Cuσuc¯r¯(r¯
2 + 3s¯2)]s¯4 + 108Cuσu
c¯
;u[3r¯Cb¯uσc¯(r¯
2 + 3s¯2)− 6Cb¯c¯uσr¯(r¯2 + 3s¯2)
+ 2Cb¯uuc¯(r¯
4 + 6r¯2s¯2 + s¯4)]s¯4 + 36Cb¯uu
c¯
;u[8Cuσσc¯r¯(r¯
2 + 3s¯2) + 7Cuσuc¯(r¯
4 + 6r¯2s¯2
+ s¯4)]s¯4 − 72Cuc¯ud¯;σ[3Cb¯c¯σd¯r¯ + Cb¯c¯ud¯(3r¯2 + s¯2)]s¯6 + 108Cuc¯σd¯;u[3Cb¯c¯σd¯r¯
+ Cb¯c¯ud¯(3r¯
2 + s¯2)]s¯6 + 108Cu
c¯
u
d¯
;u[3Cb¯c¯ud¯r¯(r¯
2 + s¯2) + Cb¯c¯σd¯(3r¯
2 + s¯2)]s¯6
− 108Cb¯c¯ud¯;σ[3Cuc¯σd¯r¯ + Cuc¯ud¯(3r¯2 + s¯2)]s¯6 + 24Cb¯uσc¯;d¯[3Cuc¯σd¯r¯ + 3Cud¯σc¯r¯
+ 3Cσc¯σd¯ + Cuc¯ud¯(3r¯
2 + s¯2)]s¯6 + 72Cb¯
c¯
σ
d¯
;u[3r¯Cuc¯σd¯ + Cuc¯ud¯(3r¯
2 + s¯2)]s¯6
+ 72Cb¯
c¯
u
d¯
;u[3Cuc¯ud¯r¯(r¯
2 + s¯2) + Cuc¯σd¯(3r¯
2 + s¯2)]s¯6 + 24Cb¯uu
c¯;d¯[3Cσc¯σd¯r¯
+ 3Cuc¯ud¯r¯(r¯
2 + s¯2) + Cuc¯σd¯(3r¯
2 + s¯2) + Cud¯σc¯(3r¯
2 + s¯2)]s¯6
}
ua¯ + {−18(Cσc¯σd¯;σ
− Cσc¯σd¯;ur¯)Cσc¯σd¯s¯4 + 27C c¯d¯e¯f¯ σCc¯d¯e¯f¯ s¯8 − 18C c¯d¯e¯f¯ ur¯Cc¯d¯e¯f¯ s¯8 + 9Cuσuσ ;uσσr¯s¯2(r¯2
− 3s¯2)− 15Cuσuσ ;c¯r¯Cuσσc¯s¯2(r¯2 − 3s¯2)− 135Cuσuσ ;σCuσuσ(r¯2 − s¯2)2
+ 9Cuσuσ ;uuur¯s¯
2(r¯4 − 10r¯2s¯2 − 15s¯4) + 9Cuσuσ ;uuσs¯2(3s¯4 + 6r¯2s¯2 − r¯4)
+ 15Cuσuσ
;c¯Cuσuc¯s¯
2(−r¯4 + 6r¯2s¯2 + 3s¯4) + Cuσuσ ;σσσ(−9r¯2s¯2 + 9s¯4)
+ 45Cuσuσ ;uCuσuσ(3r¯
5 − 10r¯3s¯2 + 15r¯s¯4)− 54Cuσσc¯;σ[2Cuσuc¯r¯(r¯2 − 3s¯2)
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+ Cuσσc¯(r¯
2 − s¯2)]s¯2 + 36Cuc¯σd¯s¯4[−Cσc¯σd¯;σr¯ + Cσc¯σd¯;u(r¯2 + s¯2)]
− 18Cuc¯ud¯s¯4[Cσc¯σd¯;σ(r¯2 + s¯2)− Cσc¯σd¯;ur¯(r¯2 + 3s¯2)]− 36Cuc¯σd¯;σ[Cσc¯σd¯r¯
+ Cuc¯σd¯(r¯
2 + s¯2) + Cud¯σc¯(r¯
2 + s¯2) + Cuc¯ud¯r¯(r¯
2 + 3s¯2)]s¯4 + 15Cuσσ
c¯
;u[2Cuσσc¯r¯(r¯
2
− 3s¯2) + 5Cuσuc¯(r¯4 − 6r¯2s¯2 − 3s¯4)]s¯2 + 18Cuσuc¯;u[3r¯Cuσuc¯(r¯4 − 10r¯2s¯2 − 15s¯4)
+ 5Cuσσc¯(r¯
4 − 6r¯2s¯2 − 3s¯4)]s¯2 − 18Cuc¯ud¯;σ[Cσc¯σd¯(r¯2 + s¯2) + 2Cuc¯σd¯r¯(r¯2 + 3s¯2)
+ 18Cuc¯ud¯(r¯
4 + 6r¯2s¯2 + s¯4)]s¯4 + 36Cu
c¯
σ
d¯
;u[Cσc¯σd¯(r¯
2 + s¯2) + Cuc¯σd¯r¯(r¯
2 + 3s¯2)
+ Cud¯σc¯r¯(r¯
2 + 3s¯2) + Cuc¯ud¯(r¯
4 + 6r¯2s¯2 + s¯4)]s¯4 + Cuσu
c¯
;σ[−48Cuσσc¯r¯(r¯2 − 3s¯2)
+ 39Cuσuc¯(−r¯4 + 6r¯2s¯2 + 3s¯4)]s¯2 + 18Cuc¯ud¯;u[Cσc¯σd¯r¯(r¯2 + 3s¯2) + 2Cuc¯σd¯(r¯4
+ 6r¯2s¯2 + s¯4) + Cuc¯ud¯r¯(r¯
4 + 10r¯2s¯2 + 5s¯4)]s¯4
}
ua¯ub¯. (3.30)
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Chapter 4
Mode-Sum Decomposition of the
Singular Field
The singular field expansions derived in the previous sections have several applica-
tions in explicit self-force calculations. One of the most successful computational
approaches to date is the mode-sum scheme of Barack and Ori (42, 61); the majority
of existing calculations are based on it in one form or another (66, 67, 68, 69, 72,
84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100). The basic idea is
to decompose the singular retarded field into spherical harmonic modes which are
continuous and finite in general for the scalar case and in Lorenz gauge for the elec-
tromagnetic and gravitational cases. A key component of the calculation involves
the subtraction of so-called regularization parameters - analytically derived expres-
sions which render the formally divergent sum over spherical harmonic modes finite.
In this section, we derive these parameters from our singular field expressions and
show how they may be used to compute the self-force with unprecedented accuracy.
4.1 Mode Sum Concept
The self-force, for each case can be represented by Eq. (2.165), or alternatively as
Fa = paAϕ
A
(R), where ϕ
A
(R) = ϕ
A
(ret) − ϕA(S), (4.1)
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is the regularised field and paA(x) is a tensor at x and depends on the type of charge.
We can therefore rewrite the self-force as
Fa = paAϕ
A
(ret) − paAϕA(S). (4.2)
Carrying out a spherical harmonic decomposition on the field terms, i.e.,
ϕA(ret)/(S) =
∞∑
lm
ϕlmA(ret)/(S)Y
lm, (4.3)
allows the self-force to be rewritten as,
Fa =
∞∑
lm
(
paAϕ
lmA
(ret) − paAϕlmA(S)
)
. (4.4)
By defining the l component of the retarded or singular self-force to be,
F la(ret)/(S) = paA
l∑
m=−l
ϕlmA(ret)/(S), (4.5)
the self-force can be expressed as
Fa =
l∑(
F la(ret) − F la(S)
)
. (4.6)
It is the last term on the right that we calculate in this chapter for each of the 3
cases, in both Kerr and Schwarzschild space-times.
As our singular field is an expansion, it is written in terms of order , and
evaluated at x′, that is
F al (S) = F
l
a[-1] (r0, t0) + F
l
a[0] (r0, t0) + F
l
a[2] (r0, t0)
+ F la[4] (r0, t0) + F
l
a[6] (r0, t0) + . . . , (4.7)
where we are missing odd orders above−1, as these are zero - this will be shown to be
the case later in this chapter. When summed over l, the contribution of F la[2] (r0, t0)
and higher terms to the self-force is also zero. However, if we ignore these higher
terms in the approximation of ϕlmA(S), our resulting expression for ϕ
lmA
(R) is only
C1, meaning we can only differentiate it once, which is not sufficient for ϕlmA(R) to
be a solution of the homogeneous wave equation, Eq. (2.166). When it comes to
numerically calculating the self-force using the mode-sum method, the inclusion of
the higher order terms dramatically speeds up computation times. For this reason,
every extra term or regularisation parameter that can be calculated is of great benefit
to the self-force community.
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4.2 Rotated Coordinates
In order to obtain expressions which are readily written as mode-sums, previous
calculations (42, 66, 72) found it useful to work in a rotated coordinate frame. We
found it most efficient to carry out this rotation prior to doing any calculations. To
this end, we introduce Riemann normal coordinates on the 2-sphere at x¯ in the form
w1 = 2 sin
(α
2
)
cos β, w2 = 2 sin
(α
2
)
sin β, (4.8)
where α and β are rotated angular coordinates given by
sin θ cosφ = cosα, (4.9)
sin θ sinφ = sinα cos β, (4.10)
cos θ = sinα sin β. (4.11)
In these coordinates, the Schwarzschild metric is given by the line element
ds2 =−
(
r − 2M
r
)
dt2 +
(
r
r − 2M
)
dr2 + r2
{[
16− w22 (8− w21 − w22)
4 (4− w21 − w22)
]
dw21
+ 2dw1dw2
[
w1w2 (8− w21 − w22)
4 (4− w21 − w22)
]
+
[
16− w21 (8− w21 − w22)
4 (4− w21 − w22)
]
dw22
}
.
(4.12)
The algebraic form of the metric makes it very suitable for using with computer
algebra programmes such as Mathematica. The apparent complexity of having a
non-diagonal metric on S2 is in fact minimal since the determinant of that metric
is simply 1.
The Kerr metric in these coordinates is given by the line element
ds2 =
[
8Mr
4r2 + a2w22 (4− w21 − w22)
− 1
]
dt2 +
[
4r2 + a2w22 (4− w21 − w22)
4 (r2 − 2Mr + a2)
]
dr2
+ 2dtdw1
{
−2aMr [8− w22 (6− w21 − w22)]√
4− w21 − w22 [4r2 + a2w22 (4− w21 − w22)]
}
+ 2dtdw2
{
2aMrw1w2 (6− w21 − w22)√
4− w21 − w22 [4r2 + a2w22 (4− w21 − w22)]
}
+ gw1w1dw
2
1 + 2gw1w2dw1dw2 + gw2w2dw
2
2, (4.13)
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where
gw1w1 =
1
4 (4− w21 − w22) [4− w22 (4− w21 − w22)]
(
w21w
2
2
[
4r2 + a2w22
(
4− w21 − w22
)]
+
[
8− w22
(
6− w21 − w22
)]2{
r2 + a2
+ 2Ma2r
[
4− w22 (4− w21 − w22)
4r2 + a2w22 (4− w21 − w22)
]})
,
gw1w2 =
1
4 (4− w21 − w22) [4− w22 (4− w21 − w22)]
(
w1w2
(
w21 + 2w
2
2 − 4
) [
4r2 + a2w22
(
4
− w21 − w22
)]
+ w1w2
(
6− w21 − w22
) [
8− w22
(
6− w21 − w22
)]{
r2 + a2
+ 2Ma2r
[
4− w22 (4− w21 − w22)
4r2 + a2w22 (4− w21 − w22)
]})
,
gw2w2 =
1
4 (4− w21 − w22) [4− w22 (4− w21 − w22)]
((
4− w21 − w22
)2 [
4r2 + a2w22
(
4− w21
− w22
)]
+ w21w
2
2
(
6− w21 − w22
)2{
r2 + a2
+ 2Ma2r
[
4− w22 (4− w21 − w22)
4r2 + a2w22 (4− w21 − w22)
]})
. (4.14)
As in the Schwarzschild case, this algebraic form has an advantage over its trigono-
metric counterpart in computer algebraic programmes where trigonometric functions
tend to slow calculations down. The complexity of the Kerr metric does slow down
the calculation of the singular field. However, despite this, rotating the metric and
then calculating the singular field and its resulting regularization parameters still re-
mains faster than calculating the singular field in regular Kerr co-ordinates (such as
Boyer-Lindquist) and then rotating the resulting complicated expression to obtain
the desired regularisation parameters.
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The method of regularization of the self force through l-mode decomposition is by
now standard, see, for example, (42), (66) and (72). Having calculated the singular
field, it is straightforward to calculate the component of the self-force that arises
from the singular field1, Fa, for scalar, electromagnetic and gravitational cases using
Eqs. (2.171), (2.176) and (2.181) with the singular field substituted for the regular
field. We study the multipole decomposition of Fa by writing
Fa (r, t, α, β) =
∑
lm
F lma (r, t)Y
lm (α, β) , (4.15)
where Y lm (θ, φ) are scalar spherical harmonics, and accordingly
F lma (r, t) =
∫
Fa (r, t, α, β)Y
lm∗ (α, β) dΩ. (4.16)
To calculate the l-mode contribution at x¯ = (t0, r0, α0, β0), we have
F la (r0, t0) = lim
∆r→0
∑
m
F lma (r0 + ∆r, t0)Y
lm (α0, β0) . (4.17)
In previous calculations, Eq. (4.15) has naturally arisen in Schwarzschild coordi-
nates with θ0 =
pi
2
, and it was necessary to perform a rotation to move the coordinate
location of the particle from the equatorial plane to a pole in the new coordinate
system. However, by choosing to work in an S2 Riemann normal coordinate sys-
tem from the start, our particle is already located on the pole. This saves us from
further transformation and expansions at this stage. With the particle on the pole,
Y lm (α0 = 0, β0) = 0 for all m 6= 0. This also allows us, without loss of generality,
to take β0 = 0. Taking α0, β0 and m all to be equal to zero in Eq. (4.17) gives us
F la (r0, t0) = lim
∆r→0
√
2l + 1
4pi
F l,m=0a (r0 + ∆r, t0)
=
2l + 1
4pi
lim
∆r→0
∫
Fa (r0 + ∆r, t0, α, β)Pl (cosα) dΩ. (4.18)
1In this section, for notational convenience we drop the implied (S) superscript denoting “sin-
gular” as we are always referring to the singular component.
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For each spin field, the singular self-force, Fa (r, t, α, β), has the form
Fa (r, t, α, β) =
∞∑
n=1
B
(3n−2)
a
ρ2n+1
n−3, (4.19)
where B
(k)
a = ba1a2...ak(x¯)∆x
a1∆xa2 . . .∆xak . On identifying τ1 = r¯(1) ± ρ, this
form can be easily seen to follow from the coordinate representation of the above
expressions for the singular field. In using Eq. (4.19) to determine the regularization
parameters, we only need to take the sum to the appropriate order: n = 1 for Aa,
n = 2 for Ba, etc.
Explicitly, in our coordinates ρ =
√
(ga¯b¯u
a¯∆xb)2 + ga¯b¯∆x
a∆xb takes the form
ρ (r, t, α, β)2 =
(E2r30 − L2(r0 − 2M))
r0(r0 − 2M)2 ∆r
2 +
(
L2 + r20
)
∆w21
−
(
2Er0r˙0
r0 − 2M∆r + 2EL∆w1
)
∆t+
2Lr0r˙0
r0 − 2M∆r∆w1
+
(
E2 +
2M
r0
− 1
)
∆t2 + r20∆w
2
2, (4.20)
in Schwarzschild space-time, and
ρ (r, t, α, β)2 =
∆r2r0 [r0 (a
2E2 − L2) + 2M(L− aE)2 + E2r30]
(a2 − 2Mr0 + r20)2
+ ∆t
[
∆w1
(
− 4aM
r0
− 2EL
)
− 2∆rEr
2
0 r˙0
a2 − 2Mr0 + r20
]
+ ∆w21
(
2a2M
r0
+ a2 + L2 + r20
)
+
2∆r∆w1Lr
2
0 r˙0
a2 − 2Mr0 + r20
+ ∆t2
(
E2 +
2M
r0
− 1
)
+ ∆w22r
2
0, (4.21)
in Kerr space-time, where the α, β dependence is contained exclusively in ∆w1 and
∆w2, and E = −ut and L = uφ are the energy per unit mass and angular momentum
along the axis of symmetry, respectively. In particular, taking t = t0 (∆t = 0) allows
us to write
ρ (r, t0, α, β)
2=
E2r40
(L2 + r20) (r0 − 2M)2
∆r2
+
(
L2 + r20
)(
∆w1 +
Lr0r˙0
(r0 − 2M) (L2 + r20)
∆r
)2
+ r20∆w
2
2, (4.22)
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in Schwarzschild space-time, and
ρ (r, t0, α, β)
2 =
∆r2r0 [Er0 (a
2 + r20) + 2aM(aE − L)]2
(a2 − 2Mr0 + r20)2 [r0 (a2 + L2) + 2a2M + r30]
+
(2a2M
r0
+ a2 + L2
+ r20
)[
∆w1 +
∆rLr30 r˙0
(a2 − 2Mr0 + r20) (2a2M + a2r0 + L2r0 + r30)
]2
+ ∆w22r
2
0, (4.23)
in Kerr space-time.
For mode-sum decomposition, it is favourable to get ρ0 (α, β)
2 ≡ ρ (r0, t0, α, β)2
in the form
ρ0 (α, β)
2 = 2 (1− cosα) ζ2 (1− k sin2 β) (4.24)
This is can be done by rewriting Eqs. (4.22) and (4.23) with ∆r → 0 as
ρ0 (α, β)
2 = ζ2∆w21 + r
2
0∆w
2
2, (4.25)
where
ζ2 = L2 + r20 and ζ
2 = L2 + r20 +
2a2M
r0
+ a2 (4.26)
in Schwarzschild and Kerr space-times respectively, and rearranging to give
ρ0 (α, β)
2 = 2 (1− cosα) ζ2
[
1−
(
ζ2 − r20
ζ2
)
sin2 β
]
. (4.27)
which is equivalent to Eq. (4.24) with k =
ζ2−r20
ζ2
. Defining χ(β) ≡ 1 − k sin2 β, we
can rewrite our ∆w’s in the alternate forms
∆w21 = 2 (1− cosα) cos2 β =
ρ0
2
ζ2χ
cos2 β =
ρ0
2
(ζ2 − r20)χ
[k − (1− χ)] , (4.28)
∆w22 = 2 (1− cosα) sin2 β =
ρ0
2
ζ2χ
sin2 β =
ρ0
2
(ζ2 − r20)χ
(1− χ), (4.29)
Suppose, for the moment, that we may take the limit in Eq. (4.18) through the
integral sign, then using our alternate forms we have
lim
∆r→0
B
(3n−2)
a
ρ2n+1
n−3 =
bi1i2...i3n−2(r0)∆w
i1∆wi2 . . .∆wi3n−2
ρ02n+1
n−3 = ρ0n−3n−3ca(n)(r0, χ).
(4.30)
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In (62), it was shown that the integral and limit in Eq.(4.18) are indeed inter-
changeable for all orders except the leading order, n = 1 term, where the limiting
ρ0
−3 would not be integrable. Thus we find the singular self-force now has the form
F la (r0, t0) =
2l + 1
4pi
[
−2 lim
∆r→0
∫
B
(1)
a (r, t0, α, β)
ρ3 (r, t0, α, β)
Pl (cosα) dΩ
+
∞∑
n=2
n−3
∫
ρ0
n−3ca(n) (r0, χ)Pl (cosα) dΩ
]
≡F la[-1] (r0, t0) −2 + F la[0] (r0, t0) −1 + F la[2] (r0, t0) 1 + F la[4] (r0, t0) 3
+ F la[6] (r0, t0) 
5 + . . . , (4.31)
where the β dependence in the cn’s are hidden in χ, and the α, β dependence of
Fa (r, t0, α, β) is hidden in both the ρ’s and cn’s. Note here that we use the convention
that a subscript in square brackets denotes the term which will contribute at that
order in 1/l. Furthermore the integrand in the summation is odd or even under
∆wi → −∆wi according to whether n (and so 3n−2) is odd or even. This means only
the even terms are non-vanishing, while F la[1] (r0, t0) = F
l
a[3] (r0, t0) = F
l
a[5] (r0, t0) = 0
etc.
Some care is required in dealing with taking the limit in the first term. This has
been addressed previously in Schwarzschild space-time (62, 64, 66, 72) which we will
now extend to Kerr space-time. As is standard for the Schwarzschild first order, we
shift our ∆w1 coordinate to enable us to remove the cross-terms ∆r∆w1, by setting
∆w1 → ∆w1 + µ∆r, where µ can easily be read off from Eqs. (4.22) and (4.23), to
be
µSchwar =
−Lr0r˙0
(r0 − 2M) (L2 + r20)
, (4.32)
µKerr =
−Lr30 r˙0
(a2 − 2Mr0 + r20) (2a2M + a2r0 + L2r0 + r30)
(4.33)
for Schwarzschild and Kerr space-times respectively. This allows us to write
ρ (r, t0, α, β)
2 = ν2∆r2 + ζ2∆w21 + r
2
0∆w
2
2
= ν2∆r2 + 2χζ2 (1− cosα) (4.34)
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where the expressions for ν for Schwarzschild and Kerr space-times can be read off
from Eqs. (4.22) and(4.23) respectively. This can be easily rearranged to give
ρ (r, t0, α, β)
−3 = ζ−3 (2χ)−3/2
(
δ2 + 1− cosα)−3/2
= ζ−3 (2χ)−3/2
∑
l=0
A
−3/2
l (δ)Pl (cosα) , (4.35)
where
δ2 =
ν2∆r2
2ζ2χ
and A
− 3
2
l (δ) =
2l + 1
δ
(4.36)
Here A
− 3
2
l (δ) is derived from the generating function of the Legendre polynomials
as shown in Eq. (D12) of (66). ρ (r, t0, α, β)
−3 can now be expressed as
ρ (r, t0, α, β)
−3 =
1
ζ2νχ
√
∆r2
∑
l=0
(
l + 1
2
)
Pl (cosα) (4.37)
Bringing this result into our expression for F la[-1] (r0, t0) from Eq. (4.31) and inte-
grating over α gives
F la[-1] (r0, t0) =
1
2pi
(
l + 1
2
)
lim
∆r→0
1
ζ2ν
√
∆r2
∫
B˜
(1)
a Pl (cosα)
χ
dΩ
=
(
l + 1
2
)
lim
∆r→0
b˜ar∆r
ζ2ν
√
∆r2
1
2pi
∫
χ−1dβ
=
(
l + 1
2
)
lim
∆r→0
b˜ar∆r
ζ2ν
√
∆r2
〈
χ−1
〉
=
(
l + 1
2
) b˜ar sgn (∆r)
ζνr0
(4.38)
where the first equality takes advantage of the orthogonal nature of the Pl (cosα)
and last equality comes from taking the limit as ∆r → 0 and noting from Appendix
C of (66) that 〈χ−1〉 is a special type of hypergeometric function given by〈
χ−1
〉
= F
(
1, 1
2
; 1; k
)
=
1√
1− k =
ζ
r0
(4.39)
B
(1)
a and bar also now carry a tilde to signify that they are not the same B
(1)
a and
bar as Eq. (4.19), but rather the tilde represents that they have also undergone the
coordinate shift ∆w1 → ∆w1 + µ∆r.
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In the higher order tems in Eq. (4.31), we may immediately work with ρ0
2 =
2χζ2(1− cosα) so,
ρ0 (r0, t0, α, β)
n = ζn [2χ (1− cosα)]n/2
= ζn (2χ)n/2
∑
l=0
A
n/2
l (0)Pl (cosα) , (4.40)
where A
− 1
2
l (0) =
√
2 from the generating function of the Legendre polynomials and,
as derived in Appendix D of (66), for (n+ 1)/2 ∈ N
A
n/2
l (0) =
Pn/2 (2l + 1)
(2l − n) (2l − n+ 2) . . . (2l + n) (2l + n+ 2) , (4.41)
where Pn/2 = (−1)(n+1)/2 21+n/2 (n!!)2 ,
(4.42)
In this case the angular integrals involve
1
2pi
∫
dβ
χ(β)n/2
=
〈
χ−n/2(β)
〉
= 2F1
(
n
2
,
1
2
, 1, k
)
(4.43)
where (n+ 1)/2 ∈ N∪{0}. The resulting equations can then be tidied up using the
following special cases of hypergeometric functions〈
χ−
1
2
〉
= F 1
2
(k) = 2F1
(
1
2
,
1
2
; 1; k
)
=
2
pi
K(k), (4.44)〈
χ
1
2
〉
= F− 1
2
(k) = 2F1
(
−1
2
,
1
2
; 1; k
)
=
2
pi
E(k), (4.45)
where
K(k) ≡
∫ pi/2
0
(1− k sin2 β)−1/2dβ, E(k) ≡
∫ pi/2
0
(1− k sin2 β)1/2dβ (4.46)
are complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kinds, respectively. All other
powers of χ can be integrated to hypergeometric functions that can then be manip-
ulated to be one of the above by the use of the recurrence relation in Eq. (15.2.10)
of (101); that is
Fp+1(k) =
p− 1
p (k − 1)Fp−1(k) +
1− 2p+ (p− 1
2
)
k
p (k − 1) Fp(k). (4.47)
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RP BO DMW
Fa[-1] Aa Aa
Fa[0] Ba Ba
Fa[1] Ca Ca
Fa[2] — Da
Fa[4] — E
1
a
Fa[6] — E
2
a
Table 4.1: Relation between notational choices for the regularization parameters
(RPs). The most common choices are those of either Barack and Ori (42) or Detweiler,
Messaritaki and Whiting (66).
In the next sections, we give the results of applying this calculation to each of
scalar, electromagnetic and gravitational cases in turn. In doing so, we omit the
explicit dependence on l which in each case is
F la[-1] = (2l + 1)Fa[-1], F
l
a[0] = Fa[0], F
l
a[2] =
Fa[2]
(2l − 1)(2l + 3) ,
F la[4] =
Fa[4]
(2l − 3)(2l − 1)(2l + 3)(2l + 5) ,
F la[6] =
Fa[6]
(2l − 5)(2l − 3)(2l − 1)(2l + 3)(2l + 5)(2l + 7) . (4.48)
It is also worth pointing out that there exists in the literature several different
notations for the regularization parameters. We have adopted a notation which is
readily extensible to other orders and which makes the dependence on l explicit. To
avoid confusion, in Table 4.1 we give the relation between our notation and other
common notations.
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4.4 Schwarzschild Space-time
4.4.1 Scalar case
In the Schwarzschild scalar case, the regularization parameters for the self-force, as
described in Eq. (2.171), are given by
Ft[-1] =
r˙0 sgn(∆r)
2(L2 + r20)
, Fr[-1] = − Er0 sgn(∆r)
2(r0 − 2M)(L2 + r20)
, Fθ[-1] = 0, Fφ[-1] = 0,
(4.49)
Ft[0] = − Er0r˙0
pi(L2 + r20)
3/2
(2E−K), (4.50)
Fr[0] =
1
pir0(r0 − 2M)(L2 + r20)3/2
{
F Er[0]E+ F
K
r[0]K
}
, (4.51)
where
F Er[0] = [2E
2r30 − (r0 − 2M)(L2 + r20)],
FKr[0] = −[E2r30 + (r0 − 2M)(L2 + r20)],
Fθ[0] = 0, Fφ[0] = − r0r˙0
Lpi(L2 + r20)
1/2
(E−K), (4.52)
Ft[2] =
Er˙0
2pir40(L
2 + r20)
7/2
(F Et[2]E+ F
K
t[2]K), (4.53)
where
F Et[2] = 8E
2(L2 − r20)r70
− (L2 + r20)(36L6M + 104L4Mr20 + 98L2Mr40 + L2r50 + 46Mr60 − 7r70),
FKt[2] = −E2r70(3L2 − 5r20) + 2r20(L2 + r20)(9L4M + 18L2Mr20 + 13Mr40 − 2r50),
Fr[2] =
1
2pir60(r0 − 2M)(L2 + r20)7/2
(F Er[2]E+ F
K
r[2]K), (4.54)
where
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F Er[2] = −8E4r100 (L2 − r20)
+ 4E2r30(L
2 + r20)(9L
6M + 26L4Mr20 + 23L
2Mr40 + L
2r50 + 14Mr
6
0 − 3r70)
− (r0 − 2M)(L2 + r20)2(28L6M + 82L4Mr20 + 82L2Mr40 − L2r50 + 32Mr60
− 3r70),
FKr[2] = E
4r100 (3L
2 − 5r20)
− E2r50(L2 + r20)(18L4M + 34L2Mr20 + L2r30 + 32Mr40 − 7r50)
+ (r0 − 2M)r20(L2 + r20)2(14L4M + 28L2Mr20 + 16Mr40 − r50),
Fθ[2] = 0, (4.55)
Fφ[2] =
r˙0
2piLr40(L
2 + r20)
5/2
(F Eφ[2]E+ F
K
φ[2]K), (4.56)
where
F Eφ[2] = E
2r70(7L
2 − r20) + (L2 + r20)(28L6M + 58L4Mr20 + 34L2Mr40 − L2r50 + r70),
FKφ[2] = −E2r70(3L2 − r20)− r20(L2 + r20)(14L4M + 16L2Mr20 + r50),
Ft[4] =
3Er˙0
40pir110 (L
2 + r20)
11/2
(F Et[4]E+ F
K
t[4]K), (4.57)
where
F Et[4] = −30E4r160 (23L4 − 82L2r20 + 23r40)
+ 2E2r50(L
2 + r20)(44800L
12M + 219136L10Mr20 + 428252L
8Mr40
+ 418776L6Mr60 + 206374L
4Mr80 + 45L
4r90 + 45188L
2Mr100 − 1230L2r110
− 166Mr120 + 645r130 )
− 2(L2 + r20)2(20480L14M2 − 97280L12M2r20 + 85120L12Mr30
− 700832L10M2r40 + 388480L10Mr50 − 1426472L8M2r60 + 704552L8Mr70
− 1358276L6M2r80 + 635226L6Mr90 − 635180L4M2r100 + 286498L4Mr110
− 15L4r120 − 124540L2M2r120 + 54086L2Mr130 − 90L2r140 − 2796M2r140
+ 182Mr150 + 285r
16
0 ),
FKt[4] = 15E
4r160 (15L
4 − 82L2r20 + 31r40)
− 4E2r70(L2 + r20)(11200L10M + 44984L8Mr20 + 68227L6Mr40
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+ 46849L4Mr60 + 13493L
2Mr80 − 270L2r90 + 127Mr100 + 210r110 )
+ r20(L
2 + r20)
2(20480L12M2 − 115200L10M2r20 + 85120L10Mr30
− 599072L8M2r40 + 314000L8Mr50 − 908104L6M2r60 + 433792L6Mr70
− 589164L4M2r80 + 268648L4Mr90 − 151484L2M2r100 + 66380L2Mr110
− 15L2r120 − 5592M2r120 + 1204Mr130 + 345r140 ),
Fr[4] =
3
40pir130 (r0 − 2M)(L2 + r20)11/2
(F Er[4]E+ F
K
r[4]K), (4.58)
where
F Er[4] = 30E
6r190 (23L
4 − 82L2r20 + 23r40)
− E4r80(L2 + r20)(89600L12M + 438272L10Mr20 + 856504L8Mr40
+ 837552L6Mr60 + 411938L
4Mr80 + 495L
4r90 + 92836L
2Mr100 − 3690L2r110
− 902Mr120 + 1575r130 )
+ 8E2r30(L
2 + r20)
2(5120L14M2 − 35200L12M2r20 + 26720L12Mr30
− 227368L10M2r40 + 123200L10Mr50 − 456300L8M2r60 + 225979L8Mr70
− 434510L6M2r80 + 206277L6Mr90 − 203983L4M2r100 + 94211L4Mr110
− 40376L2M2r120 + 18367L2Mr130 − 135L2r140 − 571M2r140 − 146Mr150
+ 135r160 )
− (r0 − 2M)(L2 + r20)3(40960L14M2 − 86016L12M2r20 + 116480L12Mr30
− 860224L10M2r40 + 510080L10Mr50 − 1780112L8M2r60 + 882400L8Mr70
− 1657392L6M2r80 + 752340L6Mr90 − 743164L4M2r100 + 316100L4Mr110
+ 30L4r120 − 136236L2M2r120 + 53200L2Mr130 + 75L2r140 − 3120M2r140
+ 160Mr150 + 165r
16
0 ),
FKr[4] = −15E6r190 (15L4 − 82L2r20 + 31r40)
+ E4r100 (L
2 + r20)(44800L
10M + 179936L8Mr20 + 272908L
6Mr40
+187126L4Mr60 + 135L
4r70 + 55232L
2Mr80 − 1710L2r90 + 118Mr100
+ 1035r110 )
− E2r50(L2 + r20)2(20480L12M2 − 158720L10M2r20 + 106880L10Mr30
− 769632L8M2r40 + 399280L8Mr50 − 1159632L6M2r60 + 559556L6Mr70
− 755876L4M2r80 + 352004L4Mr90 − 196524L2M2r100 + 89680L2Mr110
− 405L2r120 − 5528M2r120 + 512Mr130 + 675r140 )
+ (r0 − 2M)r20(L2 + r20)3(20480L12M2 − 60928L10M2r20 + 58240L10Mr30
− 375840L8M2r40 + 204080L8Mr50 − 564472L6M2r60 + 265360L6Mr70
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− 350956L4M2r80 + 152380L4Mr90 − 84276L2M2r100 + 33740L2Mr110
+ 15L2r120 − 3120M2r120 + 640Mr130 + 75r140 ),
Fθ[4] = 0, (4.59)
Fφ[4] =
3r˙0
40piLr110 (L
2 + r20)
9/2
(F Eφ[4]E+ F
K
φ[4]K), (4.60)
where
F Eφ[4] = −15E4r160 (43L4 − 82L2r20 + 3r40)
− 10E2r50(L2 + r20)(4352L12M + 16512L10Mr20 + 22948L8Mr40
+ 13346L6Mr60 + 2136L
4Mr80 − 9L4r90 − 710L2Mr100 + 126L2r110 − 9r130 )
+ (L2 + r20)
2(40960L14M2 − 96256L12M2r20 + 116480L12Mr30
− 704064L10M2r40 + 429440L10Mr50 − 1134992L8M2r60 + 595040L8Mr70
− 755632L6M2r80 + 372500L6Mr90 − 194724L4M2r100 + 94940L4Mr110
+ 30L4r120 − 6276L2M2r120 + 4040L2Mr130 + 105L2r140 + 480M2r140
− 45r160 ),
FKφ[4] = 15E
4r160 (L
2 − 3r20)(15L2 − r20)
+ 10E2r70(L
2 + r20)(2176L
10M + 6352L8Mr20 + 6018L
6Mr40
+ 1666L4Mr60 − 320L2Mr80 + 63L2r90 − 9r110 )
− r20(L2 + r20)2(20480L12M2 − 66048L10M2r20 + 58240L10Mr30
− 293280L8M2r40 + 163760L8Mr50 − 314392L6M2r60 + 156960L6Mr70
− 114876L4M2r80 + 55420L4Mr90 − 6516L2M2r100 + 3740L2Mr110
+ 15L2r120 + 480M
2r120 − 45r140 ),
Ft[6] =
−3Er˙0
560pir160 (L
2 + r20)
15/2
(
F Et[6]E+ F
K
t[6]K
)
, (4.61)
where
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F Et[6] = 28000E
6r230 (r0 − L)(L+ r0)
(
11L4 − 74L2r20 + 11r40
)
− 25E4r80
(
L2 + r20
) (− 16056320L18M − 107151360L16Mr20
− 302586880L14Mr40 − 464979968L12Mr60 − 412568652L10Mr80
− 201055024L8Mr100 − 39268410L6Mr120 − 1575L6r130 + 5226426L4Mr140
+ 99435L4r150 + 3185118L
2Mr160 − 186165L2r170 + 19662Mr180 + 35385r190
)
+ 2E2r30
(
L2 + r20
)2 (− 1007616000L20M2 − 2885324800L18M2r20
− 1548288000L18Mr30 + 5271990272L16M2r40 − 9940582400L16Mr50
+ 35832487264L14M2r60 − 27145052800L14Mr70 + 69571689904L12M2r80
− 40793731200L12Mr90 + 69887626312L10M2r100 − 36329433800L10Mr110
+ 39015325900L8M2r120 − 19063343950L8Mr130 + 11166709052L6M2r140
− 5373108900L6Mr150 + 7875L6r160 + 1046817944L4M2r160
− 575985300L4Mr170 + 94500L4r180 − 118281276L2M2r180
+ 29440500L2Mr190 − 1178625L2r200 − 8271468M2r200 + 479850Mr210
+ 414750r220
)
+
(
L2 + r20
)3 (− 5775360000L20M3 + 2580480000L20M2r0
− 18980904960L18M3r20 + 750796800L18M2r30 + 3429888000L18Mr40
+ 10876463104L16M3r40 − 53063915520L16M2r50 + 21396480000L16Mr60
+ 143196789568L14M3r60 − 191859546624L14M2r70 + 56793312800L14Mr80
+ 292841560608L12M3r80 − 317782413664L12M2r90
+ 83096000800L12Mr100 + 297880915104L
10M3r100
− 295661821784L10M2r110 + 72364880400L10Mr120
+ 168534399040L8M3r120 − 159472848000L8M2r130 + 37560515600L8Mr140
+ 50707761864L6M3r140 − 46826640820L6M2r150 + 10839698800L6Mr160
+ 7000L6r170 + 6272875728L
4M3r160 − 5878415984L4M2r170
+ 1398754050L4Mr180 + 41125L
4r190 − 86931352L2M3r180
+ 212436L2M2r190 + 21357300L
2Mr200 + 124250L
2r210 − 29620256M3r200
+ 16081176M2r210 − 597150Mr220 − 245875r230
)
,
FKt[6] = −875E6r230
(−105L6 + 1189L4r20 − 1531L2r40 + 247r60)
+ 50E4r100
(
L2 + r20
) (− 4014080L16M − 23275520L14Mr20
− 55468800L12Mr40 − 68718512L10Mr60 − 45183275L8Mr80
− 13052460L6Mr100 + 362358L4Mr120 + 18900L4r130 + 919476L2Mr140
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− 49560L2r150 + 15501Mr160 + 12180r170
)
− E2r50
(
L2 + r20
)2 (− 1007616000L18M2 − 2003660800L16M2r20
− 1548288000L16Mr30 + 6977961472L14M2r40 − 8585830400L14Mr50
+ 29653513376L12M2r60 − 19705027200L12Mr70 + 43981240344L10M2r80
− 23922541200L10Mr90 + 32635169200L8M2r100 − 16162950800L8Mr110
+ 12004692860L6M2r120 − 5726827800L6Mr130 + 1578230992L4M2r140
− 803087700L4Mr150 + 7875L4r160 − 113069964L2M2r160
+ 24092400L2Mr170 − 1118250L2r180 − 13324056M2r180 + 1526700Mr190
+ 553875r200
)
+ 2r20
(
L2 + r20
)3 (
1443840000L18M3 − 645120000L18M2r0
+ 3481866240L16M3r20 + 376780800L
16M2r30 − 857472000L16Mr40
− 5698068736L14M3r40 + 12906055680L14M2r50 − 4598832000L14Mr60
− 30679784768L12M3r60 + 36702979536L12M2r70 − 10214544200L12Mr80
− 46687160912L10M3r80 + 47920180732L10M2r90 − 12034259400L10Mr100
− 34910457500L8M3r100 + 33450421620L8M2r110 − 7955786400L8Mr120
− 13231827540L6M3r120 + 12237529680L6M2r130 − 2830778675L6Mr140
− 2081061396L4M3r140 + 1920152080L4M2r150 − 448289925L4Mr160
− 1750L4r170 − 4481148L2M3r160 + 24248796L2M2r170 − 11278125L2Mr180
− 8750L2r190 + 11067088M3r180 − 6431148M2r190 + 440325Mr200
+ 77000r210
)
,
Fr[6] =
−3
560pir180 (L
2 + r20)
15/2
(r0 − 2M)
(
F Er[6]E+ F
K
r[6]K
)
, (4.62)
where
F Er[6] = −28000E8(r0 − L)(L+ r0)
(
11L4 − 74r20L2 + 11r40
)
r260
+ 50E6
(
L2 + r20
) (
19565r190 + 6086Mr
18
0 − 113785L2r170 + 1633964L2Mr160
+ 76615L4r150 + 2559418L
4Mr140 − 5075L6r130 − 19625630L6Mr120
− 100527512L8Mr100 − 206284326L10Mr80 − 232489984L12Mr60
− 151293440L14Mr40 − 53575680L16Mr20 − 8028160L18M
)
r110
− E4 (L2 + r20)2 (1094625r220 + 545450Mr210 − 4202625L2r200
− 16774936M2r200 + 110101000L2Mr190 + 1414875L4r180
− 331621052L2M2r180 − 822447000L4Mr170 − 7875L6r160
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+ 1429685188L4M2r160 − 9480504900L6Mr150 + 19802086804L6M2r140
− 35145688050L8Mr130 + 72068652100L8M2r120 − 68030273700L10Mr110
+ 130518064824L10M2r100 − 76873222400L12Mr90
+ 129714899808L12M2r80 − 51274604800L14Mr70 + 65633972928L14M2r60
− 18785894400L16Mr50 + 8353439744L16M2r40 − 2924544000L18Mr30
− 6114713600L18M2r20 − 2015232000L20M2
)
r60
+ 2E2
(
L2 + r20
)3 (
242375r230 + 138500Mr
22
0 − 419125L2r210
− 10992820M2r210 + 20399392M3r200 + 6959650L2Mr200 + 9625L4r190
− 81665756L2M2r190 + 138887552L2M3r180 − 822884550L4Mr180
− 875L6r170 + 3518901164L4M2r170 − 3802035608L4M3r160
− 7067551050L6Mr160 + 30648837404L6M2r150 − 33234129320L6M3r140
− 25352340750L8Mr140 + 106617027800L8M2r130 − 111740075320L8M3r120
− 49660036200L10Mr120 + 197830827680L10M2r110
− 195029907128L10M3r100 − 57553509200L12Mr100
+ 209550665904L12M2r90 − 183717663248L12M3r80 − 39556896400L14Mr80
+ 121346652064L14M2r70 − 77791192288L14M3r60 − 14956032000L16Mr60
+ 28755231744L16M2r50 + 7146388480L
16M3r40 − 2403072000L18Mr40
− 3619737600L18M2r30 + 18731642880L18M3r20 − 2297856000L20M2r0
+ 4902912000L20M3
)
r30
+ (2M − r0)
(
L2 + r20
)4 (
53375r230 + 173600Mr
22
0 + 29750L
2r210
− 5212944M2r210 + 10317184M3r200 − 14183750L2Mr200 + 25375L4r190
+ 62499436L2M2r190 − 76153328L2M3r180 − 679641900L4Mr180
+ 7000L6r170 + 3345821696L
4M2r170 − 4111469784L4M3r160
− 5518261350L6Mr160 + 25823273900L6M2r150 − 30032966752L6M3r140
− 20150264400L8Mr140 + 88797134680L8M2r130 − 96877958296L8M3r120
− 40738068000L10Mr120 + 166165277616L10M2r110
− 165473393280L10M3r100 − 48857572400L12Mr100
+ 177451524416L12M2r90 − 149256330784L12M3r80 − 34733020000L14Mr80
+ 101711045376L14M2r70 − 51263318208L14M3r60 − 13563648000L16Mr60
+ 21232814080L16M2r50 + 21391316992L
16M3r40 − 2247168000L18Mr40
− 5520998400L18M2r30 + 23777402880L18M3r20 − 2580480000L20M2r0
+ 5775360000L20M3
)
,
FKr[6] = 875E
8
(−105L6 + 1189r20L4 − 1531r40L2 + 247r60) r260
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− 25E6 (L2 + r20) (27055r170 + 25612Mr160 − 123235L2r150 + 1887182L2Mr140
+ 62125L4r130 + 676066L
4Mr120 − 2625L6r110 − 26099670L6Mr100
− 90366550L8Mr80 − 137437024L10Mr60 − 110937600L12Mr40
− 46551040L14Mr20 − 8028160L16M
)
r130
+ 2E4
(
L2 + r20
)2 (
370125r200 + 697975Mr
19
0 − 1065750L2r180
− 6904028M2r180 + 27977700L2Mr170 + 244125L4r160 − 86371482L2M2r160
− 315079050L4Mr150 + 615225146L4M2r140 − 2582807100L6Mr130
+ 5441132830L6M2r120 − 7522573725L8Mr110 + 15199781250L8M2r100
− 11253096600L10Mr90 + 20574272172L10M2r80 − 9303284800L12Mr70
+ 13728299088L12M2r60 − 4056729600L14Mr50 + 3016609536L14M2r40
− 731136000L16Mr30 − 1087846400L16M2r20 − 503808000L18M2
)
r80
− E2 (L2 + r20)3 (314125r210 + 970000Mr200 − 358750L2r190 − 18222440M2r190
+ 31216064M3r180 − 3780450L2Mr180 − 875L4r170 − 36108732L2M2r170
+ 87877152L2M3r160 − 1092352500L4Mr160 + 4756636984L4M2r150
− 5211718840L4M3r140 − 7494234450L6Mr140 + 32418083300L6M2r130
− 35018994560L6M3r120 − 21674793600L8Mr120 + 89821855320L8M2r110
− 92610055960L8M3r100 − 33236721600L10Mr100 + 127823271040L10M2r90
− 120667329776L10M3r80 − 28422864400L12Mr80 + 95019791488L12M2r70
− 72612130368L12M3r60 − 12853344000L14Mr60 + 30055494144L14M2r50
− 5260183040L14M3r40 − 2403072000L16Mr40 − 1609113600L16M2r30
+ 14441594880L16M3r20 − 2297856000L18M2r0 + 4902912000L18M3
)
r50
+ (r0 − 2M)
(
L2 + r20
)4 (
27125r210 + 299600Mr
20
0 + 9625L
2r190
− 4164624M2r190 + 7521664M3r180 − 12312300L2Mr180 + 3500L4r170
+ 60136468L2M2r170 − 77649520L2M3r160 − 435265950L4Mr160
+ 2136130980L4M2r150 − 2610250432L4M3r140 − 2918350050L6Mr140
+ 13485739400L6M2r130 − 15471992072L6M3r120 − 8700997200L8Mr120
+ 37444962000L8M2r110 − 39767055768L8M3r100 − 13875397200L10Mr100
+ 54025898376L10M2r90 − 50546368608L10M3r80 − 12345326000L12Mr80
+ 40319920928L12M2r70 − 27561410368L12M3r60 − 5798688000L14Mr60
+ 11983523840L14M2r50 + 2639284736L
14M3r40 − 1123584000L16Mr40
− 1631539200L16M2r30 + 9361981440L16M3r20 − 1290240000L18M2r0
+ 2887680000L18M3
)
r20,
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Fθ[6] = 0, (4.63)
Fφ[6] =
−3r˙0
560piLr160 (L
2 + r20)
13/2
(
F Eφ[6]E+ F
K
φ[6]K
)
, (4.64)
where
F Eφ[6] = 875E
6r230
(
1773L4r20 − 337L6 − 947L2r40 + 15r60
)
+ 175E4r80
(
L2 + r20
) (
983040L18M + 7045120L16Mr20 + 21570560L
14Mr40
+ 36582912L12Mr60 + 37139572L
10Mr80 + 22617566L
8Mr100
+ 7708830L6Mr120 + 225L
6r130 + 1199730L
4Mr140 − 9375L4r150
+ 4926L2Mr160 + 9375L
2r170 − 225r190
)
+ E2r30
(
L2 + r20
)2 (
2015232000L20M2 + 8400691200L18M2r20
+ 1376256000L18Mr30 + 11063078912L
16M2r40 + 7276953600L
16Mr50
+ 82626752L14M2r60 + 15631481600L
14Mr70 − 12481032128L12M2r80
+ 17141443200L12Mr90 − 10632497080L10M2r100 + 9613116800L10Mr110
− 2120762600L8M2r120 + 2046335900L8Mr130 + 1035946292L6M2r140
− 316454600L6Mr150 + 15750L6r160 + 431941952L4M2r160
− 166655300L4Mr170 + 133875L4r180 + 17346492L2M2r180
− 2290400L2Mr190 − 850500L2r200 − 312480M2r200 + 39375r220
)
− (L2 + r20)3 (2580480000L20M2r0 − 5775360000L20M3
− 21381242880L18M3r20 + 4448665600L18M2r30 + 2247168000L18Mr40
− 16436058112L16M3r40 − 20228515840L16M2r50 + 12144384000L16Mr60
+ 37967372736L14M3r60 − 78865174016L14M2r70 + 27288335200L14Mr80
+ 91117248928L12M3r80 − 114866020480L12M2r90 + 32738062000L12Mr100
+ 80974789248L10M3r100 − 86565871136L10M2r110
+ 22304895200L10Mr120 + 35112838392L
8M3r120 − 34540540744L8M2r130
+ 8392988800L8Mr140 + 6757023136L
6M3r140 − 6373891596L6M2r150
+ 1516716950L6Mr160 − 7000L6r170 + 273916728L4M3r160
−286552800L4M2r170 + 80573500L4Mr180 − 28875L4r190
− 24711184L2M3r180 + 14372004L2M2r190 − 855050L2Mr200 − 50750L2r210
+ 309120M3r200 − 245280M2r210 + 13125r230
)
,
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FKφ[6] = −875E6r230
(−105L6 + 829L4r20 − 587L2r40 + 15r60)
+ 175E4r100
(
L2 + r20
) (− 491520L16M − 3092480L14Mr20 − 8102400L12Mr40
− 11336736L10Mr60 − 8972282L8Mr80 − 3855372L6Mr100 − 750282L4Mr120
+ 3825L4r130 − 12696L2Mr140 − 5550L2r150 + 225r170
)
− E2r50
(
L2 + r20
)2 (
1007616000L18M2 + 3318681600L16M2r20
+ 688128000L16Mr30 + 2674925056L
14M2r40 + 3036364800L
14Mr50
− 2164346848L12M2r60 + 5191177600L12Mr70 − 4277576360L10M2r80
+ 4156658800L10Mr90 − 1698491920L8M2r100 + 1358613200L8Mr110
+ 281096500L6M2r120 − 46924500L6Mr130 + 248366216L4M2r140
− 97522600L4Mr150 + 7875L4r160 + 15819372L2M2r160 − 3686900L2Mr170
− 456750L2r180 − 312480M2r180 + 39375r200
)
+ r20
(
L2 + r20
)3 (− 2887680000L18M3 + 1290240000L18M2r0
− 8163901440L16M3r20 + 1095372800L16M2r30 + 1123584000L16Mr40
− 1209975296L14M3r40 − 11012229120L14M2r50 + 5089056000L14Mr60
+ 19718951872L12M3r60 − 29772000928L12M2r70 + 9243911600L12Mr80
+ 28381407744L10M3r80 − 31906051368L10M2r90 + 8496115600L10Mr100
+ 16529207256L8M3r100 − 16531893472L8M2r110 + 4060456400L8Mr120
+ 4051974744L6M3r120 − 3820351368L6M2r130 + 903318850L6Mr140
+ 233659760L4M3r140 − 228732252L4M2r150 + 59520650L4Mr160
− 3500L4r170 − 17332624L2M3r160 + 10640724L2M2r170 − 891800L2Mr180
− 11375L2r190 + 309120M3r180 − 245280M2r190 + 13125r210
)
.
4.4.2 Electromagnetic case
In the electromagnetic case, an ambiguity arises in the definition of ua in the angular
directions away from the world-line. In (2.176) one is free to define ua(x) as they
wish provided limx→x¯ ua(x) = ua¯. A natural covariant choice would be to define this
through parallel transport, ua(x) = gab¯u
b¯. However, in reality it is more practical
in numerical calculations to define ua such that its components in Schwarzschild
coordinates are equal to the components of ua¯ in Schwarzschild coordinates (68).
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Doing so, the regularization parameters are given by
Ft[-1] = − r˙0 sgn(∆r)
2(L2 + r20)
, Fr[-1] =
Er0 sgn(∆r)
2(r0 − 2M)(L2 + r20)
, Fθ[-1] = 0, Fφ[-1] = 0,
(4.65)
Ft[0] = − Er˙0
pir0 (r20 + L
2)
3/2
(
r20K+ 2L
2E
)
, (4.66)
Fr[0] =
1
pir30 (r
2
0 + L
2)
3/2
(r0 − 2M)
(
F Er[0]E+ F
K
r[0]K
)
, (4.67)
where
F Er[0] = 2E
2L2r30 +
(
L2 + r20
) (
2L2 + r20
)
(2M − r0),
FKr[0] = E
2r50 + r
2
0
(
L2 + r20
)
(r0 − 2M),
Fθ[0] = 0, (4.68)
Fφ[0] =
r˙0
piLr0
√
L2 + r20
[
E
(
2L2 + r20
)−Kr20] , (4.69)
Ft[2] = − Er˙0
2pir40 (L
2 + r20)
7/2
(
F Et[2]E+ F
K
t[2]K
)
, (4.70)
where
F Et[2] = 2E
2r50
(−L4 + 10L2r20 + 3r40)
+
(
L2 + r20
) (
60L6M + 168L4Mr20 + 182L
2Mr40 − 13L2r50 + 58Mr60 − 5r70
)
,
FKt[2] = −E2r70
(
11L2 + 3r20
)
+ 2r20
(
L2 + r20
) (−21L4M − 48L2Mr20 + 3L2r30 − 23Mr40 + r50) ,
Fr[2] = − 1
2pir60 (L
2 + r20)
7/2
(r0 − 2M)
(
F Er[2]E+ F
K
r[2]K
)
, (4.71)
where
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F Er[2] = −2E4r80
(−L4 + 10L2r20 + 3r40)
+ 2E2r30
(
L2 + r20
) (− 30L6M − 86L4Mr20 + L4r30 − 98L2Mr40 + 10L2r50
− 26Mr60 + r70
)
− (L2 + r20)2 (2M − r0) (44L6M + 94L4Mr20 + 54L2Mr40 + L2r50 + 3r70) ,
FKr[2] = E
4r100
(
11L2 + 3r20
)
+ E2r50
(
L2 + r20
) (
42L4M + 98L2Mr20 − 7L2r30 + 40Mr40 + r50
)
− r20
(
L2 + r20
)2
(r0 − 2M)
(
22L4M + 24L2Mr20 + 2L
2r30 + 3r
5
0
)
,
Fθ[2] = 0, (4.72)
Fφ[2] = − r˙0
2piLr40 (L
2 + r20)
5/2
(
F Eφ[2]E+ F
K
φ[2]K
)
, (4.73)
where
F Eφ[2] = E
2r50
(−2L4 − 7L2r20 + 3r40)
− (L2 + r20) (44L6M + 94L4Mr20 + 54L2Mr40 + L2r50 + 3r70) ,
FKφ[2] = −E2r70
(
3r20 − L2
)
+ r20
(
L2 + r20
) (
22L4M + 24L2Mr20 + 2L
2r30 + 3r
5
0
)
,
Ft[4] =
3Er˙0
40pir110 (L
2 + r20)
11/2
(
F Et[4]E+ F
K
t[4]K
)
, (4.74)
where
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F Et[4] = −30E4r140
(
3L6 − 102L4r20 + 43L2r40 + 20r60
)
+ 2E2r50
(
L2 + r20
) (
34560L12M + 169728L10Mr20 + 333564L
8Mr40
+ 328912L6Mr60 + 167074L
4Mr80 − 1245L4r90 + 32948L2Mr100 + 1230L2r110
+ 230Mr120 + 555r
13
0
)
− 4 (L2 + r20)2 (11520L14M2 − 18240L12M2r20 + 33600L12Mr30
− 226624L10M2r40 + 153960L10Mr50 − 496164L8M2r60 + 280764L8Mr70
− 485652L6M2r80 + 255197L6Mr90 − 230930L4M2r100 + 116771L4Mr110
− 30L4r120 − 45200L2M2r120 + 21487L2Mr130 + 270L2r140 − 1342M2r140
+ 229Mr150 + 120r
16
0
)
,
FKt[4] = 15E
4r160
(−87L4 + 66L2r20 + 25r40)
− 4E2r70
(
L2 + r20
) (
8640L10M + 34872L8Mr20 + 53283L
6Mr40
+ 37555L4Mr60 − 225L4r70 + 9809L2Mr80 + 420L2r90 + 265Mr100 + 165r110
)
+ r20
(
L2 + r20
)2 (
23040L12M2 − 56640L10M2r20 + 67200L10Mr30
− 402608L8M2r40 + 249120L8Mr50 − 643736L6M2r60 + 346608L6Mr70
− 427796L4M2r80 + 217192L4Mr90 − 110916L2M2r100 + 52580L2Mr110
+ 615L2r120 − 5368M2r120 + 1516Mr130 + 255r140
)
,
Fr[4] =
3
40pir130 (L
2 + r20)
11/2
(r0 − 2M)
(
F Er[4]E+ F
K
r[4]K
)
, (4.75)
where
F Er[4] = 30E
6r170
(
3L6 − 102L4r20 + 43L2r40 + 20r60
)
− E4r80
(
L2 + r20
) (
69120L12M + 339456L10Mr20 + 667128L
8Mr40
+ 657884L6Mr60 − 30L6r70 + 334658L4Mr80 − 2745L4r90 + 62656L2Mr100
+ 4080L2r110 + 610Mr
12
0 + 1035r
13
0
)
+ 2E2r30
(
L2 + r20
)2 (
23040L14M2 − 36480L12M2r20 + 67200L12Mr30
− 445056L10M2r40 + 303824L10Mr50 − 959952L8M2r60 + 545340L8Mr70
− 922996L6M2r80 + 486240L6Mr90 − 428644L4M2r100 + 216604L4Mr110
+ 105L4r120 − 78428L2M2r120 + 35368L2Mr130 + 1350L2r140 − 2684M2r140
+ 608Mr150 + 165r
16
0
)
+
(
L2 + r20
)3
(2M − r0)
(
46080L14M2 + 89856L12M2r20 + 53760L
12Mr30
− 86336L10M2r40 + 211520L10Mr50 − 344128L8M2r60 + 317600L8Mr70
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− 306808L6M2r80 + 221140L6Mr90 − 98676L4M2r100 + 66220L4Mr110
+ 60L4r120 − 5244L2M2r120 + 4440L2Mr130 + 105L2r140 + 160M2r140
− 75r160
)
,
FKr[4] = −15E6r190
(−87L4 + 66L2r20 + 25r40)
+ E4r100
(
L2 + r20
) (
34560L10M + 139488L8Mr20 + 213132L
6Mr40
+ 150250L4Mr60 − 915L4r70 + 37496L2Mr80 + 2550L2r90 + 1210Mr100
+ 585r110
)
− E2r50
(
L2 + r20
)2 (
23040L12M2 − 56640L10M2r20 + 67200L10Mr30
− 394416L8M2r40 + 245024L8Mr50 − 618528L6M2r60 + 334004L6Mr70
− 400636L4M2r80 + 203252L4Mr90 + 180L4r100 − 97892L2M2r100
+ 44568L2Mr110 + 1365L
2r120 − 5368M2r120 + 1816Mr130 + 105r140
)
− r20
(
L2 + r20
)3
(r0 − 2M)
(
63760L8M2r40 − 23040L12M2 − 24768L10M2r20
− 26880L10Mr30 − 82240L8Mr50 + 115848L6M2r60 − 87920L6Mr70
+ 56084L4M2r80 − 36340L4Mr90 + 5324L2M2r100 − 3540L2Mr110 + 15L2r120
− 160M2r120 + 75r140
)
,
Fθ[4] = 0, (4.76)
Fφ[4] =
3r˙0
40piLr110 (L
2 + r20)
9/2
(
F Eφ[4]E+ F
K
φ[4]K
)
, (4.77)
where
F Eφ[4] = −15E4r140
(
2L6 + 17L4r20 − 108L2r40 + 5r60
)
+ 2E2r70
(
L2 + r20
) (
4096L10M + 16188L8Mr20 + 24154L
6Mr40
+ 16608L4Mr60 − 165L4r70 + 5986L2Mr80 − 810L2r90 + 75r110
)
+
(
L2 + r20
)2 (
46080L14M2 + 89856L12M2r20 + 53760L
12Mr30
− 86336L10M2r40 + 211520L10Mr50 − 344128L8M2r60 + 317600L8Mr70
− 306808L6M2r80 + 221140L6Mr90 − 98676L4M2r100 + 66220L4Mr110
+ 60L4r120 − 5244L2M2r120 + 4440L2Mr130 + 105L2r140 + 160M2r140
− 75r160
)
,
FKφ[4] = 15E
4r160
(
L4 − 58L2r20 + 5r40
)
− 2E2r90
(
L2 + r20
) (
2048L8M + 6302L6Mr20 + 6790L
4Mr40 − 90L4r50
+ 3256L2Mr60 − 375L2r70 + 75r90
)
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+ r20
(
L2 + r20
)2 (− 23040L12M2 − 24768L10M2r20 − 26880L10Mr30
+ 63760L8M2r40 − 82240L8Mr50 + 115848L6M2r60 − 87920L6Mr70
+ 56084L4M2r80 − 36340L4Mr90 + 5324L2M2r100 − 3540L2Mr110 + 15L2r120
− 160M2r120 + 75r140
)
.
4.4.3 Gravitational case
4.4.3.1 Self-force regularization
The self force on a gravitational particle is given by
F a = kabcdh¯Rbc;d, (4.78)
where
kabcd ≡ 1
2
gadubuc − gabucud − 1
2
uaubucud +
1
4
uagbcud +
1
4
gadgbc. (4.79)
Note that, as in the electromagnetic case, an ambiguity arises here due to the pres-
ence of terms involving the four-velocity at x. One is free to arbitrarily choose how
to define this provided limx→x¯ ua = ua¯. Following Barack and Sago (68), we choose
to take the Schwarzschild components of the four velocity at x to be exactly those
at x¯. The regularisation parameters in the gravitational case are given by
F t[-1] = ∓
r0r˙0
2(L2 + r20)(r0 − 2M)
, F r[-1] = ∓
E
2(L2 + r20)
, F θ[-1] = 0, F
φ
[-1] = 0,
(4.80)
F t[0] = −
r˙0E
pi(r0 − 2M)(L2 + r20)3/2
(2L2E+ r20K), (4.81)
F r[0] =
1
pir40(L
2 + r20)
3/2
(
F rE[0]E+ F
r
K[0]K
)
, (4.82)
where
F rE[0] = −2E2L2r30 + (r0 − 2M)(L2 + r20)(2L2 + r20),
F rK[0] = −r20
[
E2r30 + (r0 − 2M)(L2 + r20)
]
,
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F θ[0] = 0, F
φ
[0] = −
r˙0
piLr30(L
2 + r20)
1/2
[(2L2 + r20)E− r20K], (4.83)
F t[2] =
Er˙0
2pir30(r0 − 2M)(L2 + r2)7/2
(F tE[2]E+D
t
K[2]K), (4.84)
where
F tE[2] = −2E2r50(11L4 + 34L2r20 + 15r40)
− (L2 + r20)(276L6M + 768L4Mr20 + 782L2Mr40 − 37L2r50 + 274Mr60
− 29r70),
F tK[2] = E
2r50(12L
4 + 35L2r20 + 15r
4
0)
+ 2r20(L
2 + r20)(93L
4M + 204L2Mr20 − 9L2r30 + 107Mr40 − 7r50),
F r[2] =
1
2pir70(L
2 + r20)
7/2
(F rE[2]E+ F
r
K[2]K), (4.85)
where
F rE[2] = −2E4r80(11L4 + 34L2r20 + 15r40)
− 2E2r30(L2 + r20)(138L6M + 422L4Mr20 − 19L4r30 + 422L2Mr40 − 34L2r50
+ 122Mr60 − 7r70),
+ (r0 − 2M)(L2 + r20)2(188L6M + 406L4Mr20 + 222L2Mr40 + 13L2r50
+ 15r70),
F rK[2] = E
4r80(12L
4 + 35L2r20 + 15r
4
0)
+ E2r50(L
2 + r20)(210L
4M − 12L4r0 + 410L2Mr20 − 19L2r30 + 184Mr40 + r50)]
− r20(r0 − 2M)(L2 + r20)2(94L4M + 96L2Mr20 + 14L2r30 + 15r50),
F θ[2] = 0, (4.86)
F φ[2] =
r˙0
2piL3r60(L
2 + r20)
5/2
(F φ
E[2]E+ F
φ
K[2]K), (4.87)
where
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F φ
E[2] = −E2L2r50(38L4 + 31L2r20 − 15r40),
− (L2 + r20)(188L8M + 406L6Mr20 − 64L6r30 + 222L4Mr40 − 163L4r50
− 145L2r70 − 48r90)
F φ
K[2] = E
2L2r50(12L
4 + L2r20 − 15r40)
+ r20(L
2 + r20)(94L
6M + 96L4Mr20 − 74L4r30 − 121L2r50 − 48r70),
F t[4] =
3Er˙0
40pir100 (r0 − 2M)(L2 + r2)11/2
(F tE[4]E+ F
t
K[4]K), (4.88)
where
F tE[4] = 30E
4r100 (64L
10 + 384L8r20 + 989L
6r40 + 1222L
4r60 + 437L
2r80 + 12r
10
0 )
+ 2E2r50(L
2 + r20)(92160L
12M + 445008L10Mr20 + 859044L
8Mr40
− 1920L8r50 + 838312L6Mr60 − 9780L6r70 + 433114L4Mr80 − 19065L4r90
+ 102188L2Mr100 − 9870L2r110 + 5030Mr120 − 585r130 )
+ 4(L2 + r20)
2(46080L14M2 + 403200L12M2r20 − 48000L12Mr30
+ 1231984L10M2r40 − 219840L10Mr50 + 1841004L8M2r60 − 411324L8Mr70
+ 1490772L6M2r80 − 406397L6Mr90 + 480L6r100 + 668810L4M2r100
− 232331L4Mr110 + 2040L4r120 + 161840L2M2r120 − 75367L2Mr130
+ 1590L2r140 + 18382M
2r140 − 10669Mr150 + 210r160 ),
F tK[4] = −15E4r120 (64L8 + 328L6r20 + 495L4r40 + 22L2r60 − 81r80)
− 4E2r70(L2 + r20)(25920L10M + 102372L8Mr20 + 152523L6Mr40 − 480L6r50
+ 103375L4Mr60 − 1575L4r70 + 25889L2Mr80 − 120L2r90 − 455Mr100
+ 495r110 )
− r20(L2 + r20)2(92160L12M2 + 766080L10M2r20 − 130560L10Mr30
+ 2014208L8M2r40 − 497760L8Mr50 + 2443016L6M2r60 − 743088L6Mr70
+ 1527236L4M2r80 − 552712L4Mr90 + 960L4r100 + 496596L2M2r100
− 206180L2Mr110 − 135L2r120 + 73528M2r120 − 30796Mr130 − 735r140 ),
F r[4] =
3
40pir140 (L
2 + r20)
11/2
(F rE[4]E+ F
r
K[4]K), (4.89)
where
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F rE[4] = 30E
6r130 (64L
10 + 384L8r20 + 989L
6r40 + 1222L
4r60 + 437L
2r80 + 12r
10
0 )
+ E4r80(L
2 + r20)(184320L
12M + 893856L10Mr20 − 1920L10r30
+ 1746888L8Mr40 − 18240L8r50 + 1744604L6Mr60 − 53550L6r70
+ 907298L4Mr80 − 58665L4r90 + 197536L2Mr100 − 16320L2r110
+ 9010Mr120 − 645r130 )
+ 2E2r30(L
2 + r20)
2(92160L14M2 + 1036800L12M2r20 − 211200L12Mr30
+ 3363456L10M2r40 − 889424L10Mr50 + 5003472L8M2r60 − 1487220L8Mr70
+ 1920L8r80 + 3866356L
6M2r80 − 1272840L6Mr90 + 9780L6r100
+ 1570564L4M2r100 − 594724L4Mr110 + 10875L4r120 + 321308L2M2r120
− 146848L2Mr130 + 1830L2r140 + 36764M2r140 − 20288Mr150 − 105r160 )
− (r0 − 2M)(L2 + r20)3(184320L14M2 + 1711104L12M2r20 − 245760L12Mr30
+ 4872896L10M2r40 − 884480L10Mr50 + 6311728L8M2r60 − 1185120L8Mr70
+ 4083688L6M2r80 − 721620L6Mr90 + 1920L6r100 + 1299396L4M2r100
− 198700L4Mr110 + 2460L4r120 + 209484L2M2r120 − 28120L2Mr130
− 105L2r140 + 28640M2r140 − 5120Mr150 − 525r160 ),
F rK[4] = −15E6r150 (64L8 + 328L6r20 + 495L4r40 + 22L2r60 − 81r80)
− E4r100 (L2 + r20)(103680L10M + 415248L8Mr20 − 2880L8r30
+ 627612L6Mr40 − 10680L6r50 + 418570L4Mr60 − 8835L4r70
+ 93896L2Mr80 + 4350L
2r90 − 2870Mr100 + 2505r110 )
− E2r50(L2 + r20)2(92160L12M2 + 1019520L10M2r20 − 257280L10Mr30
+ 2806176L8M2r40 − 893744L8Mr50 + 3309168L6M2r60 − 1180004L6Mr70
+ 1920L6r80 + 1878796L
4M2r80 − 724772L4Mr90 − 900L4r100
+ 517652L2M2r100 − 205608L2Mr110 − 5685L2r120 + 73528M2r120
− 28696Mr130 − 1785r140 )
+ r20(r0 − 2M)(L2 + r20)3(92160L12M2 + 815232L10M2r20 − 157440L10Mr30
+ 1939840L8M2r40 − 468160L8Mr50 + 1942488L6M2r60 − 494560L6Mr70
+ 892484L4M2r80 − 217780L4Mr90 − 960L4r100 + 195164L2M2r100
− 38820L2Mr110 − 1545L2r120 + 28640M2r120 − 5120Mr130 − 525r140 ),
F θ[4] = 0, (4.90)
F φ[4] =
3r˙0
40pir130 L
5(L2 + r2)9/2
(F φ
E[4]E+ F
φ
K[4]K), (4.91)
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where
F φ
E[4] = 15E
4L4r100 (128L
10 + 960L8r20 + 2266L
6r40 + 1369L
4r60 − 228L2r80 − 35r100 )
+ 2E2L2r50(L
2 + r20)(115200L
14M + 449744L12Mr20 + 660732L
10Mr40
− 5760L10r50 + 442406L8Mr60 − 21300L8r70 + 116472L6Mr80 − 18475L6r90
− 1186L4Mr100 + 4310L4r110 + 10765L2r130 + 4240r150 )
+ (L2 + r20)
2(184320L18M2 + 1711104L16M2r20 − 245760L16Mr30
+ 4872896L14M2r40 − 884480L14Mr50 + 6311728L12M2r60
− 1090720L12Mr70 + 4083688L10M2r80 − 436180L10Mr90 − 5760L10r100
+ 1299396L8M2r100 + 73140L
8Mr110 − 83700L8r120 + 209484L6M2r120
+ 15720L6Mr130 − 236585L6r140 + 28640L4M2r140 − 63200L4Mr150
− 271325L4r160 − 21120L2Mr170 − 138400L2r180 − 25600r200 ),
F φ
K[4] = −15E4L4r120 (192L8 + 584L6r20 + 169L4r40 − 322L2r60 − 35r80)
− 2E2L2r70(L2 + r20)(63360L12M + 197992L10Mr20 + 216538L8Mr40
− 4800L8r50 + 87890L6Mr60 − 7110L6r70 + 5264L4Mr80 + 2455L4r90
+ 8645L2r110 + 4240r
13
0 )
− r20(L2 + r20)2(92160L16M2 + 815232L14M2r20 − 157440L14Mr30
+ 1939840L12M2r40 − 422080L12Mr50 + 1942488L10M2r60
− 309120L10Mr70 + 892484L8M2r80 + 9580L8Mr90 − 39360L8r100
+ 195164L6M2r100 + 22780L
6Mr110 − 152745L6r120 + 28640L4M2r120
− 52640L4Mr130 − 213325L4r140 − 21120L2Mr150 − 125600L2r160
− 25600r180 ).
4.4.3.2 huu regularization
The quantity
H(R) =
1
2
h
(R)
ab u
aub (4.92)
was first proposed by Detweiler (45) as a tool for constructing gauge invariant mea-
surements from self-force calculations. It has since proven invaluable in extracting
gauge invariant results from gauge dependent self-force calculations (93, 102).
Much the same as with self-force calculations, the calculation of H(R) requires
the subtraction of the appropriate singular piece, H(S) = 1
2
h
(S)
ab u
aub from the full
retarded field. In this section, we give this subtraction in the form of mode-sum
regularization parameters. In doing so, we keep with our convention that the term
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proportional to l + 1
2
is denoted by H[-1] (= 0 in this case), the constant term is
denoted by H[0], and so on.
Note that, as in the self-force case, an ambiguity arises here due to the presence
of terms involving the four-velocity at x. One is free to arbitrarily choose how to
define this provided limx→x¯ ua = ua¯. As before, we choose this in such a way that
the Schwarzschild components of the four velocity at x are exactly those at x¯. The
regularisation parameters are then given by
H[0] =
2K
pi
√
L2 + r20
, (4.93)
H[2] =
HE[2]E+H
K
[2]K
pir30(L
2 + r20)
3/2
, (4.94)
where
HE[2] = 2E
2r50 + (L
2 + r20)(36L
2M − 8L2r0 + 38M rb2 − 9r30),
HK[2] = −E2r30(16L2 + 17r20)− 2(L2 + r20)(16L2M − 4L2r0 + 33Mr20 − 12r30),
H[4] =
3(HE[4]E+H
K
[4]K)
20pir10(L2 + r2)7/2
, (4.95)
where
HE[4] = −120E4r120 (8L4 + 17L2r20 + 7r40)
+ 2E2r50(L
2 + r20)(3584L
8M + 12712L6Mr20 + 15516L
4Mr40 + 120L
4r50
+ 6182L2Mr60 + 735L
2r70 + 34Mr
8
0 + 495r
9
0)
+ 2(L2 + r20)
2(1536L10M2 + 13888L8M2r20 − 1600L8Mr30 + 40584L6M2r40
− 9440L6Mr50 + 46888L4M2r60 − 14100L4Mr70 + 120L4r80 + 18936L2M2r80
− 5350L2Mr90 + 15L2r100 + 340M2r100 + 850Mr110 − 90r120 ),
HK[4] = 15E
4r100 (64L
6 + 224L4r20 + 259L
2r40 + 91r
6
0)
− 4E2r70(L2 + r20)(1376L6M + 3174L4Mr20 + 420L4r30 + 1965L2Mr40
+ 960L2r50 + 227Mr
6
0 + 510r
7
0)
− r20(L2 + r20)2(1536L8M2 + 15904L6M2r20 − 7360L6Mr30 + 36160L4M2r40
− 19320L4Mr50 + 22412L2M2r60 − 11040L2Mr70 − 720L2r80 + 680M2r80
+ 860Mr90 − 705r100 ).
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4.4.4 Example - Scalar Self-Force
As an example application of our high order regularization parameters, we consider
the case of a scalar particle on a circular geodesic of the Schwarzschild space-time. In
this case, the retarded field may be computed using the frequency domain method
described in (66), along with improved asymptotics for the boundary conditions
(by expanding inside the exponential rather than outside) and with the use of the
arbitrary precision differential equation solving support in Mathematica (77). These
improvements allowed us to substantially increase the accuracy of the computed
retarded field. We found this to be necessary to get the full benefit from the the
higher order regularization parameters.
If we consider the the scalar wave equation in Eq. (2.106) with zero Ricci scalar
as is the case for Schwarzschild space-time,
Φ(x) = −4piµ(x), (4.96)
where the distributional source,
µ(x) = q
∫
γ
δ4 (x− x′)√−g dτ, (4.97)
is representing a point charge, q moving along a world line γ described by za(τ),
where τ is proper time. If we consider a circular orbit, i.e., x′ = {t(τ), r0, pi/2,Ωt(τ)}
with Ω = (M/r30)
1/2
, we can rewrite the distributional source accordingly,
µ = q
∫
γ
(−g)−
1
2 δ (t− t(τ)) δ (r − r0) δ (θ − pi/2) δ (φ− Ωt(τ)) dτ
= qr−2δ (r − r0) δ (θ − pi/2) δ (φ− Ωt)
(
dt
dτ
)−1
(4.98)
where we have used dτ =
(
dt
dτ
)−1
dt. It is beneficial to now decompose
δ (θ − pi/2) δ (φ− Ωt) into spherical harmonics,
δ (θ − pi/2) δ (φ− Ωt) =
∑
lm
DlmYlm (θ, φ) , (4.99)
where
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Dlm =
√
(2l + 1)
4pi
(l −m)!
(l +m)!
∫ pi
−pi
e−imφδ (φ− Ωt)
∫ pi/2
−pi/2
δ
(
θ − pi
2
)
Plm (cos θ) sin θdθdφ
=
√
(2l + 1)
4pi
(l −m)!
(l +m)!
e−imΩtPlm (cos pi/2)
= e−imΩtY ∗lm (pi/2, 0) . (4.100)
Incorporating this into Eq. (4.98) gives,
µ =
∑
lm
qlm
4pir
δ (r − r0) eiωmtYlm (θ, φ) , (4.101)
where
ωm = −mΩ, qlm = 4piq
r
Y ∗lm (pi/2, 0)
dt
dτ
,
dt
dτ
=
√
r0
r0 − 3M , (4.102)
and dt
dτ
can be drived from gabx˙
ax˙b = −1
Expanding out Φ = gab∇a∇bΦ in Schwarzschild space-time gives
r
(r − 2M)Φ =
∂2Φ
∂r2
+
2 (r −M)
(r − 2M)
∂Φ
∂r
− r
2
(r − 2M)2
∂2Φ
∂t2
+
1
r (r − 2M)
[
∂2Φ
∂θ2
+
cos θ
sin θ
∂Φ
∂θ
+
1
sin2 θ
∂2Φ
∂φ2
]
, (4.103)
while decomposing the retarded field gives,
Φ =
∑
lm
Φlme
iωmtYlm (θ, φ) . (4.104)
Using Eqs. (4.101), (4.103) and (4.104) in Eq. (4.96) allows us to write the lm part
of the scalar wave equation as,
d2Φlm
dr2
+
2 (r −M)
(r − 2M)
dΦlm
dr
+
[
ω2r2
(r − 2M)2 −
l (l + 1)
r (r − 2M)
]
Φlm = − qlm
r − 2Mδ (r − r0) .
(4.105)
The tortoise coordinate was first introduced by Wheeler (103), it is designed to
remove the single derivative, d/dr and is given by,
d
dr∗
=
(
1− 2M
r
)
d
dr
, or r∗ = r + 2M log
( r
2M
− 1
)
. (4.106)
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To obtain appropriate boundary conditions, we consider ingoing waves at the hori-
zon,
Φlm =
eiωr∗
r
, for r → 2M, (4.107)
and outgoing waves at infinity,
Φlm =
e−iωr∗
r
, for r →∞. (4.108)
Our aim is now to solve the inhomogeneous equation of Eq. (4.105) using the
above boundary conditions. To agree with these conditions, we assume that Φlm
admits an asymptotic expansion in 1/r at r → ∞ and an asymptotic expansion in
(r − 2M) as r → 2M . We know what the leading order behaviour should look like
from Eqs. (4.107) and (4.108), keeping this in mind, we assume expansions of Φlm
for Φ
(in)
lm and Φ
(out)
lm to be,
Φ
(out)
lm (r) =
exp
(
iωr∗
∑
n=0
an
rn
)
r
, and Φ
(in)
lm (r) =
e−iωr∗
r
∑
n=0
bn (r − 2M)n
(4.109)
To determine the coefficients an and bn, we use Eq. (4.105). For the outgoing waves,
hence the an’s, we can use mathematical packages like Mathematica to substitute
Φ
(out)
lm into the homogeneous equation of Eq. (4.105) and solve for the coefficients
using initial conditions, a0 = 1, an<0 = 0. For the ingoing wave, it is possible
to analytically obtain a recursion relation for the bn’s by substituting in Φ
(in)
lm into
Eq. (4.105), that is,
bn = −−12iωM (n− 1) + (2n− 3) (n− 1)− (l
2 + l + 1)
2M (−4inωM + n2) bn−1
− −12iωM (n− 2) + (n− 2) (n− 3)− l (l + 1)
4M2 (−4inωM + n2) bn−2
+
iω (n− 3)
2M2 (−4inωM + n2)bn−3, (4.110)
and use starting values, b0 = 1 and bn<0 = 0 to determine the required bn’s.
Once values for the coefficients an and bn have been obtained, we use our expres-
sions for Φ
(in)
lm and Φ
(out)
lm from Eqs. (4.109) in Eq. (4.105) to derive initial conitions
away from the singular parts so we can numerically integrate to obtain homogeneous
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solutions, with the appropriate boundary conditions. The inhomogeneous solution
to Eq. (4.105) is now of the type,
Φlm = AlmΦ
(in)
lm (r)Θ (r0 − r) +BlmΦ(out)lm (r)Θ (r − r0)
= Φ−lm(r)Θ (r0 − r) + Φ+lm(r)Θ (r − r0) , (4.111)
where Θ (r0 − r) is the Heaviside step function previously introduced in Eq. (2.134)
and we have introduced the notation Φ−lm(r) = AlmΦ
(in)
lm (r) and Φ
+
lm(r) = BlmΦ
(out)
lm (r).
Alm and Blm can be determined by imposing suitable matching conditions. These
are found by substituting Φlm from Eq. (4.111) into the radial equation, Eq. (4.105),
and gathering like terms;
0 = δ′ (r − r0)
(
Φ+lm − Φ−lm
)
+ δ (r − r0)
[
2
(
Φ+lm
′ − Φ−lm′
)
+
2 (r −M)
r − 2M
(
Φ+lm − Φ−lm
)
+
qlm
r − 2M
]
+ Θ (r0 − r)
[
Φ−lm
′′ +
2 (r −M)
r − 2M Φ
−
lm
′ +WΦ−lm
]
+ Θ (r − r0)
[
Φ+lm
′′ +
2 (r −M)
r − 2M Φ
+
lm
′ +WΦ+lm
]
, (4.112)
where
W =
ω2r2
(r − 2M)2 −
l (l + 1)
r (r − 2M) , (4.113)
and ′ refers to differentiation with respect to r. It can be clearly seen that the
last two terms of Eq. (4.112) are zero as they are the homogeneous radial equation,
which Φ−lm(r) and Φ
+
lm(r) solve by design. Our other two terms give,[
Φ+lm − Φ−lm
]
r=r0
= 0,[
Φ+lm
′ − Φ−lm′
]
r=r0
=
1
2
[ −qlm
r − 2M
]
r=r0
. (4.114)
It is now possible to substitute Φ−lm(r) = AlmΦ
(in)
lm (r) and Φ
+
lm(r) = BlmΦ
(out)
lm (r)
back into Eq. (4.114), to obtain a simple system of simultaneous equations in Alm
and Blm. These are easily solved to give,
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Figure 4.1: Regularization of the radial component of the scalar self-force in
Schwarzschild space-time for the case of a scalar particle on a circular geodesic of
radius r0 = 10M in Schwarzschild space-time. In decreasing slope the above lines
represent the unregularised self-force, self-force regularised by subtracting from it in
turn the cumulative sum of F lr[−1], F
l
r[0], F
l
r[2], F
l
r[4], F
l
r[6], F
l
r[8], F
l
r[10], F
l
r[12].
Alm =
−qlmΦ(in)lm (r0)
2 (r − 2M)
[
Φ
(out)
lm (r0)Φ
(in)
lm
′(r0)− Φ(in)lm (r0)Φ(out)lm ′(r0)
] ,
Blm =
−qlmΦ(out)lm (r0)
2 (r − 2M)
[
Φ
(out)
lm (r0)Φ
(in)
lm
′(r0)− Φ(in)lm (r0)Φ(out)lm ′(r0)
] . (4.115)
The l component of the retarded self-force with the help of Eq. (4.5) is now given
by
F la(ret) =
∂
∂xa
l∑
m=−l
[
AlmΦ
(in)
lm (r)Θ (r0 − r) +BlmΦ(out)lm (r)Θ (r − r0)
]
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where we have numerically solved for Φinlm(r) and Φ
out
lm (r) and Alm and Blm are given
by Eq. (4.115). We have also replaced paA with its scalar operator
∂
∂xa
. The l mode
of the full self force can now be calculated from Eq. (4.116),
Fa =
l∑(
F la(ret) − F la(S)
)
, (4.116)
where we have shown the calculation of both F la(ret) and F
l
a(S) in the last two sections.
4.4.5 Impact of Regularisation Parameters in Schwarzschild
Space-Time
The results (and benefits) of the calculations in Sec. 4.4 are illustrated in Figs. 4.1,
4.2 and 4.3. There we show the effect of subtracting in turn the cumulative sums of
the regularization parameters from the full retarded field.
In Fig. 4.1, in order from top to bottom are F retr and the result of subtracting
from it in turn the cumulative sum of the regularization terms F lr[-1], F
l
r[0], F
l
r[2],
F lr[4], F
l
r[6], F
l
r[8], F
l
r[10] and F
l
r[12]. The parameters Fr[-1], Fr[0], Fr[2], Fr[4] and Fr[6]
are analytically derived in Sec. 4.4.1, while Fr[8], Fr[10] and Fr[12] were determined
through a numerical fit to the data. The resulting rapid convergence with l enables
the calculation of an extremely accurate value for the self-force. Summing over l,
we find Fr = 0.000013784482575667959(3), where the uncertainty in the last digit is
estimated by assuming that the only error comes from limiting the sum to a finite
lmax = 80.
In addition to providing a highly accurate benchmark, the example in the pre-
vious section may be used to assess the benefits which can be obtained from the
use of higher-order regularization parameters. The most obvious benefit is that
with fixed computational resources (i.e. fixed number of spherical harmonic modes)
one can obtain a much more accurate value for the self-force. This is highlighted
by comparison of our value for Fr with that of the previous benchmark given in
(66), Fr = 0.0000137844828(2). Both calculations consider the same case of a scalar
charge in a circular orbit of radius 10M around a Schwarzschild black hole. Using
40 l-modes and regularization parameters up to F lr[2], (66) obtained a value for the
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lmax = 25, n = 12 lmax = 80, n = 50
RPs used abs. rel. abs. rel.
AB 1.3784482573× 10−5 1.2× 10−10 1.37844825756674× 10−5 3.7× 10−14
ABD 1.37844825757× 10−5 5.0× 10−12 1.378448257566791× 10−5 3.3× 10−15
ABDF 1.378448257567× 10−5 4.2× 10−13 1.378448257566793× 10−5 1.7× 10−15
ABDFH 1.37844825756675× 10−5 3.0× 10−14 1.3784482575667951× 10−5 5.5× 10−16
CPU time 155s 4247s
Table 4.2: Table demonstrating the usefulness of the analytically derived higher order
regularization parameters in practical self-force calculations. In this example we show
the regularization of the radial component of the scalar self-force for a circular orbit
at r0 = 10M about a Schwarzschild black hole. In the left most column we list the
analytically derived regularization parameters employed in each calculation. For each
calculation we numerically fit the higher order regularization parameters up to Fr[15].
The next two wide columns show the result of computing the scalar self-force for 25
and 80 l-modes respectively (lmax = number of modes) and numerically fitting the
unknown regularization parameters. We show the resulting absolute value of the self-
force and its relative difference verses the highly accurate value provided in the main
text. The CPU time taken to compute the l-modes of the retarded field using a code
running on 12 cores of a machine with a 3GHz clock speed is also given. This shows
the improvement in run-time is over a factor of 36
self-force with a fractional accuracy of 10−9. The inclusion of the next two regular-
ization parameters improves this to a fractional error of 10−12 which increases to a
fractional error of 10−17 when 80 modes are used.
To illustrate this further we have included Table 4.4.5, where the physical time
taken to run numerical code is recorded as is the accuracy obtained. The results
in this table show that, by using the regularization parameters derived in this the-
sis, it is possible to calculate a scalar self-force using only 25 l-modes which is as
accurate as a calculation made using 80 l-modes and regularizing with only the A
and B parameters. As the high l-modes are computationally expensive to calculate,
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Figure 4.2: Regularization of the radial component of the self-force for the case of
a electromagnetic particle on a circular geodesic of radius r0 = 10M in Schwarzschild
space-time. In decreasing slope the above lines represent the unregularised self-force
and the self-force regularised by subtracting from it in turn the cumulative sum of
F lr[−1], F
l
r[0], F
l
r[2], F
l
r[4], F
l
r[6], F
l
r[8], F
l
r[10].
using the higher order regularization parameters offers a substantial improvement
in code run-time for a fixed level of accuracy in the final result. In this example the
improvement in run-time is over a factor of 36.
This example represents a somewhat extreme case: it uses highly accurate fre-
quency domain methods combined with high-precision numerical integration and a
relatively large number of spherical harmonic modes. In more typical time-domain
calculations, numerical data up to l ∼ 15 is used and it is common that the dom-
inant source of error comes from the tail fit. While it may seem that one merely
needs to compute more modes to reduce this error, this is not a realistic solution. In
a mode-sum calculation, the number of spherical harmonic modes required for each
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Figure 4.3: Regularization of the radial component of the self-force for the case of
a gravitational particle on a elliptic geodesic of radius r0 = 10M in Schwarzschild
space-time. The graph is plotting F lr against l. In decreasing slope the above lines
represent the unregularised self-force and the self-force regularised by subtracting from
it in turn the cumulative sum of F lr[−1], F
l
r[0], F
l
r[2], F
l
r[4].
l scales as l2, meaning that simply running simulations for larger and larger l rapidly
becomes prohibitively expensive in terms of computational cost. Additionally, the
improvement with each additional mode falls off as an inverse power in l, mean-
ing that many more l modes are required for an increasingly small benefit. In this
case, the inclusion of higher order regularization parameters essentially eliminates
this problem: without them the tail fit is the dominant source of error, with them
sufficiently accurate results may be obtained without even fitting for a tail.
In the electromagnetic and gravitational cases, data for the retarded field, the
ansatz of what was calculated in Sec. 4.4.4, is increasingly more complicated with
higher spins. As outlined in Sec. 1.3.3, the aim of this thesis is to concentrate on
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the singular component of the self-force. We therefore did not derive the retarded
field for the higher spin cases. However, with the assistance of Roland Haas, Patrick
Nolan and the Southampton group (Sarp Ackay, Niels Warburton, Leor Barack),
who gave us access to their data for the retarded field in these cases, we are able
to show the success of our regularisation parameters. Figs. 4.2 and 4.3 depict the
retarded field in the electromagnetic and gravitational cases respectively; unregu-
larised and then regularised by the sum of the parameters for different n, where n
can be considered as the order of  to which we calculated the singular field - this
is currently being increased with ongoing work from the Dublin Self-Force group
(104).
In all three cases, we can clearly see that with the regularisation parameters
comes a jump in fractional accuracy with the same number of l-modes - meaning
it is possible to calculate more accurate data with the same number of l modes.
The importance of this lies with the exponential increase in computation time with
the higher l modes, making the higher regularisation parameters invaluable to those
numerically calculating the self-force.
It should be pointed out that there is one caveat to our conclusions. The use of
high order regularization parameters requires the subtraction of increasingly (rela-
tively) large numbers to obtain a small regularized remainder. It is therefore essen-
tial that any numerically provided data for the retarded field must be of sufficient
accuracy for the subtraction to yield meaningful results. As a result, calculations
which were previously deemed sufficient would not necessarily gain an immediate
benefit from higher order regularization parameters.
4.5 Kerr Space-time
The Kerr cases follow the same necessary calculations, for the self-force, as their
Schwarzschild counterparts. I therefore won’t go through the calculations again but
remind the reader that the necessary calculations for the scalar, electromagnetic,
gravitational and huu regularisation parameters is explained in detail in Secs. 4.4.1,
4.4.2, 4.4.3.1 and 4.4.3.2 respectively. The regularisation parameters for Kerr at the
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higher orders prove to be too large for paper format, in these instances they have
been made available in electronic form (70)
4.5.1 Scalar Case
The regularisation parameters in the Kerr scalar case are given by,
Ft[-1] =
r0r˙0sgn∆r
r0 (a2 + L2) + 2a2M + r30
,
Fr[-1] = − sgn∆r (Er0 (a
2 + r20) + 2aM(aE − L))
(a2 − 2Mr0 + r20) (r0 (a2 + L2) + 2a2M + r30)
,
Fθ[-1] = 0, Fφ[-1] = 0, (4.117)
Ft[0] =
r˙0
pir20
(
r20 + L
2 + 2a
2M
r0
+ a2
)3/2 (F Et[0]E+ FKt[0]K) , (4.118)
where
F Et[0] = 4aLM
(
4a4M2 + 2a4Mr0 + 2a
2L2Mr0 − a2Mr30 − a2r40 − L2r40
)
+ E
(− 12a6M3 − 16a6M2r0 − 7a6Mr20 − a6r30 − 4a4L2M2r0 − 6a4L2Mr20
− 2a4L2r30 − 6a4M2r30 − 5a4Mr40 − a4r50 + a2L4Mr20 − a2L4r30
− 5a2L2Mr40 − 3a2L2r50 − 2L4r50
)
,
FKt[0] = −2aLM
(
2a4M2 − a4Mr0 − a4r20 − a2L2Mr0 − 2a2L2r20 − 2a2Mr30 − 2a2r40
− L4r20 − 2L2r40
)
+ E
(
4a6M3 + 4a6M2r0 + a
6Mr20 − 2a4L2M2r0 − a4L2Mr20 + 2a4M2r30
+ a4Mr40 − 2a2L4Mr20 + a2L2Mr40 + a2L2r50 + L4r50
)
,
Fr[0] =
F Er[0]E+ F
K
r[0]K
pir30 (2a
2M + a2r0 + L2r0)
2
(
r20 + L
2 + 2a
2M
r0
+ a2
)3/2
(r20 − 2Mr0 + a2)
,
(4.119)
where
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F Er[0] =
(− 24a8M3r0 − 32a8M2r20 − 14a8Mr30 − 2a8r40 + 24a6L2M4 + 12a6L2M3r0
− 30a6L2M2r20 − 27a6L2Mr30 − 6a6L2r40 + 48a6M4r20 + 40a6M3r30
− 16a6M2r40 − 20a6Mr50 − 4a6r60 + 8a4L4M3r0 − 12a4L4Mr30 − 6a4L4r40
+ 36a4L2M3r30 + 12a
4L2M2r40 − 21a4L2Mr50 − 9a4L2r60 + 24a4M3r50
+ 8a4M2r60 − 6a4Mr70 − 2a4r80 − 2a2L6M2r20 + a2L6Mr30 − 2a2L6r40
+ 6a2L4M2r40 + a
2L4Mr50 − 6a2L4r60 + 12a2L2M2r60 − 3a2L2r80
+ 2L6Mr50 − L6r60 + 2L4Mr70 − L4r80
)
− 2aELM(24a6M3 + 28a6M2r0 + 10a6Mr20 + a6r30 + 8a4L2M2r0
+ 8a4L2Mr20 + 2a
4L2r30 − 4a4Mr40 − 2a4r50 − 2a2L4Mr20 + a2L4r30
− 2a2L2Mr40 − a2L2r50 − 6a2Mr60 − 3a2r70 + L4r50 − 3L2r70
)
+ E2
(
2a2M + a2r0 + r
3
0
) (
12a6M3 + 16a6M2r0 + 7a
6Mr20 + a
6r30
+ 4a4L2M2r0 + 6a
4L2Mr20 + 2a
4L2r30 + 6a
4M2r30 + 5a
4Mr40 + a
4r50
− a2L4Mr20 + a2L4r30 + 5a2L2Mr40 + 3a2L2r50 + 2L4r50
)
,
FKr[0] =
(
8a8M3r0 + 8a
8M2r20 + 2a
8Mr30 − 8a6L2M4 + 4a6L2M3r0 + 12a6L2M2r20
+ 4a6L2Mr30 − 16a6M4r20 − 8a6M3r30 + 8a6M2r40 + 4a6Mr50 + 4a4L4M3r0
+ 8a4L4M2r20 + 2a
4L4Mr30 + 8a
4L2M3r30 + 12a
4L2M2r40 + 2a
4L2Mr50
− a4L2r60 − 8a4M3r50 + 2a4Mr70 + 4a2L6M2r20 + 16a2L4M2r40 − 2a2L4r60
+ 4a2L2M2r60 − a2L2r80 + 2L6Mr50 − L6r60 + 2L4Mr70 − L4r80
)
+ 2aELM
(
8a6M3 + 4a6M2r0 − 2a6Mr20 − a6r30 − 4a4L2M2r0 − 6a4L2Mr20
− 2a4L2r30 − 8a4M2r30 − 12a4Mr40 − 4a4r50 − 4a2L4Mr20 − a2L4r30
− 10a2L2Mr40 − 5a2L2r50 − 6a2Mr60 − 3a2r70 − L4r50 − 3L2r70
)
− E2 (2a2M + a2r0 + r30) (4a6M3 + 4a6M2r0 + a6Mr20 − 2a4L2M2r0
− a4L2Mr20 + 2a4M2r30 + a4Mr40 − 2a2L4Mr20 + a2L2Mr40 + a2L2r50 + L4r50
)
,
Fθ[0] = 0, (4.120)
Fφ[0] =
Lr˙0
pir0 (2a2M + a2r0 + L2r0)
2
(
r20 + L
2 + 2a
2M
r0
+ a2
)1/2 (F Eφ[0]E+ FKφ[0]K) ,
(4.121)
where
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F Eφ[0] = −2a4M2 − a4Mr0 − a2L2Mr0 − 4a2Mr30 − a2r40 − L2r40,
FKφ[0] = r
3
0
(
4a2M + a2r0 + L
2r0
)
.
The regularisation parameters for Fa[2] and Fa[4] are too large for paper format
and have instead been made available electronically (70). For the reader to get an
understanding of the form and size of these expressions, we have included Ft[2] for
eccentric orbits, and Fr[2] for a circular orbit. Expressions online are for eccentric
orbits (all expressions in Kerr space-time are for the case equatorial plane). To
condense Ft[2], the resulting expression we have used the notation,
L2 = L2 + a2 + r20 +
2Ma2
r0
. (4.122)
Ft[2] is described by,
Ft[2] =
r˙0
6pir70 (2a
2M + a2r0 + L2r0)
5
(
r20 + L
2 + 2a
2M
r0
+ a2
)7/2 (F Et[2]E+ FKt[2]K) ,
(4.123)
where
F Et[2] =
[
120aLM(2M − r0)r50L18 − 12aLMr40
(− 42r40 + 91Mr30 + 5a2r20
+ 20a2M2
)
L16 − 2aLMr30
(
399r70 − 984Mr60 − 120a2r50 − 82a2Mr40
+ 240a2M2r30 − 138a4Mr20 + 170a4M2r0 + 1068a4M3
)
L14
+ 2aLMr20
(
273r100 − 870Mr90 − 181a2r80 − 273a2Mr70 + 1386a2M2r60
− 236a4Mr50 + 1165a4M2r40 + 4608a4M3r30 − 150a6M2r20 + 840a6M3r0
+ 2676a6M4
)
L12 − 2aLMr0
(
18r130 − 312Mr120 − 152a2r110 − 290a2Mr100
+ 1584a2M2r90 − 21a4Mr80 + 1832a4M2r70 + 5418a4M3r60 + 299a6M2r50
+ 2393a6M3r40 + 3234a
6M4r30 − 60a8M3r20 + 1020a8M4r0
+ 2460a8M5
)
L10 + 2aLM
(− 138r160 + 162Mr150 − 144a2r140 + 20a2Mr130
+ 780a2M2r120 + 229a
4Mr110 + 806a
4M2r100 + 1110a
4M3r90 + 341a
6M2r80
+ 1563a6M3r70 − 978a6M4r60 + 453a8M3r50 − 812a8M4r40 − 4656a8M5r30
+ 420a10M5r0 + 840a
10M6
)
L8 + 2aLMr20
(
165r160 − 312Mr150
+ 160a2r140 − 300a2Mr130 − 768a2M2r120 − 339a4Mr110 − 174a4M2r100
+ 1470a4M3r90 + 311a
6M2r80 + 541a
6M3r70 + 714a
6M4r60 − 222a8M3r50
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+ 908a8M4r40 + 5556a
8M5r30 + 2328a
10M5r0 + 4656a
10M6
)
L6
− 2aLMr40
(
99r160 − 198Mr150 + 101a2r140 − 253a2Mr130 − 1074a2M2r120
− 259a4Mr110 − 645a4M2r100 + 1422a4M3r90 + 275a6M2r80 + 1935a6M3r70
− 102a6M4r60 − 117a8M3r50 − 2588a8M4r40 − 2424a8M5r30
+ 1980a10M5r0 + 3960a
10M6
)
L4 + 16aLMr60
(
a2M − r30
) (− 3r130
+ 6Mr120 − 3a2r110 + 6a2Mr100 + 96a2M2r90 + 6a4Mr80 + 85a4M2r70
− 18a4M3r60 − 3a6M2r50 − 160a6M3r40 − 180a6M4r30 + 120a8M4r0
+ 240a8M5
)
L2 − 384a3LM3r80
(
a2M − r30
)3 (
r30 + a
2r0 + 2a
2M
) ]
+ E
[− 12Mr50 (9r30 + 40a2M)L18 + 6Mr40(92r60 + 15a2r40 + 402a2Mr30
+ 40a4Mr0 + 80a
4M2
)
L16 + r30
(− 3r100 − 1134Mr90 − 402a2Mr70
− 5010a2M2r60 − 60a4Mr50 + 118a4M2r40 + 3192a4M3r30 − 90a6Mr30
+ 48a6M2r20 + 3040a
6M3r0 + 5616a
6M4
)
L14 − r20
(− 39r130 − 1122Mr120
− 42a2r110 − 681a2Mr100 − 9a4r90 − 5238a2M2r90 − 192a4Mr80
+ 1685a4M2r70 + 11310a
4M3r60 − 198a6Mr60 + 1341a6M2r50
+ 16509a6M3r40 + 27846a
6M4r30 − 126a8M2r30 + 1704a8M3r20
+ 11400a8M4r0 + 15312a
8M5
)
L12 + r0
(− 150r160 − 360Mr150 − 216a2r140
− 432a2Mr130 − 66a4r120 − 1668a2M2r120 − 132a4Mr110 + 2564a4M2r100
+ 10404a4M3r90 − 63a6Mr90 + 2525a6M2r80 + 22422a6M3r70
+ 32616a6M4r60 + 177a
8M2r60 + 6010a
8M3r50 + 23048a
8M4r40
+ 20880a8M5r30 − 60a10M3r30 + 2640a10M4r20 + 12780a10M5r0
+ 14520a10M6
)
L10 +
(
270r190 − 372Mr180 + 444a2r170 − 192a2Mr160
+ 168a4r150 − 3624a2M2r150 − 252a4Mr140 − 4082a4M2r130
− 2712a4M3r120 − 243a6Mr120 − 1633a6M2r110 − 5708a6M3r100
− 3684a6M4r90 − 159a8M2r90 − 3990a8M3r80 − 6152a8M4r70
+ 12336a8M5r60 − 453a10M3r60 + 670a10M4r50 + 16640a10M5r40
+ 26976a10M6r30 − 1260a12M5r20 − 5040a12M6r0 − 5040a12M7
)
L8
− r20
(
255r190 − 498Mr180 + 456a2r170 − 498a2Mr160 + 198a4r150
− 7014a2M2r150 − 528a4Mr140 − 8054a4M2r130 − 1428a4M3r120
− 405a6Mr120 − 1935a6M2r110 + 8254a6M3r100 + 12408a6M4r90
+ 357a8M2r90 + 3314a
8M3r80 + 3368a
8M4r70 + 9456a
8M5r60
− 222a10M3r60 + 460a10M4r50 + 24164a10M5r40 + 44712a10M6r30
+ 6984a12M5r20 + 27936a
12M6r0 + 27936a
12M7
)
L6 + r40
(
123r190
− 246Mr180 + 234a2r170 − 315a2Mr160 + 111a4r150 − 6234a2M2r150
− 372a4Mr140 − 9233a4M2r130 − 2874a4M3r120 − 279a6Mr120
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− 3230a6M2r110 + 9401a6M3r100 + 13818a6M4r90 + 285a8M2r90
+ 7638a8M3r80 + 3632a
8M4r70 − 12000a8M5r60 − 117a10M3r60
− 8818a10M4r50 − 19016a10M5r40 − 3696a10M6r30 + 5940a12M5r20
+ 23760a12M6r0 + 23760a
12M7
)
L4 − 8r60
(
a2M − r30
) (
r30 + a
2r0
+ 2a2M
)(− 3r130 + 6Mr120 − 3a2r110 + 6a2Mr100 + 360a2M2r90 + 6a4Mr80
+ 281a4M2r70 − 102a4M3r60 − 3a6M2r50 − 500a6M3r40 − 552a6M4r30
+ 360a8M4r0 + 720a
8M5
)
L2
+ 576a2M2r80
(
a2M − r30
)3 (
r30 + a
2r0 + 2a
2M
)2 ]
+ E2
[
24aLMr50
(
9r30 + 5a
2r0 + 10a
2M
)
L16 + 12aLMr40
(− 77r60 − 32a2r40
− 49a2Mr30 + 5a4r20 + 20a4Mr0 + 20a4M2
)
L14 − 2aLMr30
(− 732r90
− 217a2r70 − 276a2Mr60 + 147a4r50 + 1540a4Mr40 + 2946a4M2r30
+ 378a6Mr20 + 1830a
6M2r0 + 2172a
6M3
)
L12 + 2aLMr20
(− 348r120
+ 56a2r100 − 54a2Mr90 + 200a4r80 + 2551a4Mr70 + 4554a4M2r60
+ 949a6Mr50 + 4995a
6M2r40 + 5940a
6M3r30 + 615a
8M2r20 + 2700a
8M3r0
+ 2940a8M4
)
L10 − 2aLMr0
(
612r150 + 890a
2r130 + 618a
2Mr120
+ 258a4r110 + 845a
4Mr100 + 522a
4M2r90 + 443a
6Mr80 + 1845a
6M2r70
+ 372a6M3r60 − 179a8M2r50 − 2179a8M3r40 − 3642a8M4r30 + 315a10M3r20
+ 1260a10M4r0 + 1260a
10M5
)
L8 − 2aLMr30
(− 1410r150 − 2072a2r130
− 1452a2Mr120 − 674a4r110 + 955a4Mr100 + 2658a4M2r90 + 1041a6Mr80
+ 2079a6M2r70 + 2508a
6M3r60 − 229a8M2r50 + 3322a8M3r40
+ 7560a8M4r30 + 1746a
10M3r20 + 6984a
10M4r0 + 6984a
10M5
)
L6
+ 2aLMr50
(− 1380r150 − 2339a2r130 − 1434a2Mr120 − 963a4r110
+ 1509a4Mr100 + 3396a
4M2r90 + 2129a
6Mr80 + 2703a
6M2r70
− 1200a6M3r60 − 2351a8M2r50 − 6013a8M3r40 − 2622a8M4r30
+ 1485a10M3r20 + 5940a
10M4r0 + 5940a
10M5
)
L4 − 16aLMr70
(
a2M
− r30
) (
r30 + a
2r0 + 2a
2M
) (
87r90 + 76a
2r70 − 130a4Mr40 − 159a4M2r30
+ 90a6M2r0 + 180a
6M3
)
L2 + 288aLMr90
(
a2M − r30
)3 (
r30 + a
2r0
+ 2a2M
)2]
+ E3
[− 60a2Mr80L16 − 6a2Mr70 (−44r30 + 9a2r0 + 22a2M)L14 + 3r30(8r120
+ 10a2r100 − 131a2Mr90 + 53a4Mr70 − 2a6r60 + 80a4M2r60 + 72a6Mr50
+ 470a6M2r40 + 644a
6M3r30 + 30a
8Mr30 + 228a
8M2r20 + 560a
8M3r0
+ 448a8M4
)
L12 − 3r20
(
56r150 + 96a
2r130 + 20a
2Mr120 + 38a
4r110
+ 132a4Mr100 − 2a6r90 + 26a4M2r90 + 145a6Mr80 + 788a6M2r70
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+ 911a6M3r60 + 67a
8Mr60 + 628a
8M2r50 + 1679a
8M3r40 + 1382a
8M4r30
+ 60a10M2r30 + 400a
10M3r20 + 880a
10M4r0 + 640a
10M5
)
L10
+ 3r0
(
160r180 + 332a
2r160 + 378a
2Mr150 + 202a
4r140 + 370a
4Mr130 + 30a
6r120
+ 14a4M2r120 + 43a
6Mr110 + 16a
6M2r100 − 163a6M3r90 + 13a8Mr90
+ 244a8M2r80 + 325a
8M3r70 − 222a8M4r60 + 4a10M2r60 − 173a10M3r50
− 740a10M4r40 − 756a10M5r30 + 35a12M3r30 + 210a12M4r20 + 420a12M5r0
+ 280a12M6
)
L8 + 3r30
(
r30 + a
2r0 + 2a
2M
) (− 240r150 − 328a2r130
− 172a2Mr120 − 98a4r110 + 202a4Mr100 + 366a4M2r90 + 151a6Mr80
+ 138a6M2r70 + 23a
6M3r60 − 76a8M2r50 + 232a8M3r40 + 768a8M4r30
+ 194a10M3r20 + 776a
10M4r0 + 776a
10M5
)
L6 − 3r50
(
r30 + a
2r0
+ 2a2M
)(− 200r150 − 322a2r130 − 165a2Mr120 − 124a4r110 + 248a4Mr100
+ 496a4M2r90 + 271a
6Mr80 + 310a
6M2r70 − 219a6M3r60 − 284a8M2r50
− 728a8M3r40 − 320a8M4r30 + 165a10M3r20 + 660a10M4r0
+ 660a10M5
)
L4 + 24r70
(
a2M − r30
) (
r30 + a
2r0 + 2a
2M
)2 (
11r90 + 9a
2r70
− a2Mr60 − 15a4Mr40 − 18a4M2r30 + 10a6M2r0 + 20a6M3
)
L2
− 48r90
(
a2M − r30
)3 (
r30 + a
2r0 + 2a
2M
)3 ]
,
FKt[2] =
[− 60aLM(2M − r0)r70L16 + 24aLMr60(− 10r40 + 22Mr30 + 2a2r20 + a2Mr0
+ 20a2M2
)
L14 + 2aLMr50
(
180r70 − 456Mr60 − 99a2r50 − 116a2Mr40
− 138a2M2r30 − 234a4Mr20 − 209a4M2r0 + 894a4M3
)
L12
− 2aLMr40
(
132r100 − 408Mr90 − 140a2r80 − 290a2Mr70 + 996a2M2r60
− 535a4Mr50 − 36a4M2r40 + 4746a4M3r30 − 495a6M2r20 + 855a6M3r0
+ 5298a6M4
)
L10 + 2aLMr30
(
78r130 − 252Mr120 − 54a2r110 − 330a2Mr100
+ 1356a2M2r90 − 421a4Mr80 + 586a4M2r70 + 6870a4M3r60 − 353a6M2r50
+ 2509a6M3r40 + 10506a
6M4r30 − 345a8M3r20 + 2820a8M4r0
+ 8160a8M5
)
L8 − 2aLMr20
(
72r160 − 168Mr150 + 48a2r140 − 230a2Mr130
+ 216a2M2r120 − 209a4Mr110 + 332a4M2r100 + 3330a4M3r90 + 239a6M2r80
+ 1861a6M3r70 + 4770a
6M4r60 − 6a8M3r50 + 2444a8M4r40 + 6732a8M5r30
+ 2100a10M5r0 + 4200a
10M6
)
L6 + 2aLMr40
(
48r160 − 96Mr150 + 49a2r140
− 122a2Mr130 − 498a2M2r120 − 125a4Mr110 − 289a4M2r100 + 660a4M3r90
+ 133a6M2r80 + 863a
6M3r70 − 114a6M4r60 − 57a8M3r50 − 1172a8M4r40
− 1032a8M5r30 + 936a10M5r0 + 1872a10M6
)
L4 − 8aLMr60
(
a2M
− r30
)(− 3r130 + 6Mr120 − 3a2r110 + 6a2Mr100 + 93a2M2r90 + 6a4Mr80
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+ 82a4M2r70 − 18a4M3r60 − 3a6M2r50 − 154a6M3r40 − 171a6M4r30
+ 117a8M4r0 + 234a
8M5
)
L2 + 192a3LM3r80
(
a2M − r30
)3 (
r30 + a
2r0
+ 2a2M
)]
+ E
[
6Mr70
(
9r30 + 40a
2M
)
L16 − 6Mr60
(
45r60 + 11a
2r40 + 158a
2Mr30 + 3a
4r20
+ 76a4Mr0 + 220a
4M2
)
L14 − r50
(
12r100 − 564Mr90 + 18a2r80
− 273a2Mr70 − 1512a2M2r60 − 120a4Mr50 − 613a4M2r40 + 1320a4M3r30
− 126a6Mr30 − 678a6M2r20 + 848a6M3r0 + 4968a6M4
)
L12 + r40
(
60r130
− 660Mr120 + 96a2r110 − 468a2Mr100 + 18a4r90 − 1644a2M2r90
− 288a4Mr80 + 660a4M2r70 + 11664a4M3r60 − 333a6Mr60 − 873a6M2r50
+ 11474a6M3r40 + 33012a
6M4r30 − 378a8M2r30 + 1047a8M3r20
+ 18060a8M4r0 + 31416a
8M5
)
L10 − r30
(
120r160 − 510Mr150 + 204a2r140
− 462a2Mr130 + 66a4r120 − 2304a2M2r120 − 372a4Mr110 + 310a4M2r100
+ 13788a4M3r90 − 351a6Mr90 + 133a6M2r80 + 21122a6M3r70
+ 51120a6M4r60 − 258a8M2r60 + 4841a8M3r50 + 44044a8M4r40
+ 73428a8M5r30 − 345a10M3r30 + 6570a10M4r20 + 38940a10M5r0
+ 48840a10M6
)
L8 + r20
(
120r190 − 294Mr180 + 216a2r170 − 318a2Mr160
+ 90a4r150 − 3276a2M2r150 − 318a4Mr140 − 2896a4M2r130 + 4092a4M3r120
− 243a6Mr120 − 351a6M2r110 + 12762a6M3r100 + 25512a6M4r90
+ 222a8M2r90 + 5057a
8M3r80 + 24668a
8M4r70 + 38028a
8M5r60
− 6a10M3r60 + 5800a10M4r50 + 36320a10M5r40 + 49392a10M6r30
+ 6300a12M5r20 + 25200a
12M6r0 + 25200a
12M7
)
L6 − r40
(
60r190
− 120Mr180 + 114a2r170 − 153a2Mr160 + 54a4r150 − 2952a2M2r150
− 180a4Mr140 − 4329a4M2r130 − 1332a4M3r120 − 135a6Mr120
− 1491a6M2r110 + 4390a6M3r100 + 6312a6M4r90 + 138a8M2r90
+ 3475a8M3r80 + 1348a
8M4r70 − 5796a8M5r60 − 57a10M3r60
− 4030a10M4r50 − 8372a10M5r40 − 1080a10M6r30 + 2808a12M5r20
+ 11232a12M6r0 + 11232a
12M7
)
L4 + 4r60
(
a2M − r30
) (
r30 + a
2r0
+ 2a2M
)(− 3r130 + 6Mr120 − 3a2r110 + 6a2Mr100 + 351a2M2r90 + 6a4Mr80
+ 272a4M2r70 − 102a4M3r60 − 3a6M2r50 − 482a6M3r40 − 525a6M4r30
+ 351a8M4r0 + 702a
8M5
)
L2
− 288a2M2r80
(
a2M − r30
)3 (
r30 + a
2r0 + 2a
2M
)2 ]
+ E2
[− 12aLMr70 (9r30 + 5a2r0 + 10a2M)L14 + 6aLMr60(77r60 + 23a2r40
−36a2Mr30 + 4a4r20 + 80a4Mr0 + 160a4M2
)
L12 + 2aLMr50
(− 435r90
− 86a2r70 + 591a2Mr60 + 33a4r50 + 695a4Mr40 + 2253a4M2r30
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+ 384a6Mr20 + 2265a
6M2r0 + 3246a
6M3
)
L10 − 2aLMr40
(− 582r120
− 346a2r100 + 402a2Mr90 + 28a4r80 + 2143a4Mr70 + 6006a4M2r60
+ 989a6Mr50 + 7305a
6M2r40 + 11733a
6M3r30 + 1515a
8M2r20
+ 7545a8M3r0 + 9030a
8M4
)
L8 + 2aLMr30
(− 708r150 − 906a2r130
− 432a2Mr120 − 242a4r110 + 1499a4Mr100 + 3900a4M2r90 + 999a6Mr80
+ 5325a6M2r70 + 8067a
6M3r60 + 1073a
8M2r50 + 7168a
8M3r40
+ 10044a8M4r30 + 1575a
10M3r20 + 6300a
10M4r0 + 6300a
10M5
)
L6
− 2aLMr50
(− 651r150 − 1097a2r130 − 678a2Mr120 − 448a4r110 + 693a4Mr100
+ 1554a4M2r90 + 975a
6Mr80 + 1203a
6M2r70 − 585a6M3r60 − 1079a8M2r50
− 2707a8M3r40 − 1098a8M4r30 + 702a10M3r20 + 2808a10M4r0
+ 2808a10M5
)
L4 + 2aLMr70
(
a2M − r30
) (
r30 + a
2r0 + 2a
2M
) (
339r90
+ 295a2r70 − 502a4Mr40 − 609a4M2r30 + 351a6M2r0 + 702a6M3
)
L2
− 144aLMr90
(
a2M − r30
)3 (
r30 + a
2r0 + 2a
2M
)2 ]
+ E3
[
30a2Mr100 L
14 − 3r60
(
3r90 + 3a
2r70 + 48a
2Mr60 − 30a4Mr40 − 112a4M2r30
+ 18a6Mr20 + 96a
6M2r0 + 120a
6M3
)
L12 − 3r50
(− 23r120 − 37a2r100
− 121a2Mr90 − 15a4r80 + 55a4Mr70 − a6r60 + 311a4M2r60 + 24a6Mr50
+ 361a6M2r40 + 682a
6M3r30 + 30a
8Mr30 + 264a
8M2r20 + 760a
8M3r0
+ 704a8M4
)
L10 + 3r40
(− 70r150 − 142a2r130 − 228a2Mr120 − 86a4r110
− 68a4Mr100 − 14a6r90 + 270a4M2r90 + 113a6Mr80 + 1064a6M2r70
+ 1739a6M3r60 + 71a
8Mr60 + 851a
8M2r50 + 2957a
8M3r40 + 3078a
8M4r30
+ 135a10M2r30 + 1040a
10M3r20 + 2540a
10M4r0 + 2000a
10M5
)
L8
− 3r30
(− 110r180 − 258a2r160 − 312a2Mr150 − 192a4r140 − 258a4Mr130
− 44a6r120 + 88a4M2r120 + 127a6Mr110 + 874a6M2r100 + 1077a6M3r90
+ 97a8Mr90 + 673a
8M2r80 + 2071a
8M3r70 + 2226a
8M4r60 + 77a
10M2r60
+ 991a10M3r50 + 3040a
10M4r40 + 2732a
10M5r30 + 175a
12M3r30
+ 1050a12M4r20 + 2100a
12M5r0 + 1400a
12M6
)
L6 + 3r50
(
r30 + a
2r0
+ 2a2M
)(− 95r150 − 152a2r130 − 78a2Mr120 − 58a4r110 + 116a4Mr100
+ 230a4M2r90 + 125a
6Mr80 + 138a
6M2r70 − 107a6M3r60 − 131a8M2r50
− 330a8M3r40 − 136a8M4r30 + 78a10M3r20 + 312a10M4r0 + 312a10M5
)
L4
− 3r70
(
a2M − r30
) (
r30 + a
2r0 + 2a
2M
)2 (
43r90 + 35a
2r70 − 4a2Mr60
− 58a4Mr40 − 69a4M2r30 + 39a6M2r0 + 78a6M3
)
L2
+ 24r90
(
a2M − r30
)3 (
r30 + a
2r0 + 2a
2M
)3 ]
,
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Fr[2] =
1
6pir60
√√√√√ 2a
√
Mr50 − 3Mr30 + r40(
a
√
M + r
3/2
0
)2
[a2 + r0(r0 − 2M)]
(4.124)
×
[
2a
√
M +
√
r0(r0 − 3M)
]−2 (
F Er[2]E+ F
K
r[2]K
)
[
a4M + 2a3
√
Mr30 + a
2r0 (Mr0 + r20 − 2M2)− 4aM3/2r5/20 +Mr40
]3 ,
where
F Er[2] = −
(
r
3/2
0 + a
√
M
)2 (
3M3r
33/2
0 − 36M4r31/20 + 9a2M2r31/20 − 78aM7/2r150
+ 93M5r
29/2
0 + 27a
2M3r
29/2
0 + 9a
4Mr
29/2
0 + 744aM
9/2r140 + 44a
3M5/2r140
+ 3a6r
27/2
0 − 60M6r27/20 − 1068a2M4r27/20 − 120a4M2r27/20
− 1890aM11/2r130 + 60a3M7/2r130 + 18a5M3/2r130 + 3681a2M5r25/20
+ 913a4M3r
25/2
0 + 15a
6Mr
25/2
0 + 1332aM
13/2r120 − 704a3M9/2r120
− 404a5M5/2r120 + 24a7
√
Mr120 + 6a
8r
23/2
0 − 4251a2M6r23/20
− 3846a4M4r23/20 − 357a6M2r23/20 + 2472a3M11/2r110 + 3434a5M7/2r110
+ 24a7M3/2r110 + 2178a
2M7r
21/2
0 + 4559a
4M5r
21/2
0 + 732a
6M3r
21/2
0
+ 81a8Mr
21/2
0 − 3336a3M13/2r100 − 7502a5M9/2r100 − 1328a7M5/2r100
+ 48a9
√
Mr100 − 786a4M6r19/20 + 1421a6M4r19/20 − 366a8M2r19/20
− 1272a3M15/2r90 + 5324a5M11/2r90 + 4322a7M7/2r90 + 174a9M3/2r90
+ 3501a4M7r
17/2
0 − 5631a6M5r17/20 − 1651a8M3r17/20 + 156a10Mr17/20
+ 942a5M13/2r80 − 10a7M9/2r80 − 1360a9M5/2r80 − 3798a4M8r15/20
− 5611a6M6r15/20 + 4900a8M4r15/20 + 288a10M2r15/20 + 6648a5M15/2r70
− 2186a7M11/2r70 − 1512a9M7/2r70 + 264a11M3/2r70 + 4740a6M7r13/20
+ 5292a8M5r
13/2
0 − 1686a10M3r13/20 − 2088a5M17/2r60 − 11734a7M13/2r60
+ 2090a9M9/2r60 + 384a
11M5/2r60 + 2844a
6M8r
11/2
0 − 2100a8M6r11/20
− 2490a10M4r11/20 + 246a12M2r11/20 + 3528a7M15/2r50 + 8106a9M11/2r50
− 790a11M7/2r50 − 348a6M9r9/20 − 5398a8M7r9/20 + 495a10M5r9/20
+ 414a12M3r
9/2
0 + 360a
7M17/2r40 − 2174a9M13/2r40 − 2598a11M9/2r40
+ 120a13M5/2r40 + 708a
8M8r
7/2
0 + 3844a
10M6r
7/2
0 − 126a12M4r7/20
− 728a9M15/2r30 + 570a11M11/2r30 + 324a13M7/2r30 − 543a10M7r5/20
− 1216a12M5r5/20 + 24a14M3r5/20 + 554a11M13/2r20 − 52a13M9/2r20
+ 186a12M6r
3/2
0 + 144a
14M4r
3/2
0 − 188a13M11/2r0 − 24a14M5
√
r0
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+ 24a15M9/2
)
,
FKr[2] = r
7/2
0
(
r
3/2
0 − 3M
√
r0 + 2a
√
M
) (
3M3r
29/2
0 − 24M4r27/20 + 9a2M2r27/20
− 78aM7/2r130 + 33M5r25/20 + 57a2M3r25/20 + 9a4Mr25/20 + 486aM9/2r120
+ 44a3M5/2r120 + 3a
6r
23/2
0 − 885a2M4r23/20 − 102a4M2r23/20
− 612aM11/2r110 + 146a3M7/2r110 + 18a5M3/2r110 + 1845a2M5r21/20
+ 688a4M3r
21/2
0 + 9a
6Mr
21/2
0 − 1086a3M9/2r100 − 354a5M5/2r100
+ 24a7
√
Mr100 − 1206a2M6r19/20 − 1805a4M4r19/20 − 252a6M2r19/20
+ 2580a3M11/2r90 + 2546a
5M7/2r90 + 66a
7M3/2r90 − 528a4M5r17/20
− 158a6M3r17/20 + 78a8Mr17/20 + 12a3M13/2r80 − 3176a5M9/2r80
− 998a7M5/2r80 − 189a4M6r15/20 + 3058a6M4r15/20 + 171a8M2r15/20
− 24a5M11/2r70 + 200a7M7/2r70 + 132a9M3/2r70 + 1143a4M7r13/20
− 368a6M5r13/20 − 1263a8M3r13/20 − 1962a5M13/2r60 + 1250a7M9/2r60
+ 216a9M5/2r60 − 639a6M6r11/20 − 347a8M4r11/20 + 123a10M2r11/20
+ 684a5M15/2r50 + 1978a
7M11/2r50 − 590a9M7/2r50 − 879a6M7r9/20
+ 232a8M5r
9/2
0 + 186a
10M3r
9/2
0 − 684a7M13/2r40 − 832a9M9/2r40
+ 60a11M5/2r40 + 114a
6M8r
7/2
0 + 1048a
8M6r
7/2
0 − 90a10M4r7/20
− 108a7M15/2r30 + 252a9M11/2r30 + 144a11M7/2r30 − 147a8M7r5/20
− 452a10M5r5/20 + 12a12M3r5/20 + 146a9M13/2r20 − 38a11M9/2r20
+ 69a10M6r
3/2
0 + 72a
12M4r
3/2
0 − 70a11M11/2r0 − 12a12M5
√
r0
+ 12a13M9/2
)
.
4.5.2 Electromagnetic Case
The regularisation parameters for Kerr space-time in the electromagnetic case are
given by
Ft[-1] = − r0r˙0 sgn ∆r
r0 (a2 + L2) + 2a2M + r30
,
Fr[-1] =
sgn ∆r (Er0 (a
2 + r20) + 2aM(aE − L))
(a2 − 2Mr0 + r20) (r0 (a2 + L2) + 2a2M + r30)
,
Fθ[-1] = 0, Fφ[-1] = 0, (4.125)
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Ft[0] =
r˙0
pir20
(
r20 + L
2 + 2a
2M
r0
+ a2
)3/2
(2a2M + a2r0 + L2r0)
2
(
F Et[0]E+ F
K
t[0]K
)
,
(4.126)
where
F Et[0] = −4aLM
(
4a4M2 + 2a4Mr0 + 2a
2L2Mr0 − a2Mr30 − a2r40 − L2r40
)
+ E
(− 12a6M3 − 16a6M2r0 − 7a6Mr20 − a6r30 − 28a4L2M2r0 − 22a4L2Mr20
− 4a4L2r30 − 6a4M2r30 − 5a4Mr40 − a4r50 − 15a2L4Mr20 − 5a2L4r30
− 5a2L2Mr40 − a2L2r50 − 2L6r30
)
,
FKt[0] = 2aLM
(
2a4M2 − a4Mr0 − a4r20 − a2L2Mr0 − 2a2L2r20 − 2a2Mr30 − 2a2r40
− L4r20 − 2L2r40
)
+ E
(
4a6M3 + 4a6M2r0 + a
6Mr20 + 10a
4L2M2r0 + 5a
4L2Mr20 + 2a
4M2r30
+ a4Mr40 + 4a
2L4Mr20 + a
2L2Mr40 − a2L2r50 − L4r50
)
,
Fr[0] =
(
F Er[0]E+ F
K
r[0]K
)
pir30
(
r20 + L
2 + 2a
2M
r0
+ a2
)3/2
(2a2M + a2r0 + L2r0)
2 (a2 − 2Mr0 + r20)
,
(4.127)
where
F Er[0] = L
2
(
24a6M4 + 28a6M3r0 − 6a6M2r20 − 11a6Mr30 − 2a6r40 + 56a4L2M3r0
+ 24a4L2M2r20 − 18a4L2Mr30 − 6a4L2r40 + 52a4M3r30 + 20a4M2r40
− 11a4Mr50 − 3a4r60 + 30a2L4M2r20 − 3a2L4Mr30 − 6a2L4r40 + 42a2L2M2r40
− 5a2L2Mr50 − 6a2L2r60 + 8a2M2r60 − 2a2Mr70 − a2r80 + 4L6Mr30 − 2L6r40
+ 6L4Mr50 − 3L4r60 + 2L2Mr70 − L2r80
)
− 2aELM(24a6M3 + 36a6M2r0 + 18a6Mr20 + 3a6r30 + 56a4L2M2r0
+ 48a4L2Mr20 + 10a
4L2r30 + 24a
4M2r30 + 24a
4Mr40 + 6a
4r50 + 30a
2L4Mr20
+ 11a2L4r30 + 22a
2L2Mr40 + 9a
2L2r50 + 6a
2Mr60 + 3a
2r70 + 4L
6r30 + 3L
4r50
+ 3L2r70
)
+ E2
(
2a2M + a2r0 + r
3
0
) (
12a6M3 + 16a6M2r0 + 7a
6Mr20 + a
6r30
+ 28a4L2M2r0 + 22a
4L2Mr20 + 4a
4L2r30 + 6a
4M2r30 + 5a
4Mr40 + a
4r50
+ 15a2L4Mr20 + 5a
2L4r30 + 5a
2L2Mr40 + a
2L2r50 + 2L
6r30
)
,
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FKr[0] = −L2
(
8a6M4 + 12a6M3r0 − 2a6Mr30 + 20a4L2M3r0 + 8a4L2M2r20
− 4a4L2Mr30 + 32a4M3r30 + 12a4M2r40 − 6a4Mr50 − a4r60 + 8a2L4M2r20
− 2a2L4Mr30 + 24a2L2M2r40 − 4a2L2Mr50 − 2a2L2r60 + 8a2M2r60 − 2a2Mr70
− a2r80 + 2L4Mr50 − L4r60 + 2L2Mr70 − L2r80
)
+ 2aELM
(
8a6M3 + 12a6M2r0 + 6a
6Mr20 + a
6r30 + 20a
4L2M2r0
+ 14a4L2Mr20 + 2a
4L2r30 + 16a
4M2r30 + 16a
4Mr40 + 4a
4r50 + 8a
2L4Mr20
+ a2L4r30 + 14a
2L2Mr40 + 5a
2L2r50 + 6a
2Mr60 + 3a
2r70 + L
4r50 + 3L
2r70
)
− E2 (2a2M + a2r0 + r30) (4a6M3 + 4a6M2r0 + a6Mr20 + 10a4L2M2r0
+ 5a4L2Mr20 + 2a
4M2r30 + a
4Mr40 + 4a
2L4Mr20 + a
2L2Mr40 − a2L2r50
− L4r50
)
,
Fθ[0] = 0 (4.128)
Fφ[0] =
Lr˙0
(
F Eφ[0]E+ F
K
φ[0]K
)
pir0
(
r20 + L
2 + 2a
2M
r0
+ a2
)1/2
(2a2M + a2r0 + L2r0)
2
, (4.129)
where
F Eφ[0] = 14a
4M2 + 11a4Mr0 + 2a
4r20 + 11a
2L2Mr0 + 4a
2L2r20 + 4a
2Mr30 + a
2r40
+ 2L4r20 + L
2r40,
FKφ[0] = −4a4M2 − 2a4Mr0 − 2a2L2Mr0 − 4a2Mr30 − a2r40 − L2r40.
As with the Scalar case, Fa[2] proves too large to include in paper format and so is
available electronically (70), although we provide Fr[2] for circular orbits below.
Fr[2] =
1
6piMr
11/2
0
√√√√√ 2aM5/2r3/20 +M2r20(r0 − 3M)(
a
√
M + r
3/2
0
)2
[a2 + r0(r0 − 2M)]
(4.130)
×
(
2a
√
M +
√
r0(r0 − 3M)
)−2 (
F Er[2]E+ F
K
r[2]K
)
[
a4M + 2a3
√
Mr30 + a
2r0 (−2M2 +Mr0 + r20)− 4aM3/2r5/20 +Mr40
]3 ,
where
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F Er[2] = −
(
r
3/2
0 + a
√
M
)2 (− 3M3r33/20 − 96M4r31/20 − 9a2M2r31/20 + 438aM7/2r150
+ 495M5r
29/2
0 − 399a2M3r29/20 − 9a4Mr29/20 − 2088aM9/2r140
+ 388a3M5/2r140 − 3a6r27/20 − 588M6r27/20 + 1080a2M4r27/20
− 228a4M2r27/20 + 2058aM11/2r130 − 372a3M7/2r130 + 54a5M3/2r130
+ 4467a2M5r
25/2
0 + 599a
4M3r
25/2
0 − 123a6Mr25/20 + 828aM13/2r120
− 7504a3M9/2r120 + 644a5M5/2r120 − 24a7
√
Mr120 − 6a8r23/20
− 11265a2M6r23/20 + 1578a4M4r23/20 + 609a6M2r23/20 + 9576a3M11/2r110
− 5882a5M7/2r110 − 528a7M3/2r110 + 2358a2M7r21/20 + 14389a4M5r21/20
+ 3516a6M3r
21/2
0 − 189a8Mr21/20 + 7608a3M13/2r100 − 2650a5M9/2r100
+ 3296a7M5/2r100 − 48a9
√
Mr100 − 39138a4M6r19/20 − 16229a6M4r19/20
− 330a8M2r19/20 − 2184a3M15/2r90 + 21172a5M11/2r90 − 3530a7M7/2r90
− 750a9M3/2r90 + 21603a4M7r17/20 + 39699a6M5r17/20 + 8911a8M3r17/20
− 156a10Mr17/20 − 29982a5M13/2r80 − 26366a7M9/2r80 + 1576a9M5/2r80
− 5706a4M8r15/20 − 16697a6M6r15/20 − 16348a8M4r15/20 − 1368a10M2r15/20
+ 13800a5M15/2r70 + 39338a
7M11/2r70 + 9096a
9M7/2r70 − 264a11M3/2r70
+ 2436a6M7r
13/2
0 + 1368a
8M5r
13/2
0 + 3426a
10M3r
13/2
0 − 3096a5M17/2r60
−| : 23546a7M13/2r60 − 16754a9M9/2r60 − 1032a11M5/2r60 + 4404a6M8r11/20
+ 4464a8M6r
11/2
0 + 654a
10M4r
11/2
0 − 246a12M2r11/20 + 5880a7M15/2r50
+ 15222a9M11/2r50 + 2686a
11M7/2r50 − 516a6M9r9/20 − 9146a8M7r9/20
− 3435a10M5r9/20 + 54a12M3r9/20 + 600a7M17/2r40 − 4018a9M13/2r40
− 4530a11M9/2r40 − 120a13M5/2r40 + 1164a8M8r7/20 + 6992a10M6r7/20
+ 702a12M4r
7/2
0 − 1288a9M15/2r30 + 1158a11M11/2r30 + 540a13M7/2r30
− 969a10M7r5/20 − 2336a12M5r5/20 − 24a14M3r5/20 + 1030a11M13/2r20
− 116a13M9/2r20 + 354a12M6r3/20 + 288a14M4r3/20 − 364a13M11/2r0
− 48a14M5√r0 + 48a15M9/2
)
,
F Er[2] = −r30
(
r
3/2
0 − 3M
√
r0 + 2a
√
M
) (
3M3r150 + 96M
4r140 + 9a
2M2r140
− 438aM7/2r27/20 − 255M5r130 + 393a2M3r130 + 9a4Mr130
+ 1014aM9/2r
25/2
0 − 388a3M5/2r25/20 + 3a6r120 − 69a2M4r120 + 210a4M2r120
+ 252aM11/2r
23/2
0 − 406a3M7/2r23/20 − 54a5M3/2r23/20 − 2763a2M5r110
− 32a4M3r110 + 105a6Mr110 + 3594a3M9/2r21/20 − 738a5M5/2r21/20
+ 954a2M6r100 + 763a
4M4r100 − 204a6M2r100 − 2940a3M11/2r19/20
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+ 1610a5M7/2r
19/2
0 + 474a
7M3/2r
19/2
0 − 3648a4M5r90 − 3014a6M3r90
+ 222a8Mr90 − 564a3M13/2r17/20 + 2656a5M9/2r17/20 − 2366a7M5/2r17/20
+ 10731a4M6r80 + 12274a
6M4r80 + 963a
8M2r80 − 21096a5M11/2r15/20
− 3328a7M7/2r15/20 + 996a9M3/2r15/20 − 1881a4M7r70 − 7640a6M5r70
− 9303a8M3r70 + 17622a5M13/2r13/20 + 30698a7M9/2r13/20
+ 1056a9M5/2r
13/2
0 − 21807a6M6r60 + 517a8M4r60 + 2283a10M2r60
− 1044a5M15/2r11/20 − 16022a9M7/2r11/20 + 8817a6M7r50 + 30400a8M5r50
+ 426a10M3r50 − 8268a7M13/2r9/20 + 4904a9M9/2r9/20 + 2940a11M5/2r9/20
− 174a6M8r40 − 10712a8M6r40 − 13842a10M4r40 + 1428a7M15/2r7/20
+ 12492a9M11/2r
7/2
0 − 360a11M7/2r7/20 − 1011a8M7r30 + 4108a10M5r30
+ 2172a12M3r30 − 2062a9M13/2r5/20 − 5774a11M9/2r5/20 + 1725a10M6r20
− 480a12M4r20 + 986a11M11/2r3/20 + 864a13M7/2r3/20 − 876a12M5r0
− 17222a7(Mr0)11/2 + 144a14M4 − 156a13
√
M9r0 + 24a
7
√
Mr210
)
4.5.3 Gravitational Case
4.5.3.1 Self-Force Regularisation
Ft[-1] =
r0r˙0sgn∆r
r0 (a2 + L2) + 2a2M + r30
, (4.131)
Fr[-1] = − sgn∆r (Er0 (a
2 + r20) + 2aM(aE − L))
(a2 − 2Mr0 + r20) (r0 (a2 + L2) + 2a2M + r30)
, (4.132)
Fθ[-1] = 0, Fφ[-1] = 0, (4.133)
Ft[0] =
r˙0
(
F Et[0]E+ F
K
t[0]K
)
pir20
(
r20 + L
2 + 2a
2M
r0
+ a2
)3/2
(2a2M + a2r0 + L2r0)
2
, (4.134)
where
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F Et[0] = 4aLM
(
4a4M2 + 2a4Mr0 + 2a
2L2Mr0 − a2Mr30 − a2r40 − L2r40
)
+ E
(
12a6M3 + 16a6M2r0 + 7a
6Mr20 + a
6r30 + 28a
4L2M2r0 + 22a
4L2Mr20
+ 4a4L2r30 + 6a
4M2r30 + 5a
4Mr40 + a
4r50 + 15a
2L4Mr20 + 5a
2L4r30
+ 5a2L2Mr40 + a
2L2r50 + 2L
6r30
)
,
FKt[0] = −2aLM
(
2a4M2 − a4Mr0 − a4r20 − a2L2Mr0 − 2a2L2r20 − 2a2Mr30 − 2a2r40
− L4r20 − 2L2r40
)
+ E
(− 4a6M3 − 4a6M2r0 − a6Mr20 − 10a4L2M2r0 − 5a4L2Mr20 − 2a4M2r30
− a4Mr40 − 4a2L4Mr20 − a2L2Mr40 + a2L2r50 + L4r50
)
,
Fr[0] =
(
F Er[0]E+ F
K
r[0]K
)
pir60
(
r20 + L
2 + 2a
2M
r0
+ a2
)3/2
(2a2M + a2r0 + L2r0)
2 (a2 − 2Mr0 + r20)
,
(4.135)
where
F Er[0] = +L
2r30
(− 24a6M4 − 28a6M3r0 + 6a6M2r20 + 11a6Mr30 + 2a6r40
− 56a4L2M3r0 − 24a4L2M2r20 + 18a4L2Mr30 + 6a4L2r40 − 52a4M3r30
− 20a4M2r40 + 11a4Mr50 + 3a4r60 − 30a2L4M2r20 + 3a2L4Mr30 + 6a2L4r40
− 42a2L2M2r40 + 5a2L2Mr50 + 6a2L2r60 − 8a2M2r60 + 2a2Mr70 + a2r80
− 4L6Mr30 + 2L6r40 − 6L4Mr50 + 3L4r60 − 2L2Mr70 + L2r80
)
+ 2aELMr30
(
24a6M3 + 36a6M2r0 + 18a
6Mr20 + 3a
6r30 + 56a
4L2M2r0
+ 48a4L2Mr20 + 10a
4L2r30 + 24a
4M2r30 + 24a
4Mr40 + 6a
4r50 + 30a
2L4Mr20
+ 11a2L4r30 + 22a
2L2Mr40 + 9a
2L2r50 + 6a
2Mr60 + 3a
2r70 + 4L
6r30 + 3L
4r50
+ 3L2r70
)
− E2r30
(
2a2M + a2r0 + r
3
0
) (
12a6M3 + 16a6M2r0 + 7a
6Mr20 + a
6r30
+ 28a4L2M2r0 + 22a
4L2Mr20 + 4a
4L2r30 + 6a
4M2r30 + 5a
4Mr40 + a
4r50
+ 15a2L4Mr20 + 5a
2L4r30 + 5a
2L2Mr40 + a
2L2r50 + 2L
6r30
)
,
FKr[0] = −L2r30
(− 8a6M4 − 12a6M3r0 + 2a6Mr30 − 20a4L2M3r0 − 8a4L2M2r20
+ 4a4L2Mr30 − 32a4M3r30 − 12a4M2r40 + 6a4Mr50 + a4r60 − 8a2L4M2r20
+ 2a2L4Mr30 − 24a2L2M2r40 + 4a2L2Mr50 + 2a2L2r60 − 8a2M2r60 + 2a2Mr70
+ a2r80 − 2L4Mr50 + L4r60 − 2L2Mr70 + L2r80
)
− 2aELMr30
(
8a6M3 + 12a6M2r0 + 6a
6Mr20 + a
6r30 + 20a
4L2M2r0
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+ 14a4L2Mr20 + 2a
4L2r30 + 16a
4M2r30 + 16a
4Mr40 + 4a
4r50 + 8a
2L4Mr20
+ a2L4r30 + 14a
2L2Mr40 + 5a
2L2r50 + 6a
2Mr60 + 3a
2r70 + L
4r50 + 3L
2r70
)
− E2r30
(
2a2M + a2r0 + r
3
0
) (− 4a6M3 − 4a6M2r0 − a6Mr20 − 10a4L2M2r0
− 5a4L2Mr20 − 2a4M2r30 − a4Mr40 − 4a2L4Mr20 − a2L2Mr40 + a2L2r50
+ L4r50
)
,
Fθ[0] = 0, (4.136)
Fφ[0] =
(
F Eφ[0]E+ F
K
φ[0]K
)
pir60
(
r20 + L
2 + 2a
2M
r0
+ a2
)3/2
(2a2M + a2r0 + L2r0)
2 (a2 − 2Mr0 + r20)
,
(4.137)
where
F Eφ[0] = −14a4M2 − 11a4Mr0 − 2a4r20 − 11a2L2Mr0 − 4a2L2r20 − 4a2Mr30 − a2r40
− 2L4r20 − L2r40,
FKφ[0] = 4a
4M2 + 2a4Mr0 + 2a
2L2Mr0 + 4a
2Mr30 + a
2r40 + L
2r40.
As with the scalar and electromagnetic cases, Fa[2] is too large for paper format and
so is available electronically (70). As outlined above, we do give Fr[2] for circular
orbits,
Fr[2] =
1
pir
11/2
0
√√√√√ 2aM5/2r3/20 +M2r20(r0 − 3M)(
a
√
M + r
3/2
0
)2
[a2 + r0(r0 − 2M)]
[
2a
√
M +
√
r0(r0 − 3M)
]−2
×
[a2 + r0(r0 − 2M)]−1
(
F Er[2]E+ F
K
r[2]K
)
[
a4M + 2a3
√
Mr30 + a
2r0 (−2M2 +Mr0 + r20)− 4aM3/2r5/20 +Mr40
]2 ,
where
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F Er[2] = −
(
a
√
M + r
3/2
0
)2 (
a2 − 2Mr0 + r20
) (
32a11M5/2 − 48a10M3√r0
+ 144a10M2r
3/2
0 + 478a
9M3/2r30 − 104a9M5/2r20 − 192a9M7/2r0
+ 288a8M4r
3/2
0 − 992a8M3r5/20 − 473a8M2r7/20 + 779a8Mr9/20
− 292a7M3/2r50 − 2496a7M5/2r40 + 800a7M7/2r30 + 384a7M9/2r20
+ 540a7
√
Mr60 − 576a6M5r5/20 + 2240a6M4r7/20 + 2489a6M3r9/20
− 4623a6M2r11/20 + 227a6Mr13/20 + 127a6r15/20 − 1846a5M3/2r70
+ 3574a5M5/2r60 + 4018a
5M7/2r50 − 1952a5M9/2r40 − 256a5M11/2r30
+ 386a5
√
Mr80 + 384a
4M6r
7/2
0 − 1664a4M5r9/20 − 3950a4M4r11/20
+ 6038a4M3r
13/2
0 − 2275a4M2r15/20 − 462a4Mr17/20 + 105a4r19/20
− 14a3M3/2r90 + 4444a3M5/2r80 − 6514a3M7/2r70 − 1876a3M9/2r60
+ 1536a3M11/2r50 − 144a3
√
Mr100 + 1728a
2M5r
13/2
0 + 674a
2M4r
15/2
0
+ 588a2M3r
17/2
0 − 1312a2M2r19/20 + 348a2Mr21/20 − 22a2r23/20
− 148aM3/2r110 + 884aM5/2r100 − 1370aM7/2r90 + 384aM9/2r80
− 192M4r19/20 + 287M3r21/20 − 131M2r23/20 + 18Mr25/20
)
,
FKr[2] = r
3
0
(
2a
√
M − 3M√r0 + r3/20
) (
144a12M2 − 96a11
√
M5r0 + 576a
11(Mr0)
3/2
− 921a10M3r0 + 81a10M2r20 + 864a10Mr30 + 862a9M3/2r7/20
+ 582a9M7/2r
3/2
0 + 576a
9
√
Mr90 − 4010a9(Mr0)5/2 + 2052a8M4r20
+ 313a8M3r30 − 5342a8M2r40 + 1351a8Mr50 + 144a8r60 − 2308a7M3/2r11/20
− 3816a7M5/2r9/20 − 1176a7M9/2r5/20 + 920a7
√
Mr130 + 9524a
7(Mr0)
7/2
− 1764a6M5r30 − 2260a6M4r40 + 12726a6M3r50 − 6148a6M2r60 + 60a6Mr70
+ 254a6r80 − 2580a5M3/2r15/20 + 4204a5M5/2r13/20 + 3504a5M7/2r11/20
+ 792a5M11/2r
7/2
0 + 204a
5
√
Mr170 − 8384a5(Mr0)9/2 + 384a4M6r40
+ 2620a4M5r50 − 11878a4M4r60 + 8425a4M3r70 − 1656a4M2r80 − 111a4Mr90
+ 88a4r100 − 242a3M3/2r19/20 + 2928a3M5/2r17/20 − 4866a3M7/2r15/20
+ 1372a3M9/2r
13/2
0 − 144a3
√
Mr210 + 1536a
3(Mr0)
11/2 + 1728a2M5r70
− 1614a2M4r80 + 1373a2M3r90 − 1075a2M2r100 + 334a2Mr110 − 22a2r120
− 148aM3/2r23/20 + 718aM5/2r21/20 − 1040aM7/2r19/20 + 384aM9/2r17/20
− 192M4r100 + 280M3r110 − 128M2r120 + 18Mr130
)
.
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4.5.3.2 huu Regularisation
H[0] =
2K
pi
(
r20 + L
2 + 2a
2M
r0
+ a2
)1/2 , (4.138)
H[1] = 0, (4.139)
H[2] =
(
HE[2]E+H
K
[2]K
)
3pir70
(
r20 + L
2 + 2a
2M
r0
+ a2
)3/2
(2a2M + a2r0 + L2r0)
3
, (4.140)
where
HE[2] =
(
12Mr50a
12 + 92M2r40a
12 + 264M3r30a
12 + 336M4r20a
12 + 160M5r0a
12
− 24r80a10 − 240Mr70a10 − 1104L2M6a10 − 1104M2r60a10 − 2880M3r50a10
+ 48L2Mr50a
10 − 4272M4r40a10 + 230L2M2r40a10 − 3264M5r30a10
+ 96L2M3r30a
10 − 960M6r20a10 − 1116L2M4r20a10 − 2096L2M5r0a10
− 48r100 a8 − 420Mr90a8 − 120L2r80a8 − 1556M2r80a8 − 2872M3r70a8
− 882L2Mr70a8 − 2448M4r60a8 − 2781L2M2r60a8 − 672M5r50a8
− 4770L2M3r50a8 + 72L4Mr50a8 − 4272L2M4r40a8 + 90L4M2r40a8
− 1440L2M5r30a8 − 1044L4M3r30a8 − 2928L4M4r20a8 − 2112L4M5r0a8
− 24r120 a6 − 168Mr110 a6 − 195L2r100 a6 − 456M2r100 a6 − 480M3r90a6
− 1086L2Mr90a6 − 240L4r80a6 − 96M4r80a6 − 2119L2M2r80a6
− 1528L2M3r70a6 − 1098L4Mr70a6 − 84L2M4r60a6 − 1578L4M2r60a6
− 696L4M3r50a6 + 48L6Mr50a6 + 84L4M4r40a6 − 190L6M2r40a6
− 1320L6M3r30a6 − 1476L6M4r20a6 − 75L2r120 a4 − 246L2Mr110 a4
− 297L4r100 a4 − 84L2M2r100 a4 + 216L2M3r90a4 − 690L4Mr90a4 − 240L6r80a4
+ 529L4M2r80a
4 + 1374L4M3r70a
4 − 402L6Mr70a4 + 771L6M2r60a4
+ 1194L6M3r50a
4 + 12L8Mr50a
4 − 190L8M2r40a4 − 444L8M3r30a4
− 78L4r120 a2 + 36L4Mr110 a2 − 201L6r100 a2 + 384L4M2r100 a2 + 198L6Mr90a2
− 120L8r80a2 + 1092L6M2r80a2 + 162L8Mr70a2 + 672L8M2r60a2
− 48L10M2r40a2 − 27L6r120 + 114L6Mr110 − 51L8r100 + 222L8Mr90
− 24L10r80 + 108L10Mr70
)
+ 4aELM
(− 71a4r110 − 75L4r110 − 146a2L2r110 − 262a4Mr100 − 270a2L2Mr100
− 147a6r90 − 159L6r90 − 465a2L4r90 − 453a4L2r90 − 240a4M2r90 − 811a6Mr80
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− 873a2L4Mr80 − 1684a4L2Mr80 − 76a8r70 − 78L8r70 − 310a2L6r70
− 462a4L4r70 − 306a6L2r70 − 1490a6M2r70 − 1542a4L2M2r70 − 912a6M3r60
− 522a8Mr60 − 549a2L6Mr60 − 1620a4L4Mr60 − 1593a6L2Mr60
− 1323a8M2r50 − 1368a4L4M2r50 − 2691a6L2M2r50 − 1460a8M3r40
− 1458a6L2M3r40 + 37a10Mr40 + 24a2L8Mr40 + 109a4L6Mr40 + 183a6L4Mr40
+ 135a8L2Mr40 − 588a8M4r30 + 291a10M2r30 + 222a4L6M2r30
+ 735a6L4M2r30 + 804a
8L2M2r30 + 858a
10M3r20 + 738a
6L4M3r20
+ 1596a8L2M3r20 + 1124a
10M4r0 + 1056a
8L2M4r0 + 552a
10M5
)
− 3E2(368M6a12 + 4Mr50a12 + 55M2r40a12 + 280M3r30a12 + 680M4r20a12
+ 800M5r0a
12 − 9r80a10 − 124Mr70a10 − 604M2r60a10 − 1368M3r50a10
+ 12L2Mr50a
10 − 1472M4r40a10 + 160L2M2r40a10 − 608M5r30a10
+ 672L2M3r30a
10 + 1152L2M4r20a
10 + 704L2M5r0a
10 − 18r100 a8
− 224Mr90a8 − 35L2r80a8 − 901M2r80a8 − 1492M3r70a8 − 438L2Mr70a8
− 884M4r60a8 − 1685L2M2r60a8 − 2604L2M3r50a8 + 12L4Mr50a8
− 1412L2M4r40a8 + 171L4M2r40a8 + 540L4M3r30a8 + 492L4M4r20a8
− 9r120 a6 − 96Mr110 a6 − 55L2r100 a6 − 278M2r100 a6 − 244M3r90a6
− 596L2Mr90a6 − 51L4r80a6 − 1679L2M2r80a6 − 1414L2M3r70a6
− 572L4Mr70a6 − 1567L4M2r60a6 − 1254L4M3r50a6 + 4L6Mr50a6
+ 82L6M2r40a
6 + 148L6M3r30a
6 − 20L2r120 a4 − 176L2Mr110 a4 − 56L4r100 a4
− 266L2M2r100 a4 − 512L4Mr90a4 − 33L6r80a4 − 774L4M2r80a4
− 326L6Mr70a4 − 486L6M2r60a4 + 16L8M2r40a4 − 13L4r120 a2 − 80L4Mr110 a2
− 19L6r100 a2 − 140L6Mr90a2 − 8L8r80a2 − 68L8Mr70a2 − 2L6r120
)
,
HK[2] = r
3
0
(
24r50a
10 + 180Mr40a
10 + 512M2r30a
10 + 656M3r20a
10 + 320M4r0a
10
+ 93r70a
8 + 624Mr60a
8 − 912L2M5a8 + 120L2r50a8 + 1448M2r50a8
+ 976M3r40a
8 + 636L2Mr40a
8 − 912M4r30a8 + 891L2M2r30a8 − 1152M5r20a8
− 434L2M3r20a8 − 1720L2M4r0a8 + 69r90a6 + 354Mr80a6 + 375L2r70a6
+ 492M2r70a
6 − 168M3r60a6 + 1620L2Mr60a6 + 240L4r50a6 − 576M4r50a6
+ 1207L2M2r50a
6 − 2720L2M3r40a6 + 732L4Mr40a6 − 3372L2M4r30a6
− 450L4M2r30a6 − 2896L4M3r20a6 − 2052L4M4r0a6 + 210L2r90a4
+ 534L2Mr80a
4 + 567L4r70a
4 − 384L2M2r70a4 − 1224L2M3r60a4
+ 1074L4Mr60a
4 + 240L6r50a
4 − 2017L4M2r50a4 − 3726L4M3r40a4
+ 180L6Mr40a
4 − 1525L6M2r30a4 − 1806L6M3r20a4 + 213L4r90a2
− 18L4Mr80a2 + 381L6r70a2 − 888L4M2r70a2 − 216L6Mr60a2 + 120L8r50a2
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− 1776L6M2r50a2 − 192L8Mr40a2 − 696L8M2r30a2 + 72L6r90 − 198L6Mr80
+ 96L8r70 − 294L8Mr60 + 24L10r50 − 96L10Mr40
)
+ 4ar30ELM
(
456M4a8 + 45r40a
8 + 322Mr30a
8 + 862M2r20a
8 + 1024M3r0a
8
+ 116r60a
6 + 636Mr50a
6 + 183L2r40a
6 + 1162M2r40a
6 + 708M3r30a
6
+ 992L2Mr30a
6 + 1765L2M2r20a
6 + 1026L2M3r0a
6 + 71r80a
4 + 262Mr70a
4
+ 358L2r60a
4 + 240M2r60a
4 + 1326L2Mr50a
4 + 279L4r40a
4 + 1206L2M2r40a
4
+ 1018L4Mr30a
4 + 903L4M2r20a
4 + 146L2r80a
2 + 270L2Mr70a
2 + 368L4r60a
2
+ 690L4Mr50a
2 + 189L6r40a
2 + 348L6Mr30a
2 + 75L4r80 + 126L
6r60 + 48L
8r40
)
− 3r30E2
(
304M5a10 + 8r50a
10 + 90Mr40a
10 + 386M2r30a
10 + 796M3r20a
10
+ 792M4r0a
10 + 32r70a
8 + 308Mr60a
8 + 32L2r50a
8 + 1068M2r50a
8
+ 1600M3r40a
8 + 304L2Mr40a
8 + 880M4r30a
8 + 1003L2M2r30a
8
+ 1388L2M3r20a
8 + 684L2M4r0a
8 + 24r90a
6 + 186Mr80a
6 + 113L2r70a
6
+ 458M2r70a
6 + 364M3r60a
6 + 854L2Mr60a
6 + 48L4r50a
6 + 2017L2M2r50a
6
+ 1522L2M3r40a
6 + 370L4Mr40a
6 + 849L4M2r30a
6 + 602L4M3r20a
6
+ 65L2r90a
4 + 356L2Mr80a
4 + 146L4r70a
4 + 446L2M2r70a
4 + 776L4Mr60a
4
+ 32L6r50a
4 + 945L4M2r50a
4 + 188L6Mr40a
4 + 232L6M2r30a
4 + 58L4r90a
2
+ 170L4Mr80a
2 + 81L6r70a
2 + 230L6Mr60a
2 + 8L8r50a
2 + 32L8Mr40a
2
+ 17L6r90 + 16L
8r70
)
.
4.5.4 Results
Using the mode sum, to date, researchers have only been able to produce values
for the Kerr retarded field and resulting self-force in the scalar case. As there is
no known decomposition of the metric perturbation into tensor harmonic modes
that separates the field equations in Kerr Lorentz gauge metric perturbation, higher
spins are yet to be calculated. Therefore it is not possible to demonstrate the
validity of our electromagnetic and gravitational parameters. However, as with our
Schwarzschild parameters, deriving the expressions by independent methods gives
us confidence in our results. The only other ‘check’ we can do is to set the spin of
the black hole to be zero, i.e., a = 0, and compare with our Schwarzschild results
which we know to be correct. All of the parameters given have passed these tests.
For the scalar case we were able to use the numerical data from Barack and
Warburton (69), for calculating the retarded field for Kerr scalar eccentric orbits
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Figure 4.4: Regularization of the radial component of the scalar self-force in Kerr
space-time for the case of a scalar particle as F lr against l. This data is for an eccentric
geodesic with energy E = 0.955492, spin a = 1/2M and angular momentum L =
3.59656. In decreasing slope the above lines represent the unregularised self-force
(black), self-force regularised by subtracting from it in turn the cumulative sum of
F lr[−1] (blue), F
l
r[0] (red), F
l
r[2] (yellow), F
l
r[4] (green).
in the equatorial plane. We were able to show that our parameters successfully
regularised their data as illustrated in Fig. 4.4.
4.6 Regularisation Parameters to Date
In Table 4.3, we summarise all the regularisation parameters that are known to
date and the authors of each parameter. We can see that the work of this thesis
has greatly added to the already existing data base of parameters, which in turn
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Cases Fa[-1] Fa[0] Fa[2] Fa[4] Fa[6]
Schwarzschild scalar BO BO DMW / HP HOW HOW
Schwarzschild electromagnetic BO BO HP HOW HOW
Schwarzschild gravity BO BO HOW HOW —
Schwarzschild huu — BO HOW HOW —
Kerr scalar BO BO HOW HOW —
Kerr electromagnetic BO BO HOW — —
Kerr gravity BO BO HOW — —
Kerr huu — HOW HOW — —
Table 4.3: This table represents the current regularisation parameters that are known
for each case in Schwarzschild and Kerr space-times. We have indicated which authors
first derived the regularisation parameters. BO is Barack and Ori, DMW is Detweiler,
Messaritaki and Whiting, HP is Haas and Poisson and HOW is Heffernan, Ottewill
and Wardell. DMW and HP share the authorship for Schwarzschild scalar Fa[-2] as
DMW produced the first expressions for circular orbits while HP extended this to the
elliptic orbits. The HOW results were produced as part of this thesis.
is dramatically reducing the computation time necessary for accurate predictions of
the self-force.
By deriving our expressions using two independent methods we were able to
be confident in our results. In particular cases, this was boosted by the success
of the parameters in regularising numerical data for the retarded field. The alter-
native approaches used both came with their advantages and disadvantages. For
the lower orders, computation time as well as the personal time of the researcher
were very much on par, however, the covariant method produces more ‘elegant’ ex-
pressions. However, when we increase the order of our expansions, the covariant
technique becomes more time consuming, both computationally and personally for
the researcher. In comparison, working in coordinates has a ‘sense’ of automation
attached to it for the higher orders. Some finesse is required for the very high orders
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when the calculation may get ‘stuck’, but this usually only requires minutes of the
researchers time. Such ‘blips’ usually occur due to the high number of unknown pa-
rameters, memory issues and certain formalisms that sufficiently slow our software
(Mathematica) down, most of which can be circumnavigated with experience and
knowledge of the software.
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Chapter 5
Effective Source
As another application of our high-order expansions of the Detweiler-Whiting sin-
gular field, we consider its use in the effective source approach to calculating the
self-force. The effective source approach – independently proposed by Barack and
Golbourn (54) and by Vega and Detweiler (55) – relies on knowledge of the singular
field to derive an equation for a regularized field that gives the self-force without
any need for post-processed regularization. Where the mode-sum method solves
for the retarded field, which is in turn regularised by using the singular field after
it is numerically calculated, the effective source method numerically calculates the
regularised field directly from the wave equation.
There are numerous advantages for this method.
• By design, there are no delta functions or singularities - a desirable attribute
for numerical calculations.
• There is no post-processed construction of the regularized field - that is we
don’t have to cancel two large quantities ϕA(ret) and ϕ
A
(S) which when carried
out numerically can lead to large round-off errors.
• It does not rely on the separability of the perturbation equations, an advan-
tage for time-domain calculations in Kerr space-time where the perturbation
equations are not fully separable.
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5.1 Methods
Following directly from Eq. (2.164), we have
DABϕ
B
(R) = D
A
Bϕ
B
(ret) −DABϕB(S), (5.1)
where the definition of the singular field and Eq. (2.158) gives us
DABϕ
B
(R) = −4piQ
∫
uAδ4 (x, z(τ
′)) dτ ′ −DϕA(S) = 0 (5.2)
However, as the singular field is only well-defined in the neighbourhood of the par-
ticle, it should be noted that Eq. (5.2) is also only valid in this neighbourhood.
Therefore a similar equation is required for when we are not in this region. The
two methods introduced to do this are the window function as first described by
Vega and Detweiler (55) and the world tube, which was proposed by Barack and
Golbourn (54).
5.1.1 World Tube Method
The world tube method resolves the problem of lack of global definition of the
singular field by introducing a world tube - inside the world tube one solves for the
regular field, ϕB(R), and outside the world tube one solves for the retarded field, ϕ
B
(R).
If we consider the boundary of this world tube to be at x˜ and world line at x0, we
then have
DABϕ
B
(R) =− 4piQ
∫
uAδ4 (x, z(τ
′)) dτ ′ −DϕA(S) = 0, |x− x0| < x˜
DABϕ
B
(ret) =0, |x− x0| > x˜ (5.3)
where the matching condition ϕA(R) = ϕ
A
(ret) − ϕA(S) is imposed on the boundary. As
the use of the singular field is now restricted to the region near the particle, its
non-global definition is no longer a problem.
5.1.2 Window Function Method
The window function method involves the use of a globally defined approximate
singular field, ϕ˜A(S). This is obtained by the use of a smooth window function, W ,
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that is chosen so that at the particle, ϕ˜A(S) is given by the exact singular field, while
away from the particle ϕ˜A(S) quickly diminishes and only the retarded field remains
on and past the boundary, x˜, i.e., ϕ˜A(S) = Wϕ
A
(S). In this manner, the world function
method unites the two regions of the world tube method avoiding the use of two
seperate computational domains. The definition of an approximate singular field,
gives a new definition of an approximate regular field, ϕ˜A(R) = ϕ
A
(ret)− ϕ˜A(S), and with
it, a slightly altered wave equation,
DABϕ˜
B
(R) = −4piQ
∫
uAδ4 (x, z(τ
′)) dτ ′ −DAB
(
WϕB(S)
)
(5.4)
Due to the nature of the window function, Eq. (5.4) is not restricted to a certain
region of space unlike Eqs. (5.2) and (5.3).
By design, the window function will have certain restrictions - the resulting
approximate regular field must give the correct self-force, the approximate singular
field must be equal to the exact singular field at the particle and equal to zero far
from the particle. These give
• W = 1 + f , where f = O (n) and paAf = O (n−1) where paA is that of
Eq. (2.160).
• W is smooth
• W = 0 for x > x˜
where n is an integer > 2. This lower bound comes from the equation defining the
self-force as
F a = paAϕ˜
A
(R)
= paA
(
ϕA(ret) − ϕA(S)
)− (paAf)ϕA(S) − f (paAϕA(S))
→ paA
(
ϕA(ret) − ϕA(S)
)
as x→ x0 (5.5)
where the last equality holds at the particle which requires the last two terms of the
second equality → 0 as → 0.
As stated before, one of the key advantages of the effective source is its avoidance
of δ functions - this can easily be shown when considering the window function
approach. The effective source is defined by,
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SAeff = D
A
Bϕ˜
B
(R)
= −DABϕ˜B(S) − 4piQ
∫
uAδ4 (x, z(τ
′)) dτ ′
= −DAB
(
fϕB(S)
)
= − (f)ϕA(S) − 2∇af∇aϕA(S) − fϕA(S)
= − (f)ϕA(S) − 2∇af∇aϕA(S) (5.6)
where the last two equalities are for a vacuum space-time, i.e., DAB = δ
A
B and
we take advantage of f being zero at the particle and ϕA(S) begin zero away from
the particle.
5.2 Effective Source from the Singular Field
The effective source, defined by Eq. (5.6), for sufficiently good approximations gives
SAeff =
{
0 (at the particle)
−DABϕ˜B(S) (away from the particle)
, (5.7)
where ‘at the particle’ follows from f = 0 in Eq. (5.6) (and the fact that ϕB(S) solves
the same inhomogeneous wave equation as ϕB(ret)) . ‘Away from the particle’ holds
as DABϕ
B
(ret) = 0 in the first line of Eq. (5.6).
If the singular field is known exactly, then the regularized field is totally regular
and is a solution of the homogeneous wave equation. In reality, exact expressions for
the singular field can only be obtained for very simple space-times. More generally,
the best one can do is an approximation such as that given in Sec. 3.1, which we
now define as ϕ˜A(S), so we have
ϕ˜A(S) = [1 + O ()
n]ϕA(S) (5.8)
which satisfies the above conditions for W . Our calculated high-order expansion of
the singular field can, therefore, be placed into Eq. (5.7) as the approximate singular
field.
In Figs. 3.2,3.3, 5.1 and 5.2 we show the result of applying our expansions to the
case of a scalar particle on a circular geodesic of radius r0 = 10M in Schwarzschild
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Figure 5.1: Effective source for the approximate singular field of order O(−1) (top
left) to O(6) (bottom right). Shown is the scalar case of a circular geodesic of radius
r0 = 10M in Schwarzschild space-time.
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Figure 5.2: Effective source for the approximate singular field, Seff(n), in the region
of the particle of order O(−1) (top left) to O(6) (bottom right). Shown is the scalar
case of a circular geodesic of radius r0 = 10M in Schwarzschild space-time.
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space-time. Similar plots can be obtained for the electromagnetic case, gravitational
case and for more generic motion. However, the general structure does not change
and is best illustrated by this simple example.
5.3 m-mode Scheme
One disadvantage of the effective source approach stems from the fact that the source
must be evaluated in an extended region around the world-line. Since the source is
derived from a complicated expansion approximating the singular field, its evaluation
can dominate the run time of a numerical code. This problem is exasperated as
increasingly good approximations to the singular field — using increasingly high
order series expansions (such as those in Sec. 3.2) — are used, placing a practical
upper limit on the order of singular field approximation which may be used in
effective source calculations. Existing calculations (105, 106, 107) settled on what
appears to be a “sweet spot”, using an approximation accurate to O(2).
This may appear to rule out the usefulness of high-order expansions of the sin-
gular field in effective source calculations, particularly in the case of the Kerr space-
time where even an order O(2) approximation to the singular field is quite unwieldy.
However, it turns out that high-order expansions can, in fact, be put to good use in
effective source calculations. In this section, we show how this may be achieved in
the case of the m-mode approach to effective source calculations. In this approach,
one first performs a decomposition into m-modes
Φ(m) =
1
2pi
∫ pi
−pi
Φe−imφdφ, (5.9)
and independently evolves the m-decomposed form of the wave equation for each
m-mode. These equations have an m dependent effective source which is derived
from the particular choice of approximation to the singular field. The full field is
then given as a sum of these individual modes:
Φ =
∞∑
m=−∞
Φ(m)eimφ0 . (5.10)
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For an approximation accurate to O(n), the numerical solutions for the field fall
off as m−(n+2) for m even and as m−(n+3) for m odd. Obviously, only finitely many m-
modes (typically ∼ 10− 20) can ever be computed numerically; with the error from
truncating the sum at a finite m putting an upper limit on the accuracy of the self-
force which can be computed. This may be mitigated somewhat by fitting for a large-
m tail, but that fit itself requires more modes and is only ever approximate. Here,
we propose a much better solution, using the higher-order terms in the singular field
(those which have not been used in computing the effective source) to analytically
deriving expressions for the tail. In many ways, this is analogous to the l-mode
regularization scheme where there is a large-l tail and one can compute l-mode
regularization parameters.
5.3.1 Derivation of m-mode regularization parameters
To derive analytic expressions for the large-m tail, we first note that an approxima-
tion to the singular field accurate to O(n) can be written in the form
ΦS(x) =
1
ρ2n+30
[ 3(n+1)∑
i=0
i even
An,i sin
i(∆φ/2) +
3(n+1)∑
i=0
i odd
An,i sin
i−1(∆φ/2) sin(∆φ)
]
+ O(n+1)
=
1
ρ2n+30
[ 3(n+1)∑
i=0
i even
An,i sin
i(∆φ/2) + 2
3(n+1)∑
i=0
i odd
An,i sin
i(∆φ/2) cos(∆φ/2)
]
+ O(n+1) (5.11)
where the coefficients An,i are functions of position r0 and θ0, of the constants of
motion E, L, C, and also of ∆r and ∆θ. This form has the benefit of ensuring
that the approximation is regular everywhere except on the world-line, while still
being amenable to analytic integration in the φ direction. This makes it particularly
appropriate for use in m-mode effective source calculations (108).
Using the leading orders (say, to O(p)) in this expansion to compute an effective
source, one is left with a singular field remainder which is finite, but of limited
differentiability on the world-line. Since it is finite, we can safely set ∆r = ∆θ = 0
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in Eq. (5.11), leading to a singular field remainder which has the form
ΦS(x) =
[
2Θ(∆φ)− 1
][ n∑
i=p+1
i odd
Bn,i sin
i(∆φ/2) + 2
n∑
i=p+1
i even
Bn,i sin
i(∆φ/2) cos(∆φ/2)
]
+ O(n+1), (5.12)
where Θ(∆φ) is the Heaviside step function. Substituting this into Eq. (5.9) and
noting that for even j∫ pi
−pi
[
2Θ(∆φ)− 1
]
sinj(∆φ/2) cos(∆φ/2)e−imφdφ
=
2im
j + 1
∫ pi
−pi
[
2Θ(∆φ)− 1
]
sinj+1(∆φ/2)e−imφdφ (5.13)
we are left with trivial integrals of the form∫ pi
−pi
[
2Θ(∆φ)− 1
]
sinj+1(∆φ/2)e−imφdφ
=
∫ pi
−pi
[
2Θ(∆φ)− 1
]
sinj+1(∆φ/2) cos(mφ)dφ. (5.14)
As a result, we see that the real regularization parameters are given by the odd
terms in the expansion of the singular field and the imaginary parameters are given
by the the even terms. Furthermore, we see that the falloff with m is always an even
power of 1/m in the real part and an odd power of 1/m in the imaginary part.
While this analysis was done for the field, it should be noted that it equally well
applies to the self-force. The only modification necessary is to compute the self-force
from the singular field before setting ∆r = ∆θ = 0; the remainder of the calculation
proceeds in exactly the same way.
Finally, we note the m-mode regularization parameters derived in this way are
dependent on the singular field being written in the form given in Eq. (5.11). Ef-
fective source calculations may use some other form for the approximation to the
singular field (while still being accurate to the same order), in which case there is
no guarantee that the regularization parameters given here are appropriate.
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5.3.2 m-mode regularization parameters
Below, we give the results of applying this calculation to both scalar and gravita-
tional cases in Schwarzschild and Kerr space-times. In doing so, we omit the explicit
dependence on m which in each case is
Fma[2] =
−4Fa[2]
pi(2m− 1)(2m+ 1) , F
m
a[4] =
24Fa[4]
pi(2m− 3)(2m− 1)(2m+ 1)(2m+ 3) ,
Fma[6] =
−480Fa[6]
pi(2m− 5)(2m− 3)(2m− 1)(2m+ 1)(2m+ 3)(2m+ 5) ,
Fma[8] =
20160Fa[8]
pi(2m− 7)(2m− 5)(2m− 3)(2m− 1)(2m+ 1)(2m+ 3)(2m+ 5)(2m+ 7) .
(5.15)
Schwarzschild m-modes
For Schwarzschild eccentric orbits, the m-modes of the radial component of the
self-force is given by
Fr[2] =
1
24r60 (r0 − 2M) (L2 + r20)7/2
[
2
(
L2 + r20
)
(r0 − 2M)
(
12L8M + 47L6Mr20
+ 67L4Mr40 + 12L
4r50 + 92L
2Mr60 − 9L2r70 + 24Mr80 − 3r90
)
+ E2r30
(− 48L8M − 178L6Mr20 − 140L4Mr40 − 66L4r50 − 172L2Mr60
− 6L2r70 − 72Mr80 + 15r90
)
−9E4r100 (r0 − 2L)(2L+ r0)
]
, (5.16)
Fr[4] =
1
480r103 (r0 − 2M) (L2 + r20)11/2
[
− 2 (L2 + r20)2 (r0 − 2M)(19200L16M2
+ 52096L14M2r20 + 24640L
14Mr30 − 35744L12M2r40 + 126560L12Mr50
− 294960L10M2r60 + 266320L10Mr70 − 452392L8M2r80 + 292420L8Mr90
− 323040L6M2r100 + 175360L6Mr110 − 112088L4M2r120 + 55100L4Mr130
− 675L4r140 − 11520L2M2r140 + 3920L2Mr150 + 270L2r160 − 240Mr170
+ 45r180
)
+ E2r30
(
L2 + r20
) (
38400L16M2 − 30464L14M2r20 + 115840L14Mr30
− 820032L12M2r40 + 622784L12Mr50 − 2307616L10M2r60
+ 1379728L10Mr70 − 2983600L8M2r80 + 1607760L8Mr90
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− 2040472L6M2r100 + 1031608L6Mr110 + 1350L6r120 − 736872L4M2r120
+ 369188L4Mr130 − 5895L4r140 − 97392L2M2r140 + 45676L2Mr150
− 540L2r160 + 960M2r160 − 1680Mr170 + 405r180
)
− E4r80
(
55040L14M + 310912L12Mr20 + 726176L
10Mr40 + 896032L
8Mr60
+ 609740L6Mr80 + 3240L
6r90 + 233848L
4Mr100 − 5580L4r110
+ 39366L2Mr120 − 3555L2r130 − 1020Mr140 + 540r150
)
+ 225E6r190
(
8L4 − 12L2r20 + r40
) ]
. (5.17)
Kerr m-modes
As the expressions for generic orbits of the Kerr spacetime are too large to be of use
in printed form we give here only the results for the case of a circular geodesic orbit
(in which case only the parameter for the r component of the self-force is non-zero)
and direct the reader online (109) for more generic expressions in electronic form.
For circular orbits, the scalar m-mode regularization parameters are:
Fr[2] =
M
24r40[aM + r0
√
Mr0][2a
√
Mr0 + r0(r0 − 3M)]3/2[a2 + r0(r0 − 2M)]3/2
×
[
24a7M2 − 24a6M
√
Mr0(M − 2r0)− 4a5Mr0(23M2 +Mr0 − 6r20)
+ 2a4Mr0
√
Mr0(45M
2 − 112Mr0 + 31r20) + 2a3Mr20(45M3 + 45M2r0
− 73Mr20 + 19r30)− 3a2r20
√
Mr0(29M
4 − 88M3r0 + 38M2r20 − 4Mr30
+ r40)− 6aMr40(29M3 − 43M2r0 + 21Mr20 − 3r30)− 3r50
√
Mr0(29M
3
− 25M2r0 + 3Mr20 + r30)
]
, (5.18)
Fr[4] =
M2
1440r90[aM + r0
√
Mr0][2a
√
Mr0 + r0(r0 − 3M)]7/2[a2 + r0(r0 − 2M)]3/2
×
[
− 23040a14M2
√
Mr0 + 11520a
13M2r0(M − 8r0)
+ 384a12Mr0
√
Mr0(461M
2 − 81Mr0 − 360r20)− 192a11Mr20(307M3
− 3780M2r0 + 1233Mr20 + 480r30)− 64a10r20
√
Mr0(8549M
4
− 3593M3r0 − 16212M2r20 + 6336Mr30 + 360r40) + 32a9Mr30(2835M4
− 69401M3r0 + 46565M2r20 + 13779Mr30 − 8748r40)
+ 192a8r30
√
Mr0(4470M
5 − 3621M4r0 − 15645M3r20 + 12662M2r30
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− 1529Mr40 − 342r50) + 16a7r40(−1479M6 + 210966M5r0 − 224760M4r20
− 49213M3r30 + 93619M2r40 − 19953Mr50 + 180r60)
− 16a6r40
√
Mr0(43101M
6 − 61443M5r0 − 271980M4r20 + 343776M3r30
− 100489M2r40 − 7763Mr50 + 4158r60) + 12a5r50(−2367M7 − 221220M6r0
+ 337457M5r20 + 71894M
4r30 − 262111M3r40 + 111498M2r50
− 14459Mr60 + 588r70) + 3a4r50
√
Mr0(76125M
7 − 176307M6r0
− 1157559M5r20 + 1949709M4r30 − 855873M3r40 − 26505M2r50
+ 76235Mr60 − 8065r70) + 12a3r70(76125M7 − 152637M6r0 − 93174M5r20
+ 281414M4r30 − 166063M3r40 + 36555M2r50 − 3480Mr60 + 460r70)
+ 18a2r80
√
Mr0(76125M
6 − 145182M5r0 + 70771M4r20 + 16696M3r30
− 19905M2r40 + 3190Mr50 + 225r60) + 36ar100 (25375M6 − 47369M5r0
+ 31856M4r20 − 8692M3r30 + 705M2r40 − 75Mr50 + 40r60)
+ 9r110
√
Mr0(25375M
5 − 47015M4r0 + 29014M3r20 − 4814M2r30
− 1365Mr40 + 405r50)
]
. (5.19)
The gravitational, m-mode parameters for H are
H[2] =
M3/2
[
2a
√
Mr0 + r0(r0 − 3M)
]−1/2
12r
7/2
0
(
aM +
√
Mr30
)
[a2 + r0(r0 − 2M)]1/2
[
44a4M + 88a3
√
Mr30
− 3a2r0(M − r0)(29M + 15r0) + 6a
√
Mr50(14r0 − 29M)− 87Mr40
+ 45r50
]
, (5.20)
and
H[4] =
M3/2
720r
15/2
0 (aM
1/2 + r
3/2
0 )(2a(Mr0)
1/2 + r0(r0 − 3M))7/2(a2 + r0(r0 − 2M))1/2
×
[
13824a12M5/2 + 6912a11M2
√
r0(3M + 8r0)− 64a10M3/2r0(2249M2
− 2484Mr0 − 1296r20)− 64a9Mr3/20 (1920M3 + 8383M2r0 − 6777Mr20
− 864r30) + 48a8M1/2r20(11005M4 − 21094M3r0 − 12019M2r20
+ 11664Mr30 + 288r
4
0) + 64a
7Mr
5/2
0 (3879M
4 + 30408M3r0
− 44007M2r20 + 2981Mr30 + 5562r40) + 4a6M1/2r30(−208989M5
+ 544428M4r0 + 483978M
3r20 − 880476M2r30 + 209395Mr40 + 24192r50)
− 12a5r7/20 (14247M6 + 263427M5r0 − 515490M4r20 + 95446M3r30
+ 154187M2r40 − 52041Mr50 − 432r60) + 3a4M1/2r40(163125M6
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− 528642M5r0 − 1218021M4r20 + 2583348M3r30 − 1176005M2r40
+ 7790Mr50 + 57445r
6
0) + 12a
3r
11/2
0 (163125M
6 − 386172M5r0
+ 19074M4r20 + 335148M
3r30 − 201235M2r40 + 31920Mr50 + 860r60)
+ 18a2M1/2r70(163125M
5 − 337377M4r0 + 197294M3r20 − 2450M2r30
− 28315Mr40 + 6075r50) + 36ar17/20 (54375M5 − 103674M4r0
+ 71932M3r20 − 20850M2r30 + 1725Mr40 + 140r50) + 9
√
Mr100 (54375M
4
− 97620M3r0 + 66074M2r20 − 20020Mr30 + 2295r40)
]
. (5.21)
5.3.3 Example - Kerr Scalar Self-Force
As an example application of these m-mode regularization parameters, we consider
the case of a scalar charge, on a circular geodesic orbit of radius 10M , in the Kerr
space-time with a = 0.6M . The self-force, in this case, was computed in (108)
using the m-mode effective source approach, with an effective source derived from an
approximation to the singular field of the form (5.11) accurate to O(2). As expected,
this gave numerical results for the m-modes of the self-force which asymptotically
fall off as m−4. In this case, the Fmr[2] parameter is not needed as it has already been
subtracted through the effective source calculation. However, the Fmr[4] parameter
has not been subtracted and asymptotically gives the leading order behaviour (in
1/m) of the modes. Subtracting this from the numerical results, therefore, leaves
a remainder which falls off as m−6. Furthermore, a numerical fit of this remainder
can be done to numerically determine the next two parameters, in this case, giving
Fr[6] = 0.108797q
2/M2 and Fr[8] = 11.3398q
2/M2.
In Fig. 5.3, we plot the results of subtracting the Fmr[4] and numerically fitted
Fmr[6] regularization parameters, in turn, from the raw numerical data. For large
m, the numerical data (black dots) falls of as m−4, with the coefficient matching
our analytic prediction given by Fmr[4] (black line). Subtracting this leading order
behaviour, we find that the remainder falls off as m−6 (purple squares and line), as
expected.
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Figure 5.3: Regularization of the radial component of the self-force for the case of a
scalar particle on a circular geodesic of radius r0 = 10M in Kerr space-time with a =
0.6M . The numerical self-force modes asymptotically match the Fmr[4] regularization
parameter for large m. After regularization, the remainder fall off as m−6, as expected.
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Chapter 6
Further Extensions
6.1 Non-geodesic Motion
Thus far, we have only considered calculating the singular field, and the resulting
regularisation parameters, for geodesic motions. However, as not all situations that
occur in the universe will be geodesic, it is, therefore, beneficial to examine other
types of motion.
6.1.1 Cosmic Censorship Conjecture
One of the truely interesting applications of non-geodesic motion self-force calcula-
tions is using the back reaction to investigate the possibility of cosmic censorship.
It has long been known that if a sufficient large amount of mass is contained in
a small enough region, that gravitational collapse to singularity will occur. The
cosmic censorship conjecture was first proposed by Penrose, (79): The complete
gravitational collapse of a body always results in a black hole rather than a naked
singularity; i.e., all singularities of gravitational collapse are ‘hidden’ within black
holes, where they cannot be ‘seen’ by distant observers. Another way of looking at
this is that any observer who is sufficiently far away from a singularity, will never
encounter a singularity nor see any effect arising from singularities. The issue of
cosmic censorship is a major unresolved issue in the understanding of gravitational
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collapse.
We saw earlier in Sec. 2.2.1.2, how Reissner-Nordstro¨m space-time (static, spher-
ically symmetric charged space-time) can be shown to have a naked singularity - one
not hidden behind an horizon. However, this only occurred in the situation where
Q2 > M2, where Q is the charge of the black hole and M its mass. Therefore,
we can say that the cosmic censorship conjecture demands an upper limit on the
charge, that is
Q2 ≤M2. (6.1)
Similarly it can be shown that the the Kerr extension of the Reissner-Nordstro¨m
solution, the Kerr-Newman solution (axially symmetric, stationary, charged space-
time), also has a naked singularity in the event that Q2 + a2 > M2 where a is the
the angular momentum per unit mass. Again, for cosmic censorship to hold, this
implies an upper limit on the charge (and angular momentum), that is
Q2 + a2 ≤M2. (6.2)
As of yet, there is no decisive evidence for or against the validity of cosmic
censorship. To prove such a conjecture, would no doubt demand some rigour, that is
if anybody can think of a method to do so. However, to prove it incorrect, all that is
required is one example. The method of investigation to date, therefore, has involved
attempts of producing a Reissner-Nordstro¨m or Kerr-Newman black hole that is
overcharged or overspun (obviously this only pertains to the Kerr-Newman black
hole), that is one that disobeys the upper limit on its charge as described in Eqs. (6.1)
and (6.2) for Reissner-Nordstro¨m (110, 111) and Kerr-Newman respectively (112,
113, 114), where Kerr is considered a special case of the Kerr-Newman (Q = 0).
When a black hole satisfies the above (relevant) condition, with an equal sign
instead of the less than equal, the black hole is said to be extremal. Therefore, one
avenue of investigation has been to take an extremal black hole and get it to ‘absorb’
an object whose charge and/or angular momentum is sufficiently large to break the
above conditions. There would then be no final black hole state for the system to
settle down to and a naked singularity would be born. This was first attempted by
Wald (112), it was not a success as it appeared to be not possible to get an extremal
black hole to ‘swallow’ a particle with sufficient charge or angular momentum. It
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appears that the parameters that would allow us to overcharge a black hole actually
protect the particle from being drawn into an extremal black hole.
A slightly different approach to this was taken by Hubeny in 1999 (110), where a
black hole that was non-extremal, but very close to being extremal, was considered
in Reissner-Nordstro¨m space-time. As in previous research, they allowed a test
particle with sufficient charge to drop into the black hole, to push it over its upper
charge limit. In this paper, they assumed that the impact of the back-reaction was
negligible compared to the rest of the system. As long as this assumption holds,
they were successfully able to overcharge the black hole. This was followed up
by Jacobson (113) who also considered a near extremal black hole, but instead of
over charging, he attempted to overspin a Kerr black hole. Like Hubeny, he was
successful, but his investigation neglected the self-force effects.
Recent reanalysis, however, (111, 114), is now showing that neglecting the elec-
tromagnetic self-force is not justified, and that for a clear analysis, it will be required
to be included in the calculation. This is now leading researchers to investigate the
possibility that it is the self-force that ‘protects’ these particles (particles with the
ability to overcharge) from being swallowed by the black holes.
To this end, it is now becoming increasingly important, to calculate the self-force
for non-geodesic motions, particularly for charged black hole space-times. This
chapter, therefore, investigates several different scenarios with calculations of the
singular field for these different scenarios as well as the resulting regularisation
parameters.
6.1.2 Singular Field
For calculating non-geodesic motion, I have so far solely concentrated on the scalar
case, with the aim to use this as a toy model to ensure efficient coding which we
can then apply to the more complicated cases of electromagnetic and gravitational
particles.
This chapter concentrates on three different space-times with accelerated mo-
tion, that is Schwarzschild, Reissner-Nordstro¨m and the generic f(r) space-time,
as described in Sec. 2.2 - all are static, spherically symmetric space-times. Several
choices of motion are then considered - motion with arbitrary four-velocity in the
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equatorial plane, radial infall and that of a charged particle. A lot of the expressions,
proved too large for paper format, therefore, some regularisation parameters have
been omitted but are available electronically (70) instead.
To calculate the singular field, the technique remains the same as described in
Sec. 3.1.1. It differs only in the expressions introduced for the four velocity, ua¯ when
obtaining an expressions for xa
′
in Eq. (3.15). The four velocity of the particle at
x′ is then easily obtained by differentiating the resulting expression with respect to
proper τ . For generic motion in the equatorial plane, one can use
ut¯ = t˙0, u
r¯ = r˙0, u
w¯1 = φ˙0, u
w¯2 = 0, (6.3)
where I have taken motion to be in the θ0 = pi/2 plane without loss of generality
due to the spherical symmetry of the space-times. For radial infall, one can use,
ut¯ = t˙0, u
r¯ = r˙0, u
θ¯ = 0, uφ¯ = 0, (6.4)
and for a charged particle of charge per unit mass q, the standard four-velocity,
previously derived in Sec. 2.2.1.2, is
ut¯ =
Er20 − qQr0
r20 − 2mr0 +Q2
,
ur¯ =
√(
E − qQ
r0
)2
− 1
r20
(r20 − 2mr0 +Q2)
(
1 +
L2
r20
)
,
uθ¯ = 0, uφ¯ =
L
r20
. (6.5)
For f(r), we can also make use of the fact that
r˙20 = −f(r0) + f(r0)2t˙02 − f(r0)r20φ˙20. (6.6)
6.1.3 Mode Sum Decomposition
As with the singular field, the regularisation parameters follow much the same
method as that described in Sec. 4 for geodesic motions. The rotation is the same as
with the Schwarzschild metric as all the space-times that we use here are identical to
the Schwarzschild space-time in respect to (θ, φ) which is where the rotation changes
the metric or line element.
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The reader is reminded that the self force for the scalar field is given by Eq. (4.19),
that is
Fa (r, t, α, β) =
∞∑
n=1
B
(3n−2)
a
ρ2n+1
n−3, (6.7)
where B
(k)
a = ba1a2...ak(x¯)∆x
a1∆xa2 . . .∆xak . In coordinates,
ρ =
√
(ga¯b¯u
a¯∆xb)2 + ga¯b¯∆x
a∆xb, (6.8)
will take a different form according to the metric used. For the f(r) metric, this is
explicitly given by,
ρ (t, r, α, β)2 = ∆r2
[
t˙20 −
r20φ˙
2
0
f(r0)
]
+ ∆t
[
−2∆w1r20 t˙0φ˙0f(r0)− 2∆rt˙0r˙00
]
+
2∆r∆w1r
2
0 r˙00φ˙0
f(r0)
+ ∆t2f(r0)
[
t˙20f(r0)− 1
]
+ ∆w22r
2
0
+ ∆w21
(
r40φ˙
2
0 + r
2
0
)
(6.9)
with φ˙0 set to zero for radial motion, while for Reissner-Nordstro¨m space-time, it
becomes
ρ (t, r, α, β)2 =
∆r2 [E2r40 − 2EqQr30 + 2L2Mr0 + r20 (q2Q2 − L2)− L2Q2]
(−2Mr0 +Q2 + r20)2
+
∆t2 [(E2 − 1) r20 + 2r0(M − EqQ) + (q2 − 1)Q2]
r20
+ ∆t
[
∆w1
(
2LqQ
r0
− 2EL
)
+
2∆rr0r˙0(qQ− Er0)
−2Mr0 +Q2 + r20
]
+ ∆w21
(
L2 + r20
)
+
2∆r∆w1Lr
2
0 r˙0
−2Mr0 +Q2 + r20
+ ∆w22r
2
0, (6.10)
where E, L and M are the same as those previously defined for Schwarzschild and
Kerr space-times in Sec. 4.3.
In Sec. 4.3, it was also beneficial to have an expression for ρ (t, r, α, β) when
∆t = 0, particularly in the form
ρ (r, t0, α, β)
2 = ν2∆r2 + ζ2 (∆w1 − µ∆r)2 + r20∆w22 (6.11)
This allows us to write,
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ρ (r, t0, α, β)
2 =
t˙20
1 + r20φ˙
2
0
∆r2 +
(
r20 + r
4
0φ˙
2
0
)∆w21 + r˙0φ˙0
f(r0)
(
1 + r20φ˙0
)∆r
2
+ r20∆w
2
2, (6.12)
in the case of the f(r) metric and
ρ (r, t0, α, β)
2 =
∆r2r40(qQ− Er0)2
(L2 + r20) (−2Mr0 +Q2 + r20)2
+ ∆w22r
2
0
+
(
L2 + r20
)(
∆w1 +
∆rLr20 r˙0
(L2 + r20) (−2Mr0 +Q2 + r20)
)2
(6.13)
for Reissner-Nordstro¨m space-time. From this, it is possible to read off the following
expressions for the f(r) and Reissner-Nordstro¨m metrics,
ζ2f(r) = r
2
0 + r
4
0φ˙
2
0, ζ
2
RN = L
2 + r20,
ν2f(r) =
t˙20
1 + r20φ˙
2
0
, ν2RN =
r40(qQ− Er0)2
(L2 + r20) (−2Mr0 +Q2 + r20)2
,
µf(r) = − r˙0φ˙0
f(r0)
(
1 + r20φ˙0
) , µRN = − Lr20 r˙0
(L2 + r20) (−2Mr0 +Q2 + r20)
. (6.14)
We also recall from Sec. 4.3, our definitions for k and χ,
k =
ζ2 − r20
ζ2
, χ(β) ≡ 1− k sin2 β, (6.15)
We now have everything necessary to calculate the mode sum decomposition. The
first term can be calculated from Eq. (4.38) while the higher terms are required to
follow the full method previously outlined in Sec. 4.3.
6.1.4 f(r) Regularisation Parameters
For generic motion, described above we calculate the following parameters,
Ft[-1] =
sgn ∆rr˙0
2
(
r40φ˙
2
0 + r
2
0
) , Fr[-1] = − sgn ∆rt˙0
2
(
r40φ˙
2
0 + r
2
0
) , Fθ[-1] = 0, Fφ[-1] = 0, (6.16)
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Ft[0] =
1
2pir20φ˙0
(
1 + r20φ˙
2
0
)3/2 (F Et[0]E+ FKt[0]K), (6.17)
where
F Et[0] = 2r0t˙0
[
2r40φ˙
4
0φ¨0f(r0) + 3r
2
0φ˙
2
0φ¨0f(r0) + φ¨0f(r0) + 2r
2
0 r˙0φ˙
3
0r¨b+ 4r˙0φ˙0r¨0
+ r40 r˙0φ˙
5
0f
′(r0) + 4r20 r˙0φ˙
3
0f
′(r0) + 3r˙0φ˙0f ′(r0) + 2r30 r˙0φ˙
5
0f(r0)
+ 2r0r˙0φ˙
3
0f(r0)
]
− 4r0φ˙0t˙20t¨0f(r0)2
(
r20φ˙
2
0 + 2
)
+ 2r0φ˙0t¨0f(r0)
(
r20φ˙
2
0 + 1
)
− 4r0r˙0φ˙0t˙30f(r0)
(
r20φ˙
2
0 + 2
)
f ′(r0),
FKt[0] = t˙0
[
− 2r30φ˙20φ¨0f(r0)− 2r0φ¨0f(r0)− 2r0r˙0φ˙0r¨0 − r30 r˙0φ˙30f ′(r0)− r0r˙0φ˙0f ′(r0)
− 2r20 r˙0φ˙30f(r0)− 2r˙0φ˙0f(r0)
]
+ 2r0φ˙0t˙
2
0t¨0f(r0)
2 + 2r0r˙0φ˙0t˙
3
0f(r0)f
′(r0),
Fr[0] =
1
2pif(r0)r20φ˙0
(
1 + r20φ˙
2
0
)3/2 (F Er[0]E+ FKr[0]K), (6.18)
where
F Er[0] = −
(
r20φ˙
2
0 + 1
) [
4r30 r˙0φ˙
2
0φ¨0 − 4r30φ˙30r¨0 + 2r0r˙0φ¨0 − 6r0φ˙0r¨b− 2r50φ˙50f ′(r0)
− 5r30φ˙30f ′(r0)− 3r0φ˙0f ′(r0)− 4r40φ˙50f(r0)− 6r20φ˙30f(r0)− 2φ˙0f(r0)
]
− 2r0φ˙0t˙20f(r0)
[
2r20φ˙
2
0r¨0 + 4r¨b+ 3r
4
0φ˙
4
0f
′(r0) + 9r20φ˙
2
0f
′(r0) + 6f ′(r0)
+ 2r30φ˙
4
0f(r0) + 2r0φ˙
2
0f(r0)
]
+ 4r0r˙0φ˙0t˙0t¨0f(r0)
(
r20φ˙
2
0 + 2
)
+ 4r0φ˙0t˙
4
0f(r0)
2
(
r20φ˙
2
0 + 2
)
f ′(r0),
FKr[0] =
(
r20φ˙
2
0 + 1
) [
2r0r˙0φ¨0 − 2r0φ˙0r¨b− r30φ˙30f ′(r0)− r0φ˙0f ′(r0)− 2r20φ˙30f(r0)
− 6φ˙0f(r0)
]
+ φ˙0t˙
2
0f(r0)
[
2r0r¨b+ 3r
3
0φ˙
2
0f
′(r0) + 3r0f ′(r0) + 2r20φ˙
2
0f(r0) + 2f(r0)
]
− 2r0r˙0φ˙0t˙0t¨0f(r0)− 2r0φ˙0t˙40f(r0)2f ′(r0),
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Fθ[0] = 0, (6.19)
Fφ[0] =
1
2pif(r0)r20φ˙
2
0
(
1 + r20φ˙
2
0
)1/2 (F Eφ[0]E+ FKφ[0]K), (6.20)
where
F Eφ[0] = −4r50φ˙40φ¨0f(r0)− 2r30φ˙20φ¨0f(r0) + 2r0t˙0φ˙0t¨0f(r0)2
(
2r20φ˙
2
0 + 1
)
+ 2r0φ¨0f(r0)
− 4r30 r˙0φ˙30r¨0 − 2r0r˙0φ˙0r¨0 − 2r50 r˙0φ˙50f ′(r0)− 3r30 r˙0φ˙30f ′(r0)
+ 2r0r˙0t˙
2
0φ˙0f(r0)
(
2r20φ˙
2
0 + 1
)
f ′(r0)− r0r˙0φ˙0f ′(r0)− 4r40 r˙0φ˙50f(r0)
− 2r20 r˙0φ˙30f(r0) + 2r˙0φ˙0f(r0),
FKφ[0] = 2r
3
0φ˙
2
0φ¨0f(r0)− 2r0t˙0φ˙0t¨0f(r0)2 − 2r0φ¨0f(r0) + 2r0r˙0φ˙0r¨0 + r30 r˙0φ˙30f ′(r0)
− 2r0r˙0t˙20φ˙0f(r0)f ′(r0) + r0r˙0φ˙0f ′(r0) + 2r20 r˙0φ˙30f(r0)− 2r˙0φ˙0f(r0).
Due to the increasing complexity of the resulting regularisation parameters, for
orders higher than Fa[0], we needed to simplify the system. We proceeded in two
ways, completely generic motion in Schwarzschild space-time and radial infall with
our f(r) metric. The Schwarzschild space-time regularisation parameters proved to
be quite unwieldy, therefore, all powers up to Fa[2] have been made electronically
available (70). For radial infall we set φ˙0 = 0, and we also allow our coupling constant
ξ = ξ1/6 + 1/6 so that ξ1/6 = −1/6 represents minimal coupling and ξ1/6 = 0 depicts
conformal coupling. These simplify our expressions immensely to give the following
parameters,
Ft[2] =
1
24r0
(
3
{
39t¨0f
′(r0)2 + 28
(
6t¨0r¨0 − r˙0...t 0
)
f ′(r0) + 20
[
t¨0
(
9r¨20 − 2r˙0
...
r 0
)
− 2r˙0...t 0r¨0
]}
r20 + 2t¨0
(
45r20 t¨
2
0 + 24ξ1/6 − 8
)
f(r0)
2 + 2f(r0)
{
[(12ξ1/6
+ 41)t¨0f
′′(r0)− 6....t 0]r20 + 2
[− 6r˙0...t 0 + 36t¨0r¨0 + (24ξ1/6
+ 31)t¨0f
′(r0)
]
r0 −
(
24ξ1/6 + 1
)
t¨0
})
+
1
24r20f(r0)
t˙0
(
9r˙0
[
140r¨30 + 140f
′(r0)r¨20 + 39f
′(r0)2r¨0 + 2f ′(r0)3
]
r30
+ f(r0)
(
2
{
360r¨0
...
r 0 − 30r˙0....r 0 + 3r˙0(12ξ1/6 + 41)r¨0f ′′(r0)
+ 2f ′(r0)
[
84
...
r 0 + r˙0
(
15ξ1/6 + 31
)
f ′′(r0)
] }
r20 + 4r˙0
[
90r¨20 + 3(24ξ1/6
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+ 31)f ′(r0)r¨0 + 4(15ξ1/6 + 7)f ′(r0)2
]
r0 − r˙0(24ξ1/6 + 1)
[
6r¨0
+ 5f ′(r0)
])
r0 + 2
[
180t¨0
...
t 0r
3
0 + 135r˙0t¨
2
0r
2
0 + 8r˙0(1− 3ξ1/6)
]
f(r0)
3
+ f(r0)
2
{
r˙0
[
1890r¨0t¨
2
0 + 1485f
′(r0)t¨20 + 8(3ξ1/6 + 5)f
(3)(r0)
]
r30
+ 8
[
12
...
r 0 + 5r˙0(3ξ1/6 + 2)f
′′(r0)
]
r20
+ 8r˙0(3ξ1/6 − 1) [6r¨0 + 7f ′(r0)] r0 + 2r˙0(24ξ1/6 + 1)
})
− 1
16r0
f(r0)t˙
2
0
(
5
{
357t¨0f
′(r0)2 + 4
(
255t¨0r¨0 − 26r˙0...t 0
)
f ′(r0) + 28
[
t¨0
(
27r¨20
− 4r˙0...r 0
)− 4r˙0...t 0r¨0]}r20 + 4t¨0 (210r20 t¨20 + 24ξ1/6 − 17) f(r0)2
+ 4f(r0)
{ [
(12ξ1/6 + 143)t¨0f
′′(r0)− 10....t 0
]
r20 +
[− 20r˙0...t 0 + 210t¨0r¨0
+ (48ξ1/6 + 215)t¨0f
′(r0)
]
r0 − (24ξ1/6 + 1)t¨0
})
− 1
32r20
t˙30
[
r˙0
[
2520r¨30 + 7980f
′(r0)r¨20 + 5170f
′(r0)2r¨0 + 937f ′(r0)3
]
r30
+ 2f(r0)
(
8
{
5r¨0 [14
...
r 0 + 17r˙0f
′′(r0)] + f ′(r0)
[
95
...
r 0 + 2r˙0(3ξ1/6
+ 40)f ′′(r0)
]}
r20 + 3r˙0
[
140r¨20 + 340f
′(r0)r¨0 + (64ξ1/6
+ 171)f ′(r0)2
]
r0 − 4r˙0(24ξ1/6 + 1)f ′(r0)
)
r0 + 4f(r0)
2
{
r˙0
[
1890r¨0t¨
2
0
+ 2205f ′(r0)t¨20 + 34f
(3)(r0)
]
r20 + [40
...
r 0 + 68r˙0f
′′(r0)] r0 + r˙0
[
(48ξ1/6
− 49)f ′(r0)− 30r¨0
]}
r0 + 8
(
140t¨0
...
t 0r
3
0 + 105r˙0t¨
2
0r
2
0 + 3r˙0
)
f(r0)
3
]
+
5
16r0
f(r0)
2t˙40
{ [
756t¨0r¨
2
0 + 1377t¨0f
′(r0)2 + 28
(
87t¨0r¨0 − 4r˙0...t 0
)
f ′(r0)
]
r20
+ 12t¨0f(r0) [14r¨0 + 27f
′(r0) + 18r0f ′′(r0)] r0 + 12t¨0
(
21r20 t¨
2
0 − 1
)
f(r0)
2
}
+
5
16r0
f(r0)t˙
5
0
[
7r˙0f
′(r0)
[
108r¨20 + 172f
′(r0)r¨0 + 59f ′(r0)2
]
r20
+ 4f(r0)
(
r˙0f
′(r0) [42r¨0 + 43f ′(r0)] + 28r0
{
r˙0r¨0f
′′(r0) + f ′(r0)
[...
r 0
+ 2r˙0f
′′(r0)
]})
r0 + 4r˙0f(r0)
2
{
3
(
63r20 t¨
2
0 − 1
)
f ′(r0)
+ 2r0
[
2f ′′(r0) + r0f (3)(r0)
] }]
− 35
2
t¨0f(r0)
3t˙60 {r0f ′(r0) [27r¨0 + 32f ′(r0)] + f(r0) [3f ′(r0) + 2r0f ′′(r0)]}
− 35
8
r˙0f(r0)
2f ′(r0)t˙70 {r0f ′(r0) [54r¨0 + 41f ′(r0)] + f(r0) [6f ′(r0) + 8r0f ′′(r0)]}
+
945
4
r0t¨0f(r0)
4f ′(r0)2t˙80 +
315
4
r0r˙0f(r0)
3f ′(r0)3t˙90, (6.21)
Fr[2] =
1
12r20f(r0)
2
(
6
[
60r¨30 + 3f
′(r0)2r¨0 − 40r˙0...r 0r¨0 + 12
(
3r¨20 − r˙0
...
r 0
)
f ′(r0)
]
r30
+ f(r0)
( {[
2(12ξ1/6 + 23)r¨0 + (12ξ1/6 + 5)f
′(r0)
]
f ′′(r0)− 24....r 0
}
r20
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+ 8
[
18r¨20 + (12ξ1/6 + 11)f
′(r0)r¨0 + (6ξ1/6 + 1)f ′(r0)2 − 6r˙0...r 0
]
r0
− (24ξ1/6 + 1) [2r¨0 + f ′(r0)]
)
r0 +
(
54r20 t¨
2
0 − 48ξ1/6 + 4
)
f(r0)
3
+ f(r0)
2
{ [
189f ′(r0)t¨20 + 30(9t¨0r¨0 − 2r˙0
...
t 0)t¨0 + 2(12ξ1/6 + 5)f
(3)(r0)
]
r30
+ 2(60ξ1/6 + 13)f
′′(r0)r20 + 2(12ξ1/6 − 1) [2r¨0 + 3f ′(r0)] r0
+ 48ξ1/6 + 2
})
+
1
8r0f(r0)
t˙0
(
3r˙0t¨0
[
420r¨20 + 420f
′(r0)r¨0 + 109f ′(r0)2
]
r20 + 2
[
105r20 r˙0t¨
3
0
+ 8r˙0(3ξ1/6 − 1)t¨0 + 24r0
...
t 0
]
f(r0)
2 + 2f(r0)
{[
10
(− r˙0....t 0 + 12...t 0r¨0
+ 12t¨0
...
r 0
)
+ 84
...
t 0f
′(r0) + r˙0(12ξ1/6 + 83)t¨0f ′′(r0)
]
r20
+ 2r˙0t¨0
[
90r¨0 + (24ξ1/6 + 73)f
′(r0)
]
r0 − r˙0(24ξ1/6 + 1)t¨0
})
− 1
48r20f(r0)
t˙20
[
3
[
129f ′(r0)3 + 1272r¨0f ′(r0)2 + 60
(
51r¨20 − 10r˙0
...
r 0
)
f ′(r0)
+ 560
(
3r¨30 − r˙0r¨0
...
r 0
) ]
r30 + 6f(r0)
({
2
[
(12ξ1/6 + 143)r¨0 + 3(6ξ1/6
+ 31)f ′(r0)
]
f ′′(r0)− 20....r 0
}
r20 +
[
300r¨20 + 16(6ξ1/6 + 31)f
′(r0)r¨0
+ 3(48ξ1/6 + 59)f
′(r0)2 − 40r˙0...r 0
]
r0 − (24ξ1/6 + 1) [2r¨0 + 3f ′(r0)]
)
r0
− 4 (−405r20 t¨20 + 24ξ1/6 − 14) f(r0)3 + 2f(r0)2({4995f ′(r0)t¨20 + 210[27t¨0r¨0
− 4r˙0...t 0
]
t¨0 + 8(3ξ1/6 + 14)f
(3)(r0)
}
r30 + 20(6ξ1/6 + 13)f
′′(r0)r20
+ 2
[
6(12ξ1/6 − 7)r¨0 + (132ξ1/6 − 53)f ′(r0)
]
r0 + 48ξ1/6 + 2
)]
− 5
16r0
t˙30
(
r˙0t¨0
[
756r¨20 + 1932f
′(r0)r¨0 + 901f ′(r0)2
]
r20 + 4f(r0)
{
3r˙0t¨0
[
14r¨0
+ 25f ′(r0)
]
+ r0
[
28
...
t 0r¨0 + 28t¨0
...
r 0 + 46
...
t 0f
′(r0) + 46r˙0t¨0f ′′(r0)
] }
r0
+ 4
(
63r20 r˙0t¨
3
0 − 3r˙0t¨0 + 4r0
...
t 0
)
f(r0)
2
)
+
1
32r20
t˙40
(
5
[
504r¨30 + 2394f
′(r0)2r¨0 + 561f ′(r0)3 + 28
(
93r¨20
− 8r˙0...r 0
)
f ′(r0)
]
r30 + 2f(r0)
{
8
[
135r¨0 + 2(3ξ1/6 + 83)f
′(r0)
]
f ′′(r0)r20
+
[
420r¨20 + 1740f
′(r0)r¨0 + (192ξ1/6 + 1145)f ′(r0)2
]
r0 − 4(24ξ1/6
+ 1)f ′(r0)
}
r0 + 4f(r0)
2
{
5
[
378r¨0t¨
2
0 + 693f
′(r0)t¨20 + 10f
(3)(r0)
]
r20
+ 108f ′′(r0)r0 − 30r¨0 + (48ξ1/6 − 61)f ′(r0)
}
r0 + 24
(
35r20 t¨
2
0 + 1
)
f(r0)
3
)
+
35
4
f(r0)t˙
5
0
(
r0r˙0t¨0f
′(r0) [54r¨0 + 55f ′(r0)] + f(r0)
{
6r˙0t¨0f
′(r0)
+ 4r0
[...
t 0f
′(r0) + r˙0t¨0f ′′(r0)
] })
− 5
16r0
f(r0)t˙
6
0
(
f ′(r0)
[
756r¨20 + 1708f
′(r0)r¨0 + 745f ′(r0)2
]
r20
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+ 4f(r0)
{
61f ′(r0)2 + [42r¨0 + 76r0f ′′(r0)] f ′(r0) + 28r0r¨0f ′′(r0)
}
r0
+ 4f(r0)
2
{
3
(
63r20 t¨
2
0 − 1
)
f ′(r0) + 2r0
[
2f ′′(r0) + r0f (3)(r0)
]} )
− 945
4
r0r˙0t¨0f(r0)
2f ′(r0)2t˙70
+
35
8
f(r0)
2f ′(r0)t˙80 {r0f ′(r0) [54r¨0 + 53f ′(r0)] + f(r0) [6f ′(r0) + 8r0f ′′(r0)]}
− 315
4
r0f(r0)
3f ′(r0)3t˙100 , (6.22)
Fθ[2] = 0, Fφ[2] = 0. (6.23)
We have also obtained Fa[4], however, once again, these are not suitable for
printed format, and so, have been made available online (70). Unfortunately, we
have not been able to obtain numerical data to test the regularising capabilities
of these regularisation parameters. However, Roland Haas, has also calculated the
generic Schwarzschild parameters, so we were able to confirm our results matched
his up to Fa[0] (115). We also verified that our parameters agreed with the results
of Casals and collaborators (116), when given the required f(r) and four-velocity.
6.1.5 Reissner-Nordstro¨m Regularisation Parameters
For motion of a charged particle of charge per unit mass q, as described above we
calculate the following parameters,
Ft[-1] = − r˙0 sgn ∆r
2 (L2 + r20)
, Fr[-1] =
r0 sgn ∆r(Er0 − qQ)
2 (L2 + r20) (Q
2 + r20 − 2Mr0)
, Fθ[-1] = Fφ[-1] = 0,
(6.24)
Ft[0] =
r˙0
pir20 (L
2 + r20)
3/2
{[
qQ
(
L2 + 3r20
)− 2Er30]E+ (Er30 − qQr20)K} , (6.25)
Fr[0] =
1
pir0 (L2 + r20)
3/2
(−2Mr0 +Q2 + r20)
(F Er[0]E+ F
K
r[0]K), (6.26)
where
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F Er[0] = 2E
2r40 − EqQr0
(
L2 + 5r20
)
+ 2L2Mr0 − r20
[
L2 +
(
1− 3q2)Q2]
+ L2
(
q2 − 1)Q2 + 2Mr30 − r40,
FKr[0] = −E2r40 + 2EqQr30 + 2L2Mr0 − r20
[
L2 +
(
q2 + 1
)
Q2
]− L2Q2 + 2Mr30 − r40,
Fθ[0] = 0, (6.27)
Fφ[0] =
−r0r˙0
piL
√
L2 + r20
(E−K) , (6.28)
Ft[2] =
r˙0
6pir80 (L
2 + r20)
7/2
(F Et[2]E+ F
K
t[2]K), (6.29)
where
F Et[2] = 24E
3r110 (L− r0)(L+ r0) + E2qQr60
(
16L6 + 59L4r20 + 38L
2r40 + 139r
6
0
)
+ Er0
(− 288L10q2Q2 + 192L10Q2 − 108L8Mr30 − 1224L8q2Q2r20
+ 912L8Q2r20 − 420L6Mr50 − 2065L6q2Q2r40 + 1728L6Q2r40 − 606L4Mr70
− 1761L4q2Q2r60 + 1635L4Q2r60 − 3L4r80 − 432L2Mr90 − 791L2q2Q2r80
+ 798L2Q2r80 + 18L
2r100 − 138Mr110 − 303q2Q2r100 + 171Q2r100 + 21r120
)
+ qQ
(− 480L10Mr0 + 336L10q2Q2 + 240L10r20 − 1856L8Mr30
+ 1440L8q2Q2r20 − 160L8Q2r20 + 1002L8r40 − 2642L6Mr50 + 2433L6q2Q2r40
− 639L6Q2r40 + 1610L6r60 − 1576L4Mr70 + 2038L4q2Q2r60 − 970L4Q2r60
+ 1211L4r80 − 202L2Mr90 + 873L2q2Q2r80 − 687L2Q2r80 + 376L2r100
+ 108Mr110 + 212q
2Q2r100 − 196Q2r100 + 13r120
)
,
FKt[2] = 3E
3r110
(
5r20 − 3L2
)− E2qQr80 (8L4 + 9L2r20 + 73r40)
− Er30
(− 144L8q2Q2 + 96L8Q2 − 54L6Mr30 − 486L6q2Q2r20 + 372L6Q2r20
− 162L4Mr50 − 614L4q2Q2r40 + 543L4Q2r40 − 186L2Mr70 − 359L2q2Q2r60
+ 366L2Q2r60 + 12L
2r80 − 78Mr90 − 159q2Q2r80 + 99Q2r80 + 12r100
)
− qQr20
(− 240L8Mr0 + 168L8q2Q2 + 120L8r20 − 718L6Mr30 + 573L6q2Q2r20
− 80L6Q2r20 + 396L6r40 − 704L4Mr50 + 723L4q2Q2r40 − 248L4Q2r40
+ 463L4r60 − 190L2Mr70 + 410L2q2Q2r60 − 268L2Q2r60 + 206L2r80
+ 36Mr90 + 116q
2Q2r80 − 100Q2r80 + 19r100
)
,
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Fr[2] =
1
6pir90 (L
2 + r20)
7/2
(−2Mr0 +Q2 + r20)
(F Er[2]E+ F
K
r[2]K), (6.30)
where
F Er[2] = −24E4(L− r0)(L+ r0)r140 − E3qQ
(
16L6 + 59r20L
4 + 14r40L
2 + 163r60
)
r90
− E2(36r120 − 168Mr110 + 24L2r100 − 442q2Q2r100 + 186Q2r100 − 444L2Mr90
− 12L4r80 + 804L2Q2r80 − 829L2q2Q2r80 − 588L4Mr70 + 1626L4Q2r60
− 1820L4q2Q2r60 − 420L6Mr50 + 1728L6Q2r40 − 2081L6q2Q2r40
−108L8Mr30 + 912L8Q2r20 − 1224L8q2Q2r20 + 192L10Q2 − 288L10q2Q2
)
r40
− EqQ(− 120r120 + 470Mr110 − 120L2r100 + 515q2Q2r100 − 479Q2r100
+ 1186L2Mr90 + 114L
4r80 − 1963L2Q2r80 + 1664L2q2Q2r80 + 1230L4Mr70
+ 252L6r60 − 3705L4Q2r60 + 3799L4q2Q2r60 + 494L6Mr50 + 186L8r40
− 3725L6Q2r40 + 4498L6q2Q2r40 − 116L8Mr30 + 48L10r20 − 1888L8Q2r20
+ 2664L8q2Q2r20 − 96L10Mr0 − 384L10Q2 + 624L10q2Q2
)
r30
+
(
9r160 − 114Mr150 + 21L2r140 + 192M2r140 − 163q2Q2r140 + 161Q2r140
+ 460Mq2Q2r130 − 400MQ2r130 − 480L2Mr130 + 15L4r120 + 212q4Q4r120
− 372q2Q4r120 + 152Q4r120 + 876L2M2r120 + 915L2Q2r120 − 736L2q2Q2r120
+ 2022L2Mq2Q2r110 − 2226L2MQ2r110 − 864L4Mr110 + 3L6r100
+ 873L2q4Q4r100 + 894L
2Q4r100 − 1799L2q2Q4r100 + 1668L4M2r100
+ 2287L4Q2r100 − 1960L4q2Q2r100 + 4766L4Mq2Q2r90 − 5378L4MQ2r90
− 828L6Mr90 + 2272L4Q4r80 + 2038L4q4Q4r80 − 4141L4q2Q4r80
+ 1644L6M2r80 + 3161L
6Q2r80 − 3172L6q2Q2r80 + 6922L6Mq2Q2r70
− 7138L6MQ2r70 − 414L8Mr70 + 3158L6Q4r60 + 2433L6q4Q4r60
− 5421L6q2Q4r60 + 828L8M2r60 + 2508L8Q2r60 − 2929L8q2Q2r60
+ 6006L8Mq2Q2r50 − 5430L8MQ2r50 − 84L10Mr50 + 2508L8Q4r40
+ 1440L8q4Q4r40 − 4091L8q2Q4r40 + 168L10M2r40 + 1072L10Q2r40
− 1432L10q2Q2r40 + 2864L10Mq2Q2r30 − 2228L10MQ2r30 + 1072L10Q4r20
+ 336L10q4Q4r20 − 1672L10q2Q4r20 + 192L12Q2r20 − 288L12q2Q2r20
+ 576L12Mq2Q2r0 − 384L12MQ2r0 + 192L12Q4 − 288L12q2Q4
)
,
FKr[2] = −3E4
(
5r20 − 3L2
)
r140 + 8E
3qQ
(
L4 + 11r40
)
r110
+ E2
(
21r100 − 96Mr90 + 18L2r80 − 232q2Q2r80 + 108Q2r80 − 198L2Mr70
− 3L4r60 + 372L2Q2r60 − 368L2q2Q2r60 − 156L4Mr50 + 540L4Q2r40
− 622L4q2Q2r40 − 54L6Mr30 + 372L6Q2r20 − 486L6q2Q2r20 + 96L8Q2
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− 144L8q2Q2)r60
+ EqQ
(− 57r100 + 242Mr90 − 42L2r80 + 275q2Q2r80 − 263Q2r80 + 468L2Mr70
+ 63L4r60 − 870L2Q2r60 + 769L2q2Q2r60 + 258L4Mr50 + 72L6r40
− 1191L4Q2r40 + 1337L4q2Q2r40 − 16L6Mr30 + 24L8r20 − 776L6Q2r20
+ 1059L6q2Q2r20 − 48L8Mr0 − 192L8Q2 + 312L8q2Q2
)
r50
− (3r140 − 54Mr130 + 6L2r120 + 96M2r120 − 85q2Q2r120 + 83Q2r120
+ 244Mq2Q2r110 − 208MQ2r110 − 192L2Mr110 + 3L4r100 + 116q4Q4r100
− 204q2Q4r100 + 80Q4r100 + 360L2M2r100 + 407L2Q2r100 − 353L2q2Q2r100
+ 928L2Mq2Q2r90 − 982L2MQ2r90 − 264L4Mr90 + 410L2q4Q4r80
+ 401L2Q4r80 − 827L2q2Q4r80 + 516L4M2r80 + 825L4Q2r80 − 777L4q2Q2r80
+ 1776L4Mq2Q2r70 − 1902L4MQ2r70 − 168L6Mr70 + 822L4Q4r60
+ 723L4q4Q4r60 − 1488L4q2Q4r60 + 336L6M2r60 + 857L6Q2r60
− 955L6q2Q2r60 + 1984L6Mq2Q2r50 − 1882L6MQ2r50 − 42L8Mr50
+ 857L6Q4r40 + 573L
6q4Q4r40 − 1431L6q2Q4r40 + 84L8M2r40 + 452L8Q2r40
− 590L8q2Q2r40 + 1180L8Mq2Q2r30 − 946L8MQ2r30 + 452L8Q4r20
+ 168L8q4Q4r20 − 710L8q2Q4r20 + 96L10Q2r20 − 144L10q2Q2r20
+ 288L10Mq2Q2r0 − 192L10MQ2r0 + 96L10Q4 − 144L10q2Q4
)
r20,
Fθ[2] = 0, (6.31)
Fφ[2] =
r˙0
6piLr70 (L
2 + r20)
5/2
(F Eφ[2]E+ F
K
φ[2]K), (6.32)
where
F Eφ[2] = −3E2r100
(
r20 − 7L2
)− 6EL2qQr30 (32L6 + 96L4r20 + 99L2r40 + 43r60)
+
(
288L10q2Q2 − 192L10Q2 + 84L8Mr30 + 1288L8q2Q2r20 − 784L8Q2r20
+ 258L6Mr50 + 2147L
6q2Q2r40 − 1220L6Q2r40 + 276L4Mr70
+ 1611L4q2Q2r60 − 876L4Q2r60 − 3L4r80 + 102L2Mr90 + 502L2q2Q2r80
− 262L2Q2r80 + 14q2Q2r100 − 14Q2r100 + 3r120
)
,
FKφ[2] = 3E
2r100
(
r20 − 3L2
)
+ 12EL2qQr50
(
8L4 + 17L2r20 + 11r
4
0
)
− r20
(
144L8q2Q2 − 96L8Q2 + 42L6Mr30 + 518L6q2Q2r20 − 308L6Q2r20
+ 90L4Mr50 + 627L
4q2Q2r40 − 345L4Q2r40 + 48L2Mr70 + 279L2q2Q2r60
− 147L2Q2r60 + 3L2r80 + 14q2Q2r80 − 14Q2r80 + 3r100
)
,
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Ft[4] =
r˙0
120pir140 (L
2 + r20)
11/2
(F Et[4]E+ F
K
t[4]K), (6.33)
where
F Et[4] = −270E5
(
23L4 − 82r20L2 + 23r40
)
r190
− 3E4qQ(409600L14 + 2428928r20L12 + 6009984r40L10 + 7960704r60L8
+ 5988165r80L
6 + 2462841r100 L
4 + 504611r120 L
2 + 2287r140
)
r80
+ 6E3
(
1935r180 − 498Mr170 − 1755L2r160 + 73233q2Q2r160 − 23793Q2r160
+ 135066L2Mr150 − 3555L4r140 − 503331L2Q2r140 + 2026086L2q2Q2r140
+ 754686L4Mr130 + 135L
6r120 − 2928267L4Q2r120 + 11024742L4q2Q2r120
+ 1875450L6Mr110 − 8467761L6Q2r100 + 29703734L6q2Q2r100
+ 2541084L8Mr90 − 14208728L8Q2r80 + 45990045L8q2Q2r80
+ 1942164L10Mr70 − 14542528L10Q2r60 + 43192984L10q2Q2r60
+ 791808L12Mr50 − 8995008L12Q2r40 + 24402464L12q2Q2r40
+ 134400L14Mr30 − 3100928L14Q2r20 + 7649280L14q2Q2r20
− 458752L16Q2 + 1024000L16q2Q2)r50
− 6E2qQ(− 2599r180 + 43620Mr170 − 264463L2r160 + 253092q2Q2r160
− 147788Q2r160 + 1316950L2Mr150 − 1500961L4r140 − 2663357L2Q2r140
+ 5343633L2q2Q2r140 + 7105430L
4Mr130 − 4045767L6r120
− 14657063L4Q2r120 + 29673969L4q2Q2r120 + 18183158L6Mr110
− 6290580L8r100 − 40769095L6Q2r100 + 82391819L6q2Q2r100
+ 26404942L8Mr90 − 5934582L10r80 − 66318465L8Q2r80
+ 132771523L8q2Q2r80 + 22886076L
10Mr70 − 3370352L12r60
− 66125024L10Q2r60 + 130657452L10q2Q2r60 + 11685056L12Mr50
− 1063040L14r40 − 39974000L12Q2r40 + 77788400L12q2Q2r40
+ 3213312L14Mr30 − 143360L16r20 − 13499776L14Q2r20
+ 25838080L14q2Q2r20 + 360448L
16Mr0 − 1959936L16Q2
+ 3686400L16q2Q2
)
r40
− 2E(2565r220 + 1638Mr210 + 4320L2r200 − 25164M2r200 + 191439q2Q2r200
− 74259Q2r200 − 646632Mq2Q2r190 + 222360MQ2r190 + 490050L2Mr190
+ 810L4r180 − 890175q4Q4r180 + 894150q2Q4r180 − 125415Q4r180
− 1171188L2M2r180 − 1749168L2Q2r180 + 4755813L2q2Q2r180
− 13980438L2Mq2Q2r170 + 4871790L2MQ2r170 + 3553668L4Mr170
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− 1080L6r160 − 16716890L2q4Q4r160 − 2411564L2Q4r160
+ 15435190L2q2Q4r160 − 7983504L4M2r160 − 12068802L4Q2r160
+ 30721971L4q2Q2r160 − 84853512L4Mq2Q2r150 + 32445084L4MQ2r150
+ 11360772L6Mr150 − 135L8r140 − 15718486L4Q4r140 − 92623570L4q4Q4r140
+ 87621761L4q2Q4r140 − 24778584L6M2r140 − 41946804L6Q2r140
+ 101241717L6q2Q2r140 − 264445050L6Mq2Q2r130 + 109297668L6MQ2r130
+ 20353518L8Mr130 − 53123352L6Q4r120 − 258359070L6q4Q4r120
+ 258395799L6q2Q4r120 − 43003836L8M2r120 − 86589699L8Q2r120
+ 201164550L8q2Q2r120 − 500092170L8Mq2Q2r110 + 218747784L8MQ2r110
+ 21895290L10Mr110 − 107756587L8Q4r100 − 418949260L8q4Q4r100
+ 458466857L8q2Q4r100 − 44208468L10M2r100 − 113210100L10Q2r100
+ 256457802L10q2Q2r100 − 611954976L10Mq2Q2r90 + 277125054L10MQ2r90
+ 14099688L12Mr90 − 139148756L10Q4r80 − 413709950L10q4Q4r80
+ 518343847L10q2Q4r80 − 26328744L12M2r80 − 95140992L12Q2r80
+ 212582412L12q2Q2r80 − 491696910L12Mq2Q2r70 + 225447636L12MQ2r70
+ 5028480L14Mr70 − 115837968L12Q4r60 − 244956825L12q4Q4r60
+ 377634564L12q2Q4r60 − 7874208L14M2r60 − 50005248L14Q2r60
+ 111319920L14q2Q2r60 − 252175704L14Mq2Q2r50 + 114559968L14MQ2r50
+ 766080L16Mr50 − 60419552L14Q4r40 − 78854720L14q4Q4r40
+ 172053376L14q2Q4r40 − 506880L16M2r40 − 15003648L16Q2r40
+ 33569280L16q2Q2r40 − 75235584L16Mq2Q2r30 + 33181824L16MQ2r30
− 18011776L16Q4r20 − 9673600L16q4Q4r20 + 44648960L16q2Q4r20
+ 184320L18M2r20 − 1966080L18Q2r20 + 4454400L18q2Q2r20
− 9968640L18Mq2Q2r0 + 4190208L18MQ2r0 − 2347008L18Q4
+ 460800L18q4Q4 + 5038080L18q2Q4
)
r0
+ qQ
(− 3873r220 + 151704Mr210 + 104220L2r200 − 318480M2r200
+ 537432q2Q2r200 − 437400Q2r200 − 1400880Mq2Q2r190 + 1158000MQ2r190
+ 2209068L2Mr190 + 2385642L
4r180 − 681540q4Q4r180 + 1222536q2Q4r180
− 540996Q4r180 − 5259780L2M2r180 − 7254060L2Q2r180
+ 11070048L2q2Q2r180 − 27285760L2Mq2Q2r170 + 19146976L2MQ2r170
+ 5896800L4Mr170 + 13693068L
6r160 − 11937935L2q4Q4r160
− 8816919L2Q4r160 + 21030902L2q2Q4r160 − 23413728L4M2r160
− 41586612L4Q2r160 + 72518934L4q2Q2r160 − 172668464L4Mq2Q2r150
+ 109539944L4MQ2r150 − 9832056L6Mr150 + 38639727L8r140
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− 52066836L4Q4r140 − 65374750L4q4Q4r140 + 124997662L4q2Q4r140
− 39974136L6M2r140 − 124129464L6Q2r140 + 246341034L6q2Q2r140
− 570585876L6Mq2Q2r130 + 325325568L6MQ2r130 − 79257528L8Mr130
+ 63371520L10r120 − 162622650L6Q4r120 − 180762075L6q4Q4r120
+ 391693206L6q2Q4r120 − 1531008L8M2r120 − 221987472L8Q2r120
+ 504774618L8q2Q2r120 − 1144260908L8Mq2Q2r110 + 576749888L8MQ2r110
− 177359988L10Mr110 + 63661152L12r100 − 307579872L8Q4r100
− 289670365L8q4Q4r100 + 746170690L8q2Q4r100 + 99954492L10M2r100
− 251169132L10Q2r100 + 661812822L10q2Q2r100 − 1476501628L10Mq2Q2r90
+ 644010784L10MQ2r90 − 209116320L12Mr90 + 38790000L14r80
− 372049431L10Q4r80 − 279974030L10q4Q4r80 + 914474396L10q2Q4r80
+ 167517648L12M2r80 − 181248228L12Q2r80 + 561925680L12q2Q2r80
− 1240022916L12Mq2Q2r70 + 455921832L12MQ2r70 − 140817312L14Mr70
+ 13211520L16r60 − 290766144L12Q4r60 − 158502105L12q4Q4r60
+ 729106752L12q2Q4r60 + 131222304L
14M2r60 − 80627184L14Q2r60
+ 300097560L14q2Q2r60 − 657913984L14Mq2Q2r50 + 197253568L14MQ2r50
− 51400704L16Mr50 + 1935360L18r40 − 142472976L14Q4r40
−45372320L14q4Q4r40 + 367169792L14q2Q4r40 + 52204032L16M2r40
− 20015232L16Q2r40 + 91898880L16q2Q2r40 − 200906240L16Mq2Q2r30
+ 46962944L16MQ2r30 − 7925760L18Mr30 − 39880320L16Q4r20
−2784640L16q4Q4r20 + 106448896L16q2Q4r20 + 8515584L18M2r20
− 2095104L18Q2r20 + 12334080L18q2Q2r20 − 26972160L18Mq2Q2r0
+ 4595712L18MQ2r0 − 4872192L18Q4 + 998400L18q4Q4
+ 13578240L18q2Q4
)
,
FKt[4] = 135E
5
(
15L4 − 82r20L2 + 31r40
)
r190
+ 3E4qQ
(
204800L12 + 1035264r20L
10 + 2108736r40L
8 + 2179536r60L
6
+ 1165317r80L
4 + 297930r100 L
2 + 5077r120
)
r100
− 6E3(1260r160 + 762Mr150 − 360L2r140 + 60393q2Q2r140 − 18033Q2r140
+ 81720L2Mr130 − 1620L4r120 − 300507L2Q2r120 + 1205172L2q2Q2r120
+ 362052L4Mr110 − 1439895L4Q2r100 + 5327535L4q2Q2r100 + 690456L6Mr90
− 3369105L6Q2r80 + 11437958L6q2Q2r80 + 679266L8Mr70 − 4418516L8Q2r60
+ 13632434L8q2Q2r60 + 337104L
10Mr50 − 3327216L10Q2r40
+ 9270672L10q2Q2r40 + 67200L
12Mr30 − 1349760L12Q2r20
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+ 3376640L12q2Q2r20 − 229376L14Q2 + 512000L14q2Q2
)
r70
+ 6E2qQ
(− 4129r160 + 38700Mr150 − 157571L2r140 + 194532q2Q2r140
− 109868Q2r140 + 785110L2Mr130 − 726375L4r120 − 1571128L2Q2r120
+ 3173052L2q2Q2r120 + 3393570L
4Mr110 − 1560969L6r100
− 7108428L4Q2r100 + 14421009L4q2Q2r100 + 6829778L6Mr90 − 1869252L8r80
− 15983728L6Q2r80 + 32215910L6q2Q2r80 + 7497018L8Mr70 − 1278336L10r60
− 20301184L8Q2r60 + 40369221L8q2Q2r60 + 4583136L10Mr50 − 468800L12r40
− 14877072L10Q2r40 + 29087640L10q2Q2r40 + 1448960L12Mr30
− 71680L14r20 − 5892416L12Q2r20 + 11306240L12q2Q2r20 + 180224L14Mr0
− 979968L14Q2 + 1843200L14q2Q2)r60
+ E
(
3105r200 + 10836Mr
19
0 + 6075L
2r180 − 50328M2r180 + 305838q2Q2r180
− 113958Q2r180 − 1005264Mq2Q2r170 + 335280MQ2r170 + 619092L2Mr170
+ 2835L4r160 − 1330350q4Q4r160 + 1313100q2Q4r160 − 182430Q4r160
− 1464012L2M2r160 − 2142162L2Q2r160 + 5759652L2q2Q2r160
− 16783704L2Mq2Q2r150 + 5929320L2MQ2r150 + 3623508L4Mr150
− 135L6r140 − 19788205L2q4Q4r140 − 2906833L2Q4r140
+ 18237230L2q2Q4r140 − 8079516L4M2r140 − 12410082L4Q2r140
+ 31087080L4q2Q2r140 − 84537504L4Mq2Q2r130 + 33093468L4MQ2r130
+ 9337212L6Mr130 − 15995343L4Q4r120 − 90035325L4q4Q4r120
+ 85965222L4q2Q4r120 − 20141244L6M2r120 − 35944326L6Q2r120
+ 85247508L6q2Q2r120 − 218096664L6Mq2Q2r110 + 92595732L6MQ2r110
+ 13052088L8Mr110 − 45146379L6Q4r100 − 202594530L6q4Q4r100
+ 208408062L6q2Q4r100 − 27039996L8M2r100 − 60463344L8Q2r100
+ 138277194L8q2Q2r100 − 335909592L8Mq2Q2r90 + 150422196L8MQ2r90
+ 10322208L10Mr90 − 74712839L8Q4r80 − 255627035L8q4Q4r80
+ 296963974L8q2Q4r80 − 19993032L10M2r80 − 62058144L10Q2r80
+ 139011672L10q2Q2r80 − 324471696L10Mq2Q2r70 + 148931124L10MQ2r70
+ 4358160L12Mr70 − 75792456L10Q4r60 − 184174695L10q4Q4r60
+ 259473420L10q2Q4r60 − 7280928L12M2r60 − 38474496L12Q2r60
+ 85566000L12q2Q2r60 − 194444088L12Mq2Q2r50 + 88930416L12MQ2r50
+ 766080L14Mr50 − 46566192L12Q4r40 − 70015920L12q4Q4r40
+ 137078976L12q2Q4r40 − 668160L14M2r40 − 13283328L14Q2r40
+ 29671680L14q2Q2r40 − 66513024L14Mq2Q2r30 + 29515392L14MQ2r30
− 15958144L14Q4r20 − 10076800L14q4Q4r20 + 40240640L14q2Q4r20
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+ 184320L16M2r20 − 1966080L16Q2r20 + 4454400L16q2Q2r20
− 9968640L16Mq2Q2r0 + 4190208L16MQ2r0 − 2347008L16Q4
+ 460800L16q4Q4 + 5038080L16q2Q4
)
r30
+ qQ
(
4683r200 − 122184Mr190 − 85299L2r180 + 246480M2r180 − 402072q2Q2r180
+ 319320Q2r180 + 1040880Mq
2Q2r170 − 841200MQ2r170 − 1240236L2Mr170
− 1440711L4r160 + 501540q4Q4r160 − 888456q2Q4r160 + 386916Q4r160
+ 3065100L2M2r160 + 4292790L
2Q2r160 − 6691122L2q2Q2r160
+ 16400320L2Mq2Q2r150 − 11326336L2MQ2r150 − 1857564L4Mr150
− 6690429L6r140 + 7040165L2q4Q4r140 + 5218941L2Q4r140
− 12483314L2q2Q4r140 + 10448748L4M2r140 + 20474022L4Q2r140
− 36932034L4q2Q2r140 + 87218124L4Mq2Q2r130 − 53889036L4MQ2r130
+ 8853396L6Mr130 − 15209496L8r120 + 25888791L4Q4r120
+ 31686225L4q4Q4r120 − 62199108L4q2Q4r120 + 10784652L6M2r120
+ 50285358L6Q2r120 − 104940750L6q2Q2r120 + 240786324L6Mq2Q2r110
− 131456148L6MQ2r110 + 37493124L8Mr110 − 19479636L10r100
+ 67184151L6Q4r100 + 70609410L
6q4Q4r100 − 162072600L6q2Q4r100
− 13000764L8M2r100 + 72091914L8Q2r100 − 176070546L8q2Q2r100
+ 395451188L8Mq2Q2r90 − 186243908L8MQ2r90 + 60770952L10Mr90
− 14401200L12r80 + 103102425L8Q4r80 + 87628105L8q4Q4r80
− 251350660L8q2Q4r80 − 44267976L10M2r80 + 62671716L10Q2r80
− 182240280L10q2Q2r80 + 403374780L10Mq2Q2r70 − 158966172L10MQ2r70
+ 51140688L12Mr70 − 5759040L14r60 + 97370736L10Q4r60
+ 60917535L10q4Q4r60 − 241917126L10q2Q4r60 − 46231344L12M2r60
+ 32408064L12Q2r60 − 114853740L12q2Q2r60 + 252017952L12Mq2Q2r50
− 79947504L12MQ2r50 + 22232832L14Mr50 − 967680L16r40
+ 55768176L12Q4r40 + 21062280L
12q4Q4r40 − 142529664L12q2Q4r40
− 22376448L14M2r40 + 9091008L14Q2r40 − 40553280L14q2Q2r40
+ 88652800L14Mq2Q2r30 − 21470848L14MQ2r30 + 3962880L16Mr30
+ 17808576L14Q4r20 + 1829120L
14q4Q4r20 − 47283968L14q2Q4r20
− 4257792L16M2r20 + 1047552L16Q2r20 − 6167040L16q2Q2r20
+ 13486080L16Mq2Q2r0 − 2297856L16MQ2r0 + 2436096L16Q4
− 499200L16q4Q4 − 6789120L16q2Q4)r20,
182
6.1 Non-geodesic Motion
Fr[4] =
1
120pir150 (L
2 + r20)
11/2
(−2Mr0 +Q2 + r20)
(F Er[4]E+ F
K
r[4]K), (6.34)
where
F Er[4] = 270E
6
(
23L4 − 82r20L2 + 23r40
)
r220
+ 3E5qQ
(
409600L14 + 2428928r20L
12 + 6009984r40L
10 + 7960704r60L
8
+ 5988165r80L
6 + 2460771r100 L
4 + 511991r120 L
2 + 217r140
)
r110
− 3E4(4725r180 − 2706Mr170 − 6345L2r160 + 148753q2Q2r160 − 46731Q2r160
+ 275802L2Mr150 − 9585L4r140 − 1009497L2Q2r140 + 4556783L2q2Q2r140
+ 1514322L4Mr130 + 1485L
6r120 − 5859009L4Q2r120 + 24512325L4q2Q2r120
+ 3748470L6Mr110 − 16934307L6Q2r100 + 65395633L6q2Q2r100
+ 5082168L8Mr90 − 28417456L8Q2r80 + 99940794L8q2Q2r80
+ 3884328L10Mr70 − 29085056L10Q2r60 + 92395952L10q2Q2r60
+ 1583616L12Mr50 − 17990016L12Q2r40 + 51233856L12q2Q2r40
+ 268800L14Mr30 − 6201856L14Q2r20 + 15708160L14q2Q2r20
− 917504L16Q2 + 2048000L16q2Q2)r80
+ 6E3qQ
(− 1000r180 + 43794Mr170 − 422808L2r160 + 326325q2Q2r160
− 171917Q2r160 + 1765196L2Mr150 − 2660942L4r140 − 3323278L2Q2r140
+ 7369719L2q2Q2r140 + 10172968L
4Mr130 − 7966266L6r120
− 18741756L4Q2r120 + 40698711L4q2Q2r120 + 27899876L6Mr110
− 13726866L8r100 − 53157490L6Q2r100 + 112095553L6q2Q2r100
+ 43818598L8Mr90 − 14330022L10r80 − 87963479L8Q2r80
+ 178761568L8q2Q2r80 + 41619120L
10Mr70 − 9006128L12r60
− 89062992L10Q2r60 + 173850436L10q2Q2r60 + 23748416L12Mr50
− 3146880L14r40 − 54604784L12Q2r40 + 102190864L12q2Q2r40
+ 7515392L14Mr30 − 471040L16r20 − 18684544L14Q2r20
+ 33487360L14q2Q2r20 + 1015808L
16Mr0 − 2746368L16Q2
+ 4710400L16q2Q2
)
r70
+ 2E2
(
4860r220 − 5256Mr210 + 4860L2r200 − 20556M2r200 + 287988q2Q2r200
− 113820Q2r200 − 954996Mq2Q2r190 + 303768MQ2r190 + 650700L2Mr190
− 4860L4r180 − 1649451q4Q4r180 + 1426266q2Q4r180 − 167271Q4r180
− 1494648L2M2r180 − 2700336L2Q2r180 + 8760606L2q2Q2r180
− 24354096L2Mq2Q2r170 + 6936936L2MQ2r170 + 4708764L4Mr170
183
6.1 Non-geodesic Motion
− 4860L6r160 − 32747789L2q4Q4r160 − 3363272L2Q4r160
+ 26636665L2q2Q4r160 − 10271016L4M2r160 − 18674064L4Q2r160
+ 58880031L4q2Q2r160 − 153480156L4Mq2Q2r150 + 46788024L4MQ2r150
+ 14870376L6Mr150 − 22318078L4Q4r140 − 181645477L4q4Q4r140
+ 155248127L4q2Q4r140 − 31782672L6M2r140 − 65376552L6Q2r140
+ 197390685L6q2Q2r140 − 487017858L6Mq2Q2r130 + 159651648L6MQ2r130
+ 26378784L8Mr130 − 76549320L6Q4r120 − 505534527L6q4Q4r120
+ 464714751L6q2Q4r120 − 55054908L8M2r120 − 136397988L8Q2r120
+ 393051093L8q2Q2r120 − 925336602L8Mq2Q2r110 + 324390168L8MQ2r110
+ 28131660L10Mr110 − 157565011L8Q4r100 − 817263829L8q4Q4r100
+ 830437055L8q2Q4r100 − 56681208L10M2r100 − 180622728L10Q2r100
+ 495894657L10q2Q2r100 − 1123879422L10Mq2Q2r90
+ 418186680L10MQ2r90 + 17967564L
12Mr90 − 206561384L10Q4r80
− 805682306L10q4Q4r80 + 938352028L10q2Q4r80 − 34064496L12M2r80
− 153977808L12Q2r80 + 402481380L12q2Q2r80 − 886327902L12Mq2Q2r70
+ 346989144L12MQ2r70 + 6359040L
14Mr70 − 174674784L12Q4r60
− 478322025L12q4Q4r60 + 677344476L12q2Q4r60 − 10535328L14M2r60
− 82191552L14Q2r60 + 204471504L14q2Q2r60 − 441740568L14Mq2Q2r50
+ 180263136L14MQ2r50 + 961920L
16Mr50 − 92605856L14Q4r40
− 156368960L14q4Q4r40 + 302515168L14q2Q4r40 − 898560L16M2r40
− 25069824L16Q2r40 + 59343360L16q2Q2r40 − 127004928L16Mq2Q2r30
+ 53510016L16MQ2r30 − 28077952L16Q4r20 − 20732800L16q4Q4r20
+ 75872768L16q2Q4r20 + 184320L
18M2r20 − 3342336L18Q2r20
+ 7526400L18q2Q2r20 − 16112640L18Mq2Q2r0 + 6942720L18MQ2r0
− 3723264L18Q4 + 460800L18q4Q4 + 8110080L18q2Q4)r40
+ EqQ
(
5079r220 − 235620Mr210 + 992100L2r200 + 504744M2r200
− 1350310q2Q2r200 + 888686Q2r200 + 3554144Mq2Q2r190 − 2263552MQ2r190
− 9084768L2Mr190 + 7718154L4r180 + 2461890q4Q4r180 − 3440836q2Q4r180
+ 1088258Q4r180 + 14973516L
2M2r180 + 18405168L
2Q2r180
− 31970494L2q2Q2r180 + 78024276L2Mq2Q2r170 − 45671860L2MQ2r170
− 62892456L4Mr170 + 27980196L6r160 + 45371715L2q4Q4r160
+ 20187859L2Q4r160 − 63290102L2q2Q4r160 + 98735712L4M2r160
+ 121291696L4Q2r160 − 215221456L4q2Q2r160 + 504892648L4Mq2Q2r150
− 295031728L4MQ2r150 − 209019312L6Mr150 + 59451759L8r140
184
6.1 Non-geodesic Motion
+ 128965872L4Q4r140 + 250621890L
4q4Q4r140 − 381499764L4q2Q4r140
+ 315106536L6M2r140 + 411774712L
6Q2r140 − 736675088L6q2Q2r140
+ 1675177216L6Mq2Q2r130 − 980869592L6MQ2r130 − 407418468L8Mr130
+ 79660800L10r120 + 430949890L
6Q4r120 + 697480215L
6q4Q4r120
− 1196335424L6q2Q4r120 + 587111736L8M2r120 + 839497638L8Q2r120
− 1506597818L8q2Q2r120 + 3343433448L8Mq2Q2r110
− 1956511088L8MQ2r110 − 499890096L10Mr110 + 68459784L12r100
+ 869332598L8Q4r100 + 1127568885L
8q4Q4r100 − 2262598504L8q2Q4r100
+ 683252172L10M2r100 + 1091330168L
10Q2r100 − 1959126506L10q2Q2r100
+ 4269207740L10Mq2Q2r90 − 2487072788L10MQ2r90 − 392419632L12Mr90
+ 36753360L14r80 + 1121055459L
10Q4r80 + 1107393930L
10q4Q4r80
− 2735560170L10q2Q4r80 + 503329248L12M2r80 + 916123916L12Q2r80
− 1642504384L12q2Q2r80 + 3534244496L12Mq2Q2r70
− 2040857344L12MQ2r70 − 191819232L14Mr70 + 11256960L16r60
+ 934914848L12Q4r60 + 648415755L
12q4Q4r60
− 2139789760L12q2Q4r60 + 227511840L14M2r60 + 482597808L14Q2r60
− 863335480L14q2Q2r60 + 1843461552L14Mq2Q2r50
− 1050699904L14MQ2r50 − 53273856L16Mr50 + 1505280L18r40
+ 489728848L14Q4r40 + 203081760L
14q4Q4r40 − 1051874624L14q2Q4r40
+ 57220608L16M2r40 + 145505920L
16Q2r40 − 259578880L16q2Q2r40
+ 552460288L16Mq2Q2r30 − 309561856L16MQ2r30 − 6426624L18Mr30
+ 146918784L16Q4r20 + 22131840L
16q4Q4r20 − 296288256L16q2Q4r20
+ 6057984L18M2r20 + 19200000L
18Q2r20 − 34145280L18q2Q2r20
+ 72714240L18Mq2Q2r0 − 39911424L18MQ2r0 + 19298304L18Q4
− 1920000L18q4Q4 − 36556800L18q2Q4)r30
+
(− 1485r260 + 1530Mr250 − 5130L2r240 + 30960M2r240 − 143937q2Q2r240
+ 87267Q2r240 − 56160M3r230 + 852232Mq2Q2r230 − 465776MQ2r230
− 472860L2Mr230 − 6750L4r220 + 782620q4Q4r220 − 988320q2Q4r220
+ 254420Q4r220 + 2276604L
2M2r220 + 2285088L
2Q2r220 + 601744M
2Q2r220
− 4501074L2q2Q2r220 − 1159280M2q2Q2r220 − 1891256Mq4Q4r210
+ 2400112Mq2Q4r210 − 618168MQ4r210 − 2620728L2M3r210
+ 23322076L2Mq2Q2r210 − 11761256L2MQ2r210 − 4272120L4Mr210
− 4320L6r200 − 681540q6Q6r200 + 1467724q4Q6r200 − 951852q2Q6r200
+ 165668Q6r200 + 16609959L
2q4Q4r200 + 5777113L
2Q4r200
185
6.1 Non-geodesic Motion
− 21087008L2q2Q4r200 + 19022328L4M2r200 + 18528642L4Q2r200
+ 14705764L2M2Q2r200 − 37951554L4q2Q2r200 − 29064620L2M2q2Q2r200
− 38365582L2Mq4Q4r190 + 49504704L2Mq2Q4r190 − 13671490L2MQ4r190
− 20902176L4M3r190 + 185208580L4Mq2Q2r190 − 92789276L4MQ2r190
− 16734960L6Mr190 − 1485L8r180 − 11937935L2q6Q6r180
+ 26570813L2q4Q6r180 + 3486895L
2Q6r180 − 18044573L2q2Q6r180
+ 44676012L4Q4r180 + 110210600L
4q4Q4r180 − 151530634L4q2Q4r180
+ 72175608L6M2r180 + 77056620L
6Q2r180 + 113316832L
4M2Q2r180
− 161379888L6q2Q2r180 − 220688504L4M2q2Q2r180
− 248051796L4Mq4Q4r170 + 347390984L4Mq2Q4r170
− 103714112L4MQ4r170 − 77376816L6M3r170 + 754691492L6Mq2Q2r170
− 376009576L6MQ2r170 − 37265310L8Mr170 − 270L10r160
− 65374750L4q6Q6r160 + 26140620L4Q6r160 + 162689328L4q4Q6r160
− 121673662L4q2Q6r160 + 181051678L6Q4r160 + 375464447L6q4Q4r160
− 574144200L6q2Q4r160 + 156598704L8M2r160 + 194083179L8Q2r160
+ 448976600L6M2Q2r160 − 413388705L8q2Q2r160
− 868729408L6M2q2Q2r160 − 828832702L6Mq4Q4r150
+ 1289586764L6Mq2Q4r150 − 413125572L6MQ4r150 − 164124288L8M3r150
+ 1872247664L8Mq2Q2r150 − 923443576L8MQ2r150 − 51573060L10Mr150
+ 103990738L6Q6r140 − 180762075L6q6Q6r140 + 520816619L6q4Q6r140
− 437564430L6q2Q6r140 + 448139600L8Q4r140 + 764987253L8q4Q4r140
− 1336458556L8q2Q4r140 + 210390300L10M2r140
+ 318061452L10Q2r140 + 1078074080L
8M2Q2r140 − 686947758L10q2Q2r140
− 2096427664L8M2q2Q2r140 − 1664686178L8Mq4Q4r130
+ 2949083520L8Mq2Q4r130 − 1006115840L8MQ4r130
− 214486200L10M3r130 + 3037465556L10Mq2Q2r130
− 1476426472L10MQ2r130 − 45416340L12Mr130 + 254054936L8Q6r120
− 289670365L8q6Q6r120 + 1006383325L8q4Q6r120 − 970022524L8q2Q6r120
+ 724890081L10Q4r120 + 988450000L
10q4Q4r120 − 2042026856L10q2Q4r120
+ 177812424L12M2r120 + 348607368L
12Q2r120 + 1684701956L
10M2Q2r120
− 761936628L12q2Q2r120 − 3328419484L10M2q2Q2r120
− 2129775984L10Mq4Q4r110 + 4439274664L10Mq2Q4r110
− 1602386146L10MQ4r110 − 173959488L12M3r110
+ 3310562932L12Mq2Q2r110 − 1579573916L12MQ2r110 − 24858720L14Mr110
186
6.1 Non-geodesic Motion
+ 406828359L10Q6r100 − 279974030L10q6Q6r100 + 1241111574L10q4Q6r100
− 1412587877L10q2Q6r100 + 786307448L12Q4r100 + 817825051L12q4Q4r100
− 2099387082L12q2Q4r100 + 90918288L14M2r100 + 254628672L14Q2r100
+ 1760865424L12M2Q2r100 − 562374600L14q2Q2r100
− 3569449736L12M2q2Q2r100 − 1751821658L12Mq4Q4r90
+ 4509487672L12Mq2Q4r90 − 1712343000L12MQ4r90 − 82401696L14M3r90
+ 2413874764L14Mq2Q2r90 − 1126727336L14MQ2r90 − 7735680L16Mr90
+ 437700080L12Q6r80 − 158502105L12q6Q6r80 + 985006123L12q4Q6r80
− 1383307218L12q2Q6r80 + 569425072L14Q4r80 + 417700446L14q4Q4r80
− 1444733120L14q2Q4r80 + 24429888L16M2r80 + 119331840L16Q2r80
+ 1226423392L14M2Q2r80 − 266027232L16q2Q2r80
− 2573503448L14M2q2Q2r80 − 893119756L14Mq4Q4r70
+ 3075499116L14Mq2Q4r70 − 1222204072L14MQ4r70 − 17917056L16M3r70
+ 1133034928L16Mq2Q2r70 − 515896256L16MQ2r70 − 1048320L18Mr70
+ 314796400L14Q6r60 − 45372320L14q6Q6r60 + 484772678L14q4Q6r60
− 905414312L14q2Q6r60 + 264921408L16Q4r60 + 116964608L16q4Q4r60
− 640056544L16q2Q4r60 + 1764864L18M2r60 + 32538624L18Q2r60
+ 547952320L16M2Q2r60 − 73153536L18q2Q2r60
− 1199712224L16M2q2Q2r60 − 251037696L16Mq4Q4r50
+ 1354526192L16Mq2Q4r50 − 560676032L16MQ4r50 + 663552L18M3r50
+ 310307328L18Mq2Q2r50 − 137488896L18MQ2r50 + 145589568L16Q6r40
− 2784640L16q6Q6r40 + 131514624L16q4Q6r40 − 380682880L16q2Q6r40
+ 71781120L18Q4r40 + 11623680L
18q4Q4r40 − 165414912L18q2Q4r40
− 368640L20M2r40 + 3932160L20Q2r40 + 142394880L18M2Q2r40
− 8908800L20q2Q2r40 − 327595008L18M2q2Q2r40 − 25551360L18Mq4Q4r30
+ 349112832L18Mq2Q4r30 − 149848320L18MQ4r30 + 737280L20M3r30
+ 37754880L20Mq2Q2r30 − 16244736L20MQ2r30 + 39242496L18Q6r20
+ 998400L18q6Q6r20 + 12867840L
18q4Q6r20 − 93103104L18q2Q6r20
+ 8626176L20Q4r20 − 921600L20q4Q4r20 − 18984960L20q2Q4r20
+ 16392192L20M2Q2r20 − 39874560L20M2q2Q2r20 + 1843200L20Mq4Q4r0
+ 40089600L20Mq2Q4r0 − 17768448L20MQ4r0 + 4694016L20Q6
− 921600L20q4Q6 − 10076160L20q2Q6),
FKr[4] = −135E6
(
15L4 − 82r20L2 + 31r40
)
r220
187
6.1 Non-geodesic Motion
− 6E5qQ(102400L12 + 517632r20L10 + 1054368r40L8 + 1089768r60L6
+ 582321r80L
4 + 150810r100 L
2 + 1841r120
)
r130
+ 3E4
(
3105r160 + 354Mr
15
0 − 2025L2r140 + 125863q2Q2r140 − 35481Q2r140
+ 166050L2Mr130 − 4725L4r120 − 602319L2Q2r120 + 2708274L2q2Q2r120
+ 727074L4Mr110 + 405L
6r100 − 2881275L4Q2r100 + 11820387L4q2Q2r100
+ 1380102L6Mr90 − 6737805L6Q2r80 + 25055452L6q2Q2r80
+ 1358532L8Mr70 − 8837032L8Q2r60 + 29373604L8q2Q2r60
+ 674208L10Mr50 − 6654432L10Q2r40 + 19576608L10q2Q2r40
+ 134400L12Mr30 − 2699520L12Q2r20 + 6958080L12q2Q2r20
− 458752L14Q2 + 1024000L14q2Q2)r100
− 6E3qQ(− 3925r160 + 41574Mr150 − 255943L2r140 + 254925q2Q2r140
− 128957Q2r140 + 1062854L2Mr130 − 1328823L4r120 − 1969647L2Q2r120
+ 4378224L2q2Q2r120 + 4957278L
4Mr110 − 3212301L6r100
− 9149151L4Q2r100 + 19748544L4q2Q2r100 + 10822898L6Mr90
− 4321320L8r80 − 21004165L6Q2r80 + 43653868L6q2Q2r80
+ 13080420L8Mr70 − 3317664L10r60 − 27171768L8Q2r60
+ 54001655L8q2Q2r60 + 8998896L
10Mr50 − 1367360L12r40
− 20243616L10Q2r40 + 38358312L10q2Q2r40 + 3313280L12Mr30
− 235520L14r20 − 8140736L12Q2r20 + 14682880L12q2Q2r20 + 507904L14Mr0
− 1373184L14Q2 + 2355200L14q2Q2)r90
− E2(6075r200 + 4608Mr190 + 8505L2r180 − 49752M2r180 + 478596q2Q2r180
− 173820Q2r180 − 1533432Mq2Q2r170 + 460656MQ2r170 + 816336L2Mr170
− 1215L4r160 − 2497542q4Q4r160 + 2120292q2Q4r160 − 245262Q4r160
− 1868220L2M2r160 − 3299742L2Q2r160 + 10700304L2q2Q2r160
− 29484816L2Mq2Q2r150 + 8451444L2MQ2r150 + 4786884L4Mr150
− 3645L6r140 − 38826517L2q4Q4r140 − 4066843L2Q4r140
+ 31659224L2q2Q4r140 − 10390068L4M2r140 − 19219482L4Q2r140
+ 60064308L4q2Q2r140 − 154136880L4Mq2Q2r130 + 47859444L4MQ2r130
+ 12179196L6Mr130 − 22800693L4Q4r120 − 176561379L4q4Q4r120
+ 153234768L4q2Q4r120 − 25811172L6M2r120 − 56206914L6Q2r120
+ 166914204L6q2Q2r120 − 403677096L6Mq2Q2r110 + 135948852L6MQ2r110
+ 16833564L8Mr110 − 65405457L6Q4r100 − 395889990L6q4Q4r100
+ 376611312L6q2Q4r100 − 34602948L8M2r100 − 95792802L8Q2r100
+ 269613144L8q2Q2r100 − 621132576L8Mq2Q2r90 + 224862588L8MQ2r90
188
6.1 Non-geodesic Motion
+ 13184964L10Mr90 − 110042297L8Q4r80 − 497842361L8q4Q4r80
+ 538891516L8q2Q4r80 − 25718544L10M2r80 − 99847608L10Q2r80
+ 265971444L10q2Q2r80 − 590550024L10Mq2Q2r70 + 227372808L10MQ2r70
+ 5517360L12Mr70 − 113581920L10Q4r60 − 358700535L10q4Q4r60
+ 468025608L10q2Q4r60 − 9599328L12M2r60 − 62971104L12Q2r60
+ 158661264L12q2Q2r60 − 343702776L12Mq2Q2r50 + 139082832L12MQ2r50
+ 961920L14Mr50 − 71062800L12Q4r40 − 137853360L12q4Q4r40
+ 242715936L12q2Q4r40 − 1059840L14M2r40 − 22145280L14Q2r40
+ 52757760L14q2Q2r40 − 112906368L14Mq2Q2r30 + 47435136L14MQ2r30
− 24820096L14Q4r20 − 21136000L14q4Q4r20 + 68776448L14q2Q4r20
+ 184320L16M2r20 − 3342336L16Q2r20 + 7526400L16q2Q2r20
− 16112640L16Mq2Q2r0 + 6942720L16MQ2r0 − 3723264L16Q4
+ 460800L16q4Q4 + 8110080L16q2Q4
)
r60
− 2EqQ(6117r200 − 111150Mr190 + 311079L2r180 + 216372M2r180
− 520955q2Q2r180 + 333703Q2r180 + 1357072Mq2Q2r170 − 845696MQ2r170
− 2812044L2Mr170 + 2009481L4r160 + 915945q4Q4r160 − 1267778q2Q4r160
+ 396409Q4r160 + 4602252L
2M2r160 + 5571760L
2Q2r160
− 9734497L2q2Q2r160 + 23610232L2Mq2Q2r150 − 13791712L2MQ2r150
− 16044576L4Mr150 + 6067539L6r140 + 13414185L2q4Q4r140
+ 6060405L2Q4r140 − 18869382L2q2Q4r140 + 24947196L4M2r140
+ 30903192L4Q2r140 − 55053717L4q2Q2r140 + 127966134L4Mq2Q2r130
− 74792556L4MQ2r130 − 43920420L6Mr130 + 10511046L8r120
+ 32671953L4Q4r120 + 60860775L
4q4Q4r120 − 95126325L4q2Q4r120
+ 65169228L6M2r120 + 87626078L
6Q2r120 − 157101589L6q2Q2r120
+ 353456414L6Mq2Q2r110 − 207076180L6MQ2r110 − 69000786L8Mr110
+ 11071026L10r100 + 91263815L
6Q4r100 + 136601970L
6q4Q4r100
− 247247791L6q2Q4r100 + 96999048L8M2r100 + 145928177L8Q2r100
− 262068230L8q2Q2r100 + 575469110L8Mq2Q2r90 − 336392276L8MQ2r90
− 65724624L10Mr90 + 7031640L12r80 + 150442386L8Q4r80
+ 171627570L8q4Q4r80 − 379051677L8q2Q4r80 + 86517144L10M2r80
+ 149310786L10Q2r80 − 267904446L10q2Q2r80 + 578480178L10Mq2Q2r70
− 335545980L10MQ2r70 − 37606560L12Mr70 + 2484960L14r60
+ 152716608L10Q4r60 + 122546115L
10q4Q4r60 − 357973743L10q2Q4r60
+ 45591480L12M2r60 + 92720032L
12Q2r60 − 165986750L12q2Q2r60
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+ 354784780L12Mq2Q2r50 − 203065328L12MQ2r50 − 11912640L14Mr50
+ 376320L16r40 + 94213696L
12Q4r40 + 45539100L
12q4Q4r40
− 205581200L12q2Q4r40 + 12979968L14M2r40 + 32176480L14Q2r40
− 57425440L14q2Q2r40 + 122208832L14Mq2Q2r30 − 68659840L14MQ2r30
− 1606656L16Mr30 + 32508192L14Q4r20 + 5952960L14q4Q4r20
− 66075264L14q2Q4r20 + 1514496L16M2r20 + 4800000L16Q2r20
− 8536320L16q2Q2r20 + 18178560L16Mq2Q2r0 − 9977856L16MQ2r0
+ 4824576L16Q4 − 480000L16q4Q4 − 9139200L16q2Q4)r50
+
(
675r240 + 4410Mr
23
0 + 2160L
2r220 − 39600M2r220 + 115227q2Q2r220
− 67197Q2r220 + 56160M3r210 − 667672Mq2Q2r210 + 355376MQ2r210
+ 316620L2Mr210 + 2430L
4r200 − 587260q4Q4r200 + 735120q2Q4r200
− 187940Q4r200 − 1484604L2M2r200 − 1430352L2Q2r200 − 455824M2Q2r200
+ 2833833L2q2Q2r200 + 895280M
2q2Q2r200 + 1411256Mq
4Q4r190
− 1776112Mq2Q4r190 + 454008MQ4r190 + 1685448L2M3r190
− 14546000L2Mq2Q2r190 + 7329928L2MQ2r190 + 2294820L4Mr190
+ 1080L6r180 + 501540q
6Q6r180 − 1073644q4Q6r180 + 692172q2Q6r180
− 120068Q6r180 − 10072039L2q4Q4r180 − 3569853L2Q4r180
+ 12893588L2q2Q4r180 − 10117656L4M2r180 − 9912042L4Q2r180
− 9130652L2M2Q2r180 + 20420511L4q2Q2r180 + 18000100L2M2q2Q2r180
+ 23162154L2Mq4Q4r170 − 30157168L2Mq2Q4r170 + 8418646L2MQ4r170
+ 11036592L4M3r170 − 98521416L4Mq2Q2r170 + 49340940L4MQ2r170
+ 7417080L6Mr170 + 135L
8r160 + 7040165L
2q6Q6r160 − 15864231L2q4Q6r160
− 2137341L2Q6r160 + 10900607L2q2Q6r160 − 23698128L4Q4r160
− 56264808L4q4Q4r160 + 79043190L4q2Q4r160 − 31698072L6M2r160
− 35182752L6Q2r160 − 59942928L4M2Q2r160 + 74145261L6q2Q2r160
+ 116331564L4M2q2Q2r160 + 125883672L
4Mq4Q4r150
− 180246336L4Mq2Q4r150 + 54779628L4MQ4r150 + 33719184L6M3r150
− 342471956L6Mq2Q2r150 + 170248816L6MQ2r150 + 13419090L8Mr150
+ 31686225L4q6Q6r140 − 13783656L4Q6r140 − 81531882L4q4Q6r140
+ 62596737L4q2Q6r140 − 82079698L6Q4r140 − 159932735L6q4Q4r140
+ 254716494L6q2Q4r140 − 55696320L8M2r140 − 74548785L8Q2r140
− 201783416L6M2Q2r140 + 159829962L8q2Q2r140
+ 390092596L6M2q2Q2r140 + 350770294L
6Mq4Q4r130
− 568301012L6Mq2Q4r130 + 186253644L6MQ4r130 + 57715200L8M3r130
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− 715146268L8Mq2Q2r130 + 350887688L8MQ2r130 + 14570460L10Mr130
− 46895866L6Q6r120 + 70609410L6q6Q6r120
− 217064585L6q4Q6r120 + 190779597L6q2Q6r120 − 171019308L8Q4r120
− 265596491L8q4Q4r120 + 496902142L8q2Q4r120 − 58236300L10M2r120
− 100276872L10Q2r120 − 405598576L8M2Q2r120 + 218061390L10q2Q2r120
+ 792120188L8M2q2Q2r120 + 574503078L
8Mq4Q4r110
− 1088345924L8Mq2Q4r110 + 381311264L8MQ4r110 + 58190760L10M3r110
− 953694804L10Mq2Q2r110 + 459363816L10MQ2r110 + 9470880L12Mr110
− 96470388L8Q6r100 + 87628105L8q6Q6r100 − 340876605L8q4Q6r100
+ 352873195L8q2Q6r100 − 227137305L10Q4r100 − 268853358L10q4Q4r100
+ 620816598L10q2Q4r100 − 35630424L12M2r100 − 86806752L12Q2r100
− 517574604L10M2Q2r100 + 191078160L12q2Q2r100
+ 1034499432L10M2q2Q2r100 + 576600936L
10Mq4Q4r90
− 1339557588L10Mq2Q4r90 + 497960478L10MQ4r90 + 33377328L12M3r90
− 822714868L12Mq2Q2r90 + 387239708L12MQ2r90 + 3409200L14Mr90
− 126860433L10Q6r80 + 60917535L10q6Q6r80 − 328530204L10q4Q6r80
+ 417974592L10q2Q6r80 − 194638808L12Q4r80 − 162756277L12q4Q4r80
+ 502209060L12q2Q4r80 − 11293056L14M2r80 − 47027712L14Q2r80
− 424999312L12M2Q2r80 + 104628144L14q2Q2r80
+ 879562328L12M2q2Q2r80 + 347823026L
12Mq4Q4r70
− 1071487612L12Mq2Q4r70 + 419819436L12MQ4r70 + 8949312L14M3r70
− 446095928L14Mq2Q2r70 + 204396160L14MQ2r70 + 524160L16Mr70
− 107832056L12Q6r60 + 21062280L12q6Q6r60 − 190432201L12q4Q6r60
+ 320089812L12q2Q6r60 − 104560848L14Q4r60 − 53022544L14q4Q4r60
+ 255371888L14q2Q4r60 − 1043712L16M2r60 − 14548992L16Q2r60
− 218337728L14M2Q2r60 + 32679168L16q2Q2r60 + 472732336L14M2q2Q2r60
+ 113591328L14Mq4Q4r50 − 540812632L14Mq2Q4r50
+ 221997808L14MQ4r50 − 9216L16M3r50 − 138635904L16Mq2Q2r50
+ 61637376L16MQ2r50 − 57533136L14Q6r40 + 1829120L14q6Q6r40
− 59753232L14q4Q6r40 + 153702272L14q2Q6r40 − 32116608L16Q4r40
− 6215040L16q4Q4r40 + 74401536L16q2Q4r40 + 184320L18M2r40
− 1966080L18Q2r40 − 64025856L16M2Q2r40 + 4454400L18q2Q2r40
+ 146352384L16M2q2Q2r40 + 13582080L
16Mq4Q4r30
− 157017216L16Mq2Q4r30 + 67150464L16MQ4r30 − 368640L18M3r30
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− 18877440L18Mq2Q2r30 + 8122368L18MQ2r30 − 17567616L16Q6r20
− 499200L16q6Q6r20 − 6837120L16q4Q6r20 + 42143232L16q2Q6r20
− 4313088L18Q4r20 + 460800L18q4Q4r20 + 9492480L18q2Q4r20
− 8196096L18M2Q2r20 + 19937280L18M2q2Q2r20 − 921600L18Mq4Q4r0
− 20044800L18Mq2Q4r0 + 8884224L18MQ4r0 − 2347008L18Q6
+ 460800L18q4Q6 + 5038080L18q2Q6
)
r20,
Fθ[4] = 0, (6.35)
Fφ[4] =
r˙0
120piLr130 (L
2 + r20)
9/2
(F Er[4]E+ F
K
r[4]K), (6.36)
where
F Eφ[4] = −135E4
(
43L4 − 82r20L2 + 3r40
)
r180
+ 60E3L2qQ
(
32768L12 + 161792r20L
10 + 320224r40L
8 + 318848r60L
6
+ 161653r80L
4 + 35426r100 L
2 + 269r120
)
r70
+ 6E2
(
135r180 − 1755L2r160 + 1610q2Q2r160 − 170Q2r160 + 10650L2Mr150
− 1755L4r140 + 29422L2Q2r140 − 92200L2q2Q2r140 − 21390L4Mr130
+ 135L6r120 + 507662L
4Q2r120 − 2269025L4q2Q2r120 − 232230L6Mr110
+ 2521482L6Q2r100 − 10796050L6q2Q2r100 − 544410L8Mr90
+ 6086820L8Q2r80 − 23759035L8q2Q2r80 − 591900L10Mr70
+ 8210640L10Q2r60 − 28531640L10q2Q2r60 − 312960L12Mr50
+ 6347072L12Q2r40 − 19319200L12q2Q2r40 − 65280L14Mr30
+ 2638592L14Q2r20 − 6932480L14q2Q2r20 + 458752L16Q2
− 1024000L16q2Q2)r40
− 4EqQ(2880Mr170 + 30000L2r160 + 5220q2Q2r160 − 3060Q2r160
− 7956L2Mr150 + 780630L4r140 + 96659L2Q2r140 − 250655L2q2Q2r140
− 1617216L4Mr130 + 4230810L6r120 + 2341049L4Q2r120
− 5330480L4q2Q2r120 − 9600216L6Mr110 + 10649970L8r100
+ 12479569L6Q2r100 − 25840225L6q2Q2r100 − 24498720L8Mr90
+ 14747310L10r80 + 31062135L
8Q2r80 − 58843050L8q2Q2r80
− 33686580L10Mr70 + 11611440L12r60 + 42602360L10Q2r60
− 73864550L10q2Q2r60 − 26140416L12Mr50 + 4894080L14r40
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+ 33272224L12Q2r40 − 52783600L12q2Q2r40 − 10826496L14Mr30
+ 860160L16r20 + 13926784L
14Q2r20 − 20204800L14q2Q2r20
− 1867776L16Mr0 + 2433024L16Q2 − 3225600L16q2Q2
)
r30
+
(− 405r220 + 135L2r200 + 4320M2r200 − 2460q2Q2r200 + 1020Q2r200
+ 17040Mq2Q2r190 − 8400MQ2r190 + 36360L2Mr190 + 1755L4r180
+ 13752q4Q4r180 − 18864q2Q4r180 + 5112Q4r180 − 47844L2M2r180
− 304254L2Q2r180 + 712086L2q2Q2r180 − 1346780L2Mq2Q2r170
+ 700012L2MQ2r170 + 927180L
4Mr170 + 1485L
6r160 − 278353L2q4Q4r160
− 335473L2Q4r160 + 636306L2q2Q4r160 − 1861164L4M2r160
− 4676154L4Q2r160 + 12140046L4q2Q2r160 − 26210120L4Mq2Q2r150
+ 11627788L4MQ2r150 + 5097780L
6Mr150 + 270L
8r140 − 5653339L4Q4r140
− 7807693L4q4Q4r140 + 14911296L4q2Q4r140 − 10362204L6M2r140
− 25490994L6Q2r140 + 67132326L6q2Q2r140 − 148624780L6Mq2Q2r130
+ 63404228L6MQ2r130 + 12914820L
8Mr130 − 31286291L6Q4r120
− 39298730L6q4Q4r120 + 86555580L6q2Q4r120 − 25568820L8M2r120
− 72000090L8Q2r120 + 187923870L8q2Q2r120 − 418882860L8Mq2Q2r110
+ 176148876L8MQ2r110 + 17928180L
10Mr110 − 88446081L8Q4r100
− 89608695L8q4Q4r100 + 243191400L8q2Q4r100 − 33567120L10M2r100
− 119826600L10Q2r100 + 306787500L10q2Q2r100 − 684871640L10Mq2Q2r90
+ 286492480L10MQ2r90 + 14133600L
12Mr90 − 146647408L10Q4r80
− 109473943L10q4Q4r80 + 391930626L10q2Q4r80 − 23754384L12M2r80
− 122599104L12Q2r80 + 306058296L12q2Q2r80 − 683280460L12Mq2Q2r70
+ 285529832L12MQ2r70 + 5961600L
14Mr70 − 149211728L12Q4r60
− 72365318L12q4Q4r60 + 382585176L12q2Q4r60 − 7700544L14M2r60
− 76114944L14Q2r60 + 184519776L14q2Q2r60 − 411961840L14Mq2Q2r50
+ 172336448L14MQ2r50 + 1048320L
16Mr50 − 92058944L14Q4r40
− 21986048L14q4Q4r40 + 224292096L14q2Q4r40 − 129024L16M2r40
− 26394624L16Q2r40 + 61940736L16q2Q2r40 − 138385920L16Mq2Q2r30
+ 58015488L16MQ2r30 − 31716096L16Q4r20 − 364800L16q4Q4r20
+ 72821760L16q2Q4r20 + 368640L
18M2r20 − 3932160L18Q2r20
+ 8908800L18q2Q2r20 − 19937280L18Mq2Q2r0 + 8380416L18MQ2r0
− 4694016L18Q4 + 921600L18q4Q4 + 10076160L18q2Q4),
FKφ[4] = 135E
4
(
r20 − 15L2
) (
3r20 − L2
)
r180
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− 120E3L2qQ(8192L10 + 33280r20L8 + 51320r40L6 + 36199r60L4
+ 10592r80L
2 + 337r100
)
r90
− 6E2(135r160 − 810L2r140 + 1610q2Q2r140 − 170Q2r140 + 4800L2Mr130
− 945L4r120 + 22427L2Q2r120 − 80705L2q2Q2r120 − 20190L4Mr110
+ 296896L4Q2r100 − 1341430L4q2Q2r100 − 115260L6Mr90 + 1181215L6Q2r80
− 4948565L6q2Q2r80 − 185550L8Mr70 + 2223220L8Q2r60
− 8234490L8q2Q2r60 − 127920L10Mr50 + 2205520L10Q2r40
− 7042640L10q2Q2r40 − 32640L12Mr30 + 1118592L12Q2r20
− 3018240L12q2Q2r20 + 229376L14Q2 − 512000L14q2Q2
)
r60
+ 4EqQ
(
2880Mr150 + 26625L
2r140 + 5220q
2Q2r140 − 3060Q2r140
− 26496L2Mr130 + 469980L4r120 + 81869L2Q2r120 − 205265L2q2Q2r120
− 1019778L4Mr110 + 2019645L6r100 + 1406452L4Q2r100
− 3146275L4q2Q2r100 − 4643940L6Mr90 + 3949650L8r80 + 5935025L6Q2r80
− 11944775L6q2Q2r80 − 9083730L8Mr70 + 4014000L10r60
+ 11462630L8Q2r60 − 20801825L8q2Q2r60 − 9092400L10Mr50
+ 2070720L12r40 + 11531560L
10Q2r40 − 18862600L10q2Q2r40
− 4596096L12Mr30 + 430080L14r20 + 5898944L12Q2r20 − 8691200L12q2Q2r20
− 933888L14Mr0 + 1216512L14Q2 − 1612800L14q2Q2
)
r50
+
(
405r200 + 675L
2r180 − 4320M2r180 + 2460q2Q2r180 − 1020Q2r180
− 17040Mq2Q2r170 + 8400MQ2r170 − 33660L2Mr170 + 135L4r160
− 13752q4Q4r160 + 18864q2Q4r160 − 5112Q4r160 + 50004L2M2r160
+ 216204L2Q2r160 − 520716L2q2Q2r160 + 1019300L2Mq2Q2r150
− 506452L2MQ2r150 − 566100L4Mr150 − 135L6r140 + 252229L2q4Q4r140
+ 241429L2Q4r140 − 508938L2q2Q4r140 + 1146852L4M2r140
+ 2738532L4Q2r140 − 7171158L4q2Q2r140 + 15646900L4Mq2Q2r130
− 6844472L4MQ2r130 − 2443860L6Mr130 + 3331811L4Q4r120
+ 4688825L4q4Q4r120 − 9010740L4q2Q4r120 + 4955940L6M2r120
+ 12379860L6Q2r120 − 32628840L6q2Q2r120 + 72544040L6Mq2Q2r110
− 30716848L6MQ2r110 − 4797900L8Mr110 + 15224623L6Q4r100
+ 18284320L6q4Q4r100 − 42365070L6q2Q4r100 + 9332460L8M2r100
+ 28465560L8Q2r100 − 73843530L8q2Q2r100 + 164824460L8Mq2Q2r90
− 69047080L8MQ2r90 − 4884480L10Mr90 + 34937905L8Q4r80
+ 31525405L8q4Q4r80 − 95323560L8q2Q4r80 + 8703000L10M2r80
+ 37203360L10Q2r80 − 94024320L10q2Q2r80 + 209925820L10Mq2Q2r70
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− 87699740L10MQ2r70 − 2522160L12Mr70 + 45401768L10Q4r60
+ 27067913L10q4Q4r60 − 118856916L10q2Q4r60 + 3644064L12M2r60
+ 28107264L12Q2r60 − 68780016L12q2Q2r60 + 153536600L12Mq2Q2r50
− 64190992L12MQ2r50 − 524160L14Mr50 + 34060624L12Q4r40
+ 10459024L12q4Q4r40 − 84379968L12q2Q4r40 + 225792L14M2r40
+ 11476992L14Q2r40 − 27072768L14q2Q2r40 + 60470400L14Mq2Q2r30
− 25341312L14MQ2r30 + 13804416L14Q4r20 + 585600L14q4Q4r20
− 32002560L14q2Q4r20 − 184320L16M2r20 + 1966080L16Q2r20
− 4454400L16q2Q2r20 + 9968640L16Mq2Q2r0 − 4190208L16MQ2r0
+ 2347008L16Q4 − 460800L16q4Q4 − 5038080L16q2Q4)r20.
As in the f(r) case, we were unable to obtain data to verify these results, however,
we could do a simple comparison to the Schwarzschild parameters and check that
for Q = q = 0, one gets the same parameters. As this is the case, we are confident
in the validity of these parameters. However, as previously stated, this is part of
ongoing work into the investigation of the cosmic censorship conjecture. Therefore,
this is only a basis on which to build, we plan to team these results with the retarded
field in due time in order to carry out our investigation.
6.2 Second Order Self-force
The original derivation of the MiSaTaQuWa equations, although widely accepted,
required several assumptions. In 2008, Gralla and Wald produced a more rigorous
derivation of the equations of motion that avoided most of the previous assumptions
(117). They considered a smooth, one parameter family of metrics that satisfy
Einstein’s equations in two regions - the near zone and far zone. In the far zone,
the black hole or massive body can be seen to shrink down to a world line that
is a geodesic of the background space time with perturbations from the massive
body, while in the near zone, the body remains a fixed size and is only perturbed
by the background space time. The approach required the calculation of the metric
perturbation in the far zone for some gauge as well as a smooth gauge transformation
to the near zone that ensured the background metric is mass centred. Initially these
calculations were done for the Lorentz gauge and were later expanded to encompass
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more gauges (118). This more rigorous technique was done in a manner that would
allow perturbations in the mass ratio to infinite order. However, in these papers,
they developed only the first order equations of motion.
In the last year, Gralla, Pound and Detweiller have all independently developed
outlines for calculations of the self-force up to the second order in the mass ratio
(58, 59, 60). In these methods, they work in the reverse order to (117, 118), in
that they begin with a series expansion of the metric perturbation in a mass-centred
gauge and, by considering smooth gauge transformations, they compute the metric
perturbations in these gauges. The resulting definition for the second order GSF
requires a very smooth effective source, very much like that which we produced
in Sec. 5. In particular, the given expressions, given in detail in the Appendix of
(59, 60) require the double covariant derivative of this regularised field. This can be
obtained by using the mode sum approach, discussed in Sec. 4, carrying out the dou-
ble derivative on the numerically obtained retarded field and analytically obtained
singular field separately, and calculating the resulting regularisation parameters to
regularise the differentiated retarded field.
To this end we have calculated these regularisation parameters as a starting point
to these second order calculations. It should be noted that there are many other
‘ingredients’ required for obtaining the expressions for the second order self-force.
Some of these also involve high order coordinate expansions and regularisation pa-
rameters, making our current work a solid base on which to build towards obtaining
the second order self-force.
6.2.1 Mode-sums for the Second Derivative of the Singular
Field
In this section, we derive mode-sum expression for the coordinate expansion of the
second derivative of the singular field and show how they may be used to derive
regularisation parameters for the second derivative of the retarded field. This cal-
culation follows closely the strategy for computing regularisation parameters for the
self-force. As such, we describe here only the relevant differences which arise in the
second derivative case.
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Given our previously calculated coordinate expansions for the singular field of
the form Eq. (4.19), its second partial derivative naturally takes the form
Φ,ab (r, t, α, β) =
∞∑
n=1
B
(3n−1)
ab
ρ2n+30
n−4, (6.37)
where B
(k)
ab = bab|a1a2...ak(x¯)∆x
a1∆xa2 . . .∆xak . This is true independently of whether
one considers scalar, electromagnetic or gravitational cases; for simplicity, we de-
scribe here the scalar field case and note that the calculation proceeds in exactly
the same way for the electromagnetic and gravitational cases.
As was the case for self-force regularization, in using Eq. (6.37) to derive the
regularization parameters, we only need to take the sum to the appropriate order:
n = 1 for Φ,ab[−2], n = 2 for Φ,ab[−1], etc. For the self-force, only the first three terms
were non-vanishing in the limit ∆xa → 0; in the second derivative case one additional
term is non-vanishing and we must include up to n = 4 in order to compute a correct
regularised second derivative. Before addressing the mode decomposition, we first
recall the identity used in Eq. (4.40),
(
δ2 + 1− u)p/2 = ∞∑
l=0
A
p/2
l (δ)Pl(u) (6.38)
where
A
−1/2
l =
√
2
(√
δ2
2
+ 1− δ√
2
)2l+1
,
A
p/2
l =
−1
(2n− 1)δ
dA
p/2−1
l
dδ
. (6.39)
As in the self-force case, these may be used to derive expressions for ρ2n+30 before
taking the limit δ → 0 (equivalently, ∆r → 0). In the present context, the relevant
terms are:
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A
−5/2
l =
2l + 1
3δ3
− l(l + 1)(2l + 1)
3δ
+O(δ0),
A
−7/2
l =
2l + 1
5δ5
− l(l + 1)(2l + 1)
15δ3
+
(l − 1)l(l + 1)(l + 2)(2l + 1)
30δ
+ O(δ0),
A
−9/2
l =
2l + 1
7δ7
− l(l + 1)(2l + 1)
35δ5
+
(l − 1)l(l + 1)(l + 2)(2l + 1)
210δ3
− (l − 2)(l − 1)l(l + 1)(l + 2)(l + 3)(2l + 1)
630δ
+ O(δ0),
A
−11/2
l =
2l + 1
9δ9
− l(l + 1)(2l + 1)
63δ7
+
(l − 1)l(l + 1)(l + 2)(2l + 1)
630δ5
− (l − 2)(l − 1)l(l + 1)(l + 2)(l + 3)(2l + 1)
5670δ3
+
(l − 3)(l − 2)(l − 1)l(l + 1)(l + 2)(l + 3)(l + 4)(2l + 1)
22680δ
− (2l − 7)(2l − 5)(2l − 3)(2l − 1)(2l + 1)
2(2l + 3)(2l + 5)(2l + 7)(2l + 9)
14288400
√
2
+ O(δ0). (6.40)
for n = 1, 2, 3, 4, respectively. Using these in Eq. (6.37) above and taking the
limit ∆r → 0, we find that all divergent terms vanish. We may now perform the
integrating over the two-sphere as required by the spherical-harmonic decomposition.
Doing so, we obtain regularisation parameters sufficient to render the sum over l
finite. These generally have the following dependence on l:
Φl,rr[-2] = (2l + 1)
2Φ,rr[-2], Φ
l
,rr[-1] = (2l + 1)Φ,rr[-1], Φ
l
,rr[0] = Φ,rr[0],
Φl,rr[2] =
Φ,rr[2]
(2l − 1)(2l + 3) , Φ
l
,rr[4] =
Φ,rr[4]
(2l − 3)(2l − 1)(2l + 3)(2l + 5) ,
Φl,rr[6] =
Φ,rr[6]
(2l − 5)(2l − 3)(2l − 1)(2l + 3)(2l + 5)(2l + 7) . (6.41)
6.2.2 Regularisation Parameters
In this section, we apply this calculation to the case of the second radial derivative
for a circular geodesic orbit in the scalar field case. This particular case was chosen
as it most simply illustrates the structure without the unnecessary complexity of
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having many components. Its should be noted, however, that the calculation pro-
ceeds in exactly the same way for more generic orbits and for electromagnetic and
gravitational cases. We give the regularisation parameters resulting from doing so
electronically.
The regularisation parameters for the second derivative of the scalar field are
then as follows
Φ,rr[−2] =
(L2 + r20) (r0 − 3M)3/2 E
2pir40(r0 − 2M)5/2
, (6.42)
Φ,rr[−1] =
sgn(∆r)(r0 − 3M) (L2(3r0 − 5M) + r20(2r0 − 3M))
2r
7/2
0
√
L2 + r20(r0 − 2M)5/2
, (6.43)
Φ,rr[0] =
√
r0 − 3M
12piL2r50 (L
2 + r20) (r0 − 2M)5/2
(
ΦE,rr[0]E+ Φ
K
,rr[0]K
)
, (6.44)
ΦK,rr[0] = r
2
0(2M − r0)
(
76L4M − 48L4r0 + 54L2Mr20 − 39L2r30 − 4Mr40
)
− 4E2Mr50
(
2L2 + r20
)
,
ΦE,rr[0] = 4E
2Mr30
(
4L4 + 7L2r20 + r
4
0
)
− (2M − r0)
(
8L6M + 76L4Mr20 − 39L4r30 + 28L2Mr40 − 21L2r50 − 4Mr60
)
.
6.2.3 Example
As a demonstration of the feasibility of this approach, we now consider the case
of a scalar particle on a circular geodesic orbit of the Schwarzschild spacetime. In
this case, the retarded field may be computed using frequency domain methods
(66). This allows us to obtain accurate values for the spherical-harmonic modes of
the retarded field and its derivative on the worldline (note that the value obtained
depends on whether the worldline is approached from inside or outside in the radial
direction). The spherical-harmonic decomposed wave equation, previously derived
in Eq. (4.105),
Φlm,rr = −
2(r −M)
r(r − 2M)Φ
lm
,r −
[ ω2r2
(r − 2M)2 −
l(l + 1)
r(r − 2M)
]
Φlm, (6.45)
then gives an algebraic relation for the second radial derivative of the spherical-
harmonic l modes of the retarded field in terms of these. As expected, these modes
diverge with l like (2l + 1)2.
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Figure 6.1: Regularisation of the second radial derivative of the retarded field for the
case of a scalar particle on a circular geodesic of radius r0 = 10M in Schwarzschild
spacetime. In decreasing slope the above lines represent the unregularised second
derivative, and the second derivative regularised by subtracting from it in turn the
cumulative sum of Φl,rr[−2], Φ
l
,rr[−1], Φ
l
,rr[0], Φ
l
,rr[2] and Φ
l
,rr[4].
In Fig. 6.1, we show the effect of subtracting in turn the cumulative sums of
the regularisation parameters from the second derivative of the full retarded field.
The parameters Φ,rr[-2], Φ,rr[-1] and Φ,rr[0] are the analytically derived ones given
above. The parameters Φ,rr[2] and Φ,rr[4] were determined through a numerical fit
to the data. The resulting rapid convergence with l enables the calculation of an
extremely accurate value for the second derivative of the retarded field. Summing
over l, we find Φ,rr = −0.00000287908637(7), where the uncertainty in the last
digit is estimated by assuming that the error comes purely from the fact that the
sum is only done up to a finite lmax = 80. It is worth noting that our resulting
expression here has fewer digits than our previous calculations due to the nature of
this calculation, mainly that we are dealing with a quadratic l dependence of the
potential (or more loosely speacking we are taking a double covariant derivative).
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Chapter 7
Discussion
Despite its profound fundamental importance, general relativity is a subject matter
that has struggled to find its place in the world of everyday lives. It was with great
excitement in the 1970’s, with the development of the global positioning system
(GPS), that it was realised that general relativity must be taken into consideration
to ensure accuracy. Now, almost a century after the theory was born, we are on the
brink of bringing about another influential application of the theory - as a telescope
into the deepest, and certainly darkest, parts of our universe. Gravitational wave
astronomy is almost a reality, and the excitement of that reality has brought a new
surge of energy to tackling many of general relativity’s long-standing, open problems.
Bringing about a new era in astronomy is not without its challenges, challenges
that thousands of scientist are currently working hard to overcome. On the theory
side, owing to the weakness of the signal strain (10−21), the requirements for some of
the most exciting detections necessitate prior knowledge of the expected waveforms
for the gravitational radiation. To this end, the two body problem is once again
taking centre stage amongst relativists, and as a result, the self-force approach is
coming under major focus.
The problem with the self-force lies in the singular nature of the field at the
particle’s position, making it unclear as to how the field affects the motion of the
particle, a problem which also exists in electromagnetism. The MiSaTaWaQu equa-
tions were a milestone towards overcoming this issue by correctly identifying the
regular component of the field that is responsible for the dynamics. Detweiler and
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Whiting also brought about a breakthrough in the understanding of the regular-
isation procedure, with the introduction of the Detweiler-Whiting singular field -
the main focus of this thesis. The Detweiler-Whiting singular field when subtracted
from the retarded field gives the regular field, which, by construction, is smooth and
wholly responsible for the self-force.
In calculating the self-force, one requires both the retarded and singular field to
determine this regular field. By concentrating on the singular field, we were able to
bring about high order expansions with crucial benefits to the self-force calculation.
Prior to this work, focus on pushing the singular field to higher orders had diminished
considerably with the general belief that calculating these terms would be so difficult
as to make it infeasible.
In the mode-sum scheme, these high order terms had their greatest impact,
allowing for the calculation of high order regularisation parameters. One of the
key ingredients that enabled us to obtain these parameters was the realisation that
the rotation, that greatly simplifies the resulting parameters, can be done prior to
calculating the singular field. By readjusting the order in which we carried out
the various steps, we were able to greatly reduce the computational stress attached
to the high order terms, and complete the successful calculation of the previously
unknown regularisation parameters.
For the gravitational Schwarzschild case and Kerr space-times, only the first
two parameters were previously known, from the original work by Barack and Ori
(42, 62). This lack of higher order parameters resulted in very time-consuming and
difficult numerical challenges. The Schwarzschild scalar and electromagnetic cases
had had more success with the third parameter available, however, our high order
parameters were warmly welcomed as they sped up calculations in these scenarios
(which are still used as toy models to test new techniques). In all cases, our results
reduced the burden on computational resources and introduced an immediate im-
provement in the accuracy of self-force calculations. As we were able to produce
these results in all geodesic cases in both Schwarzschild space-time and, thus far, for
equatorial geodesics in Kerr space-times, this effect was not isolated to one or two
situations but had an impact on a wide range of calculations (108, 119, 120, 121).
The impact of the high order expansions of the singular field is not restricted
to the mode-sum approach. Although the mode-sum has been the most accurate,
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practical regularisation scheme to date, more recently, new techniques have been
introduced that are also showing encouraging results. One such method is the
effective source, independently introduced by Detweiler and Vega (55) and Barack
and Golbourn (54). This involves directly solving the homogeneous wave equation
for the regular field in the normal neighbourhood of the particle while solving the
same wave equation for the retarded field away from the particle. The two regions
are united either by the world function (Detweiler, Vega) or a boundary condition
(Barck, Golbourn). The result is a regular field fully derived from an approximated
singular field, easily obtainable from our singular field expansion, resulting in a very
smooth effective source in both Schwarzschild and Kerr.
As the effective source stems from the fact that the source must be evaluated in an
extended region around the world-line, numerical evaluation can be time consuming,
in particular, when using high order expansions such as the ones produced in this
thesis. Existing calculations have settled on expansions of 2 to be a particular
‘sweet spot’ for these calculations - up to this order the increase in complexity of
the singular field ‘source’ is rewarded with an increase in accuracy. At the current
state of the art, expansions above this order slow the calculations down to such a
degree that the extra orders offer more of an hindrance than a help. Nevertheless,
our expansions have still proved useful - in the gravitational Schwarzschild case and
Kerr cases (equatorial plane), as the 2 terms were previously unknown, therefore
our expansions up to these terms were immediately desirable.
One of the applications of our results in the effective source approach is in the
m-mode scheme developed by Barack and Golbourn (53). This scheme decomposes
the retarded field and effective source into azimuthal modes, making it more suited
to the Kerr space-time as it conserves the axial symmetry. By carrying out these
calculations with an effective source accurate to 2, one can obtain an expression
for the self-force in m-modes. We have now introduced a new method of using our
higher terms of the singular field to obtain ‘m-mode’ parameters, which we have
shown lead to a faster convergence of the m-mode sum.
There has also been recent interest in the self-force in its application to non-
geodesic motion, due to the role it appears to play in the cosmic censorship con-
jecture. The cosmic censorship conjecture, first proposed by Penrose in 1969 (79),
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suggests that singularities produced from gravitational collapse will always be ‘hid-
den’ behind an horizon. The Reissner-Nordstro¨m space-time, however, naturally
gives rise to the concept of a naked singularity if the magnitude of the charge of
the black hole is greater than that of its mass. One can, therefore, infer that for
the cosmic conjecture to be correct, we have an upper limit on the charge of the
black hole. Similarly the Kerr-Newman space-time imposes an upper limit on the
charge and spin of the black hole. This seems to suggest, if one can increase a
black hole’s charge or spin past these thresholds, one would force a naked singular-
ity. To this end, researchers have been trying to evolve such scenarios by attempt-
ing to overspin or overcharge a black hole by saturating it with suitable particles
(110, 111, 112, 113, 114).
Wald was the first to attempt such a scenario by considering an extremal black
hole (at the threshold) in Kerr-Newman (112), and firing test particles at the black
hole that carry the required charge or spin which, when swallowed by the black hole,
would push its charge over the threshold. However, Wald found that an extremal
black hole would not absorb such particles, in fact it seemed to repel them. Hubeny
carried out a similar scenario in Reissner-Nordstro¨m space-time (110), but consid-
ered a near extremal black hole. The simulation was a success in the sense that
the black hole did capture the required particles and became overcharged. However,
the self-force was not considered in these scenarios so they were not completely con-
clusive. Jacobson and Sotiriou similarly managed to overspin a black hole in Kerr
space-time (113), but again, these calculations were carried out without the self-
force correction. It is only recently (111), that these calculations are being carried
out with the self-force. Barausse and collaborators (114) recently considered similar
scenarios, and found the self-force reduces the size of the parameter space of possible
‘overcharging’ particles, however, they could not come to a definitive conclusion.
All of these developments have led researchers to believe that it is perhaps the
self-force that protects these particles from being swallowed by the black hole, sug-
gesting its role as the cosmic censor. This is leading to a push for more accurate
self-force calculations for non-geodesic motion. These expressions are more com-
plicated than those of geodesic motion, making the regularisation parameters even
more crucial. To this end, we have calculated the regularisation parameters for
generic motion in a spherically symmetric space-time, as well as those for more
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specialised cases, such as generic motion in Schwarzschild or radial infall in a spher-
ically symmetric space-time, and that of a charged particle in Reissner-Nordstro¨m
space-time. All of these have been in the scalar case as they are considered stepping
stones towards such calculations in higher spins. We have calculated the parameters
and checked them in various toy models, and so are confident, as we have all the
necessary tools, that we will shortly produce the required parameters for the higher
spins, which in turn can be used to investigate the nature of the self-force in such
scenarios.
One of the main motivations for the current work is the application of self-force
in predicting the necessary wave-forms for gravitational wave detection. The more
accurate the predicted wave-form, the higher the possibility of detection. To date,
the self-force, which arises in a perturbation expansion in the mass ratio of two
bodies, has only ever been calculated to first order. Recent developments have now
made available an outline for calculating the second order self force (58, 59, 60).
These calculations, amongst other necessities, require regularisation parameters for
derivatives of high order expansions of the singular field as well as the ability to
calculate other coordinate expansions. To this end, we have calculated the required
second order derivative regularisation parameters of the singular field, and are con-
fident that we can build on these in calculating other high order expansions required
for the second-order calculation.
In summary, the work carried out in this thesis on the singular field has led to
many applications in the self-force problem. Our regularisation parameters have
dramatically increased the accuracy of current self-force calculations. We have also
made the desired smooth effective source available, and offered a new method to
use the higher terms to increase the convergence of the self-force within the m-mode
scheme. All of these were accomplished in scalar, electromagnetic and gravitational
cases in both Schwarzschild and Kerr space-time. We were also able to offer an
application in the more fundamental elements of general relativity, in assisting in
the investigation of self-force’s role in the cosmic censorship conjecture. Finally, we
showed how our results have an importance in the very exciting and ongoing work
towards obtaining the first ever second order self force calculation. Both applications
in cosmic censorship and second order are still ongoing and offer further work. We
have made only baby steps in these areas, but we are optimistic about our future
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results. To this end, we have enjoyed the journey so far and look forward to its
exciting continuation.
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Appendix A
Coordinate Expansions in
Schwarzschild Space-Time
In this Appendix we give coordinate expansions of the key quantities appearing in
the singular field, Eqs. (2.170), (2.175) and (2.180). Using spherical symmetry, time
translation and reversal invariance, any regular biscalar respecting the symmetries
of the space-time may be written as,
i+j+2k≤9∑
i,j,k=0
σijk(t
′ − t)i(r′ − r)j(1− cos γ)k + O(10), (A.1)
which we will use in sections A.1 and A.2 to produce high order expansions of both
Synge’s world function and the Van Vleck determinant.
A.1 Synge World function
Letting cos γ = cos θ cos θ′−sin θ sin θ′ cos(φ−φ′) so that 2(1−cos γ) = ∆w21 +∆w22,
the expansion of the world function to the order required in this paper is
σ(x, x′) =
i+j+2k≤9∑
i,j,k=0
σijk(t
′ − t)i(r′ − r)j(1− cos γ)k + O(10), (A.2)
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where the non-zero coefficients are
σ001 = r
2, σ002 =
Mr
3
, σ003 =
1
90
M(9r − 2M),
σ004 =
M (14M2 − 19Mr + 30r2)
840r
, σ011 = r, σ012 =
M
6
, σ013 =
M
20
,
σ014 =
1
840
M
(
15− 7M
2
r2
)
, σ020 = − r
4M − 2r , σ021 =
M
12M − 6r ,
σ022 =
M(r −M)
60r(2M − r) , σ023 =
M (−14M2 + 6Mr + 3r2)
840r2(2M − r) , σ030 = −
M
2(r − 2M)2 ,
σ031 =
M
12(r − 2M)2 , σ032 =
M (2M2 − 2Mr + r2)
120r2(r − 2M)2 ,
σ033 =
M (56M3 − 54M2r + 12Mr2 + 3r3)
1680r3(r − 2M)2 , σ040 = −
M(M − 8r)
24r(r − 2M)3 ,
σ041 =
M (5M2 − 3Mr − 6r2)
120r2(r − 2M)3 , σ042 =
M (42M3 − 70M2r + 39Mr2 − 16r3)
3360r3(r − 2M)3 ,
σ050 = −M (M
2 − 2Mr + 6r2)
24r2(r − 2M)4 , σ051 =
M (20M3 − 31M2r + 12Mr2 + 8r3)
240r3(r − 2M)4 ,
σ052 =
M (7M4 − 21M3r + 23M2r2 − 11Mr3 + 5r4)
1680r4(r − 2M)4 ,
σ060 = −M (35M
3 − 86M2r + 86Mr2 − 144r3)
720r3(r − 2M)5 ,
σ061 =
M (245M4 − 532M3r + 421M2r2 − 120Mr3 − 40r4)
1680r4(r − 2M)5 ,
σ070 =
M (−15M4 + 44M3r − 54M2r2 + 36Mr3 − 40r4)
240r4(r − 2M)6 ,
σ071 =
M (280M5 − 763M4r + 832M3r2 − 444M2r3 + 100Mr4 + 20r5)
1120r5(r − 2M)6 ,
σ080 =
M (385M5 − 1316M4r + 1928M3r2 − 1576M2r3 + 788Mr4 − 640r5)
4480r5(2M − r)7 ,
σ090 =
M
40320r6(r − 2M)8
(− 5005M6 + 19558M5r − 33394M4r2 + 32584M3r3
−19960M2r4 + 7984Mr5 − 5040r6),
σ200 =
M
r
− 1
2
, σ201 =
M(r − 2M)
6r2
, σ202 =
M (10M2 − 11Mr + 3r2)
60r3
,
σ203 =
M (−92M3 + 142M2r − 78Mr2 + 15r3)
840r4
, σ210 = −M
2r2
,
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σ211 =
M(4M − r)
12r3
, σ212 = −M (30M
2 − 22Mr + 3r2)
120r4
,
σ213 =
M (368M3 − 426M2r + 156Mr2 − 15r3)
1680r5
, σ220 =
M(5M − 4r)
12r3(2M − r) ,
σ221 = −M (23M
2 − 20Mr + 3r2)
60r4(2M − r) ,
σ222 =
M (686M3 − 802M2r + 281Mr2 − 24r3)
1680r5(2M − r) , σ230 = −
M(M − r)2
4r4(r − 2M)2 ,
σ231 =
M (24M3 − 55M2r + 32Mr2 − 4r3)
120r5(r − 2M)2 ,
σ232 =
M (−630M4 + 1234M3r − 832M2r2 + 218Mr3 − 15r4)
1680r6(r − 2M)2 ,
σ240 = −M (M
3 − 78M2r + 116Mr2 − 48r3)
240r5(r − 2M)3 ,
σ241 = −M (553M
4 − 269M3r − 444M2r2 + 322Mr3 − 40r4)
1680r6(r − 2M)3 ,
σ250 =
M (75M4 − 84M3r − 51M2r2 + 104Mr3 − 40r4)
240r6(r − 2M)4 ,
σ251 =
M (−4396M5 + 8227M4r − 4760M3r2 + 350M2r3 + 412Mr4 − 60r5)
3360r7(r − 2M)4 ,
σ260 =
M (2317M5 − 5560M4r + 4220M3r2 − 146M2r3 − 1254Mr4 + 480r5)
3360r7(r − 2M)5 ,
σ270 =
M
3360r8(r − 2M)6
(
3759M6 − 12402M5r + 16015M4r2 − 9336M3r3
+ 1347M2r4 + 1048Mr5 − 420r6),
σ400 =
M2(2M − r)
24r5
, σ401 = −M
2 (54M2 − 49Mr + 11r2)
360r6
,
σ402 =
M2 (1956M3 − 2702M2r + 1228Mr2 − 183r3)
10080r7
, σ410 =
M2(2r − 5M)
24r6
,
σ411 =
M2 (324M2 − 245Mr + 44r2)
720r7
,
σ412 =
M2 (−3423M3 + 4053M2r − 1535Mr2 + 183r3)
5040r8
,
σ420 =
M2 (429M2 − 394Mr + 86r2)
720r7(2M − r) ,
σ421 =
M2 (−7509M3 + 9170M2r − 3575Mr2 + 438r3)
5040r8(2M − r) ,
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σ430 =
M2 (−301M3 + 460M2r − 228Mr2 + 36r3)
240r8(r − 2M)2 ,
σ431 =
M2 (35472M4 − 63269M3r + 40912M2r2 − 11240Mr3 + 1088r4)
10080r9(r − 2M)2 ,
σ440 = −M
2 (42507M4 − 94876M3r + 77976M2r2 − 27740Mr3 + 3546r4)
20160r9(r − 2M)3 ,
σ450 =
M2
20160r10(r − 2M)4
(− 57987M5 + 178306M4r − 214952M3r2
+ 126744M2r3 − 36328Mr4 + 3992r5),
σ600 =
M3 (26M2 − 25Mr + 6r2)
720r9
,
σ601 =
M3 (−1818M3 + 2475M2r − 1115Mr2 + 166r3)
15120r10
,
σ610 = −M
3 (117M2 − 100Mr + 21r2)
720r10
,
σ611 =
M3 (18180M3 − 22275M2r + 8920Mr2 − 1162r3)
30240r11
,
σ620 =
M3 (23931M3 − 31560M2r + 13652Mr2 − 1930r3)
30240r11(2M − r) ,
σ630 =
M3 (−27687M4 + 51002M3r − 34745M2r2 + 10344Mr3 − 1131r4)
10080r12(r − 2M)2 ,
σ800 =
M4 (978M3 − 1393M2r + 660Mr2 − 104r3)
40320r13
,
σ810 =
M4 (−6357M3 + 8358M2r − 3630Mr2 + 520r3)
40320r14
. (A.3)
A.2 Van Vleck determinant
Inserting the above expansion for σ(x, x′) into the definition of the Van Vleck de-
terminant, Eq. (3.2), gives
∆1/2(x, x′) = 1 +
i+j+2k≤7∑
i,j,k=0
∆
1/2
ijk (t
′ − t)i(r′ − r)j(1− cos γ)k + O(8), (A.4)
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where the non-zero coefficients are
∆
1/2
002 =
M2
15r2
, ∆
1/2
003 =
M2(27r − 34M)
378r3
, ∆
1/2
012 = −
M2
15r3
,
∆
1/2
013 =
M2(17M − 9r)
126r4
, ∆
1/2
021 =
M2
60Mr3 − 30r4 , ∆
1/2
022 =
M2(322M − 177r)
2520r4(2M − r) ,
∆
1/2
031 =
M2(2r − 3M)
30r4(r − 2M)2 , ∆
1/2
032 =
M2 (−308M2 + 332Mr − 93r2)
1260r5(r − 2M)2 ,
∆
1/2
040 =
M2
60r4(r − 2M)2 , ∆
1/2
041 = −
M2 (910M2 − 1268Mr + 459r2)
5040r5(r − 2M)3 ,
∆
1/2
050 =
M2(4M − 3r)
60r5(r − 2M)3 , ∆
1/2
051 =
M2 (−1190M3 + 2664M2r − 2035Mr2 + 537r3)
5040r6(r − 2M)4 ,
∆
1/2
060 =
M2 (5432M2 − 7720Mr + 2943r2)
30240r6(r − 2M)4 ,
∆
1/2
070 =
M2 (1036M3 − 2120M2r + 1524Mr2 − 393r3)
2520r7(r − 2M)5 , ∆
1/2
201 =
M2(r − 2M)
30r5
,
∆
1/2
202 =
M2 (460M2 − 428Mr + 99r2)
2520r6
, ∆
1/2
211 =
M2(5M − 2r)
30r6
,
∆
1/2
212 = −
M2 (690M2 − 535Mr + 99r2)
1260r7
, ∆
1/2
220 = −
M2
30r6
,
∆
1/2
221 = −
M2 (443M2 − 412Mr + 90r2)
1260r7(2M − r) , ∆
1/2
230 =
M2
10r7
,
∆
1/2
231 =
M2 (161M3 − 464M2r + 317Mr2 − 60r3)
1260r8(r − 2M)2 ,
∆
1/2
240 =
M2 (−3526M2 + 3746Mr − 981r2)
5040r8(r − 2M)2 ,
∆
1/2
250 = −
M2 (9392M3 − 15628M2r + 8631Mr2 − 1572r3)
5040r9(r − 2M)3 ,
∆
1/2
400 =
M2(r − 2M)2
60r8
, ∆
1/2
401 =
M2 (−1300M3 + 1682M2r − 714Mr2 + 99r3)
5040r9
,
∆
1/2
410 = −
M2 (16M2 − 14Mr + 3r2)
60r9
,
∆
1/2
411 =
M2 (5850M3 − 6728M2r + 2499Mr2 − 297r3)
5040r10
,
∆
1/2
420 =
M2 (5648M2 − 4800Mr + 981r2)
10080r10
,
∆
1/2
430 = −
M2 (2020M2 − 1872Mr + 393r2)
2520r11
, ∆
1/2
600 =
M3(199M − 89r)(r − 2M)2
7560r12
,
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∆
1/2
610 =
M3 (−3184M3 + 4224M2r − 1850Mr2 + 267r3)
5040r13
. (A.5)
A.3 Expansions of an arbitrary point on the world
line about xa¯
The four velocity of a general geodesic orbit taken to lie in the equatorial plane is
given by the standard expressions (73)
t˙(τ) =
Er(τ)
r(τ)− 2M , r˙(τ) =
√
E2 −
(
1− 2M
r(τ)
)(
1 +
L2
r(τ)2
)
,
θ˙(τ) = 0, φ˙(τ) =
L
r(τ)2
. (A.6)
It is straightforward to calculate the higher order proper time derivatives of these
expressions and evaluate both the four velocity and its higher derivatives at xa¯,
giving, for example,
t˙0 =
Er0
r0 − 2M , r˙0 =
√
E2 −
(
1− 2M
r0
)(
1 +
L2
r20
)
, θ˙0 = 0, φ˙0 =
L
r20
,
t¨0 = − 2EMr˙0
(r0 − 2M)2
, r¨0 =
L2r0 −Mr20 − 3L2M
r40
, θ¨0 = 0, φ¨0 = −2Lr˙0
r30
,
...
t 0 =
2EM [2 (E2 − 1) r40 − r20 (3L2 + 2M2) + 9L2Mr0 + 5Mr30 − 6L2M2]
r40 (r0 − 2M)3
,
...
r 0 =
r˙0 (−3L2r0 + 2Mr20 + 12L2M)
r50
,
...
θ 0 = 0,
...
φ 0 =
2L [3 (E2 − 1) r30 − 4L2r0 + 7Mr20 + 9L2M ]
r70
. (A.7)
Combining Eq. (A.7) with Eq. (3.15), we can express xa
′
in terms of xa¯ and ∆τ :
t′ =
Er0
r0 − 2M∆τ −
EMr˙0
(r0 − 2M)2
∆τ 2 + · · · ,
r′ = r0 + r˙0∆τ − (−L
2r0 +Mr
2
0 + 3L
2M)
2r40
∆τ 2 + · · · ,
θ′ =
pi
2
, φ′ =
L
r20
∆τ − Lr˙0
r30
∆τ 2 + · · · . (A.8)
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It is also straightforward to obtain δxa
′
, in terms of ∆xa, xa¯ and ∆τ by noting that
δxa
′
= xa
′ − ∆xa − xa¯. Finally, we can calculate ua′ in terms of xa¯ and ∆τ by
inserting r′ from Eq. (A.8) into our equations for the four velocity, Eq. (A.3)
ut
′
=
Er0
r0 − 2M −
2EMrr˙0
(r0 − 2M)2
∆τ
+
EM
r40 (2M − r0)3
{
6L2M2 − 9L2Mr0 + r20
[
3L2 + 2M2 − 2 (E2 − 1) r20
− 5Mr0
]}
∆τ 2 + · · · ,
ur
′
= r˙0 +
r0 (L
2 −Mr0)− 3L2M
r40
∆τ +
r˙0 (12L
2M − 3L2r0 + 2Mr20)
2r50
∆τ 2 + · · · ,
uθ
′
= 0,
uφ
′
=
L
r20
− 2Lr˙0
r30
∆τ +
L [3 (E2 − 1) r30 − 4L2r0 + 7Mr20 + 9L2M ]
r70
∆τ 2 + · · · . (A.9)
A.4 Expansions of retarded and advanced points
Taking ∆τ to have leading order , the same leading order of our ∆x terms, we can
further expand it in orders of , giving
∆τ = τ1+ τ2
2 + τ3
3 + τ4
4 + · · · . (A.10)
Substituting δxa
′
obtained from Eq. (A.8) and ∆τ from Eq. (A.10) into σ(x, x′),
Eq. (3.16), gives σ(x, x′) as a function of ∆xa, xa¯ and the τn’s:
σ(x, x′) =
1
2
[
(2M − r¯) ∆t2
r¯
+
r¯ (∆r − 2r˙0τ1) ∆r
r¯ − 2m + r¯
2
(
∆θ2 + ∆φ2
)− (2L∆φ+ τ1
− 2E∆t)τ1]+ 1
2
{
2
r¯
(
EM∆t
r¯ − 2M − L∆φ
)
τ1∆r +
M (r˙0τ1 −∆r) ∆r2
(r¯ − 2M)2
+ r¯
[
(r˙0τ1 + ∆r)
(
∆θ2 + ∆φ2
)− 2r˙0τ2∆r
r¯ − 2M
]
− M (r˙0τ1 + ∆r) ∆t
2
r¯2
− 2 (L∆φ− E∆t+ τ1) τ2
}
+ · · · . (A.11)
If we now specify that xa
′
coincides with the point where the world line intersects
with the light cone of x, we can use the equation σ(x, x′) = 0 to solve for the τn’s
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in terms of ∆xa and xa¯. This gives us
τ1 =E∆t− L∆φ+ r¯r˙0∆r
2M − r¯ ± ρ,
τ2 =
±1
8ρ
(
∆r
M2r¯
{
L2
[
∆r2 + 4M2
(
∆θ2 + 3∆φ2
)]− 4LM2(E∆t± 2ρ)∆φ
− 2EM2(3E∆t± 2ρ)∆t}+ 1
Mr¯2
{
4LM2r˙0∆t
2∆φ− 4M2[r˙0(E∆t± ρ)
+ 2∆r
]
∆t2 + L2∆r3
}
+
∆r
M2 (2M − r¯)
[
4LM2 (E∆t− 2r˙0∆r) ∆φ
+ 8E2M3r¯
(
∆θ2 + ∆φ2
)
+ L2∆r2 − 2EM2(3E∆t± 2ρ)∆t]
− ∆r
2
M (r¯ − 2M)3
{
(r¯ − 2M) [4LM2r˙0∆φ+ 4M2(Er˙0∆t∓ r˙0ρ+ E2∆r)
− L2∆r]+ 8E2M3∆r}− 4L2M∆r∆t2
r¯4
− 4r¯ (∆θ2 + ∆φ2) [ (E2 − 2)∆r
− r˙0 (E∆t− L∆φ± ρ)
])
, (A.12)
with the higher order terms following in the same manner.
Using our equations for ∆τ , Eqs. (A.10) and (A.12), we rewrite xa
′
(and conse-
quently δxa
′
), the four velocity, ua
′
, ∆
1
2 (x, x′) and σa′ (Eqs. (A.8), (A.9), (3.14) and
(3.12) respectively), in terms of ∆xa and xa¯.
A.5 Bivector of Parallel Transport
To calculate the bivector of parallel transport, gab′(x, x
′), we first write it in terms
of a coordinate expansion about x,
gab′(x, x
′) = δab′+Gabc(x)δxc
′
+Gabcd(x)δx
c′δxd
′
+Gabcde(x)δx
c′δxd
′
δxe
′
+. . . , (A.13)
where the coefficients Gab...(x) are functions of x
a written in terms of ∆xa and xa¯.
Calculating gab′,c′(x, x
′) is straight forward:
gab′,c′(x, x
′) =Gabc(x) + 2Gabcd(x)δxd
′
+ 3Gabcde(x)δx
d′δxe
′
+ 4Gabcde(x)δx
d′δxe
′
δxf
′
+ · · · . (A.14)
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Using the identity gab′;c′σ
c′ = gab′,c′σ
c′ − Γd′b′c′gad′σc′ = 0 with Eqs. (3.10), (A.14),
(A.13), and our expression for δxa
′
(obtained from the previous section), one can
calculate the above coefficients and hence obtain the bivector of parallel transport,
gab′(x, x
′), in terms of ∆xa and xa¯.
A.6 Scalar Singular Field
Combining Eqs. (2.170), (2.124) and (3.1), the scalar singular field can be written
as
Φ(S)(x) =
q
2
[
∆
1
2 (x, x′)
σc′(x, x′)uc
′(x′)
]x′=x(adv)
x′=x(ret)
+
q
2
∫ τ(adv)
τ(ret)
V (x, x(τ ′))dτ. (A.15)
We already have everything required for the first term here, which gives the direct
part of the scalar singular field. It should be noted that x′ = x(ret) and x′ = x(adv)
are the equivalent of setting ±ρ = −ρ and ±ρ = +ρ respectively when substituting
τn, Eq. (A.12), into ∆
1/2, σa′ and u
a′ .
In the scalar case, Eq. (3.5) for the scalar tail part becomes
V (x, x′) =
∞∑
n=0
Vn(x, x
′)σn(x, x′). (A.16)
To calculate coordinate expansions of the Vn, first we require a coordinate expansion
for V0 about x of the form,
V0(x, x
′) = v0(x) + v0a(x)δxa
′
+ v0ab(x)δx
a′δxb
′
+ v0abc(x)δx
a′δxb
′
δxc
′
+ · · · . (A.17)
The ‘initial condition’ described by Eq. (3.6b) and derived from Eq. (2.152), in the
scalar case, then becomes
2σ;a
′
V0;a′ − 2V0∆−
1
2σ;a
′
∆
1
2 ;a′ + 2V0 +
(
′ −m2 − ξR)∆12 = 0, (A.18)
and from this, it is quite simple to read off expressions for the coefficients v0a.... Once
we have V0 to the desired order, we compute a coordinate expansion for Vn (n > 0)
of the form
Vn(x, x
′) = vn(x) + vna(x)δxa
′
+ vnab(x)δx
a′δxb
′
+ vnabc(x)δx
a′δxb
′
δxc
′
+ · · · . (A.19)
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The recursion relation for Vn, Eq. (3.6a) in the scalar case is then
2nσ;a
′
Vn;a′−2nVn∆−
1
2σ;a
′
∆
1
2 ;a′ + 2n (n+ 1)Vn +
(
′ −m2 − ξR)Vn−1 = 0, (A.20)
from which we can obtain expressions for the coefficients, vna.... Here, the number of
terms which must be computed is determined by the accuracy to which we require
the singular field. For the present calculation, we require up to v0 abcde, v1 abc and
v2 a.
Once we have Vn to the required n, using Eqs. (3.8) and (A.16), along with our
expression for δxa
′
obtained from Eq. (A.8), we get V (x, x′) in terms of ∆τ , ∆xa
and xa¯. This can be easily integrated over τ as required by Eq. (A.15). Our final
expression for Φ(S)(x) is then obtained by using Eqs. (A.10) and (A.12) to remove
the ∆τ dependence. As before τ(ret) and τ(adv) are obtained by allowing ±ρ = −ρ
and ±ρ = +ρ, respectively.
A.7 Electromagnetic Singular Field
For the electromagnetic singular field, we use Eqs. (2.175), (2.124) and (3.1) to give
A(S)a =
e
2
[
∆
1
2 (x, x′)gaa′(x, x′)ua
′
(x′)
σc′(x, x′)uc
′(x′)
]x′=x(adv)
x′=x(ret)
+
e
2
∫ τ(adv)
τ(ret)
Vaa′(x, z(τ))u
a′(x′)dτ,
(A.21)
where Vaa′(x, z(τ
′)) is given by Eq. (3.5),
V aa
′
(x, x′) =
∞∑
n=0
V aa
′
n (x, x
′)σn(x, x′), (A.22)
and the relevant metrics at x and x′ can be used to lower indices. We require a
coordinate expansion of V aa
′
0 of the form,
V aa
′
0 (x, x
′) = vaa
′
0 (x) + v
aa′
0 b(x)δx
b′ + vaa
′
0 bc(x)δx
b′δxc
′
+ vaa
′
0 bcd(x)δx
b′δxc
′
δxd
′
+ · · · .
(A.23)
Substituting this into the initial condition in Eq. (3.6b) and derived from Eq. (2.152),
which in the electromagnetic case is
2σ;b
′
V aa
′
0 ;b′ − 2V aa
′
0 ∆
−1
2σ;b
′
∆
1
2 ;b′ + 2V
aa′
0 +
(
δa
′
b′′ −Ra′b′
)(
∆
1
2 gab
′
)
= 0, (A.24)
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the coefficients of Eq. (A.23), vaa
′
0 b···, can easily be recursively obtained. It should
be noted that the covariant derivatives require the appropriate Christoffel symbols,
Eq. (2.7), which can be obtained from the suitable metric at x′. Next, we construct
coordinate expansions for the V aa
′
n . These have the form
V aa
′
n (x, x
′) = vaa
′
n (x) + v
aa′
n b(x)δx
b′ + vaa
′
n bc(x)δx
b′δxc
′
+ vaa
′
n bcd(x)δx
b′δxc
′
δxd
′
+ · · · .
(A.25)
Substituting Eq. (A.25) into the recursion relation (3.6a), which for the electromag-
netic case becomes
2nσ;b
′
V aa
′
n ;b′ − 2nV aa
′
n ∆
−1
2σ;b
′
∆
1
2 ;b′ + 2n (n+ 1)V
aa′
n +
(
δa
′
b′′ −Ra′b′
)
V ab
′
n−1 = 0,
(A.26)
we can recursively solve for the coefficients of Eq. (A.25), vaa
′
n b···. Once we have V
aa′
n
to the required n, we carry out the same remaining steps as in the scalar case and
use Eq. (A.21) to calculate the electromagnetic singular field.
A.8 Gravitational Singular Field
In the gravitational case, Eqs. (2.180), (2.124) and (3.1) give
h¯
(S)
ab =2µ
[
∆
1
2 (x, x′)ga′(agb)b′(x, x′)ua
′
(x′)ub
′
(x′)
σc′(x, x′)uc
′(x′)
]x′=x(adv)
x′=x(ret)
+ 2µ
∫ τ(adv)
τ(ret)
Vaba′b′(x, z(τ
′))ua
′
(x′)ub
′
(x′)dτ, (A.27)
where Vaba′b′(x, z(τ
′)) is given by Eq. (3.5). For the gravitational case, this is
V aba
′b′(x, x′) =
∞∑
n=0
V aba
′b′
n (x, x
′)σn(x, x′), (A.28)
where the appropriate metric at x or x′ can be used to lower indices. The coordinate
expansion for V aba
′b′
0 (x, x
′) is of the form
V aba
′b′
0 (x, x
′) =vaba
′b′
0 (x) + v
aba′b′
0 c(x)δx
c′ + vaba
′b′
0 cd(x)δx
c′δxd
′
+ vaba
′b′
0 cde(x)δx
c′δxd
′
δxe
′
+ · · · . (A.29)
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We replace V aba
′b′
0 (x, x
′) with Eq (A.29) in the initial condition described by Eq. (3.6b)
and derived from Eq. (2.152), which for the gravitational case is
2σ;c
′
V aba
′b′
0 ;c′−2V aba
′b′
0 ∆
−1
2σ;c
′
∆
1
2 ;c′ + 2V
aba′b′
0
+
(
δa
′
c′δ
b′
d′′ + 2Ca
′
c′
b′
d′
)(
∆
1
2 gc
′(agb)d
′
)
= 0. (A.30)
This equation may be used to recursively solve for the coefficients of Eq. (A.29),
vaba
′b′
0 c···. Next, the coordinate expansion of V
aba′b′
n (x, x
′) for n > 0 has the form,
V aba
′b′
n (x, x
′) =vaba
′b′
n 0(x) + v
aba′b′
n c(x)δx
c′ + vaba
′b′
n cd(x)δx
c′δxd
′
+ vaba
′b′
n cde(x)δx
c′δxd
′
δxe
′
+ · · · . (A.31)
Substituting this into the recursion relation of Eq. (3.6a), which for the gravitational
case has the form
2nσ;c
′
V aba
′b′
n ;c′−2nV aba
′b′
n ∆
−1
2σ;c
′
∆
1
2 ;c′ + 2n (n+ 1)V
aba′b′
n
+
(
δa
′
c′δ
b′
d′′ + 2Ca
′
c′
b′
d′
)
V abc
′d′
n−1 = 0, (A.32)
we can recursively solve for the coefficiens of Eq. (A.31), vaba
′b′
n c···. As in the previous
two cases, once we have V aba
′b′
n (x, x
′) for the required n, it is straightforward to
calculate the singular field using Eq. (A.27).
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Appendix B
Covariant Bitensor Expansions*
In this Appendix, we give covariant expansions for the bitensors appearing in the
formal expression for the singular field, Eq. (2.163). These are given in terms of
the biscalars s¯ ≡ (ga¯b¯ + ua¯ub¯)σa¯σb¯, (the projection of σa¯(x, x¯) orthogonal to the
worldline), and r¯ = σa¯u
a¯ (the projection of σa¯(x, x¯) along the worldline). In writing
the coefficients, we use the notation [Ta1···an ](k) to denote the term of order 
k in the
expansion of the tensor Ta1···an , so that
Ta1···an =
∞∑
k=0
[Ta1···an ](k)
k. (B.1)
B.1 Advanced and retarded points
Eq. (2.163) for the singular field includes bitensors at points x′ on the world-line
between the advanced and retarded points of x. We consolidate this dependance to
a single arbitrary point, x¯, on the world by expanding the dependence on x′ about
x¯. Denoting the proper distance along the world-line between x(adv)/x(ret) and x¯ by
∆τ , we may write the expansion of this distance in powers of  as
∆τ(1) = r¯ ± s¯, ∆τ(2) = 0, ∆τ(3) = ∓(r¯ ± s¯)
2Ruσuσ
6s¯
,
∆τ(4) = ∓
(r¯ ± s¯)2((r¯ ± s¯)Ruσuσ;u −Ruσuσ;σ)
24s¯
,
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B.2 Advanced and retarded distances
∆τ(5) = ∓(r¯ ± s¯)
2
360s¯3
{
5RuσuσRuσuσ(r¯ ∓ 3s¯)(r¯ ± s¯) + s¯2
[
(r¯ ± s¯)2
(
3Ruσuσ;uu
+ 4Ruσua¯Ruσu
a¯
)
− (r¯ ± s¯)
(
3Ruσuσ;uσ − 16Ruσua¯Ruσσa¯
)
+ 3Ruσuσ;σσ
+ 4Ruσσa¯Ruσσ
a¯
]}
,
∆τ(6) = ±(r¯ ± s¯)
2
4320s¯3
(
30Ruσuσ
[
Ruσuσ;σ(r¯ ∓ 3s¯)(r¯ ± s¯)−Ruσuσ;u(r¯ ∓ 4s¯)(r¯ ± s¯)2
]
+ s¯2
{
6Ruσuσ;σσσ + 36Ruσσa¯;σRuσσ
a¯ − 2(r¯ ± s¯)
[
3Ruσuσ;uσσ
− 36Ruσσa¯;σRuσua¯ −Ruσσa¯(16Ruσua¯;σ + 5Ruσuσ;a¯ − 10Ruσσa¯;u)
]
+2(r¯ ± s¯)2
[
3Ruσuσ;uuσ − 30Ruσua¯;uRuσσa¯ +Ruσua¯(13Ruσua¯;σ + 5Ruσuσ;a¯
− 25Ruσσa¯;u)
]
− 6(r¯ ± s¯)3(Ruσuσ;uuu + 6Ruσua¯;uRuσua¯)
})
. (B.2)
B.2 Advanced and retarded distances
Taking two derivatives of the world function, we obtain a bitensor that has the
covariant expansion
σab = gab − 13Racbdσcσd + 112Racbd;eσcσdσe +
(
1
45
RacpdR
p
ebf +
1
60
Racbd;ef
)
σcσdσeσf
+
(
1
120
Racpd;eR
p
fbg +
1
120
RacpdR
p
ebf ;g +
1
360
Racbd;efg
)
σcσdσeσfσg
−
(
2
945
RacpdR
p
eqfR
q
gbh +
1
504
Racpd;efR
p
gbh +
17
5040
Racpd;eR
p
fbg;h
+ 1
504
RacpdR
p
ebf ;gh +
1
2520
Racbd;efgh
)
σcσdσeσfσgσh
+
(
17
20160
Racpd;eR
p
fqgR
q
hbi +
29
30240
RacpdR
p
eqf ;gR
q
hbi +
11
30240
Racpd;efgR
p
hbi
+ 17
20160
Racpd;efR
p
gbh;i +
17
20160
RacpdR
p
eqfR
q
gbh;i +
17
20160
Racpd;eR
p
fbg;hi
+ 11
30240
RacpdR
p
ebf ;ghi +
1
20160
Racbd;efghi
)
σcσdσeσfσgσhσi. (B.3)
For the singular field, we require the expansion of [σa′u
a′ ](z±, x). Writing [σa′ua
′
](τ) =
[σa′u
a′ ](z(τ), x), expanding the dependence on τ about x¯ (using the method of
Sec. 3.1.2 and making use of the above expansion of σab) and evaluating at τ = τ±,
we obtain the coefficients of the expansion of [σa′u
a′ ]± ≡ [σa′ua′ ](z±, x) about x¯.
They are:
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r(1) = s¯, r(3) = − r¯
2 − s¯2
6s¯
Ruσuσ,
r(4) =
r¯ ± s¯
24s¯
[
Ruσuσσ(r¯ ∓ s¯)−Ruσuσu(r¯ ± s¯)(r¯ ∓ 2s¯)
]
,
r(5) = − 1
360s¯3
{
s¯2
[
(r¯2 − s¯2)(3Ruσuσσσ + 4Ruσσa¯Ruσσa¯)
− (r¯ ± s¯)2(r¯ ∓ 2s¯)(3Ruσuσσu − 16Ruσσa¯Ruσua¯)
+ (r¯ ± s¯)3(r¯ ∓ 3s¯)(3Ruσuσuu + 4Ruσua¯Ruσua¯)]+ 5[(r¯2 − s¯2)Ruσuσ]2},
r(6) =
1
4320s¯3
(
s¯2
{
6(r¯2 − s¯2)(Ruσuσσσσ + 6Ruσσa¯σRuσσa¯)
− 6(r¯ ± s¯)4(r¯ ∓ 4s¯)
(
Ruσuσuuu + 6Ruσua¯uRuσu
a¯
)
− 2(r¯ ± s¯)2(r¯ ∓ 2s¯)
[
3Ruσuσuσσ − 36Ruσσa¯σRuσua¯ −Ruσσa¯(16Ruσua¯σ
+ 5Ruσuσa¯ − 10Ruσσa¯u)
]
+ 2(r¯ ± s¯)3(r¯ ∓ 3s¯)
[
3Ruσuσuuσ
− 30Ruσua¯uRuσσa¯ +Ruσua¯(13Ruσua¯σ + 5Ruσuσa¯ − 25Ruσσa¯u)
]}
+30Ruσuσ
[
(r¯2 − s¯2)2Ruσuσσ − (r¯ ± s¯)3(r¯2 ∓ 3r¯s¯+ 4s¯2)Ruσuσu
])
. (B.4)
B.3 Van Vleck Determinant
The Van Vleck determinant has the covariant expansion
∆1/2(x, x′) = 1 +
1
12
Rabσ
aσb − 1
24
Rab;cσ
aσbσc +
( 1
360
RpaqbR
p
c
q
d +
1
288
RabRcd
+
1
80
Rab;cd
)
σaσbσcσd −
( 1
360
RpaqbR
p
c
q
d;e +
1
288
RabRcd;e
+
1
360
Rab;cde
)
σaσbσcσdσe +
( 1
1260
RpaqbR
p
c
q
d;ef
+
1
1344
Rpaqb;cR
p
d
q
e;f +
1
5670
RpaqbRrc
p
dR
q
e
r
f +
1
4320
RpaqbR
p
c
q
dRef
+
1
10368
RabRcdRef +
1
1152
Rab;cRde;f +
1
960
RabRcd;ef
+
1
2016
Rab;cdef
)
σaσbσcσdσeσf −
( 1
6048
RpaqbR
p
c
q
d;efg
+
1
2240
Rpaqb;cR
p
d
q
e;fg +
1
3780
RpaqbRrc
p
dR
q
e
r
f ;g
+
1
4320
RpaqbR
p
c
q
d;eRfg +
1
8640
RpaqbR
p
c
q
dRef ;g +
1
6912
RabRcdRef ;g
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+
1
1920
Rab;cRde;fg +
1
4320
RabRcd;efg
+
1
13440
Rab;cdefg
)
σaσbσcσdσeσfσg. (B.5)
Writing ∆1/2(τ) = ∆1/2(z(τ), x), expanding the dependence on τ about x¯ (using the
method of Sec. 3.1.2) and evaluating at τ = τ±, we obtain the coefficients in the
expansion of ∆
1/2
± ≡ ∆1/2(z±, x) about x¯. Specialized to the vacuum case, they are:
∆
1/2
(0) = 1, ∆
1/2
(1) = 0, ∆
1/2
(2) = 0, ∆
1/2
(3) = 0,
∆
1/2
(4) =
1
360
[
Cσa¯σb¯ + 2(r¯ ± s¯)Cu(a¯|σ|b¯) + (r¯ ± s¯)2Cua¯ub¯
][
Cσ
a¯
σ
b¯ + 2(r¯ ± s¯)Cua¯σb¯
+(r¯ ± s¯)2Cua¯ub¯
]
,
∆
1/2
(5) =
1
360
[
Cσa¯σb¯ + 2(r¯ ± s¯)Cu(a¯|σ|b¯) + (r¯ ± s¯)2Cua¯ub¯
][
(r¯ ± s¯)
(
Cσ
a¯
σ
b¯
u − 2Cua¯σb¯σ
)
−(r¯ ± s¯)2
(
Cu
a¯
u
b¯
σ − 2Cua¯σb¯u
)
+ (r¯ ± s¯)3Cua¯ub¯u − Cσa¯σb¯σ
]
. (B.6)
B.4 Bivector of parallel transport
The derivative of the bivector of parallel transport has the covariant expansion
ga
a′ga′b;c(x, x
′) = −1
2
Rbacdσ
d +
1
6
Rbacd;eσ
dσe − 1
24
(
RbapdR
p
ecf +Rbacd;ef
)
σdσeσf
+
( 1
60
RbapdR
p
ecf ;g +
7
360
Rbapd;eR
p
fcg +
1
120
Rbacd;efg
)
σdσeσfσg
−
( 1
240
RbapdR
p
ecf ;gh
1
120
Rbapd;eR
p
fcg;h +
1
180
Rbapd;efR
p
gch
+
1
240
RbapdR
p
eqfR
q
gch +
1
720
Rbacd;efgh
)
σdσeσfσgσh. (B.7)
For the singular field, we require the expansion of gaa′u
a′(z±, x). Writing [gaa′ua
′
](τ) =
[gaa′u
a′ ](z(τ), x), expanding the dependence on τ about x¯ (using the method of
Sec. 3.1.2 and making use of the above expansion of the bivector of parallel trans-
port) and evaluating at τ = τ±, we obtain the coefficients of the expansion of
[gaa′u
a′ ]± ≡ gaa′ua′(z±, x) about x¯. They are:
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[
gaa′u
a′
]
(0)
= gaa¯u
a¯,
[
gaa′u
a′
]
(1)
= 0,
[
gaa′u
a′
]
(2)
= −1
2
(r¯ ± s¯)gaa¯Ruσua¯,[
gaa′u
a′
]
(3)
=
1
6
(r¯ ± s¯)gaa¯ [Ruσua¯;σ − (r¯ ± s¯)Ruσua¯;u] ,[
gaa′u
a′
]
(4)
= ± 1
24s¯
ga
a¯(r¯ ± s¯)
[
2(r¯ ± s¯)Ruσua¯Ruσuσ − s¯
(
Ruσua¯;σσ +Rua¯σb¯Ruσσ
b¯
+ (r¯ ± s¯)2Ruσua;uu + (r¯ ± s¯)
{
Ruσu
b¯(2Rua¯σb¯ + 3Ruσa¯b¯)−Ruσua¯;uσ
+Rua¯u
b¯ [Ruσσb¯ + (r¯ ± s¯)Ruσub¯]
})]
,[
gaa′u
a′
]
(5)
= ± 1
2160s¯
ga
a¯(r¯ ± s¯)
(
s¯
{
18
[
Ruσua;σσσ −Ruσua;uσσ(r¯ ± s¯)
+Ruσua;uuσ(r¯ ± s¯)2 −Ruσua;uuu(r¯ ± s¯)3
]
+ 6Ruσσb
[
7Ruaσ
b
;σ
+ (r¯ ± s¯)(3Ruaub;σ − 4Ruaσb;u + 4Ruσua;b)− 8Ruaub;u(r¯ ± s¯)2
]
+ 9Ruaσb
[
4Ruσσ
b
;σ + (r¯ ± s¯)(5Ruσub;σ − 3Ruσσb;u)
− 6Ruσub;u(r¯ ± s¯)2
]
+ 2Ruσub
[
21(r¯ ± s¯)(2Ruaσb;σ + 3Ruσab;σ)
+ (r¯ ± s¯)2(17Ruaub;σ − 32Ruaσb;u − 36Ruσab;u + 16Ruσua;b)
− 21Ruaub;u(r¯ ± s¯)3
]
+ 9Ruaub
[
4Ruσσ
b
;σ(r¯ ± s¯)
+ 3(r¯ ± s¯)2(Ruσub;σ −Ruσσb;u)− 4Ruσub;u(r¯ ± s¯)3
]
+54(r¯ ± s¯)Ruσab
[
Ruσu
b
;σ − 2Ruσub;u(r¯ ± s¯)
]}
+ 15(r¯ ± s¯)
{
4Ruσuσ
[
2(r¯ ± s¯)Ruσua;u −Ruσua;σ
]
+3Ruσua
[
Ruσuσ;u(r¯ ± s¯)−Ruσuσ;σ
]})
. (B.8)
B.5 Scalar tail
The scalar tail bitensor, V (x, x′), may be expanded in a covariant series by writing
it in the form of a Hadamard series,
V (x, x′) = V0(x, x′) + V1(x, x′)σ(x, x′) + · · · , (B.9)
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and expanding each of the Hadamard coefficients V0(x, x
′), V1(x, x′), · · · in a covari-
ant Taylor series,
V0 = v0 − 12v0 ;cσc + 12v0 cdσcσd + 16
(−3
2
v0 (cd;e) +
1
4
v0 ;(cde)
)
σcσdσe + · · · ,
V1 = v1 − 12v1 ;cσc + · · · .
The series coefficients required to obtain the expansion of the singular field to O(4)
[V (x, x′) to O(3)] are given by
v0 =
1
2
(
(ξ − 1
6
)R +m2
)
,
v0
cd = − 1
180
Rpqr
cRpqrd − 1
180
Rcp
d
qR
pq + 1
90
RcpR
dp − 1
120
Rcd + 1
12
(ξ − 1
6
)RRcd
+ 1
6
ξ − 1
40
)R;cd + 1
12
m2Rcd,
v1 =
1
720
RpqrsR
pqrs − 1
720
RpqR
pq + 1
8
(ξ − 1
6
)2R2 − 1
24
(ξ − 1
5
)R + 1
4
m2(ξ − 1
6
)R
+ 1
8
m4.
For the singular field, we require the expansion of
∫ τ(adv)
τ(ret)
V dτ ′. Writing V (τ) =
V (z(τ), x) and expanding the dependence on τ about x¯ (using the method of
Sec. 3.1.2 and making use of the above expansion of V ), we obtain an expansion
in powers of ∆τ that can be trivially integrated between τ = τ− and τ = τ+.
Specialized to the vacuum case, the required expansion coefficients are then:[ ∫ τ(adv)
τ(ret)
V dτ ′
]
(1)
= 0,
[ ∫ τ(adv)
τ(ret)
V dτ ′
]
(2)
= 0,[ ∫ τ(adv)
τ(ret)
V dτ ′
]
(3)
= 0,
[ ∫ τ(adv)
τ(ret)
V dτ ′
]
(4)
= 0.
B.6 Electromagnetic tail
The electromagnetic tail bitensor, Vab′(x, x
′), may be expanded in a covariant series
by writing it in the form of a Hadamard series,
Vab′(x, x
′) = gb′b[V0ab(x, x′) + V1ab(x, x′)σ(x, x′) + · · · ], (B.10)
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and expanding each of the Hadamard coefficients, V0ab(x, x
′), V1ab(x, x′), · · · , in a
covariant Taylor series,
V0 ab = v0 (ab) +
(−1
2
v0 (ab);c + v0 [ab]c
)
σc + 1
2
(
v0 (ab)cd − v0 [ab](c;d)
)
σcσd
+ 1
6
(−3
2
v0 (ab)(cd;e) +
1
4
v0 (ab);(cde) + v0 [ab]cde
)
σcσdσe + · · · ,
V1 ab = v1 (ab) +
(−1
2
v1 (ab);c + v1 [ab]c
)
σc + · · · .
The series coefficients required to obtain the expansion of the singular field to O(4)
[Vab′(x, x
′) to O(3)] are given by
v0 (ab) =
1
2
Rab − 112Rgab,
v0 [ab]
c = 1
6
Rc[b;a],
v0 (ab)
cd = 1
6
Rab
;(cd) + 1
12
RabR
cd + 1
12
R(a
pqcRb)pq
d + gab
(
− 1
180
Rpqr
cRpqrd
− 1
180
Rcp
d
qR
pq + 1
90
RcpR
dp − 1
72
RRcd − 1
40
R;cd − 1
120
Rcd
)
,
v0 [ab]
cde = − 3
20
R(c[a;b]
de) − 1
12
R(c[a;b]R
de) − 1
20
R[a
pq(cRb]pq
d;e) − 1
30
Rab
p(c
;qRp
de)q
+ 1
60
Rabp
(c;dRe)p + 1
20
Rabp
(cRde);p − 1
20
Rab
p(cRp
d;e),
and
v1 (ab) =− 148RapqrRbpqr + 18RapRbp − 124RRab − 124Rab
+ gab
(
1
720
RpqrsR
pqrs − 1
720
RpqR
pq + 1
288
R2 + 1
120
R
)
,
v1 [ab]
c = 1
240
R[a
pqrRb]pqr
;c + 1
24
R[a
pqcRb]p;q +
1
120
R[a
pqcRb]q;p − 1120Rcpq[aRpq ;b]
+ 1
24
Rpc;[aRb]p +
1
24
Rp[aRb]
c
;p − 1360RpcRp[a;b] − 124Rp[aRb]p;c + 172RRc[a;b]
+ 1
120
Rc[a;b]p
p − 1
540
Rabpq;rR
pqrc − 1
540
Rabpq;rR
rqpc − 1
360
Rabp
c
;qR
pq
+ 1
120
RabpqR
cp;q − 1
120
Rab
pcR;p.
These are the same as those given by Brown and Ottewill (122) with the exception
of v1 [ab]
c, where we have corrected a sign error in one of their terms and combined
another two terms into a single term.
For the singular field, we require the expansion of
∫ τ(adv)
τ(ret)
Vab′u
b′dτ ′. Writing
[Vab′u
b′ ](τ) = [Vab′u
b′ ](z(τ), x) and expanding the dependence on τ about x¯ (using
the method of Sec. 3.1.2 and making use of the above expansion of Vab′), we obtain
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an expansion in powers of ∆τ that can be trivially integrated between τ = τ− and
τ = τ+. Specialized to the vacuum case, the required expansion coefficients are then:[ ∫ τ(adv)
τ(ret)
Vab′u
b′dτ ′
]
(1)
= 0,
[ ∫ τ(adv)
τ(ret)
Vab′u
b′dτ ′
]
(2)
= 0,[ ∫ τ(adv)
τ(ret)
Vab′u
b′dτ ′
]
(3)
=
1
1152
(r¯ ± s¯)gaa¯
{
16RubacRu
b
u
c(r¯ ± s¯)2 + 48RubσcRσcab
+ 24(r¯ ± s¯)
[
Ru
b
σ
cRucab +Ru
b
u
cRσbac
+ (r¯ ∓ 2s¯)RbcdeRbcdeua
]}
,[ ∫ τ(adv)
τ(ret)
Vab′u
b′dτ ′
]
(4)
=
1
51840
(r¯ ± s¯)gaa¯
{
144
[
2Ruaσ
b;cRσbσc − 6Rσbac;σRucσb
− 9Rubσc;σRσcab +Rσbcd;σRσbcdua
]
− 4(r¯ ± s¯)
[
18
(
6Rσ
b
a
c
;σRubuc − 2Ruaσb;cRubσc
+ 9Ru
b
σ
c
;σRucab +Rucσb(6Ru
b
a
c
;σ − 2Ruaσb;c − 9Rσbac;u)
+ 9Ru
b
u
c
;σRσbac − 2Ruaub;cRσbσc − 6Rubσc;uRσcab
)
+ (r¯ ∓ 2s¯)
(
27Ru
bcd
;σRabcd + 18Ra
bcd
;σRubcd + 4Rua
bc;d(Rσbcd
−Rσdbc)
)
− 3
(
6Rσ
bcd
;σRubcd + 6(Ru
bcd
;σ −Rσbcd;u)Rσbcd
+Rbcde;σRbcde(r¯ ∓ 2s¯)
)
ua
]
+ (r¯ ± s¯)2
[
48
(
Rubuc(2Ruaσ
b;c
− 6Rubac;σ + 9Rσbac;u) + 6Rubσc;uRucab + 9Rubac;uRucσb
+ 2Ruau
b;c(Rubσc +Rucσb) + 6Ru
b
u
c
;uRσbac
)
+ (r¯
∓ 3s¯)
(
Rubcd(27Ra
bcd
;u − 4Ruabc;d) + 4Ruabc;dRudbc
)
+ 3
(
16(Ru
bcd
;σ −Rσbcd;u)Rubcd −Rbcde;uRbcde(r¯ ∓ 3s¯)
)
ua
+ 6Ru
bcd
;u
(
3Rabcd(r¯ ∓ 3s¯)− 8Rσbcdua
)
− 432Rubuc;σRubac
]
+ 36(r¯ ± s¯)3
[
6Ru
b
u
c
;uRubac +Rubuc(2Ruau
b;c + 9Ru
b
a
c
;u)
−Rubcd;uRubcdua
]}
. (B.11)
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B.7 Gravitational tail
The gravitational tail bitensor, Vaa′bb′(x, x
′), may be expanded in a covariant series
by writing it in the form of a Hadamard series,
Vaa′bb′(x, x
′) = ga′cgb′d[V0acbd(x, x′) + V1acbd(x, x′)σ(x, x′) + · · · ], (B.12)
and expanding each of the Hadamard coefficients, V0acbd(x, x
′), V1acbd(x, x′), · · · , in a
covariant Taylor series,
V0AB = v0 (AB) +
(−1
2
v0 (AB);e + v0 [AB]e
)
σe + 1
2
(
v0 (AB)ef − v0 [AB](e;f)
)
σeσf
+ 1
6
(−3
2
v0 (AB)(ef ;g) +
1
4
v0 (AB);(efg) + v0 [AB]efg
)
σeσfσg + · · · ,
V1AB = v1 (AB) +
(−1
2
v1 (AB);c + v1 [AB]e
)
σe + · · · .
The required coefficients for V0AB are
v0 (AB) = v0 (ab cd) = −Cacbd, (B.13)
v0 [AB]
e = 0, (B.14)
v0 (AB)
ef = v0 (ab cd)
ef
= −1
3
Cacbd
;(ef) − 1
6
Cac
p(eCbdp
f) +
1
6
gacCb
pq(eCdpq
f)
− 1
720
Πabcdg
efCpqrsCpqrs, (B.15)
and
v0 [AB]
efg = v0 [ab cd]
efg =
1
10
gacC[b
pq(e;fCd]pq
g) +
1
15
gacCbdpe;qC
p
f
q
g, (B.16)
where
Πabcd =
1
2
gacgbd +
1
2
gadgbc + κgabgcd. (B.17)
In Eqs. (B.13) – (B.16), the right hand sides are understood to be symmetrized on
the index pairs (ab) and (cd). The required coefficients for V1AB are
v1 (AB) = v1 (ab cd) =
1
12
Cacbd +
1
2
Ca
p
b
qCcpdq +
1
24
Cac
pqCbdpq − 1
96
gacgbdC
pqrsCpqrs
+
1
720
ΠabcdC
pqrsCpqrs, (B.18)
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and
v1 [AB]
e =v1 [ab cd]
e
=
1
12
(Ca
p
b
qCcpdq
;e − CcpdqCapbq ;e) + 1
12
(Ca
peqCbcdp;q − CcpeqCdabp;q)
+
1
90
gacC
epqrCbdpq;r, (B.19)
where again there is implicit symmetrization on the index pairs (ab) and (cd). When
κ = −1/2, Eq. (B.18) agrees with Eq. (A23) of Allen, Folacci and Ottewill (123)
specialized to the vacuum case. Our expressions also agree with Anderson, Flanagan
and Ottewill (124), but we write them here in a slightly more compact form. Note
that the expressions (B.13) – (B.16) and (B.18) – (B.19) are all traceless on the
index pair (cd), aside from the terms involving the tensor Πabcd. This means that
performing a trace reversal on the index pair (cd) is equivalent to changing the
value of κ from 0 to −1/2. For the calculation of the gravitational singular field, we
require an expansion of the trace reversed singular field and so we choose κ = 0.
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